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Disclaimer
The 3D City Database version 3.3.0 developed in collaboration of the Chair of
Geoinformatics, Technische Universität München (TUMGI), virtualcitySYSTEMS GmbH, and
M.O.S.S. Computer Grafik System GmbH is free software and licensed under the Apache
License, Version 2.0. See the file LICENSE file shipped together with the software for more
details. You may obtain a copy of the license at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE2.0.
Please note that releases of the software before version 3.3.0 continue to be licensed under
GNU LGPL 3.0. To request a previous release of the 3D City Database under Apache License
2.0 create a GitHub issue at https://github.com/3dcitydb.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY TUMGI "AS IS" AND "WITH ALL FAULTS."
TUMGI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND
CONCERNING THE QUALITY, SAFETY OR SUITABILITY OF THE SOFTWARE,
EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
TUMGI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES AS TO THE TRUTH,
ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ANY STATEMENTS, INFORMATION OR
MATERIALS CONCERNING THE SOFTWARE THAT IS CONTAINED ON AND
WITHIN ANY OF THE WEBSITES OWNED AND OPERATED BY TUMGI.
IN NO EVENT WILL TUMGI BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES HOWEVER THEY MAY ARISE AND
EVEN IF TUMGI HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.
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1 Introduction
Virtual 3D city and landscape models are provided for an increasing number of cities, regions,
states, and even countries. They are created and maintained by public authorities like national
and state mapping agencies as well as by cadastre institutions and private companies. The 3D
topography of urban and rural areas is essential for both visual exploration and a range of
different analyses in, for example, the urban planning, environmental, energy, transportation,
and facility management sectors.
3D city models are nowadays used as an integrative information backbone representing the
relevant urban entities along with their spatial, semantic, and visual properties. They are often
created and maintained with full coverage of entire cities, i.e. all real world objects of a
specific type like buildings, roads, trees, water bodies, and the terrain are explicitly
represented. In most cases the 3D city model objects have well-defined identifiers, which are
kept stable during the lifetime of the real world objects and their virtual counterparts. Such
complete 3D models are a good basis to organize different types of data and sensors within
Smart City projects as they build a stable platform for information linking and enrichment.
In order to establish a common understanding and interpretation of the urban objects and to
achieve interoperable access and exchange of complete 3D models including the geometrical,
topological, visual, and semantic data, the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) has issued the
CityGML standard [Kolbe 2009]. CityGML defines a feature catalogue and data model for
the most relevant 3D topographic elements like buildings, bridges, tunnels, roads, railways,
vegetation, water bodies, etc. The data model is mapped to an XML-based exchange format
using OGC’s Geography Markup Language (GML).
The 3D City Database (3DCityDB) is a free Open Source package consisting of a database
schema and a set of software tools to import, manage, analyse, visualize, and export virtual
3D city models according to the CityGML standard. The database schema results from a
mapping of the object oriented data model of CityGML 2.0 to the relational structure of a
spatially-enhanced relational database management system (SRDBMS). The 3DCityDB
supports the commercial SRDBMS Oracle (with ‘Spatial’ or ‘Locator’ license options) and
the Open Source SRDBMS PostGIS (which is an extension to the free RDBMS PostgreSQL).
3DCityDB makes use of the specific representation and processing capabilities of the
SRDBMS regarding the spatial data elements. It can handle also very large models in multiple
levels of details consisting of millions of 3D objects with hundreds of millions of geometries
and texture images.
3DCityDB is in use in real life production systems in many places around the world and is
also being used in a number of research projects. For example, the cities of Berlin, Potsdam,
Munich, Frankfurt, Zurich all keep and manage their virtual 3D city models within an
instance of 3DCityDB. The companies virtualcitySYSTEMS and M.O.S.S., who are also
partners in development, use 3DCityDB at the core of their commercial products and services
to create, maintain, visualize, transform, and export virtual 3D city models (see Appendix B,
Appendix C, and Appendix D for examples how and where TUM, virtualcitySYSTEMS, and
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M.O.S.S. employ 3DCityDB in their projects). Furthermore, the state mapping agencies of all
16 states in Germany store and manage the state-wide collected 3D building models in
CityGML LOD1 and LOD2 using 3DCityDB. In 2012 the previous version of 3DCityDB and
the developer team received the Oracle Spatial Excellence Award, issued by Oracle USA.
Since 3DCityDB is based on CityGML, interoperable data access from user applications to
the database can be achieved in at least two ways:
1) by using the included high-performance CityGML Import/Export tool or the included
basic Web Feature Service 2.0 in order to exchange the data in CityGML format
(Version 2.0 or 1.0), and
2) by directly accessing the database tables whose relational structures are fully
explained in detail within this document. It is easy to enrich a 3D city model by
adding information to the database tables in some user application (using e.g. the
database APIs of programming language like C++, Java, Python, or of ETL tools like
the Feature Manipulation Engine from Safe Software). The enriched dataset then can
be exchanged or archived by exporting the city model to CityGML without
information loss. Analogously, 3DCityDB can be used to import a CityGML dataset
and then access and work with the city model by directly accessing the database tables
from some application programs or ETL software.
The Import/Export tool also provides functionalities for the direct export of 3D visualization
models in KML, COLLADA, and glTF formats. A tiling strategy is supported which allows
to visualize even very large 3D city and landscape models in geoinformation systems (GIS) or
digital virtual globes like Google Earth or Cesium Virtual Globe. The Import/Export tool
comes with an API to create further importers, exporters, and database administration tools.
One export plugin coming with the software installer package is the so-called ‘Spreadsheet
Generator Plugin’ (SPSHG) which allows to export thematic data of 3D objects into tables in
CSV and Microsoft Excel format that can be easily uploaded to and published as online
spreadsheets, for instance, within the Google Cloud. Starting from release 3.3.0, the
3DCityDB software package comes with a new Cesium-based 3D viewer so-called
“3DCityDB-Web-Map-Client” which links the 3D visualization models with online
spreadsheets and facilitate interactive visualization and exploration of 3D city models over the
Internet within a web browser.
This document describes the design and the components of the 3D City Database as well as
their usage for the new major release 3.3.0 which has been developed and implemented by the
three partners in development, namely the Chair of Geoinformatics at Technische Universität
München, virtualcitySYSTEMS, and M.O.S.S. The development is continuing the previous
work carried out at the Institute for Geodesy und Geoinformation Science (IGG) of the Berlin
University of Technology and the Institute for Cartography and Geoinformation (IKG) of the
University of Bonn.
This document has been completely reworked, integrated, extended, and edited from the
previous 3DCityDB documentations (version 3.0.0, version 2.0.1, and the documentation
addendum on 3DCityDB version 2.1.0 and the Importer/Exporter tool version 1.6.0). Some
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figures and texts are cited from the OpenGIS City Geography Markup Language (CityGML)
Encoding Standard, Version 2.0.0 [Gröger et al. 2012].

1.1 Main features of 3DCityDB
Many (but not all) of the features referring to object modelling and representation are implied
by following the CityGML standard 2.0.0 issued by the Open Geospatial Consortium.


CityGML 2.0.0 and 1.0.0 compliant database: The implementation defines the
classes and relations for the most relevant topographic objects in cities and regional
models with respect to their geometrical, topological, semantical, and appearance
properties. Included are generalization hierarchies between thematic classes,
aggregations, relations between objects, and spatial properties. These thematic
information go beyond graphic exchange formats and allow to employ virtual 3D city
models for sophisticated analysis tasks in different application domains.



Implementation on the basis of a spatially-enhanced relational database management system (Oracle 10G R2 or higher with Spatial/Locator option; PostgreSQL
9.1 or higher with PostGIS extension 2.0 or higher): For the representation of all
vector and grid geometry the built-in data types provided by the SRDBMS are used
exclusively. This way, special solutions are avoided and different geoinformation
systems, CAD/BIM systems, and ETL software systems can directly access (read and
write) the geometry objects stored in the SRDBMS.



Tool for importing and exporting CityGML data: The included Importer/Exporter
software tool allows for high performance importing and exporting of CityGML
datasets according to CityGML versions 2.0 and 1.0. The tool allows processing of
very large datasets (>> 4 GB), even if they include XLinks between CityGML features
or XLinks to 3D GML geometry objects. The multi-threaded programming exploits
multiprocessor systems or multikernel CPUs to speed up the processing of complex
XML-structures, resulting in high performance database access. Objects can be
filtered during import or export according to spatial regions (bounding box) and their
object IDs, feature types, and names. Bounding boxes can be interactively selected
using a map window based on OpenStreetMap (OSM). A tiling strategy is
implemented in order to support the export of very large datasets. In case of a high
number of texture images they can be automatically distributed in a configurable
number of subdirectories in order to avoid large directories with millions of files
which can render a Windows operating systems unresponsive. The Importer can also
validate CityGML files and can be configured to only import valid features. The
Importer/ Exporter tool can be run in interactive or batch mode.



Tool for exporting visualization models in KML, COLLADA, and glTF formats:
This tool exports city models from the 3D city database in KML, COLLADA, and
glTF formats which can directly be viewed and interactively explored in
geoinformation systems (GIS) or digital virtual globes like Google Earth or Cesium
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WebGL Virtual Globe. A tiling strategy is supported where only tiles in the vicinity of
the viewer’s location are being loaded facilitating the visualization of even very large
3D city and landscape models. Information balloons for all objects can be configured
by the user.


Tool for exporting data to spreadsheets: The ‘Spreadsheet Generator’ (SPSHG)
allows exporting thematic data of 3D objects into tables in CSV and Microsoft Excel
format which can be uploaded to a Google Spreadsheet within the Google Document
Cloud. For every selected geoobject one row is being exported where the first column
always contains the GMLID value of the respective object. The further columns can
be selected by the user. This tool can be used to export attribute data from e.g.
buildings like the class, function, usage, roof type, address, and further generic
attributes that may contain information like the building energy demand, potential
solar energy gain, noise level on the facades etc. The spreadsheet rows can be linked
to the visualization model generated by the KML/COLLADA/glTF Exporter. This is
shown in Appendix B.



Tool for 3D visualization and interactive exploration of 3D models on the web:
The ‘3DCityDB-Web-Map-Client’ is a WebGL-based 3D web viewer which extends
the Cesium Virtual Globe to support efficient displaying, caching, prefetching,
dynamic loading and unloading of arbitrarily large pre-styled 3D visualization models
in the form of tiled KML/glTF datasets generated by the KML/COLLADA/glTF
Exporter. It provides an intuitive user interface to facilitate rich interaction with 3D
visualization models by means of the enhanced functionalities like highlighting the
objects of interests on mouseover and mouseclick as well as hiding, showing, and
shadowing them. Moreover, the 3DCityDB-Web-Map-Client is able to link the 3D
visualization model with an online spreadsheet (Google Fusion Table) in the Google
Cloud and allows viewing and querying the thematic data of every city object
according to its GMLID.



Web Feature Service (WFS) 2.0: The 3DCityDB comes with an OGC compliant
implementation of a basic WFS 2.0 allowing web-based access to the 3D city objects
stored in the database. WFS clients can directly connect to this interface and retrieve
3D content for a wide variety of purposes. The implementation currently satisfies the
Simple WFS conformance class. An implementation of a full, transactional WFS is
commercially available from one of the development partners, see Appendix C.



Support of different kinds of multi-representations: Levels of detail, different
appearances, (and with Oracle RDBMS only) planning versions and history:
Every geoobject as well as the DTM can be represented in five different resolution or
fidelity steps (Levels of Detail, LOD). With increasing LOD, objects do not only
obtain a more precise and finer geometry, but do also gain a thematic refinement.
Different appearance data may be stored for each city object. Appearance relates to
any surface-based theme, e.g. infrared radiation or noise pollution, not just visual
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properties. Consequently, data provided by appearances can be used as input for both
presentation and analysis of virtual 3D city models. The database supports feature
appearances for an arbitrary number of themes per city model. Each LOD of a feature
can have individual appearances. Appearances can represent – among others – textures
and georeferenced textures. All texture images can be stored in the database.
The version and history management employs Oracle’s Workspace Manager and,
hence, is only available for 3DCityDB instances running on an Oracle RDBMS. It is
largely transparent to application programs that work with the database. Procedures
saved within the database (Stored Procedures) are provided, which allow for the
management of planning alternatives and versions via application programs.


Complex digital terrain models: DTMs may be represented in four different ways in
CityGML and therefore also in the 3D city database: regular grids, triangular irregular
networks (TINs), 3D mass points and 3D break lines. For every level of detail, a
complex DTM consisting of any number of DTM components and DTM types can be
defined. Besides, it is possible to combine certain kinds of DTM representations for
the same geographic area with each other (e.g. mass points and break lines or grids
and break lines). In Oracle Spatial (but not Locator) Grid-based DTMs may be of
arbitrary size and are composed from separate tiles to a single overall grid using the
Oracle GeoRaster functionality. Please note that the Import/Export tool provides
functions to read and write TIN, mass point, and break line DTM components, but not
for raster based DTMs. GeoRaster data would have to be imported and exported using
other tools from e.g. Oracle, ESRI, or Safe Software.



Complex city object modelling: The representation of city objects in the 3D city
database ranges from coarse models to geometrically and semantically fine grained
structures. The underlying data model is a complete realization of the CityGML data
model for the levels of detail (LOD) 0 to 4. For example, buildings can be represented
by simple, monolithic objects or can consist of an aggregation of building parts.
Extensions of buildings, like balconies and stairs, can be classified thematically and
provided with attributes just as single surfaces can be. LOD4 completes a LOD3
model by adding interior structures for 3D objects. For example, LOD4 buildings are
composed of rooms, interior doors, stairs, and furniture. This allows among other
things to select the floor space of a building, so that it can later be used e.g. to derive
SmartBuildings or to form 3D solids by extrusion [Döllner et al. 2005]. Buildings can
be assigned addresses that are also stored in the 3D city database. Their implementation refers to the OASIS xAL Standard, which maps the address formats of the
different countries into a unified XML schema. In order to model whole complexes of
buildings, single buildings can be aggregated to form special building groups. The
same complex modelling applies to the other CityGML feature types like bridges,
tunnels, transportation and vegetation objects, and water bodies.



Representation of generic and prototypical 3D objects: Generic objects enable the
storage and management of 3D geoobjects that are not explicitly modelled in
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CityGML yet, for example dams or city walls, or that are available in a proprietary file
format only. This way, files from other software systems like architecture or computer
graphics programs can be imported directly into the database (without interpretation).
However, application systems that would like to use these data must be able to
interpret the corresponding file formats after retrieving them back from the 3D
geodatabase.
Prototypical objects are used for memory-efficient management of objects that occur
frequently in the city model and that do not differ with respect to geometry and
appearance. Examples are elements of street furniture like lanterns, road signs or
benches as well as vegetation objects like shrubs, certain tree types etc. Every instance
of a prototypical object is represented by a reference to the prototype, a base point and
a transformation matrix for scaling, rotating and translating the prototype.
The geometries (and appearances like textures, colors etc.) of generic objects as well
as prototypes can be stored either using the geometry datatype of the spatial database
management system (Oracle Spatial/Locator or PostGIS) or in proprietary file formats.
In the latter case a single file may be saved for every object, but the file type (MIME
type), the coordinate transformation matrix that is needed to integrate the object into
the world coordinate reference system (CRS) as well as the target CRS have to be
specified.


Extendable object attribution: All objects in the 3D geodatabase can be augmented
with an arbitrary number of additional generic attributes. This way, it is possible to
add further thematic information as well as further spatial properties to the objects at
any time. In combination with the concept of generic 3D objects this provides a highly
flexible storage option for object types which are not explicitly defined in the
CityGML standard. Every generic attribute consists of a triple of attribute name, data
type, and value. Supported data types are: string; integer and floating-point numbers;
date; time; binary object (BLOB, e.g. for storing a file); geometry object according to
the specific geometry data type of Oracle or PostGIS respectively; simple, composite,
or aggregate 3D solids or surfaces. Please note that generic attributes of type BLOB or
geometry are not allowed as generic attributes in CityGML (and will, thus, not be
exported by the CityGML exporter). However, it may be useful to store binary data
associated with the individual city objects, for example, to store derived 3D computer
graphics representations.



Free, also recursive grouping of geoobjects: Geoobjects can be grouped arbitrarily.
The aggregates can be named and may also be provided with an arbitrary number of
generic attributes (see above). Object groups may also contain object groups, which
leads to nested aggregations of arbitrary depth. In addition, for every object of an
aggregation, its role in the group can be specified explicitly (qualified association).



External references for all geoobjects: All geoobjects can be provided with an
arbitrary number of references to corresponding objects in external data sources (i.e.
hyperlinks / linked data). For example, in case of building objects this allows to store
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e.g. the IDs of the corresponding objects in official cadasters, digital landscape
models, or Building Information Models (BIM). Each reference consists of an URI to
the external data store or database and the corresponding object ID or URI within that
external data store or database.


Flexible 3D geometries: The geometry of most 3D objects can be represented through
the combination of solids and surfaces as well as any - also recursive - aggregation of
these elements. Each surface may has attached different textures and colors on both its
front and back face. It may also comprise information on transparency. Additional
geometry types (any geometry type supported by the spatial database management
system Oracle Spatial/Locator or PostGIS) can be added to the geoobjects by using
generic attributes.



Open Source and Platform Independence: The entire software is freely accessible
to the interested public. The 3DCityDB is licensed under the Apache License, Version
2.0, which allows including 3DCityDB in commercial systems. You may obtain a
copy of the Apache License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0. Both
the Importer/Exporter tool and the Web Feature Service are implemented in Java and
can be run on different platforms and operating systems.

1.2 System and design decisions
The 3D City Database is implemented as a relational database schema using the spatial
datatypes provided by a spatially-enhanced relational database management system
(SRDBMS). Above, external software applications and database stored procedures are
provided working on this database schema. Since only Oracle with the Spatial or Locator
licensing option (10G R2 or higher) and PostgreSQL (9.1 or higher) with PostGIS extension
(2.0 or higher) offer comprehensive support for 3D spatial data, the 3D City Database schema
is being provided for these two systems only.
In addition to the general advantages arising from the usage of a widely used relational
database management system (RDBMS), both Oracle Spatial/Locator and PostgreSQL/
PostGIS offer some important performance characteristics that allow an efficient implementation of the required functionalities:


Both RDBMS support spatial data types with coordinates ranging from 2D to 4D.
Spatial indexes and filters can be 2D or 3D allowing for efficient spatial selections in
very large city models. Furthermore, the spatial data types are supported by a number
of commercial and Open Source GIS that provide a database connection as for
example ESRI’s ArcGIS/ArcSDE or Safe Software’s Feature Manipulation Engine
(FME). This enables such systems to directly access the data stored in the 3D
geodatabase.



Rules can be implemented using stored procedures and trigger mechanisms which
propagate updates of objects to likewise affected objects in the database (transparent
for the user).
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The datta model off the 3D Citty Databasee is based on
o the CityG
GML 2.0 staandard. Thee objectorientedd data modeel of CityGM
ML has beeen mapped to a purely relational ddata model with the
exceptioon that geom
metry objeccts are mappped to the spatial
s
datatypes providded by the SDBMS.
S
In orderr to achieve high perfformance foor data man
nipulations and queriees the mapp
ping was
done m
manually witth a numberr of optimizzations. A few
f simpliffying assum
mptions wheere made
regardinng the usaage of the CityGML concepts in the reaal world hhelping to increase
perform
mance. These are docum
mented in chhapter 2.1.
Surface-based geom
metries likee Polygons, TINs, MulttiSurfaces as
a well as Soolids are sto
ored in a
way: they are
a decompo
osed into thheir primitiv
ve surfaces and
a each sur
urface is storred as an
special w
individuual tuple inn one big surface
s
tablle. The reaason for this is that eaach surfacee can be
assignedd multiple appearances
a
s (e.g. textuures) in City
yGML and, thus, each aappearance must be
explicitlly linkable to the correesponding suurface. For Solids also the solid ggeometry ob
bjects are
stored inn addition to
t their deco
omposed booundary surrfaces allow
wing to applly spatial op
perations
on them
m like the coomputation of the volum
me.
The proovided softw
ware tools like the Im
mporter/Exp
porter appliccation are iimplementeed in the
Java lannguage in order
o
to be platform iindependentt. The toolss have beenn confirmed to run
under M
Microsoft Windows,
W
Linux, and A
Apple Mac OS X. Hig
gh performaance is achiieved by
exploiting multi-thhreading on multiprocesssor or multti-core CPU
U systems.

1.3 L
List of changes
s betwee
en softw
ware ve
ersions
1.3.1 Notable changes
s betwee
en 3.3.0 and
a 3.0.0
0
Improveed and updaated features and functiionalities:


U
Updated daatabase scheema:
o Re-aadded GMLI
ID_CODES
SPACE colu
umn to CIT
TYOBJECT,
, APPEAR
RANCE,
SUR
RFACE_GEO
OMETRY, SURFACE_DATA, CITYMODE
C
EL (were dro
opped in
3.0.0).
o Addded GMLID and GMLI
ID_CODES
SPACE colum
mn to ADDR
RESS table.





C
Completelyy revised and updated ddocumentatiion.
T
The Import/Export too
ol and the W
WFS interfacce now requ
uire Java 8.
S
Some bugfiixes and imp
provementss of the Imp
port/Export tool.
t

New feaatures and functionaliti
f
ies:


Support forr glTF expo
ort in additiion to the KML/COLL
K
LADA expoort. In casee of tiled
eexport, the generated KML/COLL
K
LADA/glTF
F models are organizedd with a hierrarchical
ddirectory sttructure acco
ording to a specific tiliing schema.



N
Newly included Cesiu
um-based 3D
D web view
wer (3DCity
yDB-Web-M
Map-Clientt) allows
ddirect 3D viisualization
n and interacctive explorration of thee datasets (K
KML/glTF modes
m
+
oonline spreaadsheets) ex
xported usinng the Impo
orter/Exportter.
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T
The Importt/Export too
ol now suppports checkin
ng of the veersion of the
he 3DCityDB
B before
cconnecting..



A
Added dattabase procedures too calculatee the ENVE
ELOPE of city objeccts. The
IImporter/Exxporter also
o provides a user diaalog to callculate the E
ENVELOPE
E of city
oobjects in thhe database.



T
The MIGR
RATION sccripts for Oracle hav
ve been op
ptimized too achieve a better
pperformancce.

Droppedd items or functionaliti
f
ies:


D
Direct uplooad of the exported daata to Google Spreadsheet is noot supported
d by the
S
SPSHG pluugin. This fu
unctionalityy might be back
b
in futurre releases.

1.3.2 Notable changes
s betwee
en 3.0.0 and
a 2.1.0
0
Improveed and updaated features and functiionalities:


U
Updated annd extended databasee schema supporting
s
CityGML 2.0. CityG
GML 1.0
ddatasets caan be conv
verted on-th
the-fly into
o CityGML
L 2.0. Expoort and im
mport of
C
CityGML 1.0
1 datasets are still suppported.



A
Adaption and
a extensio
on of the C
CityGML Im
mporter/Exp
porter as weell as of th
he KML/
C
COLLADA
A Exporter to
t the new ddatabase sch
hema.



P
Performancce improvem
ments whenn reading an
nd writing large CityG
GML datasetts over a
nnetwork.



IImproved support
s
of 3D city m
models whicch use textture atlasess regarding a more
ccompact stoorage and a higher imp ort, export, and visualiization perfo
formance.



IImproved handling of 3D m
models with
w
large coordinatee values in the
K
KML/COLL
LADA Exp
porter.



B
Both Oraclle and PosttGIS databaases are su
upported by the same Import/Exp
port tool
((there are no
n longer sep
parate versiions of the Import/Expo
I
ort tool).



U
Unified conncept for thee storage off image dataa in Oracle and
a PostGISS.



C
Completelyy reworked, extended, aand updated
d documentaation.

New feaatures and functionaliti
f
ies:


S
Support of all new City
yGML 2.0 feature typees like bridg
ges and tunnnels with reespect to
tthe previouus version of
o CityGML
L. Support of CityGM
ML 2.0’s grrouping con
ncept for
ggeneric attributes.



C
CityGML Solid
S
geom
metry objectts are now stored as 3D
3 solid geeometries in
n Oracle
((starting froom version 11g) and P
PostGIS in addition to
o their decoomposition into the
iindividual boundary
b
su
urfaces.



T
This softwaare packagee comes w
with an implementation
n of an OG
GC compliaant basic
W
Web Featurre Service 2.0.
2
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The newly included ‘Spreadsheet Generator’ plugin allows exporting data from a 3D
City Database instance into tables. Supported output formats are Microsoft Excel,
CSV, and Google Spreadsheets.



Database scripts for Oracle and PostGIS for the migration of a 3DCityDB database
version 2.1.0 to version 3.1.0.



Support of Oracle Spatial and Locator licensing options.



Schema files of the database schemas are included for Oracle and PostGIS



A special database procedure allows performing a change of the spatial reference
system of a 3D city database. Coordinate transformations will be carried out in-situ.



Support of GenericCityObjects having point and/or line geometries in the KML/
COLLADA Exporter.

Dropped items or functionalities:


The ‘Merging’ plugin of the previous Importer/Exporter version 1.6.0 was not updated
to the new database schema and has been removed.



The database table ORTHOPHOTO which was part of the previous version of the
3DCityDB schema was dropped. It was not supported by the previous versions of the
Import/Export tool anyway.



The tool for importing and exporting raster data for Oracle Spatial is no longer
supported. Please use third party software instead.



The Oracle and PostgreSQL scripts for creating a read-only user have been removed
from this release. It is planned to include a reworked version of these scripts in the
next minor release.

1.4 Development history
The development of the 3D City Database was always closely related to the development of
the CityGML standard [Kolbe & Gröger 2003]. It was started back in 2003 by Dr. Kolbe and
Prof. Plümer at the Institute for Cartography and Geoinformation at University of Bonn. In
the period from November 2003 to December 2005 the official virtual 3D city model of
Berlin, commissioned by The Berlin Senate and Berlin Partner GmbH, was developed within
a pilot project funded by the European Union [Plümer et al. 2005, Berlin 3D]. Since then, the
model has been playing a central role in the three-dimensional spatial data infrastructure of
Berlin and opened up a multitude of applications for the public and private sector alike. As an
example the virtual city model is successfully used for presentation of the business location,
its urban development combined with application related information to politicians, investors,
and the public in order to support civic participation, provide access to decision-making
content, assist in policy-formulation, and control implementation processes [Döllner et al.
2006]. 3DCityDB was key in demonstrating the real world usage of CityGML to the Open
Geospatial Consortium on the one hand, and the practical usability and versatility of
CityGML to the city of Berlin on the other hand. This first development phase was carried out
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by University of Bonn in collaboration with the company lat/lon GmbH. Oracle Spatial was
the only supported SDBMS in that phase and the next (3DCityDB Versions 0.2 up to 1.3).
Within the framework Europäische Fonds für regionale Entwicklung (EFRE II) the project
Geodatenmanagement in der Berliner Verwaltung – Amtliches 3D-Stadtmodell für Berlin
allowed for upgrading the official 3D city model based on the former CityGML specification
draft 0.4.0 in the year 2007. The developments were carried out by the Institute for Geodesy
und Geoinformation Science (IGG) of the Berlin University of Technology (where Kolbe
became full professor for Geoinformation Science in 2006) on behalf of the Berliner
Senatsverwaltung für Wirtschaft, Arbeit und Frauen and the Berlin Partner GmbH (former
Wirtschaftsförderung Berlin International). The relational database model (3DCityDB
versions 1.4 up to 1.8) was implemented and evaluated in cooperation with 3DGeo GmbH
(later bought by Autodesk GmbH) in Potsdam. A special database interface for LandXPlorer
was provided by 3DGeo / Autodesk. Later on, a first version of the Java based CityGML
Importer/Exporter was developed [Stadler et al. 2009].
In August 2008, CityGML 1.0.0 became an adopted standard of the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC). In the follow-up project Digitaler Gestaltplan Potsdam starting in 2010
the 3DCityDB version 2 was developed which brought a full support for all CityGML 1.0.0
feature types. The KML/COLLADA exporter was added as well as the ‘Matching’ plugin.
This project was carried out by IGG of TU Berlin on behalf of and in collaboration with the
company virtualcitySYSTEMS (VCS) in Berlin. In 2012 the developer team at TU Berlin
received the Oracle Spatial Excellence Award for Education and Research from Oracle USA
for our work on 3DCityDB. Also in 2012 3DCityDB was ported to PostgreSQL/PostGIS by
Felix Kunde, a master student from the University of Potsdam, who did his master thesis in
collaboration with IGG [Kunde 2013].
In August 2012, CityGML 2.0.0 became an adopted standard of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). In September 2012, Prof. Kolbe moved from IGG, TU Berlin to the Chair of
Geoinformatics at Technische Universität München (TUM). The companies
virtualcitySYSTEMS GmbH in Berlin and M.O.S.S. GmbH in Taufkirchen (near Munich)
have also been using the 3D City Database in their commercial projects for a number of years.
In this context, the Chair of Geoinformatics at TUM and the companies virtualcitySYSTEMS
and M.O.S.S. signed an official collaboration agreement on the joint further development of
3DCityDB and its tools. The work on the new major release version 3.0.0 began in 2013
when Dr. Nagel finished his PhD and joined the company VCS.
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2 Da
ata Mo
odelling
g and D
Database Des
sign
In this ssection the slightly sim
mplified dataa model witth respect to CityGML
L is describeed at the
concepttual level using UML
L class diiagrams. These diagrams form the basis for the
implem
mentation-deependent reaalization of the model with
w a relatiional databaase system which is
presenteed in sectiion 2.3. Ho
owever, UM
ML diagraams may also form th
the basis for
fo other
implem
mentations e.g. for the definition
d
oof an exchan
nge format based on X
XML or GM
ML. The
UML diiagrams of the
t 3D city model are ddepicted in section 2.2.

2.1 S
Simplific
cation compare
c
ed to CiityGML 2.0.0
CityGM
ML is a common
c
in
nformation model fo
or 3D urb
ban objectss and pro
ovides a
comprehhensive andd extensiblee representaation of thee objects. It
I is explainned in detaail in the
CityGM
ML specificaation [Grögeer et al. 20008, Gröger et
e al. 2012] and [Kolbee 2009]. An analysis
of the pprevious veersions of th
he 3D Cityy Database indicated that for the data colleccted and
processeed a less complex
c
sch
hema is suufficient. Ussing a simp
plified scheema usually
y allows
improviing system performan
nce. Thereffore, the firrst task waas related tto databasee design
aspects with respecct to adjustiing the com
mprehensive CityGML features. Ass result a simplified
databasee schema was
w generateed, allowinng an optimized workfllow and guuaranteeing efficient
processiing time. Thhe related UML-diagra
U
ams were discussed
d
an
nd coordinat
ated with thee project
partnerss and transllated into th
he relationaal schema. Based on this
t
work tthe SQL sccripts for
setting uup the Oraccle and PosstgreSQL daatabase sch
hema were generated.
g
PPlease note, that all
test CityyGML dataasets (versio
ons 1.0.0 annd 2.0.0) frrom the City
yGML hom
mepage (and
d others)
can be sstored and managed
m
wiithout restricctions with this simpliffied databasse schema.

2.1.1 Multiplic
cities, cardinalitie
es and re
ecursions
Simplifi
fications witth respect to
o the CityGM
ML specificcation were made as foollows:






M
Multiplicitties of attrib
butes
A
Attributes with
w a variable amounnt of occurrrences (*) are substituuted by a data
d
type
eenabling thhe storage of arbitraryy values (ee.g. data ty
ype String with a predefined
sseparator) or by an array
a
with a predefineed amount of elemennts represen
nting the
nnumber of objects thatt participatee in the asso
ociation. Th
his means thhat object attributes
a
ccan be storeed in a singlle column.
C
Cardinalitiies and types of relatiionships
nn:m relations require an additionnal table in
n the databaase. This taable consistts of the
pprimary keyys of both elements’ tables whicch form a composite
c
pprimary key
y. If the
rrelation cann be restriccted to a 11:n or n:1 relationship
p the addittional tablee can be
aavoided. Thherefore, alll n:m relatioons in CityG
GML were checked foor a more reestrictive
ddefinition. This
T results in simplifieed cardinaliities and rellations.
S
Simplified treatment of recursioons
Some recurrsive relatio
ons are useed in the CityGML
C
daata model. Recursive database
qqueries mayy cause high
h cost, espeecially if thee amount off recursive ssteps is unkn
nown. In
oorder to guarantee
g
good
g
perforrmance, im
mplementatiion of recuursive asso
ociations
rreceive twoo additionall columns w
which conttain the ID of the pareent and of the root
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eelement. Foor example,, if all buildding parts related
r
to a specific buuilding are queried,
oonly those tuples
t
contaaining the ID
D of the building as root element hhave to be selected.
s
T
Thus, typical queries concerning
c
oobject geom
metry remain
n high-perfoormance.

2.1.2 Data typ
pe adapta
ation
Data tyypes specifieed in CityG
GML were substituted
d by data ty
ypes whichh allow an effective
e
represenntation in the
t databasse. Strings for examplle are used
d to represeent code ty
ypes and
numberr vectors; GML
G
geometry types were chang
ged to the database ggeometry daata type.
Matricees are storedd each one as String ddata type, with
w values listed
l
in a ro
row-major sequence
s
separateed by spaces.

2.1.3 Project specific
s
classes
c
and clas
ss attribu
utes
The 3D
D city dataabase may contain soome classes for repreesentation oof project specific
metadatta, version control an
nd attributees for repreesentation of additionnal project specific
informaation. Since this inform
mation is reppresented in
n the CityGM
ML specificcation differrently or
even noot at all, apppropriate claasses and claass attributees are added
d or respectiively adopteed.

2.1.4 S
Simplifie
ed design of GML
L geome
etry class
ses
Spatial pproperties of
o features are
a represennted by objeects of GML
L3’s geomeetry model based
b
on
the ISO
O 19107 standard
s
‘S
Spatial Schhema’ [Herrring 2001]], represent
nting 3D geometry
g
accordinng to the well-known
w
n Boundaryy Represen
ntation (B-R
Rep, cf. [Fooley et al. 1995]).
Actuallyy only a suubset of thee GML3 geeometry pacckage is used. Moreovver, for 2D and 3D
surface--based geom
metry types a simpler bbut equally powerful
p
model
m
is usedd: These geometries
are stoored as poolygons, which
w
are aggregated to MultiS
Surfaces, C
CompositeS
Surfaces,
TrianguulatedSurfacces, Solids, MultiSolidss, as well ass CompositeeSolids.

2.2 U
UML class diag
gram
The folllowing pagges cite sev
veral parts oof the City
yGML speciification [G
Gröger et all., 2012]
which are necessaary for a better undderstanding. Main foccus is put on explain
ning the
customiization and the differen
nces to the C
CityGML sttandard.
Design decisions inn the model are expliccitly visualissed within the
t UML ddiagrams. Fo
ollowing
models are presented in detail:




G
Geometric-topologicall model
A
Appearancee model
T
Thematic Model
M
o CityyGML Coree
o Buillding modell
o Briddge model
o Cityy furniture
o Digital Terrain Model
o Genneric objectss and attribuutes
o Lannd use
o Trannsportation objects
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o Tunnnel model
o Watter bodies
o Veggetation objeects
For intuuitive underrstanding, classes
c
whicch will be merged
m
to a single tabble in the relational
schema,, are shownn as orange blocks in thhe UML diiagrams. n:m
m relations,, which only
y can be
represennted by addditional tablees, are repreesented as green
g
blockss.

2.2.1 Geometrric-topological M
Model
The geoometry moddel of CityG
GML consiists of prim
mitives, whiich may bee combined to form
complexxes, compoosite geomettries or agggregates. A zero-dimen
nsional objeect is modellled as a
Point, a one-dimennsional as a _Curve. A curve is restricted to be
b a straight
ht line, thus only the
GML3 cclass LineSttring is used
d.
Combinned geomettries can be
b aggregaates, compllexes or co
omposites of primitiv
ves (see
illustrattion in figurre 1). In an
n Aggregatee, the spatiaal relationsh
hip betweenn componen
nts is not
restricteed. They may
m be disjo
oint, overlappping, touching, or dissconnected.. GML3 provides a
a MultiPoint, a MultiCurve, a MultiSurfa
special aggregate for each dimension,
d
ace or a
MultiSoolid. In conttrast to aggrregates, a C
Complex is topological
t
ly structureed: its parts must be
disjoint, must not overlap
o
and
d are allowe d to touch, at most, at their bounddaries or share parts
of their boundariess. A Compossite is a speecial compleex provided
d by GML3.. It can only
y contain
elementts of the saame dimenssion. Its eleements mu
ust be disjoint as well,, but they must be
topologically connnected along
g their bouundaries. A Compositee can be a CompositeeSolid, a
CompossiteSurface, or CompossiteCurve.

MultiSurfa
face

Geom
metricComplexx

ComposiiteSurface

Fiigure 1: Diffeerent types of aaggregated geeometries [Grö
öger et al., 20 12]

The moodelling of two-dimen
nsional and three-dimeensional geeometry typpes is hand
dled in a
simplifiied way. All surface-baased geomeetries are sto
ored as poly
ygons, whicch are aggreegated to
MultiSuurfaces, CoompositeSurf
rfaces, TriaangulatedSu
urfaces, Solids, MultiiSolids, as well as
CompossiteSolids acccordingly. This simpllification su
ubstitutes thee more com
mplex repressentation
used forr those GM
ML geometry
y classes in grey blocks in Figure 2. Mappingg the UML diagram
to the rrelational scchema now
w requires oonly one tab
ble (SURFA
ACE_GEOM
METRY), which
w
is
explaineed in chapteer 2.3.2.2.
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Fiigure 2: Geom
metrical-topog
graphical mod
del.
For sim
mplification thhe geometry classes in the ggrey block aree substituted by
y the construcct in the orang
ge block

In orderr to implem
ment topolo
ogy, CityGM
ML uses th
he XML co
oncept of X
XLinks prov
vided by
GML. E
Each geom
metry objectt that shouuld be shareed by diffeerent geom
metric aggregates or
differennt thematic features
f
is assigned
a
a uunique identtifier, which
h may be re ferenced by
y a GML
geometrry propertyy using a href
h
attributte. The XL
Link topolog
gy is simplle and flexible and
nearly aas powerfull as the exp
plicit GML
L3 topology
y model. Ho
owever, a ddisadvantag
ge of the
XLink topology iss that naviigation betw
ween topollogically co
onnected obbjects can only be
perform
med in onee direction (from an aggregate to its com
mponents), not (immeediately)
bidirecttional, as it is
i the case for
f GML’s bbuilt-in topo
ology.

2.2.2 Implicit Geometr
G
ry
The conncept of impplicit geomeetries is an eenhancemen
nt of the GM
ML3 geomeetry model.
An impplicit geom
metry is a geometric
g
oobject, wheere the shaape is storeed only on
nce as a
prototyppical geomeetry, for exaample a treee or other vegetation
v
objects,
o
a trraffic light or
o traffic
sign. Thhis prototyppic geomettry object iis re-used or
o referenced many tiimes, wherever the
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correspoonding featuure occurs in
i the 3D ciity model. Each
E
occurreence is reprresented by a link to
the prottotypic shappe geometry
y (in a locaal Cartesian
n coordinatee system), bby a transfo
ormation
matrix tthat is multtiplied with
h each 3D ccoordinate of
o the proto
otype, and bby an anch
hor point
denotingg the base point
p
of the object in thhe world coordinate refference systtem. The co
oncept of
implicitt geometriess is similar to the welll-known con
ncept of primitive insta
tancing used
d for the
represenntation of sccene graphss in the fieldd of computter graphicss [Foley et aal. 1995].

Figure 3: IImplicit Geom
metry model

Implicitt geometriees may be applied to features frrom differen
nt thematicc fields in order to
geometrrically reprresent the features
f
wiithin a specific level of detail ((LOD). Thu
us, each
CityGM
ML thematicc extension
n module (llike Buildin
ng, Bridge, and Tunneel etc.) may
y define
spatial pproperties providing
p
im
mplicit geom
metries for its thematic classes.
The shaape of an im
mplicit geom
metry can bbe represen
nted in an external
e
filee with a pro
oprietary
format, e.g. a VRM
ML file, a DXF
D
file, or a 3D Studiio MAX filee. The referrence to the implicit
geometrry can be specified by
b an URI pointing to
o a local or
o remote ffile, or eveen to an
approprriate web seervice. Alteernatively, a GML3 geeometry object can deffine the shaape. This
has the advantage that it can
n be storedd or exchan
nged inline within thee CityGML dataset.
Typically, the shappe of the geeometry is ddefined in a local coord
dinate systeem where th
he origin
lies withhin or near to the objecct’s extent. If the shapee is referencced by an U
URI, also the MIME
type off the denoteed object has
h to be sspecified (ee.g. “modell/vrml” for VRML models or
odels).
“model//x3d+xml” for X3D mo
The imp
mplicit repreesentation of
o 3D objecct geometry
y has somee advantagees compared to the
explicit modelling,, which represents the objects using absolutee world cooordinates. Itt is more
n be stored
d or handledd by a system. The
space-effficient, andd thus more extensivee scenes can
visualizzation is accelerated siince 3D grraphics hard
dware supp
ports the sc ene graph concept.
Furtherm
more, the usage
u
of different shaape version
ns of objectts is facilittated, e.g. different
seasons, since onlyy the library objects havve to be excchanged.

2.2.3 A
Appeara
ance Mod
del
Informaation aboutt a surfacee’s appearaance, i.e. observable
o
properties of the surrface, is
considered an integgral part off virtual 3D
D city modells in additio
on to semanntics and geeometry.
Appearaance relatess to any surrface-based theme, e.g.. infrared raadiation or nnoise pollution, not
just visuual propertiies and can be represennted by – am
mong others – texturess and georeferenced
texturess. Appearannces are sup
pported for an arbitrary
y number of themes peer city mod
del. Each
LoD of a feature caan have ind
dividual apppearances. Each
E
city ob
bject or cityy model resp
pectively
may stoore its ownn appearance data. Theerefore, thee base CityG
GML classees _CityObj
bject and
CityModdel contain a relation appearance
a
and appearranceMemb
ber respectivvely.
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Figure 4: Appearancce model

Themess are repressented by an
a identifierr only. The appearance of a city model for a given
theme is defined by
b a set of objects
o
of c lass Appearrance, referrencing thiss theme thro
ough the
heme comppose a virtuaal group.
attributee theme. All appearancce objects beelonging to the same th
An Apppearance obbject collectts surface daata relevantt for a specific theme tthrough thee relation
surfaceD
DataMembeer. Surface data is representeed by obj
bjects of tthe abstracct class
_SurfacceData. Its only
o
attribu
ute is the Booolean flag isFront, wh
hich determ
mines the sid
de (front
and bacck face of thhe surface) a surface daata object ap
pplies to.
p
whhich depend
ds on the
A consttant surface property is modelled aas material. A surface property,
locationn within the surface, is modelledd as texturre. Each su
urface objecct can havee both a
materiall and a teexture per theme and side. Thiss allows fo
or providinng both a constant
approximation andd a compleex measureement of a surface’s property siimultaneoussly. If a
surface object is too receive multiple
m
textuures or matterials, each
h texture or material reequires a
separatee theme. Thhe mixing of
o themes oor their usag
ge is not ex
xplicitly deffined but leeft to the
applicattion.
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Materials define light reflection properties being constant for a whole surface object. The
definition of the class X3DMaterial is adopted from the X3D and COLLADA specification
(cf. X3D, COLLADA specification):




diffuseColor defines the colour of diffusely reflected light.
specularColor defines the colour of a directed reflection.
emissiveColor is the colour of light generated by the surface.

All colours use RGB values with red, green, and blue chanels, each defined as value between
0 and 1. Transparency is stored separately using the transparency element where 0 stands for
fully opaque and 1 for fully transparent. ambientIntensity specifies the minimum percentage
of diffuseColor that is visible regardless of light sources. shininess controls the sharpness of
the specular highlight. 0 produces a soft glow while 1 results in a sharp highlight. isSmooth
gives a hint for normal interpolation. If this Boolean flag is set to true, vertex normals should
be used for shading (Gouraud shading). Otherwise, normals should be constant for a surface
patch (flat shading). Target surfaces are specified using target elements. Each element
contains the URI of one target surface geometry object.
The base class for textures is _AbstractTexture. Here, textures are always raster-based 2D
textures. The raster image is specified by imageURI using a URI and may contain an arbitrary
image data resource, even a preformatted request for a web service. The image data format
can be defined using standard MIME types in the mimeType element. Textures can be
qualified by the attribute textureType, differentiating between textures, which are specific for
a certain object (specific) and prototypic textures being typical for that object surface
(typical). Textures may also be classified as unknown. The specification of texture wrapping
is adopted from the COLLADA standard. Possible values of the attribute wrapMode are none,
wrap, mirror, clamp and border.
_AbstractTexture is further specialised according to the texture parameterisation, i.e. the
mapping function from a location on the surface to a location in the texture image. Texture
parameterisation uses the notion of texture space, where the texture image always occupies of
the region [0,1]² regardless of the actual image size or aspect ratio. The lower left image
corner is located at the origin. To receive textures, the mapping function must be known for
each surface object.
The class GeoreferencedTexture describes a texture that uses a planimetric projection. Such a
texture has a unique mapping function which is usually provided with the image file (e.g.
georeferenced TIFF) or as a separate ESRI world file. The search order for an external
georeference is determined by the Boolean flag preferWorldFile. Alternatively, inline
specification of a georeference similar to a world file is possible. This internal georeference
specification always takes precedence over any external georeference. referencePoint defines
the location of the centre of the upper left image pixel in world space and corresponds to
values 5 and 6 in an ESRI world file. Since GeoreferencedTexture uses a planimetric
projection, referencePoint is two-dimensional and the orientation defines the rotation and
scaling of the image in form of a 2x2 matrix (a list of 4 doubles in row-major order
corresponding to values 1, 3, 2, and 4 in an ESRI world file). The CRS of this transformation
is identical to the referencePoint’s CRS. If neither an internal nor an external georeference is
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given, the GeorefferencedTexxture is innvalid. Targ
get surfacees are speccified using target
elementts. Each eleement contaains the UR
RI of one target surfacce geometryy object. All
A target
surface objects shaare the mapp
ping functioon defined by
b the georeeference.
The claass ParameterizedTexxture descrribes a tex
xture with a target-ddependent mapping
m
functionn. Each targget surface geometry object is sp
pecified as URI in the
he uri attrib
bute of a
separatee target element. The mappping is defined by assocciated classses of
_TexturreParameterrization:


TexCoordL
List for the concept
c
of ttexture coorrdinates, defining an exxplicit mapp
ping of a
surface’s boundary
b
po
oints to poinnts in texture space, and
d



TexCoordG
Gen when using
u
a comm
mon 3x4 traansformatio
on matrix froom world sp
pace to
texture spaace, specifieed by the atttribute worlldToTexturee.

2.2.4 T
Thematic
c model
The theematic modeel consists of the classs definition
ns for the most
m importaant types off objects
within vvirtual 3D city
c models. Most them
matic classees are (transitively) derrived from the
t basic
classes F
Feature andd FeatureC
Collection, thhe basic nottions defined in ISO 199109 and GM
ML3 for
the reprresentation of features and their aaggregationss. Features contain spaatial as welll as nonspatial attributes, which
w
are mapped to GML3 feaature propeerties with correspond
ding data
types. G
Geometric properties
p
arre representted as assocciations to the
t geometrry classes described
d
in chappter 2.2.1 The
T thematic model aalso comprises differeent types oof interrelattionships
betweenn Feature cllasses like aggregations
a
s, generalizaations, and associations
ns.
The aim
m of the exxplicit mod
delling is too reach a high
h
degreee of semanntic interop
perability
betweenn different applications
a
s. By speciffying the theematic conccepts and thheir semantiics along
with theeir mappingg to UML and
a GML3, different applications can rely onn a well-deffined set
of Featuure types, attributes,
a
and
a data typpes with a standardised
s
d meaning oor interpretation. In
order too allow alsso for the exchange of objects and/or attrributes thatt are not explicitly
e
modelleed in CityG
GML, the co
oncepts of G
GenericCityyObjects and
d GenericA
Attributes haave been
introducced.
2.2.4.1 Core Mo
odel
The basse class off all thematic classes w
within City
yGML’s data model iss the abstraact class
_CityObbject. _CityyObject prov
vides a creaation and a terminatio
on date for tthe manageement of
historiess of featurees as well as generic attributes and
a externaal referencees to corressponding
objects in other daata sets. _C
CityObject iss a subclasss of the GM
ML class F
Feature, thus it may
inherit m
multiple nam
mes from Feature,
F
whiich may be optionally qualified byy a codeSpa
ace. This
enables the differeentiation between, for example, an
a official name
n
from a popular name or
me property
y of GML objects,
o
Cox
ox et al., 200
04). The
names iin different languages (c.f. the nam
generaliisation propperty generralizesTo off _CityObjeect may be used to rellate features, which
represennt the same real-worlld object inn different LoD, i.e. a feature aand its gen
neralized
counterppart(s). Thhe direction
n of this rrelation is from the feature to the corressponding
generaliised featuree.
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Featuress of _CityO
Object and its specialiized subclasses may be
b aggregate
ted to a CittyModel,
which iss a feature collection
c
with
w optionaal metadata.. Generally,, each featur
ure has the attributes
a
class, fu
function, and usage, un
nless it is sstated otherrwise. The class attribbute can occcur only
once, w
while the atttributes usag
ge and funcction can bee used multtiple times. The class attribute
describees the classsification off the objectts, e.g. road
d, track, raiilway, or sqquare. The attribute
functionn contains the
t purpose of the objeect, like naational highw
way or couunty road, while
w
the
attributee usage defines wheth
her an objeect is e.g. navigable
n
or
o usable foor pedestriaans. The
attributees class, fuunction and
d usage aree specified as gml:Co
odeType. Thhe values of these
propertiies can be enumerated
d in code liists. Furthermore, for each featurre the geog
graphical
extent ccan be definned using th
he Envelopee element. Minimum
M
an
nd maximum
m coordinatte values
have to be assignedd to oppositte corners off the featuree’s boundin
ng box.

Figurre 5: Core Moodel and themaatic top level classes
c

The subbclasses of _CityObjecct comprise the differeent thematicc fields of a city modeel, in the
followinng covered by separate thematic models: bu
uilding mod
del (_AbstraactBuilding)), tunnel
model (_AbstractTunnel), bridge m
model (_AbstractBrid
dge), city furniture model
(CiyFurrniture), digital
d
terrain modell (ReliefFeeature), laand use m
model (La
andUse),
transporrtation moddel (Transp
portationObj
bject), vegetation mod
del (_VegetaationObjectt), water
bodies m
model (WaaterObject) and genericc city objecct model (G
GenericCityyObject). The latter
one alloows for the modelling of
o features, which are not explicittly covered by one of the
t other
models.. The separration into these moddels stronglly correlatees with CittyGML’s extension
moduless, each defining a respeective part oof a virtual 3D city model.
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3D objects are often derived from or have relations to objects in other databases or data sets.
For example, a 3D building model may have been constructed from a two-dimensional
footprint in a cadastre data set. The reference of a 3D object to its corresponding object in an
external data set is essential, if an update must be propagated or if additional data is required
(like the name and address of a building’s owner in a cadastral information system). In order
to supply such information, each _CityObject may have External References to corresponding
objects in external data sets. Such a reference denotes the external information system and the
unique identifier of the object in this system.
CityObjectGroups aggregate CityObjects and furthermore are defined as special CityObjects.
This implies that a group may become a member of another group realizing a recursive
aggregation schema. Since CityObjectGroup is a feature, it has the optional attributes class,
function and usage. The class attribute allows a group classification with respect to the stated
function and may occur only once. The function attribute is intended to express the main
purpose of a group, possibly to which thematic area it belongs (e.g. site, building,
transportation, architecture, unknown etc.). The attribute usage can be used, if the object’s
usage differs from its function. The attributes class, function and usage are specified as
gml:CodeType. The values of these properties can be enumerated in code lists.
Each member of a group may be qualified by a role name, reflecting the role each CityObject
plays in the context of the group. Furthermore, a CityObjectGroup can optionally be assigned
an arbitrary geometry object. This may be used to represent a generalised geometry generated
from the member’s geometries. The parent association linking a CityObjectGroup to a
CityObject allows for the modelling of a generic hierarchical grouping concept. This concept
is used, for example, to represent storeys in buildings. See Figure 5 the simplified UML
diagram.
2.2.4.2 Building model
Buildings can be represented in five levels of detail (LoD0 to LoD4). The building model
allows the representation of simple buildings that consist of only one component, as well as
the representation of complex relations between parts of a building, e.g. a building consisting
of three parts – a main house, a garage and an extension. The parts can again consist of parts
etc. The subclasses Building and BuildingPart of _AbstractBuilding enable these modelling
options. In the case of a simple, one-piece house there is only one Building which inherits all
attributes and relations from _AbstractBuilding (cf. Figure 6). However, such a Building can
also comprise BuildingParts which likewise inherit all properties from _AbstractBuilding: the
building’s class, function (e.g. residential, public, or industry), usage, year of construction,
year of demolition, roof type, measured height, and the number and individual heights of all
its storeys above and below ground (cf. Figure 7). Furthermore, Addresses can be assigned to
Buildings or BuildingParts. In particular, BuildingParts may again comprise BuildingParts as
components, because the composition relation is inherited. This way a tree-like hierarchy can
be created whose root object is a Building and whose non-root nodes are BuildingParts. The
attribute values are generally filled in the lower hierarchy level, because basically every part
can have its own construction year and function. However, the function can also be defined in
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the roott of the hierrarchy and therefore
t
sppan the who
ole building. The indiviidual BuildingParts
within a Building must
m not pen
netrate eachh other and must
m form a coherent oobject.

Figure 6: Exxample of builldings consistiing of one and
d two building
g parts [Grögeer et al., 2008]]
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Figure
F
7: UM
ML diagram of building mod
del

The geoometric reprresentation of an _AbsstractBuildiing is succeessively refiined from LOD0
L
to
LOD4. Therefore, a single building
b
cann have mu
ultiple spatiaal represenntations in different
d
me by Solid, MultiSurfa
ace, and/or MultiCurve
M
(cf. Figure 7).
levels oof detail at thhe same tim
In LoD00, the buildding can be represented
r
d by horizon
ntal, 3-dimeentional surffaces descriibing the
footprinnt and the rooof edge. In
n LoD1, a bbuilding mo
odel consistss of a geom
metric repressentation
of the bbuilding vollume. Optio
onally, a M
MultiCurve representing
r
g the TerraiinIntersectio
onCurve
can be sspecified. This
T geometric represenntation is reefined in Lo
oD2 by addiitional MulttiSurface
and MuultiCurve geeometries, used for m
modelling arrchitectural details likke a roof ov
verhang,
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columnss, or antennnas. In LoD
D2 and highher LoDs th
he outer faccade of a bu
building can
n also be
differenntiated sem
mantically by the classses _Bound
darySurfacee and Build
ldingInstalla
ation. A
_BounddarySurface is a part of
o the buildiing’s exteriior shell with a special
al function like
l
wall
(WallSuurface), rooof (RoofSu
urface), groound platee (GroundS
Surface), oor closing surface
(ClosurreSurface) as
a shown in
n Figure 8. Closure su
urfaces can be used to virtually seeal open
buildinggs as for exxample hang
gars, allowiing e.g. volu
ume calculaation. The B
BuildingInstallation
class is used for buuilding elem
ments like baalconies, ch
himneys, do
ormers, or oouter stairs, strongly
nce of a building. A Building
gInstallationn is used for the
affectinng the outeer appearan
represenntation of chimneys, stairs, balcconies etc. and option
nally has thhe attributees class,
functionn, and usagee.

Figure 8: Boundary surfaces

In LoD33, the openiings in _Bo
oundarySurfface objectss (doors and
d windows)) can be rep
presented
as them
matic objectss. In LoD4,, the highesst level of resolution,
r
also the intterior of a building,
b
compossed of severral rooms, is represennted in the building model
m
by thhe class Roo
om. The
aggregaation of room
ms accordin
ng to arbitraary, user-deefined criterria (e.g. for defining th
he rooms
correspoonding to a certain storey) is achhieved by employing the generaal grouping concept
provided by CityG
GML. Interio
or installatioons of a buiilding, i.e. objects
o
withhin a buildin
ng which
ved, are representedd by thee class
(in coontrast to furniture)) cannot be mov
IntBuilddingInstallaation. If an installationn is attached to a specific room
m (e.g. radiiators or
lamps), they are asssociated with
w the Rooom class, ottherwise (e.g. in case of rafters or
o pipes)
AbstractBuillding. A Roo
om may havve the attrib
butes class, function,
f
annd usage referenced
with _A
to exterrnal code lissts. The cla
ass attributee allows a classification
c
n of rooms with respeect to the
stated ffunction, e.g. commerrcial or prrivate room
ms, and occcurs only oonce. The function
f
attributee is intendeed to expresss the main purpose off the room, e.g. living room, kitch
hen. The
attributee usage cann be used iff the object’’s usage difffers from itts function. Both attrib
butes can
occur m
multiple timees.
The vissible surfacce of a roo
om is reprresented geometrically
y as a Solid
id or MultiiSurface.
Semantiically, the surface
s
can be structurred into speecialised _B
BoundarySurrfaces, reprresenting
floor (F
FloorSurfacce), ceiling (CeilingSurrface), and
d interior walls (InterioorWallSurfa
face) (cf.
Figure 88). Room fuurniture, lik
ke tables andd chairs, can
n be represeented in thee CityGML building
model w
with the claass Building
gFurniture. A Building
gFurniture may have tthe attributes class,
functionn, and usagee.
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2.2.4.3 Bridge Model
M
The briddge model was develo
oped in anallogy to the building model
m
(cf. seection 2.2.4
4.2) with
regard tto structuree and attrib
butes [Grögger et al., 2008].
2
The bridge moodel allowss for the
represenntation of thhe thematicc, spatial annd visual asspects of brridges and bbridge partss in four
levels oof detail, LOD
L
1 – 4. A (movaable or unm
movable) bridge
b
can consist of multiple
BridgeP
Parts. Like Bridge, BrridgePart iss a subclass of _AbstrractBridge and hence, has the
same atttributes annd relations. The relatiion consisttOfBridgePa
art represennts the agg
gregation
hierarchhy betweenn a Bridge (or a BriddgePart) an
nd it’s BridgeParts. B
By this meeans, an
aggregaation hierarrchy of arb
bitrary depthh can be modelled.
m
The
T semanttic attributees of an
_AbstraactBridge arre class, fu
unction, usaage and is_
_movable. The
T attribuute class is used to
classifyy bridges, e..g. to distin
nguish diffeerent constrruction typees (cf. Figur
ure 9). The attribute
functionn allows reppresenting the utilizatiion of the bridge
b
independently oof the construction.
Possiblee values maay be railwaay bridge, rooadway bridge, pedestrian bridge,, aqueduct, etc. The
option tto denote a usage whiich is diverrgent to on
ne of the prrimary funcctions of the bridge
(functioon) is given by the attriibute usage.. Each Bridg
dge or Bridg
gePart featuure may be assigned
zero or more addreesses using the
t address property.

Figuree 9: Example oof bridge conssisting of bridge parts

The spaatial propertties are defiined by a soolid for each
h of the fou
ur LODs (reelations lod1
1Solid to
lod4Sollid). In anaalogy to thee building model, thee semanticaal as well as the geo
ometrical
richnesss increases from LOD
D1 (blockss model) to
t LOD3 (architectura
(
al model). Interior
structurres like room
ms are dediicated to LO
OD4. To co
over the casse of bridgee models where
w
the
topology does not satisfy
s
the properties
p
oof a solid (esssentially water
w
tightneess), a multii-surface
represenntation is alllowed (lod
d1MultiSurfface to lod4
4MultiSurface). The linne where th
he bridge
touches the terrain surface is represented
r
by a terrain
n intersectio
on curve, whhich is prov
vided for
each LO
OD (relations lod1TerrrainIntersecction to lod
d4TerrainIn
ntersection) . In additio
on to the
solid reppresentationn of a bridg
ge, linear chharacteristiccs like ropees or antennnas can be specified
s
geometrrically by thhe lod1MulttiCurve to lood4MultiCu
urve relation
ns.
The theematic bounndary surfacces of a briidge are deefined in an
nalogy to thhe building module.
_BounddarySurface is the absstract base class for several thematic classses, structu
uring the
exteriorr shell of a bridge
b
as weell as the vi sible surfacces of roomss, bridge coonstruction elements
e
and bothh outer andd interior briidge installaations. From
m _BoundarrySurface, tthe thematicc classes
RoofSurrface, WaallSurface, GroundSuurface, Ou
uterCeiling
gSurface, O
OuterFloorrSurface,
ClosureeSurface, FlloorSurfacee, InteriorW
WallSurface, and Ceiling
gSurface aree derived.
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Figurre 10: Differeent BoundaryS
Surfaces of a bridge
b

Bridge elements which
w
do nott have the ssize, significance or meaning of a BridgeParrt can be
modelleed either as BridgeCon
nstructionEllement or as
a BridgeInsstallation. E
Elements which
w
are
essentiaal from a structural
s
po
oint of view
w are mod
delled as BrridgeConstrructionElem
ment, for
examplee structural elements like
l
pylons,, anchoragees etc. (cf. Figure
F
9Figgure 11). A general
classificcation as well
w as the intended aand actual function
f
off the constrruction elem
ment are
represennted by thee attributes class, funcction, and usage. Thee visible suurfaces of a bridge
construcction elemeent can be semanticall
s
ly classified
d using the concept off boundary surfaces
represennting flooor (FloorS
Surface), ceiling (CeilingSurf
(
face), andd interiorr walls
(InteriorWallSurface) (cf. Fig
gure 10). W
Whereas a BridgeCons
B
tructionElem
ement has structural
relevancce, a BridgeInstallation representts an element of the brridge whichh can be eliiminated
withoutt collapsingg of the bridge
b
(e.g.. stairway, antenna, and railingg) (cf. Figu
ure 11).
BridgeIInstallationss occur in LOD
L
2 to 44. The classs BridgeInsttallation coontains the semantic
s
attributees class, funnction and usage.
u
The aattribute claass gives a classificatio
c
on of installaations of
a bridgee. With thee attributes function annd usage, nominal
n
and real funcctions of the bridge
installattion can be described.

F
Figure 11: Exxample of brid
dge consistingg of BridgeCo
onstructionElement and BriddgeInstallation
n
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In LOD
D3 and LOD
D4, a _Boun
ndarySurfacce may con
ntain _Open
nings like ddoors and windows.
w
The cllasses BriddgeRoom, IntBridgeIn
Installation and Brid
dgeFurniturre allow for the
represenntation of the
t bridge interior. Thhey are deesigned in analogy
a
to the classes Room,
IntBuilddingInstallaation and BuildingFurn
B
rniture of th
he building
g module aand share th
he same
meaningg. The bridgge interior can
c only be modelled in
n LOD4.

Figure
F
12: UM
ML diagram of
o bridge modeel
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2.2.4.4 CityFurn
niture Mod
del
City furrniture objeects are imm
movable objjects like laanterns, trafffic lights, ttraffic signss, flower
buckets, advertisinng column
ns, benchess, delimitaation stakes, or bus stops. Th
he class
CityFurrniture mayy have the attributes
a
cllass, functio
on and usa
age (cf. UM
ML-diagram
m, Figure
13). Thheir possiblee values are explainedd in detail in the CityGML speciification. The
T class
attributee allows ann object claassification like traffic light, trafffic sign, deelimitation stake,
s
or
garbagee can, and caan occur on
nly once. Thhe function attribute describes, to w
which them
matic area
the cityy furniture object
o
belon
ngs to (e.g.. transportaation, trafficc regulationn, architectu
ure etc.),
and cann occur multiple times. The attribuute usage denotes
d
the real
r purposee of the city
y object,
and cann occur multtiple times as
a well.

Figure 1 3: City furnitu
ure model

Since C
CityFurniture is a subcllass of CityO
Object and hence is a feature, it in
inherits the attribute
gml:nam
me. As with any CityObjeect, CityF
Furniture objects m
may be assigned
ExternaalReferencess and GenericAttributees. For ExteernalReferences city fuurniture objjects can
have linnks to exteernal themattic databasees. Thereby
y, semantical informattion of the objects,
which ccannot be modelled
m
in CityGML, ccan be transmitted and
d used in thee 3D city model
m
for
further pprocessing, for example informattion from sy
ystems of power lines or pipelines, traffic
sign caddastre, or water resourcces for disasster manageement.
City furrniture objeects can be representedd in city mo
odels with their
t
speciffic geometry
y, but in
most caases the sam
me kind of object
o
has an identical geometry. The
T geomettry of CityF
Furniture
objects in LoD 1-44 may be reepresented bby an expliicit geometrry (lodXGeeometry wh
here X is
betweenn 1 and 4) or
o an ImpliccitGeometryy object (lod
dXImplicitR
Representatiion with X between
1 and 4)). In the conncept of ImplicitGeom
metry the geo
ometry of a prototype ccity furniturre object
is stored only oncce in a locaal coordinatte system and
a referen
nced by a nnumber of features.
Spatial informationn of city furrniture objeects can be taken from
m city maps or from pu
ublic and
private external information systems.
s
In order to sp
pecify the exact
e
interssection of th
he DTM
with thee 3D geomeetry of a city
y furniture oobject, the latter
l
can haave a TerraiinIntersectionCurve
(TIC) foor each LoD
D. This allo
ows for ensuuring a smo
ooth transition betweenn the DTM
M and the
city furnniture objecct.
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2.2.4.5 Digital Terrain
T
Model
CityGM
ML includes a very adaptable digital terrrain modell (DTM) w
which perm
mits the
combinaation of hetterogeneouss DTM typpes (grid, TIIN, break liines, mass ppoints) avaailable in
differennt levels of detail.
d
A DTM
M fitting to a certain city
c model is represen
nted by the class Relief
efFeature. This
T
is a
CityObjject having the LoD step
s
that fitss the DTM
M as attributte. A relieff consists off several
ReliefCoomponents. Each of th
hese componnents that are
a likewisee CityObjeccts also com
mprises a
LoD steep. Individuual geometrical types oof the comp
ponents are defined by the four su
ubclasses
of RelieefComponennt: breaklin
nes, triangullar network
ks (TINs), mass
m points,, and grids (Raster).
(
Geomettrically, the correspond
ding ISO 199107 or GM
ML classes define thesse types: brreaklines
by a sinngle MultiCuurve, TINs by TrianguulatedSurfacces, mass po
oints by MuultiPoint, an
nd Raster
by RecttifiedGridCooverage.

Figure 14: UML diagram
m representing
g the digital teerrain model

A relieff can contaiin ReliefCom
mponents oof heterogen
neous type and
a differennt LoDs. A relief in
LoD2, ffor examplee, can contaain some L
LoD3-TIN-R
ReliefComp
ponents besiide a LoD2
2-RasterReliefC
Component. In some casses even a L
LoD1 grid may
m exist in
n some regioons of the reelief.
In orderr to geomeetrically sep
parate the inndividual components of a grid, which can exist in
differennt LoD, the validity pollygon of a ccomponent (extent) is used.
u
This ppolygon deffines the
scope inn which thee componen
nt is valid. A grid with three comp
ponents is sshown in Fiigure 15.
It depiccts a coarsee raster con
ntaining twoo high-resolution TINss (TIN 1 annd 2). The validity
polygonn of the rastter is repressented by thhe blue linee, while the validity poolygons of the
t TINs
are borddered in greeen and red
d. In this caase, the valiidity polygo
on of the raaster (grid) has two
holes w
where the raaster (grid) is not validd, although it does exisst. Instead, the high-reesolution
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TINs arre used for the represeentation of tthe terrain in these reg
gions. Thatt means the validity
polygonns of the TIN
Ns exactly fit
f the two hholes in the validity polygon of thee raster (griid).

Figu
ure 15: A relieef, consisting of three comp
ponents and itss validity polyygons
(from: [Plümer et al., 2005])

In the siimplest andd most frequ
uent case, thhe validity polygon
p
of a grid corressponds exacctly with
its Bounnding box, i.e.
i the spatiial extent off the grid.
2.2.4.6 Generic Objects and
a Attribu
utes
The conncept of genneric objectts and attribbutes has beeen introducced to facilititate the storrage and
exchangge of 3D objects, wh
hich are nnot covered
d by expliccitly modellled classess within
CityGM
ML or whichh requires additional atttributes. Th
hese genericc extensionss are realiseed by the
class GeenericCityO
Object and th
he data typee genericAttribute (cf. Figure 16).
A GeneericCityObjject may haave the atttributes classs, function
n, and usagge are speccified as
gml:CoddeType. Thhe class attrribute allow
ws an objecct classificaation withinn the themaatic area
such as bridge, tunnnel, pipe, power
p
line, ddam, or unk
known. Thee function atttribute describes to
which tthematic arrea the Gen
nericCityObbject belong
gs (e.g. sitee, transporttation, arch
hitecture,
energy supply, watter supply, unknown eetc.). The atttribute usa
age can be uused, if thee object's
usage ddiffers from
m its functio
on. Each _C
CityObject and all theematic subcclasses can have an
arbitraryy number of
o genericA
Attributes. D
Data types may
m be Strring, Integeer, Double (floating
point nuumber), UR
RI (Unified Resource
R
Iddentifier), Date,
D
and gm
ml:MeasureeType. The attribute
type is ddefined by the
t selection
n of the parrticular subcclass of _genericAttribuute (stringA
Attribute,
intAttribbute etc.). In
I addition, generic attrributes can be grouped
d using the genericAttrributeSet
class whhich is derivved from _g
genericAttriibute and th
hus is also realized
r
as ggeneric attriibute. Its
value iss the set of contained
c
geeneric attribbutes.
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Figure 16: G
Generic CityO
Object model

The geometry of a GenericC
CityObject can eitherr be an exp
plicit GML
L3 geometrry or an
ImplicittGeometry. In the case of an expliicit geometrry, the objecct can havee only one geometry
g
for eachh LoD, whicch may be an
a arbitraryy 3D GML geometry object
o
(classs _Geometryy, which
is the bbase class of
o all GML
L geometriees, lodXGeo
ometry, X in
n 0…4). Abbsolute coo
ordinates
accordinng to the reeference sysstem of the city modell must be giiven for thee explicit geeometry.
In the case of ann ImplicitGeometry, a reference point (ancchor point) of the objject and
optionallly a transfo
formation matrix
m
must be given. In
I order to compute
c
thhe actual loccation of
the objeect, the trannsformation
n of the loccal coordinaates into thee referencee system off the city
model m
must be proocessed and
d the anchorr point coo
ordinates mu
ust be addeed. The shap
pe of an
ImplicittGeometry can be giv
ven as an eexternal ressource with
h a proprieetary formaat, e.g. a
VRML or DXF fille from a local file syystem or an
n external web
w servicee. Alternativ
vely, the
shape ccan be speciified as a 3D
3 GML3 ggeometry with
w local Cartesian
C
cooordinates using
u
the
propertyy relativeGeeometry.
In ordeer to speciify the exact intersecction of th
he DTM with
w
the 33D geometry of a
GenericcCityObjectt, the latterr can have TerrainInttersectionCu
urves for eevery LoD. This is
importaant for 3D visualizatio
v
n but also for certain application
ns like drivving simulattors. For
examplee, if a citty wall (e.g., the Grreat Wall of China) should bee representeed as a
GenericcCityObjectt, a smooth transition
t
bbetween the DTM and the
t road on the city waall would
have to be ensured (in order to
o avoid unreealistic bum
mps).
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2.2.4.7 LandUse
e Model
LandUsse objects describe
d
areas of the eaarth’s surfaace dedicateed to a speccific land usse. They
can be eemployed to
t representt parcels in 3D. Figuree 17 shows the UML ddiagram of land use
objects.
LandUse obbject may have
h
the atttributes cla
ass (e.g. seettlement arrea, industrrial area,
Every L
farmlannd etc.), funcction (purpo
ose, e.g. corrnfield), and
d usage wh
hich can be uused, if the way the
object is actually used
u
differs from the fu
function. Sin
nce the attriibutes usagge and functtion may
be used multiple tim
mes, storing
g them in onnly one strin
ng requires a single whhite space as
a unique
s
separatoorRelational database schema.

Figuree 17: Landusee model

The LanndUse objeect is defineed for all L
LoD 0-4 and
d may havee different ggeometries for each
LoD. Thhe surface geometry
g
of a LandUsse object is required to have 3D ccoordinate values.
v
It
must bee a GML3 MultiSurfac
M
ce, which m
might be asssigned appearance propperties like material
(X3DMa
Material) andd texture (_A
AbstractTexxture and itss subclassess).
2.2.4.8 Transportation Mo
odel
The trannsportation model of CityGML
C
iis a multi-fu
functional, multi-scale
m
model focu
using on
thematicc and functiional as welll as geomeetrical/topological aspeccts. Transpoortation feattures are
represennted as a linnear networrk in LoD00. Starting from
f
LoD1, all transpoortation feattures are
geometrrically described by 3D
D surfaces.
The maain class is Transporta
ationComple
lex (cf. Figu
ure 19) which represen
ents, for exaample, a
road, a track, a railway, or
o a squaree. It is co
omposed of
o the partts TrafficArea and
AuxiliarryTrafficAreea. Figure 18 depictss an examp
ple for a LoD2
L
TrannsportationC
Complex
configuuration within a virtuall 3D city m
model. The Road
R
consists of severral TrafficA
Areas for
the sideewalks, roadd lanes, parrking lots, aand of AuxiliaryTrafficcAreas below
w the raised flower
beds.
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Figure 18
8: LoD2 repreesentation of a transportation complex
(from: [Gröger et al., 2008])

The roaad itself is represented
r
d as a TranssportationC
Complex, wh
hich is furthher subdiviided into
TrafficA
Areas and AuxiliaryTrrafficAreas.. The Traff
fficAreas arre those ellements, wh
hich are
importaant in termss of traffic usage,
u
like car driving
g lanes, ped
destrian zonnes and cycle lanes.
The AuxxiliaryTraffficAreas aree describingg further elem
ments of the road, likee kerbstoness, middle
lanes, annd green areas.

Figure 19: UML m
model for tran
nsportation com
mplex

TranspoortationCom
mplex objeccts can be thhematically differentiatted using thhe subclassees Track,
Road, R
Railway, annd Square. Every
E
TrannsportationC
Complex haas the attribu
butes class, function
f
and usage, refereencing to the externnal code liists. The attribute cllass descriibes the
classificcation of thee object. Th
he attribute ffunction deescribes the purpose off the object like, for
examplee national motorway,
m
country
c
roadd, or airportt, while the attribute ussage can bee used, if
the actuual usage difffers from th
he functionn.
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In addition, both TrafficArea and AuxiliaryTrafficArea may have the attributes class, function,
usage, and surfaceMaterial. The attribute class describe the classification of the object. For
TrafficArea, the attribute function describes whether the object is a car driving lane, a
pedestrian zone, or a cycle lane, while the usage attribute indicates which modes of
transportation can use it (e.g. pedestrian, car, tram, roller skates). The attribute
surfaceMaterial specifies the type of pavement and may also be used for
AuxiliaryTrafficAreas (e.g. asphalt, concrete, gravel, soil, rail, grass etc.). The function
attribute of the AuxiliaryTrafficArea defines, among others, kerbstones, middle lanes, or green
areas. The possible values are specified in external code lists.
TransportationComplex is a subclass of _TransportationObject and of the root class
_CityObject. The geometrical representation of the TransportationComplex varies through the
different levels of detail. In the coarsest LoD0, the transportation complexes are modelled by
line objects establishing a linear network. Starting from LoD1, a TransportationComplex
provides an explicit surface geometry, reflecting the actual shape of the object, not just its
centreline. In LoD2 to LoD4, it is further subdivided thematically into TrafficAreas, which are
used by transportation, such as cars, trains, public transport, airplanes, bicycles, or pedestrians
and in AuxiliaryTrafficAreas, which are of minor importance for transportation purposes, for
example road markings, green spaces or flower tubs.
2.2.4.9 Tunnel Model
The tunnel model is closely related to the building model. It supports the representation of
thematic and spatial aspects of tunnels and tunnel parts in four levels of detail, LOD1 to
LOD4. The UML diagram of the tunnel model is shown in Figure 21. The pivotal class of the
model is _AbstractTunnel, which is a subclass of the thematic class _Site (and transitively of
the root class _CityObject). _AbstractTunnel is specialized either to a Tunnel or to a
TunnelPart. Since an _AbstractTunnel consists of TunnelParts, which again are
_AbstractTunnels, an aggregation hierarchy of arbitrary depth may be realized. Both classes
Tunnel and TunnelPart inherit the attributes of _AbstractTunnel: the class of the tunnel, the
function, the usage, the year of construction and the year of demolition. In contrast to
_AbstractBuilding, Address features cannot be assigned to _AbstractTunnel.
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Figure 20: Example of a tunnel modelled with two tunnel parts

The geoometric reppresentation
n and semaantic structture of an _AbstractTTunnel is sh
hown in
Figure 21. The model
m
is su
uccessively refined fro
om LOD1 to LOD4. Therefore,, not all
componnents of a tuunnel modeel are repressented equaally in each
h LOD and not all agg
gregation
levels aare allowedd in each LO
OD. An obbject can bee representeed simultanneously in different
LODs bby providingg distinct geeometries foor the corressponding LO
ODs.
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Figure
F
21: UM
ML diagram of
o tunnel modeel

Similar to the buillding and bridge
b
modeels (cf. chaapters 2.2.4..2 and 2.2.44.3), only the
t outer
shell off a tunnel iss representeed in LOD 1 – 3, whicch is compo
osed of thee tunnel’s boundary
b
surfacess to the surrrounding eaarth, water, or outdoorr air. The in
nterior of a ttunnel may
y only be
modelleed in LOD4.
In LOD
D1, a tunneel model consists
c
of a geometrric represen
ntation of tthe tunnel volume.
Optionaally, a MulttiCurve rep
presenting tthe Terrain
nIntersection
nCurve cann be specifi
fied. The
geometrric represenntation is refined
r
in L
LOD2 by additional MultiSurfacce and Mu
ultiCurve
geometrries. In LO
OD2 and higher
h
LO Ds the ou
uter structu
ure of a tuunnel can also be
differenntiated sem
mantically by
b the classses _Boun
ndarySurfacce and TunnnelInstalla
ation. A
boundarry surface is a part of the tunneel’s exteriorr shell with
h a special function like wall
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(WallSuurface), rooof (RooffSurface), ground plate (GrroundSurfacce), outerr floor
(OuterF
FloorSurfacce), outer ceeiling (OuteerCeilingSurface) or ClosureSurfa
C
ace (see Fig
gure 22).
The TunnnelInstallaation class is used for tunnel elem
ments like outer stairss, strongly affecting
a
the outeer appearancce of a tunn
nel. A TunnnelInstallation may hav
ve the attribbutes class, function
f
and usaage.

Figure 22: Differeent BoundaryS
Surfaces of a tunnel
t

In LOD
D3, the opennings in _Bo
oundarySurf
rface objectss (doors and
d windows)) can be rep
presented
as them
matic objects. In LOD4
4, the higheest level off resolution, also the in
interior of a tunnel,
compossed of seveeral hollow
w spaces, iis represen
nted in thee tunnel m
model by th
he class
HollowSSpace. Thiss enlargem
ment allows a virtual accessibility
y of tunnells, e.g. forr driving
throughh a tunnel, for
f simulatin
ng disaster management or for prresenting thhe light illum
mination
within a tunnel. Thhe aggregatiion of holloow spaces according to arbitrary, uuser defined
d criteria
(e.g. foor defining the hollow
w spaces c orrespondin
ng to horizzontal or vvertical secttions) is
achieved by employing the general
g
groouping concept provid
ded by CityyGML (cf. chapter
2.2.4.1). Interior innstallations of a tunneel, i.e. objeccts within a tunnel whhich (in contrast to
furniturre) cannot be moved
d, are repreesented by
y the classs IntTunnellInstallation
n. If an
installattion is attacched to a sp
pecific holloow space (ee.g. lamps, ventilator),
v
they are asssociated
with thee HollowSppace class, otherwise (e.g. pipes) with _Ab
bstractTunneel. A Hollo
owSpace
may havve the attribbutes class, function
f
annd usage wh
hose possiblle values caan be enumeerated in
code lissts. The classs attribute allows
a
a genneral classiffication of hollow
h
spacces, e.g. com
mmercial
a occurs only
o
once. T
The function
n attribute is
i intended to express the
t main
or privaate rooms, and
purposee of the hoollow space, e.g. contrrol area, in
nstallation space,
s
and storage spaace. The
attributee usage cann be used iff the way tthe object is actually used
u
differss from the function.
f
Both atttributes cann occur multiple times. The visiblee surface off a hollow sspace is rep
presented
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geometrrically as a Solid or MultiSurfac
M
ce. Semantiically, the surface
s
cann be structu
ured into
specialized _BounddarySurfacees, represennting floor (FloorSurfa
face), ceilinng (CeilingS
Surface),
and inteerior walls (InteriorWa
allSurface). Hollow sp
pace furniture, like mov
ovable equip
pment in
control areas, caan be represented inn the CittyGML tun
nnel modeel with th
he class
TunnelF
Furniture. A TunnelFurniture mayy have the attributes
a
cla
ass, functionn and usagee.
2.2.4.10

Veg
getation Model
M

GML distinnguishes bettween solitaary vegetatioon objects like
l trees
The veggetation model of CityG
and veggetation areaas, which reepresent biootopes like forests
f
or otther plant ccommunitiess. Single
vegetatiion objects are modelled by the cclass SolitarryVegetationObject, w
while for areeas filled
with speecific vegettation the class PlantCoover is used
d.

Figure 23
3: Image illusttrates objects of the vegetattion model
(from: [Gröger et al., 2008])

The geoometry reprresentation of
o a PlantC
Cover featurre may be a MultiSurfaace or a Mu
ultiSolid,
dependiing on thee vertical extent
e
of tthe vegetattion. For example,
e
reegarding fo
orests, a
MultiSoolid represenntation mig
ght be more appropriatee (cf. Figuree 23).

Figure 24: Vegetatio
on Model
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The UML diagram of the vegetation model is depicted in Figure 24. A SolitaryVegetationObject may have the attributes class (e.g. tree, bush, grass), species (species’ name, e.g. Abies
alba), usage, and function (e.g. botanical monument), height, trunkDiameter and
crownDiameter. A PlantCover feature may have the attributes class (plant community),
usage, function (e.g. national forest) and averageHeight. Since both SolitaryVegetationObject
and PlantCover are CityObjects, they inherit all attributes of a city object, in particular its
name (gml:name) and an ExternalReference to a corresponding object in an external
information system, which may contain botanical information from public environmental
agencies.
The geometry of a SolitaryVegetationObject may be defined in LoD 1-4 by absolute
coordinates, or prototypically by an ImplicitGeometry. Season dependent appearances may be
mapped using ImplicitGeometries. For visualisation purposes, only the content of the library
object defining the object’s shape and appearance has to be swapped.
A SolitaryVegetationObject or a PlantCover may have a different geometry in each LoD.
Whereas a SolitaryVegetationObject is associated with the _Geometry class representing an
arbitrary GML geometry (by the relation lodXGeometry), a PlantCover is restricted to be
either a MultiSolid or a MultiSurface.
2.2.4.11

WaterBodies Model

The water bodies model represents the thematic aspects and 3D geometry of rivers, canals,
lakes, and basins. In LoD 2-4 water bodies are bounded by distinct thematic surfaces. These
surfaces are the obligatory WaterSurface, defined as the boundary between water and air, the
optional WaterGroundSurface, defined as the boundary between water and underground (e.g.
DTM or floor of a 3D basin object), and zero or more WaterClosureSurfaces, defined as
virtual boundaries between different water bodies or between water and the end of a modelled
region (cf. Figure 25). A dynamic element may be the WaterSurface to represent temporarily
changing situations of tidal flats.
Each WaterBody object may have the attributes class (e.g. lake, river, or fountain), function
(e.g. national waterway or public swimming) and usage (e.g. navigable) referencing to
external code lists. Since the attributes usage and function may be used multiple times, storing
them in only one string requires a unique delimiter.
WaterSurface

Water

WaterBody
WaterClosure
Surface

WaterGroundSurface

Figure 25: Definition of waterbody attributes (from: [Gröger et al., 2012])
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WaterBody is a subbclass of th
he root classs _CityObjeect. The geo
ometrical reepresentatio
on of the
WaterBody varies for differrent levels of detail. The WateerBody cann be differrentiated
semantiically by thee class _Wa
aterBoundarrySurface. A _WaterBo
oundarySurf
rface is a paart of the
water boody’s exteriior shell witth a special function lik
ke WaterSu
urface, WateerGroundSu
urface or
WaterC
ClosureSurfaace. As with
h any _CityyObject, Wa
aterBody ob
bjects as weell as WaterrSurface,
WaterG
GroundSurfaace, and Wa
aterClosureeSurface objjects may be assigned E
ExternalRef
eferences
and GennericAttribuutes.
Both LooD0 and LooD1 represeent a low leevel of illustration and
d high gradde of generaalisation.
Here thhe rivers aree modelled as MultiCuurve geomettry and brooks are om
mitted. Seas,, oceans,
and lakees with signnificant exteent are repreesented as MultiSurface
M
es. (cf. Figuure 26)

Figure 26: Waterbod
dy model

Startingg from LoD
D1, water bodies
b
mayy also be modelled
m
as
a volumes filled with
h water,
represennted by Soliids. If a watter body is rrepresented
d by a Solid in LoD2 orr higher, thee surface
geometrries of the correspond
ding themattic WaterCllosureSurface, WaterG
GroundSurfa
face, and
WaterSuurface objects must co
oincide withh the exterio
or shell of the
t Solid. T
This can be ensured,
if for oone LoD X the respecctive lodXSSurface elem
ments (wheere X is beetween 2 an
nd 4) of
WaterC
ClosureSurfaace, WaterG
GroundSurfface, and WaterSurfac
W
e referencee the corressponding
polygonns (using XLink)
X
with
hin the Com
mpositeSurfa
face that deefines the eexterior shell of the
Solid. F
Furthermoree, every _W
WaterBoundaarySurface must have at least onee associated
d surface
geometrry attached..
The waater body model
m
impliccitly includdes the concept of TerrrainInterseectionCurvees (TIC),
e.g. to sspecify the exact interssection of thhe DTM wiith the 3D geometry
g
off a WaterBo
ody or to
adjust a WaterBody or WatterSurface tto the surrrounding DTM.
D
The rings defin
ning the
WaterSuurface polyygons impliccitly delineaate the interrsection of the
t water boody with th
he terrain
or basinn.
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2.3 R
Relation
nal datab
base sc
chema
2.3.1 Mapping
g rules, schema
s
c
conventions
2.3.1.1 Mapping
g of classe
es onto ta bles
Generallly, one or more
m
classees of the UM
ML diagram
m are mappeed onto onee table; the name of
the tablee is identicaal to the claass name (a leading und
derscore ind
dicating an abstract claass is left
out). Cllasses are coombined intto a single ttable accord
ding to the class relatioons as show
wn in the
UML ddiagrams byy using oran
nge colouredd boxes. Th
he scalar atttributes of the classes become
columnss of the corrresponding table with iidentical naame.
The typpes of the attributes
a
arre customizzed to corresponding database (O
Oracle/Postg
greSQL)
data typpes (see Tabble 1). Some attributes of the dataa type date were
w mappeed to TIME
ESTAMP
WITH T
TIME ZON
NE to allow a more accuurate storag
ge of time vaalues.
Data ty
ype mapping (excerpt)
UML
String, anyU
URI
Integer
Double, gml:Leng
gthType
Boolean
Date
Prim
mitive Type (Color,
(
Tran
nsformationM
Matrix,
C
CodeType ettc.)
Enumeratio
on
G
GML Geomettry,
texxtureCoordin
nates
GML Re
ectifiedGridC
Coverage
Texturre (only refe
erence of
type anyURI in CiityGML)

Oracle
VAR
RCHAR2, CLO
OB
NUMBER
BINA
ARY_DOUBLE
NU
UMBER(1,0)
DATE,
TIMESTAM
MP WITH TIME ZONE

PostgrreSQL / PosttGIS
VAR
RCHAR, TEXT
T
NUMERIC
DOU BLE PRECISIO
ON
NUMERIC
DATE,
TIMESTAM
MP WITH TIM
ME ZONE

V
VARCHAR2

VARCHAR

V
VARCHAR2

VARCHAR

SDO
O_GEOMETRY
Y

G
GEOMETRY

SDO_GEORA
ASTER & SDO
O_RASTER

RASTER

BLOB

BYTEA

Table 11: Data type mapping
m

2.3.1.2 Explicit declaratio
d
on of class
s affiliation
In the (m
meta) table OBJECTC
CLASS, all cclass namess (attribute CLASSNA
AME) of thee schema
are mannaged. The relation off the subclaass to its paarent class is
i representted via the attribute
SUPER
RCLASS_ID
D in the subcclass as a fooreign key to
t the ID of the parent cclass (see Table
T
2).
The tabble OBJECT
TCLASS iss used to e fficiently determine
d
th
he affiliatioon to a classs in the
superclaass tables. In add
dition, thee table CITYOBJEC
C
CT contai
ains the attribute
OBJECTCLASS_IID which reefers to thee respectivee table OBJECTCLAS S. This waay, while
looking at a tuple in
i CITYOB
BJECT, the subclass an
nd – if need
ded – the naame of the class
c
can
be deterrmined direectly. This mechanism
m
hhas also been adopted in other tabbles that aree used to
store ddifferent CityGML
C
features, e.g. THEM
MATIC_SU
URFACE (for all different
BoundaarySurfaces of a Building feature) or BUILDIING_INSTA
ALLATION
N (outer or interior)
etc.
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OBJECTCLASS
ID
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

CLASSNAME
Undefined
_GML
_Feature
_CityObject
LandUse
GenericCityObject
_VegetationObject
SolitaryVegetationObject
PlantCover
WaterBody
_WaterBoundarySurface
WaterSurface
WaterGroundSurface
WaterClosureSurface
ReliefFeature
_ReliefComponent
TINRelief
MassPointRelief
BreaklineRelief
RasterRelief
_Site
CityFurniture
_TransportationObject
CityObjectGroup
_AbstractBuilding
BuildingPart
Building
BuildingInstallation
IntBuildingInstallation
_BuildingBoundarySurface
BuildingCeilingSurface
InteriorBuildingWallSurface
BuildingFloorSurface
BuildingRoofSurface
BuildingWallSurface
BuildingGroundSurface
BuildingClosureSurface
_BuildingOpening
BuildingWindow
BuildingDoor
BuildingFurniture
BuildingRoom
TransportationComplex
Track
Railway
Road
Square
TrafficArea
AuxiliaryTrafficArea
FeatureCollection
Appearance
_SurfaceData
_Texture
X3DMaterial
ParameterizedTexture
GeoreferencedTexture
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SUPERCLASS_ID

1
2
3
3
3
6
6
105
3
10
10
10
3
3
15
15
15
15
3
3
3
3
20
24
24
3
3
3
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
3
37
37
3
3
22
42
42
42
42
22
22
2
2
2
51
51
52
52
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56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

_TextureParametrization
CityModel
Address
ImplicitGeometry
OuterBuildingCeilingSurface
OuterBuildingFloorSurface
_AbstractBridge
BridgePart
Bridge
BridgeInstallation
IntBridgeInstallation
_BridgeBoundarySurface
BridgeCeilingSurface
InteriorBridgeWallSurface
BridgeFloorSurface
BridgeRoofSurface
BridgeWallSurface
BridgeGroundSurface
BridgeClosureSurface
OuterBridgeCeilingSurface
OuterBridgeFloorSurface
_BridgeOpening
BridgeWindow
BridgeDoor
BridgeFurniture
BridgeRoom
BridgeConstructionElement
_AbstractTunnel
TunnelPart
Tunnel
TunnelInstallation
IntTunnelInstallation
_TunnelBoundarySurface
TunnelCeilingSurface
InteriorTunnelWallSurface
TunnelFloorSurface
TunnelRoofSurface
TunnelWallSurface
TunnelGroundSurface
TunnelClosureSurface
OuterTunnelCeilingSurface
OuterTunnelFloorSurface
_TunnelOpening
TunnelWindow
TunnelDoor
TunnelFurniture
HollowSpace
TexCoordList
TexCoordGen
_WaterObject
Table 2: Class names

1
49
2
1
29
29
20
62
62
3
3
3
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
3
77
77
3
3
3
20
83
83
3
3
3
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
3
98
98
3
3
56
56
3
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2.3.2 Database schem
ma
In the ffollowing paragraph,
p
the
t tables oof the relatiional schem
ma are desccribed in deetail and
displayeed graphicaally. The desscription is based on th
he remarks on UML chharts in chaapter 2.2.
Focus iss put on situuations wheere the convversion into tables leadss to changess in the mod
del.
The figuures are takken from Orracle JDeveeloper, whicch allows to design diffferent diagrrams and
reuse allready definned tables. JDeveloper
J
was used to
t design th
he database schema and
d extract
SQL DD
DL scripts automatical
a
lly for Oraccle databasees. It is a freeeware IDE
E by Oracle and can
be downnloaded undder: http://w
www.oracle..com/techneetwork/deveeloper-toolss/jdev.
For PosstgreSQL databases
d
th
he open souurce tool pg
gModeler has
h been ussed to main
ntain the
schema. Packed innstallers can
n be purchassed at http://pgmodeler.com.br/ oor the user compiles
c
the softw
ware from the
t sources available att GitHub (h
https://github
b.com/pgmoodeler/pgm
modeler).
Startingg from version 3.0.0 of
o the 3DCiityDB the correspondi
c
ng schema modelling projects
are shippped with thhe release and
a can be eedited by th
he user to create
c
custoomized SQL
L scripts.
Howeveer, the 3DC
CityDB Impo
ort/Export ttool only su
upports the default
d
scheema, unlesss it is not
reprograammed against the user’s new dat abase schem
ma.
2.3.2.1 Core Mo
odel
CITYO
OBJECT, CITYOBJE
C
ECT_SEQ
All CityyObjects (annd instances of the subbclasses likee buildings etc.) are reepresented by
b tuples
in the ttable CITY
YOBJECT. The
T fields are identical to the attributes off the corressponding
UML cclass, plus additional columns ffor metadatta like LAST_MODIFFICATION_
_DATE,
UPDAT
TING_PERS
SON, REAS
SON_FOR__UPDATE and LINEA
AGE.
The bouunding boxx (gml:Enveelope) is stoored as recttangular geeometry usinng five poiints, that
join thee minimum and maxim
mum x, y aand z coord
dinates of th
he boundingg box and define it
complettely. For baackwards compatibilit
c
ty reasons (to
( Oracle 10g), the eenvelope caannot be
stored aas a volume.

Figure 227: The CityO
Object’s envellope specified by two pointss with minimu
um and maxim
mum coordinaate values
(left: blaack points) is stored
s
as a 3D
D rectangle (rig
ght: black poly
ygon using fivve points)
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In order to identify each object, a unique identifier is essential. Therefore, the column GMLID
stores the gml:id value of every city object. But since gml:ids cannot be guaranteed to be
unique over different CityGML files, the column GMLID_CODESPACE is provided in
addition. It may contain, for instance, the full path to the imported CityGML file containing
the object. The combination of GMLID and GMLID_CODESPACE should be ensured to be
unique for each city object.
The attributes NAME or NAME_CODESPACE can contain more than one gml:name property. In this case they have to be separated by the string ‘--/\--‘ (more details on the following
page). The CityGML exporter will then create multiple occurrences of <gml:name> elements.
The attribute OBJECTCLASS_ID provides information on the class affiliation of the
CityObject. This helps to identify the proper subclass tables.
The next free ID value for the table CITYOBJECT is provided by the database sequence
CITYOBJECT_SEQ. This ID is also reused in the separate tables for the different thematic
features.
CITYMODEL, CITYMODEL_SEQ
CityObject features may be aggregated to a single CityModel. A CityModel serves as root
element of a CityGML feature collection. In order to provide a unique identifier in table
CITYMODEL, the next available ID value is provided by the sequence CITYMODEL _SEQ.
EXTERNAL_REFERENCE, EXTERNAL_REF_SEQ
The table EXTERNAL_REFERENCE is used to store external references; the foreign key
CITYOBJECT_ID
refers
to
the
associated
CityObject.
The
sequence
EXTERNAL_REF_SEQ
provides
the
next
available
ID
value
for
EXTERNAL_REFERENCE.
CITYOBJECTGROUP, GROUP_TO_CITYOBJECT
The aggregation concept described in paragraph 2.1.1 is realized by two tables. The n:m
relationship between an object group (table CITYOBJECTGROUP) consisting of city objects
contained in CITYOBJECT is realized by the table GROUP_TO_CITYOBJECT, which
associates the IDs of both tables. Table 3 shows an example, in which two buildings are
grouped to a hotel complex.
CITYOBJECTGROUP (excerpt)
ID

CLASS

1

NULL

CLASS_
CODESPACE
NULL

FUNCTION
Building group

FUNCTION_
CODESPACE
NULL

USAGE
Hotel

USAGE_
CODESPACE
NULL

GROUP_TO_CITYOBJECT
CITYOBJECT_ID
2
4

CITYOBJECT (excerpt)

CITYOBJECTGROUP_ID
1
1

ROLE
Main building
Annex
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ID OBJJECTCLASS_ID
2
4
1

26
26
23
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GML_ID
D

ENVELLOPE

CREATIO
ON_DATE

Build163
32
Build163
33
Group1700

GEOMEETRY
GEOMEETRY
NULLL

20
015-02-02 09::26:07.441+001
20
015-02-02 09::26:07.441+001
20
015-02-02 09::26:07.441+001

TERMIN
NATION_
DA
ATE
NULL
NULL
NULL

Table 3: Cityobjectgro
oup tables

For attriibutes classs, function and
a usage thhere is an additional _C
CODESPAC
CE column in order
to speciify the source of codee lists usedd for valuess (e.g. by a globally uunique URL
L). As a
CityGM
ML feature like CityO
ObjectGroupp can havee multiple instances oof attributees class,
functionn and usagee but only one
o target ccolumn exisst in the table, values aare separateed by the
string ssequence ‘---/\--‘. The CityGML exporter will
w then crreate multip
iple occurreences of
correspoonding elem
ments. Norm
malization rrules were not applied
d in this casse in order to avoid
many jooins when querying
q
all informationn of buildin
ng objects. Array
A
types weren’t useed either
as their implementaation variess between diifferent dataabase system
ms.
This conncept appliees to all CittyGML feattures and caan therefore be found inn every object table
(except for boundaary surfacess of buildinggs, bridges and tunnelss). They doo not appearr once in
the CIT
TYOBJECT
T table, becaause they arre belongin
ng to the naamespace off a certain thematic
t
module and shouldd be stored along
a
with oother attribu
utes of that feature.
f

Figure 28
8: Database scchema of the CityGML
C
coree elements
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2.3.2.2 Tables for geometry representation
The representation of the geometry stored in table SURFACE_GEOMETRY differs
substantially from the UML chart explained in the CityGML specification; nevertheless, it
offers about the same functionality.
SURFACE_GEOMETRY, SURFACE_GEOMETRY_SEQ
In the database schema the geometry consists of planar surfaces which correspond each to one
entry in the table SURFACE_GEOMETRY. The surface-based geometry is stored as attribute
GEOMETRY (in each case exactly one planar polygon, possibly including holes). The
implicit geometry is stored as attribute IMPLICIT_GEOMETRY. The volumetric geometry is
stored as attribute SOLID_GEOMETRY and its boundary surfaces (outer shell) will be stored
as attribute GEOMETRY as well. Any surface may have textures or a colour on both sides.
Textures are stored within the tables which implement the appearance model (cf. chapter
2.2.3).
The geometry information in the fields GEOMETRY and IMPLICIT_GEOEMTRY of the
table SURFACE_GEOMETRY is limited as follows:
Geometry storage in Surface Geometry – polygonal geometry
Oracle








PostGIS

SDO_GTYPE must have the type
Polygon, i.e. a polygon with 3D
coordinates (SDO_GTYPE = 3003),
SDO_ETYPE must be 1003/2003 with
SDO_INTERPRETATION = 1 (i.e.
polygon with 3D coordinates in the
boundary, bounded just by line
segments, possibly including holes)
In addition Oracle allows the
representation of a rectangle by
two corner points
(SDO_ETYPE=1003/2003, with
SDO_INTERPRETATION = 3)
SDO_SRID of implicit geometries can
be any SRID Oracle supports. No
spatial index is defined on the
column by default.





Only POLYGON Z is allowed, i.e. a
polygon with 3D coordinates
Polygons might have holes
The IMPLICIT_GEOMETRY column
has no SRID defined. Thus, entries
in that column will have the SRID 0
automatically

Table 4: Storage of polygonal geometry

A solid is the basis for 3-dimensional geometry. The extent of a solid is defined by the
boundary surfaces (outer shell). A shell is represented by a composite surface, where every
shell is used to represent a single connected component of the boundary of a solid. It consists
of a composite surface (a list of orientable surfaces) connected in a topological cycle. Unlike a
ring, a shell's elements have no natural sort order. Like rings, shells are simple. The geometry
in the field SOLID_GEOMETRY of the table SURFACE_GEOMETRY is limited as follows:
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Geometry storage in Surface Geometry – 3D geometry
Oracle







PostGIS

SDO_GTYPE must have the type
Solid, i.e. a solid with 3D
coordinates (SDO_GTYPE = 3008)
SDO_ETYPE must be 1007 (simple
solid) or 1008 (composite solid).
A simple solid can be represented
by using several polygons as its
boundary (SDO_ETYPE=1007, with
SDO_INTERPRETATION = 1).
The composite solid can be
constructed with a number of
simple solids, e.g. a composite
solid
with
4
simple
solids
(SDO_ETYPE=1008,
with
SDO_INTERPRETATION = 4)





Only POLYHEDRALSURFACE is
allowed, i.e. the outer shell of a
solid with 3D coordinates
A simple polyhedral surface can be
represented by using several
polygons as its boundary

Table 5: Storage of 3D geometry

Surfaces can be aggregated to form a complex of surfaces or the boundary of a volumetric
object. The aggregation of multiple surfaces, e.g. F1 to Fn, (IDs 6 to 10 in Figure 29 / Figure
30) is realized the way that the newly created surface tuple Fn+1 (ID 2) is not assigned a geometry (cf. Table 6). Instead, the PARENT_ID of the surfaces F1 to Fn refer to the ID of Fn+1.
Geometry Root
ID = 1
ROOT_ID=1
IS_SOLID=1
IS_COMPOSITE=0

LoD1 Surface

LoDx Surface

ID=2
PARENT_ID=1
ROOT_ID = 1
IS_SOLID=0
IS_COMPOSITE=1

ID=3
PARENT_ID=1
ROOT_ID = 1
…

Surface 3

Surface 4

Surface 5

Surface 6

Surface 7

ID=6
PARENT_ID=2
ROOT_ID = 1
IS_SOLID=0
IS_COMPOSITE=0

ID=7
PARENT_ID=2
ROOT_ID = 1
IS_SOLID=0
IS_COMPOSITE=0

ID=8
PARENT_ID=2
ROOT_ID = 1
IS_SOLID=0
IS_COMPOSITE=0

ID=8
PARENT_ID=2
ROOT_ID = 1
IS_SOLID=0
IS_COMPOSITE=0

ID=10
PARENT_ID=2
ROOT_ID = 1
IS_SOLID=0
IS_COMPOSITE=0

Figure 29: Geometry hierarchy for the solid geometry shown in Figure 30

In addition, a further tuple (ID 1) is introduced, which represent the solid and defines the root
element of the whole aggregation structure. Each surface references to its root, using the
ROOT_ID attribute. This information has big influence on the system performance, as it
allows to avoid recursive queries. If e.g. the retrieval of all surface elements forming a
specific building is of importance, simply those tuples have to be selected which contain the
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related ROOT_ID. On the downside there also follows the limitation that each tuple in
SURFACE_GEOMETRY can only belong to one aggregate.
Various flags characterise the type of aggregation: IS_TRIANGULATED denotes a
TriangulatedSurface, IS_SOLID distinguishes between surface (0) and solid (1), and
IS_COMPOSITE defines whether this is an aggregate (e.g. MultiSolid, MultiSurface) or a
composite (e.g., CompositeSolid, CompositeSurface).
Based on these flags the geometry types listed in 5 can be distinguished. To distinguish a
MultiSolid from a MultiSurface its child elements have to be analysed: In case the child is a
Solid, the geometry can be identified as MultiSolid.
SOLID_
GEOMETRY

isSolid

isComposite

isTriangulated

Geometry

Polygon, Triangle,
Rectangle







GEOMETRY

MultiSurface







NULL

NULL

CompositeSurface







NULL

NULL

TriangulatedSurface







NULL

NULL

Solid







NULL

GEOMETRY

MultiSolid







NULL

NULL

CompositeSolid







NULL

GEOMETRY

NULL

Table 6: Attributes determining aggregation types

Aggregated surfaces can be grouped again with other (compound) surfaces, by generating a
common parent. This way, arbitrary aggregations of Surfaces, CompositeSurfaces, Solids,
CompositeSolids can be formed. Since all tuples in an aggregated geometry refer to the same
ROOT_ID all tuples can be retrieved efficiently from the table by selecting those tuples with
the same ROOT_ID.
The aggregation schema allows for the definition of nested aggregations (hierarchy of
components). For example, a building geometry (CompositeSolid) can be composed of the
house geometry (CompositeSolid) and the garage geometry (Solid), while the house’s
geometry is further decomposed into the roof geometry (Solid) and the geometry of the house
body (Solid).
In addition, the foreign key CITYOBJECT_ID refers directly to the CityGML features to
which the geometry belongs. In order to select all geometries forming the city object one only
has to select those with the same CITYOBJECT_ID.
In order to provide a unique identifier in table SURFACE_GEOMETRY, the next available
ID value is provided by the sequence SURFACE_GEOMETRY_SEQ.
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Example: The geoometry show
wn in the fiigure below
w consists of seven surrfaces which
h form a
volumettric object. In the table it is represeented by thee following rows:

Surface Number

Figure 330: LoD 1 buiilding - closed
d volume bounnded by a Com
mpositeSurfacce which conssists of single polygons
p

SURFA
ACE_GEOME
ETRY

UU
UID_lod1

PARENT_
P
ID
NULL

ROOT_
ID
1

IS__
SOLIID
1

IS_
COMPOSSITE
0

lod
d1Surface
Left1
F
Front1
R
Right1
Back1
Roof1

1
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

ID

G
GMLID

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

GEOMETRYY

SOLID_
S
GEOMETRY

NULL

GEOMETRY
fo
or Solid

NULL
GEOME
ETRY for surf
rface 3
GEOME
ETRY for surf
rface 4
GEOME
ETRY for surf
rface 5
GEOME
ETRY for surf
rface 6
GEOME
ETRY for surf
rface 7

NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL

T
Table 7: Excerrpt of table SU
URFACE_GE
EOMETRY rep
presenting thee example givven in Figure 30
3

In addittion, two fuurther attributes are inccluded in SU
URFACE_G
GEOMETR
RY: IS_XLIINK and
IS_REV
VERSE.
IS_XLIINK
CityGM
ML allows for
f sharing of geometrry objects between
b
diffferent geom
metries or different
thematicc features using
u
the XL
Link conceppt of GML3
3. For this purpose,
p
thee geometry object
o
to
be sharred is assiggned an un
nique gml:id
id which may
m be refeerenced by a GML geometry
g
propertyy element through itss xlink:hreff attribute. This concept allows for avoidiing data
redundaancy. Furtheermore, City
yGML doess not emplo
oy the built--in topologyy package of
o GML3
but rathher uses thee XLink con
ncept for thhe explicit modelling
m
of
o topologyy (see [Grög
ger et al.
2008], pp. 25).
Althouggh an XLiink can be seen ass a pointerr to an existing
e
geoometry objject the
SURFA
ACE_GEOM
METRY tab
ble does nott offer a forreign key attribute whicch could bee used to
refer to another tupple within this
t table. T
The main reeason for th
his is that th
the referencced tuple
typicallyy belongs too a differen
nt geometry aggregate, e.g. a differrent gml:Soolid object, and thus
containss different values for its ROOT__ID and PA
ARENT_ID attributes. Therefore,, foreign
keys woould violatee the aggregation mechaanism of thee SURFACE_GEOME
ETRY table.
The reccommendedd way of reesolving of XLink refeerences to geometry
g
ob
objects requ
uires two
steps: F
First, the refferenced tup
ple of the SU
URFACE_G
GEOMETR
RY table hass to be iden
ntified by
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searching the GMLID column for the referenced gml:id value. Second, all attribute values of
the identified tuple have to be copied to a new tuple. However, the ROOT_ID and
PARENT_ID of this new tuple have to be set according to the context of the referencing
geometry property element.
Please note:
1. If the referenced tuple is the top of an aggregation (sub)hierarchy within the
SURFACE_GEOMETRY table, then also all nested tuples have to be recursively
copied and their ROOT_ID and PARENT_ID have to be adapted.
2. Copying existing entries of the SURFACE_GEOMETRY table results in tuples
sharing the same GMLID. Thus, these values cannot be used as a primary key.
When it comes to exporting data to a CityGML instance document, XLink references can be
rebuilt by keeping track of the GMLID values of exported geometry tuples. Generally, for
each and every tuple to be exported it has to be checked whether a geometry object with the
same GMLID value has already been processed. If so, the export routine should make use of
an XLink reference.
However, checking the GMLID of each and every tuple may dramatically slow down the
export process. For this reason, the IS_XLINK flag of the SURFACE_GEOMETRY has been
introduced. It may be used to explicitly mark just those tuples for which a corresponding
check has to be performed. The IS_XLINK flag should be used in the following manner. The
Importer/Exporter provides a corresponding reference implementation.
1. During import
a. By default, the IS_XLINK flag is set to “0”.
b. If existing tuples have to be copied due to an XLink reference, IS_XLINK has to
be set to “1” for each and every copy. Please note, that this rule comprises all
copies of nested tuples.
c. Furthermore, IS_XLINK has to be set to “1” on the original tuple addressed by the
XLink reference. If this tuple is the top of an aggregation (sub)hierarchy,
IS_XLINK remains “0” for all nested tuples.
2. During export
a. The export process just has to keep track of the GMLID values of those geometry
tuples where IS_XLINK is set to “1”.
b. When it comes to exporting a tuple with IS_XLINK set to “1”, the export process
has to check whether it already came across the same GMLID and, thus, can make
use of an XLink reference in the instance document.
c. For each tuple with IS_XLINK=0 no further action has to be taken.
Especially due to (2c), the IS_XLINK attribute helps to significantly speed up the export
process when rebuilding XLink references. Please note, that this is the only intended purpose
of the IS_XLINK flag.
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IS_REVERSE
The IS_REVERSE flag is used in the context of gml:OrientableSurface geometry objects.
Generally, an OrientableSurface instance cannot be represented within the
SURFACE_GEOMETRY table since it cannot be encoded using the flags IS_SOLID,
IS_COMPOSITE, and IS_TRIANGULATED (cf. Table 6). However, the IS_REVERSE flag
is used to encode the information provided by an OrientableSurface and to rebuild
OrientableSurfaces during data export.
According to GML3, an OrientableSurface consists of a base surface and an orientation. If the
orientation is “+”, then the OrientableSurface is identical to the base surface. If the orientation
is “-“, then the OrientableSurface is a reference to a surface with an up-normal that reverses
the direction for this OrientableSurface.
During import, only the base surfaces are written to the SURFACE_GEOMETRY table. The
following rules have to be obeyed in the context of OrientableSurface:
1. If the orientation of the OrientableSurface is “-“, then
a. The direction of the base surface has to be reversed prior to importing it (generally,
this means reversing the order of coordinate tuples).
b. The IS_REVERSE flag has to be set to “1” for the corresponding entry in the
SURFACE_GEOMETRY table.
c. If the base surface is an aggregate, then steps (a) and (b) have to be recursively
applied for all of its surface members.
2. If the OrientableSurface is identical to its base surface (i.e., if its orientation is “+”),
then the base surface can be written to the SURFACE_GEOMETRY table without
taking any further action. The IS_REVERSE flag has to be set to “0” (which is also
the default value).
3. Please note, that it is not sufficient to just rely on the gml:orientation attribute of an
OrientableSurface in order to determine its orientation since OrientableSurfaces may
be arbitrarily nested.
Flipping the direction of the base surface in step (1a) is essential in order to guarantee that the
SDO_GEOMETRY objects stored within the GEOMETRY column are always correctly
oriented. This enables applications to just access the GEOMETRY column without having to
interpret further attributes of the SURFACE_GEOMETRY table. For example, in the case of
a viewer application this allows for a fast rendering of a virtual 3d city scene.
When exporting CityGML instance documents, the IS_REVERSE flag can be used to rebuild
OrientableSurface in the following way:
1. If the IS_REVERSE flag is set to “1” for a table entry, the exporter routine has to
reverse the direction of the corresponding surface object prior to exporting it (again,
this means reversing the order of coordinate tuples).
2. The surface object has to be wrapped by a gml:OrientableSurface object with
gml:orientation=”-”.
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3. IIf the surfacce object is an aggregaate, its surface memberss having thee same valu
ue for the
IIS_REVER
RSE flag ma
ay not be eembraced by
y another OrientableSu
O
urface. How
wever, if
tthe IS_REV
VERSE vallue change s, e.g., from “1” for the aggreggate to “0”” for the
ssurface member,
m
allso the ssurface meember hass to be embraced by a
ggml:OrientaableSurfacee accordingg to (2). Siince there might
m
be nnested strucctures of
aarbitrary deepth this thirrd rule has tto be applieed recursively.

Like w
with the IS_XLINK
K flag, thee Importerr/Exporter tool provvides a reference
r
implem
mentation of the IS_REV
VERSE flagg.
ance Mode
el
2.3.2.3 Appeara
ARANCE, APPEARA
A
ANCE_SEQ
Q
APPEA
The tabble APPEAR
RANCE co
ontains infoormation ab
bout the surrface data oof objects (attribute
(
DESCR
RIPTION), its
i category
y is stored in attributee THEME. Since eachh city model or city
object m
may store itss own appearance dataa, the table APPEARAN
A
NCE is relaated to the taables for
the basse classes CityObject and CityM
Model by two foreig
gn keys whhich may be used
alternatiively. The classes App
pearance aand _SurfacceData reprresent featuures, which
h can be
referencced by GML
G
iden
ntifiers. F
For this reason, th
he attributtes GMLIID and
GMLID
D_CODESP
PACE were added to thhe correspon
nding tables.

Figure 31: A
Appearance dattabase schemaa
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SURFA
ACE_DATA
A, TEX_IM
MAGE, APP
PEAR_TO
O_SURFAC
CE_DATA
An appeearance is composed
c
of data for e ach surfacee geometry object.
o
Infoormation on the data
types annd its appeaarance are sttored in tablle SURFAC
CE_DATA.
IS_FRO
ONT determ
mines the siide a surfacce data object applies to (IS_FR
RONT=1: frront face
IS_FRO
ONT=0: bacck face of a surface ddata object)). The charracter stringg TYPE deenotes if
materialls or textuures are useed for the specific object
o
(valu
ues: X3DMa
Material, Texxture or
GeorefeerencedTextture). Materials are sppecified by the attributtes X3D_xxxx which define
d
its
graphic representaation. Detaiils on usinng georeferenced textu
ures, such as orientattion and
referencce point, aree contained in attributees GT_xxx. See chapterr 2.2.3 for m
more inform
mation on
SURFA
ACE_DATA
A attributes or the City
tyGML specification [Gröger et aal. 2012, p.
p 33-45]
which eexplains the texture map
pping proceess in detaill.
Raster-bbased 2D teextures are stored in t able TEX_IMAGE. The name off the corressponding
images for examplee is specifieed by the atttribute TEX
X_IMAGE_URI. The teexture imag
ge can be
stored w
within this table in the attribute
a
TE
EX_IMAGE
E_DATA ussing the BL
LOB data typ
pe under
Oracle aand the BYT
TEA data ty
ype under P
PostgreSQL.
Table A
APPEAR_TO
O_SURFAC
CE_DATA represents the interrelaationship beetween appearances
and surffaces for diffferent them
mes.
TEXTU
UREPARA
AM
Attributtes for mappping textures to objeects (point list or tran
nsformation matrix) which are
defined by the CityyGML classses _TextureeParameterrization, TexxCoordList,t, and TexCo
oordGen
are storeed in the tabble TEXTU
UREPARAM
M.

Figuree 32: Simple example
e
explaaining texture mapping usin
ng texture coorrdinates

TEXT
TUREPARAM
M
SURF
FACE_
GEOM
METRY
_
_ID

IS_
_TEXTURE
_PARAME
TR
RIZATION

WORLD_TO
_TEXTURE

TEXTUR
RE_
COORDINATES

SURF
FACE
_DAT
TA_ID

7

1

NULL

GEOMET
TRY

20
2

…

…

…

…

…

Tab
ble 8: Examplle for table TE
EXTUREPAR
RAM
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Texturee coordinatees are appliccable to polyygonal surfa
faces, whosee boundariess are described by a
closed llinear ring (last coordiinate is equual to first).. Coordinates are storeed with a geometry
g
data typpe. The WO
ORLD_TO_TEXTURE
RE attribute defines a transformattion matrix
x from a
locationn in world space
s
to tex
xture space.. For more details see the CityGM
ML Implem
mentation
Specificcation [Grögger et al. 20
012].

(a)

(b)

Figure 333: Visualisattion of a simple building in LoD1 and Lo
oD2 using the appearance m
model. Two th
hemes are
defined for the buildinng and the surrrounding terrrain: (a) buildiing in summerrtime and (b) bbuilding in wintertime

Six surfface represeentations aree listed in taable SURFA
ACE_DATA (cf. Tablle 11). Firstt of all, a
homogeeneous mateerial is defined (ID=1)), representeed by a 3-co
omponent ((RGB) colo
our value
which w
will be usedd for both appearances
a
(summer and
a winter). This also aapplies to a general
side faççade texturee (ID=3, Figure 34 riight) which
h is repeateed (wrappedd) to fill th
he entire
surface.. For each of
o the frontt side, the bback side and
a the grou
und two im
mages are av
vailable:
parametterized oness for the sid
des (Figuree 34 left and
d middle) and
a georeferrenced ones for the
ground and the rooof surfaces (Figure 36)). The inforrmation of textures
t
is sstored in a separate
table TE
EX_IMAGE
E. The coorrdinates for mapping th
he textures to
t the objecct are stored
d in table
TEXTU
UREPARAM
M. For the general
g
sidee texture (S
SURFACE_
_DATA_ID
D=3) five co
oordinate
pairs arre needed to define a closed ringg (here: recctangle). Taable SURFA
ACE_GEOM
METRY
containss the inform
mation of alll geometryy parts that form the bu
uilding andd its approp
priate 3D
coordinnates (cf. tabbles on the next
n page).
See the following page for an
a example of the storrage of app
pearances inn the city database.
d
w the imagees used for texturing a building inn LoD2. In LoD1, a
Figure 334 and Figuure 36 show
materiall definition is used to define
d
the w
wall colors of
o the building.
Table 9 to Table 12 show a co
ombinationn of tables representing
g the buildinng’s texturees. There
are diffe
ferent imagees availablee for summ er and wintter resulting
g in two the
hemes: Sum
mmer and
Winter. The tuplees within th
he tables aare color-coded accorrding to thheir relation
n to the
respectiive theme:




G
Green: onlyy summer reelated data
L
Light-grey: only winteer related daata
O
Orange: botth summer and winter rrelated dataa

Figure 335 shows thhe LoD2 rep
presentationn of summerr appearances (theme SSummer).
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APPEARAN
NCE
ID
...
1
2
...

GMLID
App1
App2
2

THEME
...
Summer
Winter
...

CITYMO
ODEL_ID
...
...

APPEAR_T
TO_SURFAC
CE_DATA

CITYO
OBJECT_ID
...
1
1000
1
1000
...

APPEARANC
CE_ID SURFA
ACE_DATA_ID
D

Tablle 9: Excerpt of
o table APEA
ARANCE

Thee relation to the buildingg feature is given by th
he foreign key
k CITYOB
BJECT_ID

1
2
1
1
1

7
7
8
3
4

2

5

2
2

3
6

COMMEN
NTS
LoD1 S
LoD1 W
LoD2 groound/roof S
LoD2 faççade S
LoD2 fronnt/back S
LoD2 groound/roof
W
LoD2 faççade W
LoD2 fronnt/back W

Table 10: APPEAR_TO_
A
_SURFACE table
t

front_back_
summer.png
SURFA
ACE_DATA_ID
D=4

front_back
k_
winter.png
g
SURFACE_DA
ATA_ID = 6

facadee.png
summeer & winterr

SUR
RFACE_DATA_
_ID = 3
Figurre 35: Surfacee geometries for
f the buildinng in LoD2 (th
he IDs for LoD
D1 are
the same as in Figuure 29)

Figure 34: Images fo
or parameterizzed textures

SURFACE_
_DATA
ID
7
3
4
6
8
5

IS_FR
RONT
1
1
1
1
1
1

TYPE
X3DM
Material
ParameterizedTe
exture
ParameterizedTe
exture
ParameterizedTe
exture
GeorreferencedTe
exture
GeorreferencedTe
exture

X3D_DIFFUSE_C
COLOR
1.0 0.6 0.0

TEX
X_IMAGE_ID

TEX_WR
RAP_MODE

31
32
33
34
35

wrap
w
no
one
no
one
no
one
no
one

GT_ORIE
ENTATION

GT_REFER
RENCE_POINT
T

0.05 0.0 0..0 0.066667 GEOMETRY
Y
0.05 0.0 0..0 0.066667 GEOMETRY
Y

TEX_IMAGE
T
E
ID
31
32
33
34
35

TEX_IMA
AGE_DATA
BLLOB(…)
BLLOB(…)
BLLOB(…)
BLLOB(…)
BLLOB(…)

TEX_IMAGE_U
T
URI
facade.png
front_back_summerr.png
front_back_winter.ppng
_summer.pngg
ground_
_winter.png
ground_

Table 11: Excerpt of tab
ble SURFACE
E_DATA and
d table TEX_IM
MAGE

TEXTUREP
PARAM
SUR
RFACE_
GEOM
METRY_ID
30
16
17
13
15
12
11

ISS_TEXTURE_
PARA
A-METRIZATIO
ON
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

14

1

30
16
17
13
15
2
10

0
0
0
1
1
0
0

WORLD_
_TO_
TEXTU
URE
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
-0.4 0
0.0
0.0 1.0
1
0.0 0.0
0
0.3333 0.0
0
0.0 0.0
0
0.0 1.0
1
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L
NULL
L

TE
EXTURE_COO
ORDINATES
NULL
NULL
NULL
GEOMETRY
GEOMETRY
GEOMETRY
GEOMETRY

SURFACE_
_
DATA_ID
8
8
8
4
4
3
3

Groound_
winnter.png

C
COMMENTS
dS
LLoD 2 ground
eft S
LLoD 2 roof le
LLoD 2 roof riight S
LLoD 2 front S
LLoD 2 back S
e left S/W
LLoD 2 façade

NULL

3

e right S/W
LLoD 2 façade

NULL
NULL
NULL
GEOMETRY
GEOMETRY
NULL
NULL

5
5
5
6
6
7
8

dW
LLoD2 ground
eft W
LLoD 2 roof le
LLoD 2 roof riight W
LLoD 2 front W
LLoD 2 back W
LLoD1 walls S/W
S
/W
LLoD1 roof S/

URFACE_DA
SU
ATA_ID = 5

Groound_
sum
mmer.png

URFACE_DA
SU
ATA_ID = 8

Tab
ble 12: Table TEXTUREPA
ARAM

ced textures (T
Figure 36: Images foor georeferenc
The
ed to the terrai
r
png is assigne
ain and
image round_winter.p
oth in LoD1 an
the rooff surfaces of thhe building bo
and
the wint
LoD2 within
w
nter theme (a),
_summer.png within the summer theme ((b))
ground_
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2.3.2.4 B
Building Model

Figure 37: Building dataabase schema
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BUILDING
The building model, described in paragraph 2.2.4.2 at the conceptual level, is realised by the
tables shown in Figure 37. The three CityGML classes AbstractBuilding, Building and
BuildingPart are merged into the single table BUILDING. The subclass relationship with
CITYOBJECT arises from using identical IDs, i.e. for each tuple in BUILDING there must
exist a tuple within CITYOBJECT with the same ID.
The component hierarchy within a building is realized by the foreign key
BUILDING_PARENT_ID which refers to the superordinate building (aggregate) and
contains NULL, if such does not exist. This way, a tree-like structure arises also for building
aggregates. BUILDING_PARENT_ID points at the predecessor in the tree. The foreign key
BUILDING_ROOT_ID refers directly to the top level (root) of a building tree. In order to
select all parts forming a building one only has to select those with the same
BUILDING_ROOT_ID (cf. table 13).
BUILDING
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BUILDING_
PARENT_ID
NULL
1
1
2
2
3
3

BUILDING_
LOD0_FOOT LOD0_ROOF LOD1_MULTI_
...
...
ROOT_ID
PRINT_ID
PRINT_ID
SURFACE_ID
1
10
NULL
NULL
1
NULL
NULL
20
1
NULL
NULL
30
1
NULL
NULL
NULL
1
NULL
NULL
NULL
1
NULL
NULL
NULL
1
NULL
NULL
NULL
Table 13: Tree-like structure for recursive decomposition of buildings

LOD4_
SOLID_ID
NULL
NULL
NULL
400
500
600
700

The meaning and the name of most fields are identical to those of the attributes in the UML
diagram (cf. Figure 7). Like for CityObjectGroups there are additional _CODESPACE
columns for the attributes class, function and usage. A _CODESPACE column is also added
for the roofType attribute as it is specified as gml:CodeType in CityGML. For every attribute
including measure information like measuredHeight or storeyHeightsAboveGround etc. an
additional _UNIT column is provided to specify the unit of measurement.
Geometry is represented by several foreign keys LOD0_FOOTPRINT_ID,
LOD0_ROOFPRINT_ID, LODx_MULTI_SRUFACE_ID (1 ≤ x ≤ 4), and LODx_SOLID_ID
(1 ≤ x ≤ 4) which refer to entries in the SURFACE_GEOMETRY table and represent each
LoD’s surface geometry.
Optionally the geometry of the terrain intersection curve is stored in the attribute
LODx_TERRAIN_INTERSECTION (1 ≤ x ≤ 4) using database geometry type (see Table
14). Additional line-typed building elements such as antennas are optionally modelled by the
attribute LODx_MULTI_CURVE (1 ≤ x ≤ 4, using the same database geometry like for
terrain intersection curves).
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Geometry storage in Building table – Intersection curves
Oracle

SDO_GTYPE must have the type
MultiCurve / MultiLine, i.e. a
composite geometry of different
line string segments with 3D
coordinates (SDO_GTYPE = 3006)
SDO_ETYPE must be 1 (straight line
segments) as curved geometries are
not allowed in CityGML and
SDO_INTERPRETATION must be 2





PostGIS




Only MULTILINESTRING Z is
allowed, i.e. a composite
geometry of different line string
segments with 3D coordinates
The geometry type MULTICURVE is
not used as CityGML does not allow
geometry with arcs

Table 14: Storage of composite line string geometry

THEMATIC_SURFACE
The table THEMATIC_SURFACE represents thematic boundary features. CityGML class
_BoundarySurface has a number of concrete subclasses representing different types of
surfaces. One possibility would be to represent each of these classes by its own table. Here,
we choose the approach to create one table representing all those classes. No own tables for
the subclasses of _BoundarySurface were created in the table schema; instead, the type of the
boundary surface is given by the foreign key OBJECTCLASS_ID in the table
THEMATIC_SURFACE. Allowed integer values:










‘30’ (CeilingSurface)
‘31’ (InteriorWallSurface)
‘32’ (FloorSurface)
‘33’ (RoofSurface)
‘34’ (WallSurface)
‘35’ (GroundSurface)
‘36’ (ClosureSurface)
‘60’ (OuterCeilingSurface)
‘61’ (OurterFloorSurface)

The aggregation relation between buildings and the corresponding boundary surfaces results
from the foreign key BUILDING_ID of the table THEMATIC_SURFACE which refers to the
ID of the respective building. The same applies to references between surfaces of building
installations (BUILDING_INSTALLATION_ID) and rooms (ROOM_ID). Thematic surfaces
and the corresponding parent feature should share their geometry: the geometry should be
defined only once and be used conjointly as XLinks. The SURFACE_GEOMETRY, which
for example geometrically defines a roof, should at the same time be a part of the volume
geometry of the parent feature the roof belongs to.
Example:
In Figure 38, a building geometry is shown that consists of several surface geometries
enclosing the outer building shell. Please note that the left wall (ID 5) is composed of two
polygons (IDs 11 and 12) and that the roof is split into a left and a right part (IDs 20 and 21)
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each of which again consists of
o two polyggons, the ro
oof surface and
a an overh
rhanging parrt. In the
SURFA
ACE_GEOM
METRY tab
ble (cf. Tablle 15), the attribute IS
S_COMPOSSITE is set to 1 for
the tuplles with ID
Ds 5, 20 an
nd 21 charaacterising th
hem as com
mposite surrfaces. Thee surface
geometrries are sem
mantically cllassified as roof, wall or ground surface
s
by aadding an en
ntry into
the THE
EMATIC_S
SURFACE table and llinking thiss entry with
h the correesponding geometry
g
tuple inn SURFACE
E_GEOME
ETRY. In T
Table 16, an
n excerpt off the THEM
MATIC_SU
URFACE
table is depicted. The
T tuple with
w ID 70 iin this tablee representss a RoofSurrface by setting the
i geometry
y, the tuple references ID 21 in
OBJECTCLASS_IID attribute to the valuee ‘33’. For its
the SU
URFACE_GEOMETRY
Y table viaa the LOD
D2_MULTI_
_SURFACE
E_ID attrib
bute (cf.
Table 16).

Figure 38: LoD2
L
buildingg with roof ov
verhangs, high
hlighted in redd

SURFAC
CE_GEOME
ETRY (exce
erpt)
ID

GMLID

3
5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
…
30
31
32
33
…

UUID
D_LoD2
Left_
_Wall
Left_
_Wall_1
Left_
_Wall_2
Fron
nt
Right_Wall
Backk
Rooff_part_1
Rooff_part_2
Overrhang_1
Overrhang_2
Rooff_right
Rooff_left
…
UUID_Solid
UU
UID_CS
Rooff_part_1
Rooff_part_2
…

PA
ARENT_
ID
NULL
3
5
5
3
3
3
21
20
21
20
3
3
…
NULL
30
31
31
…

RO
OOT_
ID
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
…
30
30
30
30
…

IS_
SOLID
D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
…
1
0
0
0
…

IS_
COMPOSITE
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
…
0
1
0
0
…

IS_
XLINK
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
…
0
0
1
1
…

GEOMETRYY
NULL
NULL
Geometryy comp (5-1) surface 11
Geometryy comp (5-2) surface 12
Geometryy surface 13
Geometryy surface 14
Geometryy surface 15
Geometryy surface 16
Geometryy surface 17
Geometryy of overhang
g 18
Geometryy of overhang
g 19
NULL
NULL
…
NULL
NULL
Geometryy surface 16
Geometryy surface 17
…

Table 15: Excerpt oof table SURF
FACE_GEOM
METRY
y objects are sstored as datab
base geometry
y datatype
Geometry
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THEMATIC_SURFACE (excerpt)
ID
….
OBJECTCLASS_ID
... .........
...
70 .........
33
.... .........
....

BUILDING_ID
1

ROOM_ID
.......
NULL
.......

LOD2_MULTI_SURFACE_ID
21

...
.......
.......
.......

Table 16: Excerpt of table THEMATIC_SURFACE

In addition to thematic boundary surfaces, assume that we also want to represent the building
volume as separate solid geometry that is stored with the building itself. For this purpose,
another tuple with ID 30 is added to the SURFACE_GEOMETRY table whose IS_SOLID
attribute is set to 1. This tuple is referenced from BUILDING using the LOD2_SOLID_ID
attribute (cf. Table 17).
According to the CityGML specification, the surface geometries forming the solid geometry
shall reference the geometries of the thematic boundary surfaces using GML’s XLink
mechanism. Therefore, the referenced geometries have to be copied and inserted as new
tuples into SURFACE_GEOMETRY. Moreover, the IS_XLINK flag has to be set to 1 for the
referenced geometries and their copies (see chapter 2.3.2.2 for details). In Table 16, this is
illustrated for the geometries with ID 32 and 33, which are copies of the tuples with ID 16 and
17 respectively. Please note that the overhanging roof parts (IDs 18 and 19) are not referenced
by the solid geometry because they are dangling surfaces and thus are not part of the volume.
BUILDING (excerpt)
ID
….
BUILDING_ROOT_ID ...
... .........
...
.......
1 .........
1
.......
.... .........
....
.......

LOD1_SOLID_ID

LOD2_SOLID_ID

NULL

30

Table 17: Excerpt of table BUILDING

BUILDING_INSTALLATION
The UML classes BuildingInstallation and IntBuildingInstallation are realized by the single
table BUILDING_INSTALLATION. Internal and external objects are distinguished by the
attribute OBEJCTCLASS_ID (external 27, internal 28). The relation to the corresponding
parent feature arises from the foreign key BUILDING_ID or ROOM_ID, whereas the surface
based geometry in LoD 2 to 4 is given via the foreign keys LODx_BREP_ID (2 ≤ x ≤ 4)
referring to the table SURFACE_GEOMETRY.
Additional point- or line-typed building installation elements such as antennas can be
modelled by the attribute LODx_OTHER_GEOM (2 ≤ x ≤ 4) using the database geometry
type (any GTYPE, ETYPE etc. in Oracle and GEOMETRY Z in PostGIS). Since CityGML
2.0.0 building installations can also be represented by using prototypes which are stored as
library objects implicitly. The information needed for mapping prototype objects to buildings
consists of a base point geometry (LODx_IMPLICIT_REF_POINT (2 ≤ x ≤ 4)), a
transformation matrix (LODx_IMPLICIT_TRANSFORMATION (2 ≤ x ≤ 4)), which is
stored as a string, and a foreign key reference to the IMPLICIT_GEOMETRY table
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(LODx_IMPLICIT_REP_ID (2 ≤ x ≤ 4)) where a reference to an explicit surface based
geometry in LoD 2 to 4 is saved.
OPENING
Openings (CityGML class Opening) are represented by the table OPENING and are only
allowed in LoD3 and 4. No individual tables are created for the subclasses. Instead, the
differentiation is achieved by the foreign key OBJECTCLASS_ID which refers to the
attribute ID of the (meta) table OBJECTCLASS. Valid integer values are ‘39’ (Door) and ‘38’
(Window).
Table OPENING_TO_THEM_SURFACE associates an opening ID in table OPENING with
a thematic surface ID in table THEMATIC_SURFACE representing the m:n relation between
both tables. An address can be assigned to a door (table OPENING) by the foreign key
ADDRESS_ID in the table OPENING. Furthermore, addresses may be assigned to buildings
(see table ADDRESS for detailed information).
Like with building installations openings can be modelled via implicit geometry since
CityGML 2.0.0. Thus, the OPENING table does contain the columns
LODx_IMPLICIT_REP_ID, LODx_IMPLICIT_REF_POINT and LODx_IMPLICIT_TRANSFORMATION, too.
ROOM
Room objects are allowed in LoD4 only. Therefore the only keys
LOD4_MULTI_SURFACE_ID and LOD4_SOLID_ID are referring to the table
SURFACE_GEOMETRY. Additionally the foreign keys to tables BUILDING and
CITYOBJECT are necessary to map the relationship to these tables.
BUILDING_FURNITURE
As rooms may be equipped with furniture (chairs, wardrobes, etc.), a foreign key referencing
to ROOM_ID is mandatory. The geometry of furniture objects can be described explicitly
using the attribute LOD4_OTHER_GEOM representing the point- or line-typed entities or
using the foreign key LOD4_BREP_ID referring to the table SURFACE_GEOMETRY.
Alternatively, the geometry of furniture objects may be represented by using prototypes
(ImplicitGeometry) which are stored as library objects. Again, the information needed for
mapping prototype objects to rooms consists of a base point, a transformation matrix and a
reference to the IMPLICIT_GEOMETRY table.
ADDRESS, ADDRESS_TO_BUILDING, and ADDRESS_SEQ
Addresses are realized by the table ADDRESS. The m:n relation with buildings arises from
the table ADRESS_TO_BUILDING which associates a building ID and an address ID. An
address can also be assigned to a door (table OPENING) by the foreign key ADDRESS_ID in
the table OPENING. The same applies to addresses of bridges (incl. a table
ADRESS_TO_BRIDGE) and bridge openings.
The next available ID for the table ADDRESS is provided by the sequence ADDRESS_SEQ.
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2.3.2.5 B
Bridge Mod
del

Figure 39
9: Bridge databbase schema
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The bridge model, described in paragraph 2.2.4.3 at the conceptual level, is realised by the
tables shown in Figure 39. The relational schema is identical to the building schema for the
most parts except for the naming. Please, refer to the explanation of the building schema on
the previous pages for a complete understanding. The main differences to the building schema
are the following:










Bridges cannot be modelled in LoD 0. Therefore, no corresponding columns appear in
the BRDGE table.
CityGML features of bridges, such as boundary surfaces, installations, openings,
rooms and furniture, are mapped to separate specific tables and are not stored in
already existent ones (e.g. THEMATIC_SURFACE, OPENING, ROOM). The reason
for this is to provide a schema that is as close to the UML model as possible. There are
slight differences between the building and the bridge model that would lead to
ambiguous references e.g. a boundary surface of the building namespace cannot
reference to a bridge construction element.
OBJECTCLASS_ID of table BRIDGE_THEMATIC_SURFACE allows the values:
o ‘68’ (BridgeCeilingSurface),
o ‘69’ (InteriorBridgeWallSurface)
o ‘70’ (BridgeFloorSurface),
o ‘71’ (BridgeRoofSurface),
o ‘72’ (BridgeWallSurface),
o ‘73’ (BridgeGroundSurface),
o ‘74’ (BridgeClosureSurface),
o ‘75’ (OuterBridgeCeilingSurface),
o ‘76’ (OurterBridgeFloorSurface).
In the BRIDGE_INSTALLATION table external bridge installations can be identified
by the OBEJCTCLASS_ID 65 and internal ones by 66.
The CityGML class BridgeConstructionElement is represented by the table
BRIDGE_CONSTR_ELEMENT.
Its
schema
is
analogue
to
the
BRIDGE_INSTALLATION table for the most parts. The relation to the
corresponding bridge results from the foreign key BRIDGE_ID. Explicit and implicit
geometry or a decomposition through boundary surfaces is possible. Additionally
terrain intersections curves of construction elements can also be stored. Unlike
building installations there are no interior construction elements for bridges in
CityGML. Therefore, an OBJECTCLASS_ID column is not necessary.
The OBJECTCLASS_ID column in table BRIDGE_OPENING can be of integer
value ‘79’ (BridgeDoor) or ‘78’ (BridgeWindow). They are associated to entries in the
BRIDGE_THEMATIC_SURFACE
table
via
the
link
table
BRIDGE_OPEN_TO_THEM_SRF. Like openings of building bridge openings can
have addresses assigned to it.
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2.3.2.6 CityFurn
niture Mod
del
The CittyGML featture class CityFurnitur
C
re and its atttributes speecified in thhe UML (cff. Figure
13) diaagram are directly mapped
m
the CITY_FU
URNITURE table andd its corressponding
columnss.

Figure
F
40: CittyFurniture daatabase schem
ma

The geoometry of ciity furnituree objects is rrepresented
d either as a surface-bassed geometrry object
(LODx__BREP_ID,, where 1 ≤ x ≤ 4) relaated to tablee SURFACE
E_GEOMET
TRY, as a pointp
or
line-typped object (LODx_OT
THER_GEO
OM, wheree 1 ≤ x ≤ 4) or as implicit geometry
g
LODx__IMPLICIT__REP_ID, LODx_IMP
PLICIT_RE
EF_POINT,, LODx_IM
MPLICIT_T
TRANSFORMA
ATION witth 1 ≤ x ≤ 4).
4 Optionaally terrain intersection
n curves cann be stored
d for city
furniturre objects.
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2.3.2.7 Digital Terrain
T
Model
A tuple in the tablee RELIEF_F
FEATURE represents a complex relief objecct, which co
onsists of
differennt relief com
mponents. Itt has an attrribute LOD
D that descriibes the affi
filiation of the
t relief
object tto a certain level of deetail (LoD) of the city
y model. Th
he individuaal componeents of a
complexx
relief object are storred in the tablles BREA
EAKLINE_R
RELIEF,
MASSP
POINT_REL
LIEF, TIN_
_RELIEF aand RASTE
ER_RELIEF
F. Every rellief compon
nent has
an attriibute LOD that descrribes the aaffiliation to
t a certain
n level off detail (ressolution,
accuracy). Howevver, individ
dual compoonents of a complex relief objeect may beelong to
differennt LoD and be
b heterogeeneous, i.e. a mixture of TINs, grid
ds and masss points. Op
ptionally,
the geoometrical seeparation between thee individuall relief com
mponents oof a compleex relief
object ccan be realizzed via poly
ygons (attribbute EXTEN
NT), which specify thee validity area of the
relief coomponent. Every
E
relieff componennt has an atttribute NAM
ME that is used for naaming of
the com
mponent. Thhe relief as well
w as everry relief component arre derived fr
from CITYO
OBJECT
and recceive the same ID as the CiityObject. Table
T
REL
LIEF_FEAT
T_TO_REL
L_COMP
represennts the interrrelationship
p between rrelief featurees and relieff componennts.

Figure 41: Digitall Terrain Mod
del database scchema

A raster relief is the
t only feeature in CiityGML that can be described
d
bby a grid coverage.
Correspponding dattabase typess are SDO__GEORAST
TER in Oraacle Spatial 11g or hig
gher (not
availablle in Oraclee Locator) and
a RASTE
ER in PostG
GIS 2.0 or higher.
h
In O
Oracle for eaach table
that stoores SDO_G
GEORASTE
ER an addditional tablle of type SDO_RASSTER is maandatory
(raster ddata table = RDT). It sttores the meetadata of th
he SDO_GE
EORASTER
R.
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In case of that a grid representation is introduced to other features in CityGML in the future,
numerous RDT tables would be created when storing grids along with the thematic tables.
Thus, a central table called GRID_COVERAGE is used to register all grid data and to prevent
numerous additional tables in the 3DCityDB schema. This concept is analogue to the storage
of surface-based geometry whereas SURFACE_GEOMETRY is the central table.
Since Oracle Spatial 11g the SDO_GEORASTER type supports Oracle Workspace Manager.
Therefore, the table GRD_COVERAGE_RDT can be versioned for history management.
However, Oracle Spatial doesn’t allow user to version-enable the tables, where GeoRaster
objects are stored. Hence, the table GRID_COVERAGE cannot be versioned using the Oracle
Workspace Manager.
Geometry attributes for different relief components are limited to the following value
domains:
BREAKLINE_RELIEF


BREAK_LINES and RIDGE_OR_VALLEY_LINES
o Oracle: MultiLine (GTYPE 3006)
o PostGIS: MultiLineString Z

TIN_RELIEF






STOP_LINES and BREAK_LINES
o Oracle: MultiLine (GTYPE 3006)
o PostGIS: MultiLineString Z
RELIEF_POINTS
o Oracle: MultiPoint (GTYPE 3001 or 3005)
o PostGIS: MultiPoint Z
TIN
o TIN triangles could be stored as triangulated surfaces in table
SURFACE_GEOMETRY

MASSPOINT_RELIEF


RELIEF_POINTS
o Oracle: MultiPoint (GTYPE 3001 or 3005)
o PostGIS: MultiPoint Z

RELIEF_COMPONENT


EXTENT (defines the validity extents of each relief component)
o Oracle: Polygon (GTYPE 3003, ETYPE 1003, SDO_ INTERPRETATION 1
or 3 (optimized rectangle))
o PostGIS: Polygon Z
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2.3.2.8 Generic Objects and
a Attribu
utes
3D cityy models will
w most liikely contaiin attributees, which are
a not expplicitly mod
delled in
CityGM
ML. Moreovver, there may be 3D obbjects that are
a not coveered by the thematic classes of
CityGM
ML. Genericc objects and
d attributes help to sup
pport the storage of suchh data.
GENER
RIC_CITY
YOBJECT

For genneric objectss the full vaariety of diffferent geom
metrical reprresentationss known fro
om other
tables iss offered. Explicit
E
(LO
ODx_BREP__ID, LODx
x_OTHER_G
GEOM) andd implicit geometry
g
(LODx__IMPLICIT
T_REP_ID, LODx_IM
MPLICIT_RE
EF_POINT
T, LODx_IM
MPLICIT_T
TRANSFORMA
ATION) as well as terrrain interseection curvees (LODx_TERRAIN__INTERSECTION)
(all withh 0 ≤ x ≤ 4).

F
Figure
42: GeenericCityObjeect and generiic attributes database schem
ma

CITYO
OBJECT_G
GENERICA
ATTRIB, C
CITYOBJE
ECT_GENE
ERICATT__SEQ

The tabble CITYOBJECT_GE
ENERICAT
TTRIB is used
u
to reprresent the concept off generic
attributees. Howeveer, the creation of a tabble for everry type of attribute wass omitted. Instead
I
a
single ttable CITY
YOBJECT_
_GENERICA
ATTRIB represents
r
all types aand the ty
ypes are
differenntiated via thhe values off the attribuute DATATY
YPE.
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The table provides fields for every data type, but only one of those fields is relevant in each
case. An overview of the meaning of the entries in the field DATATYPE is given in Table 18.
The relation between the generic attribute and the corresponding CityObject is established by
the foreign key CITYOBJECT_ID.
DATATYPE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

attribute type
STRING
INTEGER
REAL
URI
DATE
MEASURE
Group of generic attributes
BLOB
Geometry type
Geometry via surfaces in the table SURFACE_GEOMETRY
Table 18: Attribute type

Please note that the binary and geometric data types (incl. geometry via surfaces) are not
supported by CityGML and cannot be exported using the CityGML Import / Export tool! But,
if a user wants to add additional attributes to thematic tables, he should use the schema of the
CITYOBJECT_GENERICATTRIB table rather than adding additional columns to existing
tables, because only in this way the Import / Export tool can automatically write them to
CityGML.
Moreover, generic attributes can be grouped using the CityGML class genericAttributeSet.
Since genericAttributeSet itself is a generic attribute, it may also be contained in a generic
attribute set facilitating a recursive nesting of arbitrary depth. This hierarchy within a
genericAttributeSet is realized by the foreign key PARENT_GENATTRIB_ID which refers to
the superordinate genericAttributeSet (aggregate) and contains NULL, if such does not exist.
The foreign key ROOT_GENATTRIB_ID refers directly to the top level (root) of a
genericAttributeSet tree. In order to select all generic attributes forming a genericAttributeSet
one only has to select those with the same ROOT_GENATTRIB_ID.
The next available ID for the table CITYOBJECT_GENERICATTRIB is provided by the
sequence CITYOBJECT_GENERICATT_SEQ.
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2.3.2.9 LandUse
e Model
The CittyGML featture class LandUse
L
andd its attribu
utes specifieed in the U
UML (cf. Fig
gure 17)
diagram
m are directtly mapped
d the LAND
D_USE tab
ble and its correspondding colum
mns. The
relationn to tablee SURFA
ACE_GEOM
METRY iss establish
hed by tthe foreig
gn keys
LODx__MULTI_SU
URFACE_ID, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 4.

Figure 43: L
LandUse dataabase schema

2.3.2.10

Transportatio
on Model

bles are pro
ovided: TRA
RAFFIC_AR
REA and
For the realisationn of transportation objeects two tab
SPORTATION_COMP
PLEX.
TRANS
TRAFF
FIC_AREA
A

Next too the comm
mon attribu
ute triple cclass, funcction and usage
u
traffi
fic areas caan store
informaation about their surfa
aceMateriall. In the UML
U
modell this attribbute is speccified as
gml:CoddeType whhich makees an addditional _C
CODESPAC
CE columnn necessarry. The
represenntation of geometry is handled
h
by foreign key
ys LODx_M
MULTI_SUR
RFACE_ID
D (with 2
≤ x ≤ 44). The aggrregation rellation betweeen a transp
portation co
omplex andd the corressponding
traffic aareas resultss from the foreign
f
key TRANSPO
ORTATION
N_COMPLE
EX_ID. Thee foreign
key OB
BJECTCLAS
SS_ID indicates whethher a tuple represents a TrafficAre
rea (value 47)
4 or an
AuxiliarryTrafficAreea (value 48
8) feature.
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TRANS
SPORTATION_COM
MPLEX

As show
wn in the UML diag
gram, everyy traffic areea object may
m have th
the attributees class,
functionn and usagge. For diffferentiationn between the subclaasses an O
OBJECTCLASS_ID
column is used agaain:






‘42’ TranspportationCo
omplex
‘43’ Track
‘44’ Railwaay
‘45’ Road
‘46’ Squaree

In the coarsest level transsportation complexes are mod
delled by line objeccts. The
correspoonding coluumn is calleed LOD0_N
NETWORK
K of geometry type MuultiCurve in
n Oracle
and MuultiLineStrinng Z in PosttGIS. Startinng form LO
OD1 the rep
presentationn of object geometry
g
is handlled by foreiggn keys LO
ODx_MULT
TI_SURFAC
CE_ID (with 1 ≤ x ≤ 4)).

Figure
F
44: Traansportation database
d
schem
ma
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85

Tunne
el Model

Figure 45: Tunnel databbase schema
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The tunnel model, described in paragraph 2.2.4.9 at the conceptual level, is realised by the
tables shown in Figure 45. The relational schema is identical to the building and bridge
schema for the most parts except for the naming. Please, refer to the explanation of the
building schema on the previous pages for a complete understanding. The main differences to
the building schema are the following:











Tunnels cannot be modelled in LoD 0. Therefore, no corresponding columns appear in
the TUNNEL table.
The CityGML feature HollowSpace can be seen analogue to the feature room of a
building or a bridge
CityGML features of tunnels, such as boundary surfaces, installations, openings,
hollow spaces and furniture, are mapped to separate specific tables and are not stored
in already existent ones (e.g. THEMATIC_SURFACE, OPENING). The reason for
this is to provide a schema that is as close to the UML model as possible. There are
slight differences between the building and the tunnel model that would lead to
ambiguous references e.g. a boundary surface of the building namespace cannot
reference to a tunnel feature.
OBJECTCLASS_ID of table TUNNEL_THEMATIC_SURFACE allows the values:
o ‘89’ (TunnelCeilingSurface),
o ‘90’ (InteriorTunnelWallSurface)
o ‘91’ (TunnelFloorSurface),
o ‘92’ (TunnelRoofSurface),
o ‘93’ (TunnelWallSurface),
o ‘94’ (TunnelGroundSurface),
o ‘95’ (TunnelClosureSurface),
o ‘96’ (OuterTunnelCeilingSurface),
o ‘97’ (OurterTunnelFloorSurface).
In the TUNNEL_INSTALLATION table external tunnel installations can be identified
by the OBEJCTCLASS_ID 86 and internal ones by 87.
The OBJECTCLASS_ID column in table BRIDGE_OPENING can be of integer
value ‘100’ (BridgeDoor) or ‘99’ (BridgeWindow). They are associated to entries in
the
TUNNEL_THEMATIC_SURFACE
table
via
the
link
table
TUNNEL_OPEN_TO_THEM_SRF. Like openings of building bridge openings can
have addresses assigned to it.
Tunnels and tunnel openings do not have addresses.
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Veg
getation Model
M

The veggetation model specifieed in paragraaph 2.2.4.10
0 is realized
d by the tablles shown in
i Figure
46 whicch corresponnd largely to
o the UML model.

Figure 46: V
Vegetation dattabase schemaa

SOLITARY_VEG
GETAT_OB
BJECT

The attrributes classs, function
n, usage, sppecies, heig
ght, trunkD
Diameter, aand crownD
Diameter
describee single veggetation objects. The at
attribute speecies is of ty
ype gml:CoodeList in CityGML
C
that cann be referennced to a ceertain codeespace. Therrefore anoth
her _CODE
ESPACE co
olumn is
provided in the SOLITARY
S
Y_VEGETA
AT_OBJEC
CT table. Similar
S
to the buildin
ng table
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attribute with measure information can optionally be coupled with a reference to the used
measuring scale by an additional _UNIT column.
The geometry of the vegetation can either be described explicitly using the attribute
LOD4_OTHER_GEOM or LOD4_BREP_ID or implicitly using a foreign key relation the
IMPLICIT_GEOMETRY table including a reference point and optionally a transformation
matrix (LODx_IMPLICIT_REP_ID, LODx_IMPLICIT_REF_POINT LODx_IMPLICIT_TRANSFORMATION, with 1 ≤ x ≤ 4).
PLANT_COVER
Information on vegetation areas are contained in attributes usage, class, function, and
averageHeight. There is also a _UNIT column to specify the scale the averageHeight values
are based on. The geometry is restricted to a MultiSurface or (and this is unique for
PlantCover features) a MultiSolid, represented respectively by the foreign keys
LODx_MULTI_SURFACE_ID (with 1 ≤x ≤ 4) and LODx_MULTI_SOLID_ID which refer
to the SURFACE_GEOMETRY table.
2.3.2.13

WaterBody Model

WATERBODY, WATERBOD_TO_WATERBND_SRF
The modelling of the WATERBODY database schema corresponds largely to the respective
UML model. For LoD0 and LoD1 additional attributes are added, e.g. for modelling river
geometry (LODx_MULTI_CURVE).
The geometries of LOD0 and LOD1 areal water bodies are stored within the table
SURFACE_GEOMETRY. The foreign keys LODx_MULTI_SURFACE_ID (with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1)
refer to the corresponding rows. Geometry for water filled volumes is handled in a similar
way using foreign keys LODx_SOLID_ID (with 1 ≤ x ≤ 4).
For mapping the boundedBy aggregation which identifies the water body’s exterior shell
managed by the WATERBOUNDARY_SURFACE table, the additional table
WATERBOD_TO_WATERBND_SRF is needed to realise the m:n relationship.
WATERBOUNDARY_SURFACE
The exterior shell of a WaterBody can be differentiated semantically using features of the type
_WaterBoundarySurface. These features are stored in the WATERBOUNDARY_SURFACE
table and can be distinguished by the OBJECTCLASS_ID attribute:




'11' (WaterSurface)
'12' (WaterGroundSurface)
'13' (WaterClosureSurface)

Since every _WaterBoundarySurface object must have at least one associated surface
geometry, the foreign keys LODx_SURFACE_ID (with 2 ≤x ≤ 4, no MultiSurface here) are
used to realise these relations.
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Figure 47: W
WaterBody dattabase schemaa

2.3.3 S
Sequenc
ces
Figure 448 lists preddefined sequ
uences from
m which mu
ultiple userss may generrate unique integers
for prim
mary keys automaticall
a
ly. Sequencces help to coordinate primary keeys across multiple
rows annd tables. For instance, the ID vallues of the BUILDING
G table are generated from
f
the
CITYOB
BJECT_SE
EQ sequencce. The seequences arre defined to start w
with 1 and
d to be
incremeented by 1 when
w
a sequ
uence numbber is generaated. It is highly recomm
mmended to generate
ID values for all tabbles by usin
ng the predeefined sequeences only.
The seqquence GRID_COVERA
AGE_RDT_
_SEQ does not
n exist in the PostgreeSQL versio
on as the
correspoonding tablee does not exist.
e
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Figure 48: Tables forr spatial inforrmation and seequences

2.3.4 Definition of the
e CRS fo
or a 3D City
C Datab
base insttance
The deffinition of the
t CRS of a 3D City Database in
nstance con
nsists of twoo components: 1) a
valid Sppatial Referrence Identtifier (SRID
D, typically
y the EPSG
G code) andd 2) an OG
GC GML
conform
mant definitiion identifieer for the CR
RS. Both co
omponents are
a defined during the database
setup (ssee chapter 3.3)
3 and aree further stoored in the taable DATAB
BASE_SRS (see Figuree 48).
The SR
RID is an innteger valuee key pointting to spatiial referencce informatiion within Oracle’s
MDSYS.
.CS_SRS table or Po
ostGIS’ SPA
ATIAL_RE
EF_SYS tab
ble. Both D
DBMSs are shipped
with a laarge numbeer of predefi
fined spatiall reference systems.
s
At setup timee, the SRID
D chosen
as default value for
fo the 3D City
C Datab
base instan
nce must already existt in the meentioned
tables.
The GM
ML conform
mant CRS definition iidentifier iss used as value
v
for thhe gml:sr
rsName
attributee on GML geometry
g
ellements whhen exportin
ng database contents too CityGML instance
documeents. It shouuld follow the OGC rrecommend
dation for the
t Universsal Resourcce Name
(URN) encoding off CRSs giveen in the OG
GC Best Prractice Paper Definitionn identifier URNs in
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OGC namespace [Whiteside 2009]. At setup time, please make sure to provide a URN value
which corresponds to the spatial reference system identified by the default SRID of the
database instance. Since CityGML is a 3D standard, the URN encoding shall always
represent a three-dimensional CRS which, for example, can be denoted as compound
coordinate reference systems [Whiteside 2009]. The general syntax of a URN encoding for a
compound reference system is as follows:
urn:ogc:def:crs,crs:authority:version:code,crs:authority:
version:code
Authority, version, and code depend on the information authority providing the CRS
definition (e.g. EPSG or OGC). The following example shows a possible combination of an
SRID (here referring to a 2D CRS) and CRS URN encoding (3D) to set up an instance of the
3D City Database:
SRID:
URN:

31466
urn:ogc:def:crs,crs:EPSG:7.7:31466,crs:EPSG:7.7:5783

The example SRID is referencing a Projected CRS defined by EPSG (DHDN / 3-degree
Gauss-Krüger zone 2; used in the western part of Germany; EPSG-Code: 31466). The URN
encodes a compound coordinate reference system which adds a Vertical CRS as height
reference (DHHN92 height, EPSG-Code: 5783).
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3 Im
mpleme
entation and IInstalla
ation
The 3D
D City Dataabase comess with SQL
L scripts for setting up
p an instancce of the relational
schema on a spatiial databasee system (O
Oracle Spattial/Locator or PostgreeSQL/PostG
GIS) and
with a ddatabase loaading and extracting
e
toool called Importer/Ex
I
xporter. Insttallers are available
a
for dow
wnload at htttp://www.3dcitydb.orgg. The sourcce code of th
he 3D City Database project
p
is
hosted on https://ggithub.com//3dcitydb. P
Please follo
ow the instrructions onn the next pages
p
in
order too complete a proper installation.

3.1 S
System require
ements
3.1.1 3
3D City Database
D
e
Setting up an instance of the 3D
3 City Daatabase requ
uires a runniing installattion of an Oracle
O
or
PostgreSQL databaase server.
Oracle

Supportted version are Oraclee 10g R2 orr higher. Th
he 3D City Database rrequires spaatial data
support provided either thro
ough the O
Oracle Spatial or Loccator extennsion. It iss highly
recomm
mended to innstall availaable patchees in order to
t avoid un
nexpected errrors and to
o benefit
from thhe latest funnctionality. For Oracle 10g R2, att least patch
h set 10.2.00.4.0 is requ
uired for
using thhe KML/CO
OLLADA ex
xport capabbilities.
PostgreeSQL

Supportted versionns are PosttgreSQL 9..1 or high
her with th
he PostGISS extension
n 2.0 or
higher. Please alsoo make sure to always iinstall the laatest patches and updattes.

3.1.2 Importerr/Exporte
er Tool
The Impporter/Expoorter tool caan run on anny platform
m providing support forr Java 8 (or higher).
It has beeen successsfully tested
d on (but is nnot limited to)
t the follo
owing operaating system
ms:




Microsoft Windows
W
XP,
X Vista, 7,, 8, 10;
Apple Macc OS X and macOS;
Ubuntu Linnux 9 to 16..

mporter/Expoorter tool, the Java 8 Runtimee Environm
ment (or
Prior too the setupp of the Im
higher) must be installed on
o your syystem. Thee necessary
y installatioon package can be
obtainedd from http://www.javaa.com/en/doownload.
The Impporter/Expoorter is ship
pped with a universal installer th
hat will guidde you thro
ough the
steps oof the settup processs. A full installatio
on of the Importer/E
Exporter in
ncluding
documeentation andd example CityGML files requirres approx. 149 MB oof hard disk space.
Installinng only the mandatory
y applicatioon files willl use approx. 28 MB oof hard dissk space.
Installattion packagges can be seelected duriing the setup
p process.
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The Impporter/Expoorter requirees at least 1 28 MB of main
m memory and, per default, is assigned
a maxim
mum of 1 GB
G of main memory.
m
Allthough these memory limits shouuld be reason
nable on
most pplatforms and
a
for mo
ost import//export pro
ocedures, especially
e
ddealing witth large
CityGM
ML respectivvely KML/C
COLLADA
A files migh
ht require hiigher memoory limits. Note
N
that
adaptingg the availaable main memory
m
has to be donee manually. Please refeer to chapteer 5.1 for
more deetails.

3.2 In
nstallatiion of the Imp
porter/E
Exporte
er and the 3D
D City
D
Databas
se SQL Scripts
S
Downlooad the univversal installler from htttp://www.3
3dcitydb.org
g and save it to your local
l
file
system. The univerrsal installerr is implem
mented as executable Jav
va Archive (JAR) file. In order
to run tthe installattion wizard,, simply doouble-click on the 3DC
CityDB-Impporter-Exporter-3.3Setup.jaar file.
After acccepting thee license agrreement andd specifying
g a destination folder, tthe user can
n choose
the insttallation pacckages to be
b installed besides thee mandatory core appllication filees of the
Importeer/Exporter. It is recom
mmended to at least sellect the packages ‘3D City Database’ and
‘Docum
mentation’. The
T ‘3D Ciity Databasee’ package contains all SQL scrippts that are required
for settiing up an instance of the 3D Citty Databasee on your sp
patial databbase system
m. Please
refer to chapter 3.33 for a step
p-by-step guuide on how
w to use th
hese SQL sccripts. The package
‘Samplee CityGML and KML/C
COLLADA datasets’ contains liceense-free saample data that
t
may
be used in first testts.

Figure 49
9: Installation wizard of Imp
port/Export to
ool (Step 5)

The opttion ‘Pluginns’ allows a user to iinstall addittional plugins for the Importer/E
Exporter.
With thhis release, a ‘Sprea
adsheet Geenerator Pllugin’ is available
a
foor installation (for
documeentation see chapter 6.2
2). More pluugins may be
b added in future releaases. Furtheermore, a
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‘Plugin development API’ can be copied to your local file system during installation, which
enables the Java-based development of plugins.
Starting from version 3.3, the ‘3D Web Map Client’ is available as new installation package.
The 3D Web Map Client is a web-based viewer for 3DCityDB content and provides highperformance 3D visualization and interactive exploration of arbitrarily large semantic 3D city
models on top of the open source Cesium Virtual Globe (refer to chapter 8 for the complete
documentation).
After successful installation, the contents of all selected installation packages are available in
the chosen destination folder. In order to run the Importer/Exporter, simply use the starter
script in that same folder (refer to chapter 5.1 for more information).
Note:

Before the Importer/Exporter can connect to an Oracle/PostgreSQL database, the 3D
City Database schema hast to be set up on top of your spatial RDBMS, which is
explained in the next chapter.

The installation folder should contain the following subfolders and files:
Folder/File
3dcitydb
3d-web-map-client

Optional Explanation
x
x

contribs
lib
licence
manual
plugin-api

x
x

plugins
samples
templates
uninstaller
3DCityDBImporterExporter.bat
impexp.ico
README.txt

x

Contains all SQL scripts and stored procedures for operating the
3DCityDB
Contains a ZIP archive containing all files required to install the 3D Web
Map Client on a web server
Third-party tools required by the Importer/Exporter (e.g. collada2gltf
converter binaries)
Contains all libraries required by the Importer/Exporter
Contains the license documents for the 3DCityDB
Contains the documentation for the 3DCityDB
Contains an API to be used for plugin development for the
Importer/Exporter
Contains plugins of the Importer/Exporter. Plugins only have to be copied
to this directory in order to make them available in the application.
Contains CityGML and KML/COLLADA test datasets
Contains HTML templates for information balloons for KML/COLLADA
exports and a selection of coordinate reference systems in the form of
XML documents
Contains a JAR executable that uninstalls the Importer/Exporter
Starts the application on double-click
(Note that a different starter script is installed on UNIX/Linux and MacOS)
The icon of the Importer/Exporter (may differ on different operating
systems)
A brief information about the application

Table 19: Content of the installation folder.
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3.3 Setting up the database schema
The required scripts for setting up the 3D City Database are located in the installation
directory of the Importer/Exporter within the 3dcitydb/oracle/ or 3dcitydb/postgresql/
subfolders. The following table provides an overview of their contents:
Folder/File
CREATE_CITYDB_PKG.sql

Oracle PgSQL
x

x

CREATE_DB.bat

x

CREATE_DB.sh

x

CREATE_DB.sql

x

CREATE_DB2.sql

x

DISABLE_VERSIONING.sql

x

DISABLE_VERSIONING2.sql

x

DROP_CITYDB_PKG.sql

x

x

Explanation
Creates a separate schema 'citydb_pkg' (PostgreSQL).
Calls the scripts in the folder CITYDB_PKG
Batch file that calls CREATE_DB.sql (for MS Windows
family)
Shell script that calls CREATE_DB.sql (UNIX/ Linux &
derivations, MacOS X)
Runs all scripts for creating the relational schema of the
3DCityDB (PostgreSQL) or calls CREATE_DB2.sql
(Oracle)
Runs all SQL scripts for creating the relational schema of
the 3DCityDB
Deactivates versioning for a database (execution can be
time-consuming); calls DISABLE_VERSIONING2.sql
after checking for Spatial or Locator option
Invoked by DISABLE_VERSIONING.sql

DROP_DB.bat

x

DROP_DB.sh

x

DROP_DB.sql

x

DROP_DB2.sql

x

Invoked by DROP_DB.sql

ENABLE_VERSIONING.sql

x

Activates versioning for a database (execution can be
time-consuming); calls ENABLE_VERSIONING2.sql
after checking for Spatial or Locator option

ENABLE_VERSIONING2.sql

x

Invoked by ENABLE_VERSIONING.sql

MIGRATION/..

x

x

x

x

[PL/SQL]
[PL/pgSQL]/CITYDB_PKG/..
SCHEMA/CONSTRAINTS/
CONSTRAINTS.sql
SCHEMA/INDEXES/INDEXES.
sql
SCHEMA/SEQUENCES/
SEQUENCES.sql
SCHEMA/TABLES/TABLES.sql

x

Deletes all elements of the GEODB package (in the
PostgreSQL version this is done in DROP_DB.sql)
Batch file that calls DROP_DB.sql (for MS Windows
family)
Shell script that calls DROP_DB.sql (UNIX/ Linux &
derivations, MacOS X)
Deletes all elements of the 3DCityDB relational schema
(PostgreSQL) or calls DROP_DB2.sql (Oracle)

Contains scripts to migrate content of previous 3DCityDB
v2.x to v3.1.0 (see chapter 3.4)
Contains scripts that create procedures for functions of
the Importer/Exporter (see chapter 4)

x

Creates foreign key conditions for the table relations

x

Creates indexes for foreign key and geometry columns

x

Creates sequences for the ID columns of the tables

x

Creates all tables of the 3DCityDB

SCHEMA/SCHEMA.sql

x

Creates all sequences, tables, constraints and indexes
of the 3DCityDB

UTIL/CREATE_DB/
DO_NOTHING.sql

x

Dummy function

UTIL/CREATE_DB/
HINT_ON_MISSING_SRS.sql

x

Returns corresponding messages when the selected
SRID was not found when setting up the database in
Oracle Spatial

x

Returns corresponding messages when selected Oracle
version has neither been ‘S’ for Spatial or ‘L’ for Locator

UTIL/CREATE_DB/
HINT_ON_MISTYPED_DBVER
SION.sql
UTIL/CREATE_DB/
OBJECTCLASS_INSTANCES.

x

x

Fills the table 'Objectclass'.
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sql
UTIL/SRS
S/SOLDNER_
_
BERLIN_
_SRS.sql
UTIL/VAC
CUUM/VACUU
UM_
SPATIAL
L_COLUMNS.ssql

Script th
hat creates the
e Berlin referennce system on
n the
database server. Alrea
ady exists in P
PostGIS.

x
x

Script with which a VA
ACUUM ANALLYZE is execu
uted on
all geom
metry columns (PostgreSQL--specific)

Table 20: Overview
w of all files within
w
3dcitydb
b folder.

3.3.1 O
Oracle
Step 1 - Define a user
u
for thee 3D City D
Database

A dediccated databaase user sho
ould be cre ated for your work wiith the 3D C
City Databaase. This
user muust have thee roles CON
NNECT andd RESOURCE assigned and mustt own the prrivileges
CREAT
TE SEQUEN
NCE and CR
REATE TA
ABLE. If yo
ou plan to do
o a migratioon from the 3D City
Databasse v2.1 (see chapter 3.4
4), the privillege CREA
ATE SYNON
NYM is alsoo necessary
y.
Note:

The priviileges CRE
EATE SEQ
QUENCE and
a
CREAT
TE TABLE
E are requ
uired for
enabling and
a disablin
ng spatial inndexes. It is
i not sufficcient to inheerit these prrivileges
through a role.

Step 2 – Connect to
t the Oraccle databasse via SQL*
*Plus or SQ
QL Developper

The script for settiing up the database
d
cann be invokeed from the command line tool SQ
QL*Plus
or from
m the Oraclee SQL Deveeloper softw
ware. For SQ
QL*Plus, firrst start a shhell environ
nment of
your preeferred operating systeem and naviigate to thee directory where
w
the C
CREATE_D
DB script
is locateed. Then, a connectio
on to the O racle datab
base is estab
blished, forr instance, with the
followinng commannd using the ezconnect ffunctionalitty of SQL*P
Plus:
sqlplu
us [USER
R]/[PASS]
]@\“[HOS
STNAME]:[PORT]/[
[SID]\“

Figure 50: Connecting
C
too Oracle using
g SQL*Plus an
nd ezconnect.

Note:

If you usee a SQL*Plu
us client priior to versio
on 11, ezco
onnect may not be avaiilable. In
this case, you have to
t edit the ttnsnames.orra file in order to speccify the con
nnection
umentation for details.
parameterrs. Please refer to your Oracle docu
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Step 3 - Execute th
he CREAT
TE_DB scriipt:

Once thhe connectioon to the Oracle
O
databbase is estaablished, thee setup scriipt can be executed
e
with thee following command at
a the SQL pprompt:
SQL> @
@CREATE_
_DB.sql;

Figure 51: Command too execute the CREATE_DB
B.sql script.

Note:

When usinng SQL Deeveloper, diirectly execcute CREATE_DB2.sqql. Under th
he menu
item ‘Toools > Prefeerences > D
Database > Worksheeet > Defauult path to look for
scripts’, enter
e
the paath to the C
CREATE_D
DB2.sql scrript. Then ccall the script from
within an SQL sheet with
w the com
mmand @CR
REATE_DB
B2.sql.

Step 4 - Specify th
he coordina
ate referencce system

After exxecuting thhe CREATE
E_DB scriptt, the user is prompted for the cooordinate reference
r
system (CRS) that shall be assigned to thhe geometry
y columns of
o the databbase. First, enter
e
the
RID (spatiall reference ID) of thee CRS. In most
m
cases,, this valuee will be
Oracle-sspecific SR
identicaal to the EPSG code of the CR
RS. Second,, provide the GML-coonformant uniform
resourcee name (UR
RN) encodin
ng of the C
CRS. More information
i
about the SSRID and the
t URN
encodinng can be foound in chap
pter 2.3.4.
For bothh input paraameters, deffault valuess are provid
ded in parentheses at thhe user prom
mpt. You
can adoopt the defauult values by
b pressing the Enter key
k without providing aanother valu
ue. Note
that the default SR
RID value (8
81989002 foor the Berlin Soldner CRS)
C
is not available in
n Oracle
per deffault. Pleasse execute the scriptt SOLDNE
ER_BERLIN
N_CRS.sqll in the subfolder
UTIL/S
SRS (see Table
T
20) as
a SYS_DB
BA user beefore runnin
ng CREAT
TE_DB to make it
availablle.
Step 5 – Enable orr disable veersioning

After prroviding thee CRS inforrmation, thee user is ask
ked whetherr or not the database sh
hould be
versioneed-enabled. Versionin
ng is reaalized baseed on Orracle’s Woorkspace Manager
M
functionnality (see the
t Oracle documentati
d
ion for morre information). Please enter ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
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The deffault value ‘no’ is con
nfirmed by simply pressing Enterr. Note thatt, in generaal, insert,
update, delete andd index operrations on vversion-enaabled tabless take consiiderably mo
ore time
than on tables withhout version
ning supportt.
Step 6 – Choose Spatial or Locator
L
liceense option

You cann set up a 3D
3 City Daatabase insttance on an
n Oracle dattabase withh Spatial or Locator
support. Since Loccator differs from Spaatial with reespect to th
he availablee spatial datta types,
e
‘L’
you neeed to specifyy which liceense option is valid for your Oracle installatioon. Simply enter
for Locaator or ‘S’ for
f Spatial (default
(
valuue) to makee your choicce.
Note:

Since Loccator lacks the
t GeoRastter data typ
pe, the 3D City
C Databasse tables for storing
raster relieefs (RASTE
ER_RELIEF
F, GRID_C
COVERAGE, GRID_CO
OVERAGE_R
RDT) are
not createdd when cho
oosing Locat
ator.

Note:

Several sppatial operations and fuunctionalities that are available inn Oracle Spatial are
not covereed by the Locator
L
liceense even th
hough they might be aavailable fro
om your
Oracle insstallation. It
I is the reesponsibilitty of the database
d
uuser to observe the
Oracle liccense option
n. Choosingg Locator or Spatial when settinng up the 3D City
Database does
d
neitherr affect the license optiion nor the users’ respoonsibility.

The folllowing figuure exempliffies the requuired user in
nput during steps 4 to 66.

Figure 52:
5 Example user
u input wheen executing CREATE_DB
C
on an Oracle database.

Step 7 – Check if the
t setup iss correct

After suuccessful coompletion of
o the setup procedure,, the tables, sequences and packag
ges (that
contain stored proccedures) sho
ould appear in the user schema.
The cooordinate refference system specifieed during seetup can be changed att any time. Execute
the proccedure cha
ange_sch
hema_srid
d from thee GEODB_SRS packaage that app
plies the
proceduure change
e_column_sird agaainst all spatial columns within a uuser schemaa.
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SQL> e
exec cit
tydb_srs.
.change_
_schema_
_srid(
3
32632,
'
'urn:ogc
c:def:crs
s,crs:EP
PSG::2583
32,crs:E
EPSG::432
26',
1
1);
The new
w EPSG coode and URN
N encodingg are speciffied through
h the first tw
wo parametters. The
third paarameter inddicates whether the spaatial data sh
hould be rep
projected (=
=1) or not (=0).
(
If a
coordinnate transforrmation is needed
n
becaause an alterrnative referrence system
m shall be used,
u
the
b passed to
o the proceddure. If a wrong
w
SRID
D had been chosen by mistake
value ‘11’ should be
during ssetup, a cooordinate tran
nsformationn might not be
b necessarry in case thhe coordinatte values
of the ciity objects are
a already matching thhe new refeerence system. Thus, thhe value 0 sh
hould be
provided to the procedure, wh
hich then oonly changees the spatial metadataa to reflect the new
referencce system. It
I can also be
b omitted, aas 0 is the default
d
valuee for the proocedure.
Versionning of the database caan also be sswitched on
n and off att any time. The corressponding
scripts are ENABLE_VERSIIONING.sqql and DISA
ABLE_VER
RSIONING
G.sql. Thesee scripts
xecution
invoke routines off the Oraclee Workspacce Managerr and will take some time for ex
dependiing on the amount
a
of daata stored inn the 3D Ciity Databasee instance.
Last butt not least, the schemaa and storedd proceduress of the 3D City Databbase can be dropped
with thee DROP_D
DB script, which
w
is exeecuted like CREATE_D
DB. Similaar to CREA
ATE_DB,
you neeed to providde the licensse option (L
Locator or Spatial).
S
Note that the sscript will delete
d
all
data stoored in the 3D
3 City Dattabase schem
ma. The dattabase user will howevver not be deeleted.

3.3.2 PostgreS
SQL
Step 1 - Create an
n empty PosstgreSQL d
database

Choose a superuser or a user with the CR
REATEDB privilege to
o create a nnew databasse on the
PostgreSQL serverr (e.g. ‘cityd
db_v3'). Thhe easiest way
w to create a new daatabase is to
o use the
graphicaal databasee client pg
gAdmin thaat is shippeed with Po
ostgreSQL. Please ch
heck the
pgAdmiin documenttation for more
m
details..
Importaant:

As owner
o
of thiis new databbase, choosse or create a user who will later seet up the
3D City
C Databaase instancee. Otherwisee, more perm
missions haave to be graanted. In
the following
f
stteps, this usser is called 'citydb_useer’.

Step 2 – Add the PostGIS
P
ex
xtension

The 3D
D City Databbase requirees the PostG
GIS extensiion to be ad
dded to the database. This
T can
only bee done as superuserr. The exteension is added
a
with the follow
wing comm
mand (or,
alternatiively, usingg pgAdmin)::
CREATE
E EXTENS
SION post
tgis;
Step 3 - Execute th
he CREAT
TE_DB scriipt

The CR
REATE_DB
B.sql script can only bbe executed
d with PostgreSQL’s psql clientt from a
commannd line intterface. It cannot
c
be executed using
u
pgAd
dmin. Thereefore, open
n a shell
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environnment on yoour preferred operatinng system and
a navigate to the ddirectory where the
CREAT
TE_DB scrippt is located
d. Afterwardds, execute the following commannd:
psql -h you
ur_host_a
address -p
your_u
username
e -f CREA
ATE_DB.s
sql

5432

-d

name_of
f_databas
se

-U

An exam
mple sessionn is presentted in the foollowing fig
gure.

Fiigure 53: Exeecuting the CR
REATE_DB.ssql script in a shell using psq
sql.

For connvenience, a batch script (CRE
EATE_DB.b
bat for Wiindows, CR
REATE_DB
B.sh for
UNIX/L
Linux/MacO
OS) is provided that auutomatically
y starts the psql clientt in the bacckground
and runns the CREA
ATE_DB sccript. Howeever, enviro
onment varriables withhin the scriipt must
first bee edited usiing a text editor
e
. The se variabless define thee connectionn parameters to the
databasee created inn step 1 as well
w as the loocation of th
he psql executable. Forr example:
set
set
set
set
set

PG
GPORT=54
432
PG
GHOST=lo
ocalhost
PG
GUSER=ci
itydb_use
er
CI
ITYDB=ci
itydb_v3
PG
GBIN=C:\
\PostgreS
SQL\9.4\
\bin

The folllowing figuure exempllifies the coontents of the CREATE_DB.batt file on Windows.
W
Double--clicking onn CREATE_
_DB.bat wi ll start the setup
s
proced
dure.

Fig
gure 54: Usinng the CREAT
TE_DB.bat script
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On som
me UNIX/Liinux distrib
butions, youu will havee to run thee CREATE__DB.sh scrript from
within a shell envvironment. Please
P
openn your favorite shell and check whether ex
xecution
permisssion is set foor the starterr script. Ch ange to the installation
n folder andd enter the fo
ollowing
to makee the starter script execu
utable for thhe owner off the file:
chmod u+x CRE
EATE_DB.s
sh
Afterwaards, simplyy run the staarter script bby typing:
./CREA
ATE_DB.s
sh
Step 4 – Specify th
he coordina
ate referen ce system

Like wiith the Oraccle version, the user is prompted at
a the beginn
ning to enteer the SRID
D and the
URN enncoding of the coordinate referennce system
m to be used
d (see chappter 2.3.4. for
f more
informaation).

Figure 55: Example useer input when eexecuting CR
REATE_DB on
n a PostgreSQ
QL database.

Note:

Unlike thhe Oracle version,
v
it is not posssible to define
d
defauult variablees when
promptingg the user fo
or input. Thherefore, the values dissplayed in pparenthesess are just
examples. The user has
h to typee in the SRIID value an
nd the URN
N encoding and thus
cannot ju
ust continuee by pressin
ng Enter.

Note:

The setup process willl terminatee immediateely if an erro
or occurs. R
Reasons mig
ght be:




ng CREATE
E_DB.sql iss neither a superuser
s
nnor the owner of the
The usser executin
specifi
fied databasee (or does nnot own priv
vileges to crreate objectss in that dattabase);
The PoostGIS exteension has nnot been insttalled; or
Parts of the 3D City Databbase do already existss because oof a previou
us setup
attemppt. Thereforre, make surre that the schemas
s
‘ciitydb’ and ‘‘citydb_pkg
g’ do not
exist inn the databaase when seetting up thee 3D City Database.
D

After a series of log messagess reporting tthe creation
n of database objects, thhe chosen reference
r
hat will stoore data wiith local
system is applied to the spattial columnns (expect for those th
coordinnate systems). This tak
kes some sseconds an
nd is finished when thhe word ‘D
Done’ is
displayeed.
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Step 5 – Check if the setup is correct
The 3D City Database is stored in a separate PostgreSQL schema called ‘citydb’. The stored
procedures are written to a separate PostgreSQL schema called ‘citydb_pkg’. Usually
different schemas have to be addressed in every query via dot notation, e.g.
SELECT * FROM citydb.building;
Fortunately, this can be avoided when the corresponding schemas are on the database search
path. The search path is automatically adapted during the setup. Execute the command SHOW
search_path; to check if the schemas citydb, citydb_pkg and public (for PostGIS
elements) are contained.
Note:

When using the created 3D City Database as a template database for new databases,
the search path information is not transferred and thus has to be set again, e.g.:
ALTER DATABASE new_citydb_v3 SET search_path TO citydb,
citydb_pkg, public;
The search path will be updated upon the next login, not within the same session.

To change the reference system after setting up the 3D City Database, use the command (see
Oracle version for a description of the input parameters):
SELECT citydb_pkg.change_schema_srid(
32632,
'urn:ogc:def:crs,crs:EPSG::32632,crs:EPSG::4326',
1);
To drop the 3D City Database with all data, execute the DROP_DB.sql script in the same way
like CREATE_DB.sql. Simply dropping the schemas ‘citydb’ and ‘citydb_pkg’ in a cascading
way will also do the job.
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3.4 M
Migratio
on from version
n 2.1 to
o version 3.3 off the 3D
D City
D
Databas
se
If you aare using thee previous version
v
2.1. 0 of the 3D
D City Datab
base, then thhere is a con
nvenient
way to migrate thee data to th
he latest verrsion 3.3.0 under both
h Oracle andd PostgreSQ
QL. The
migratioon scripts are
a located in the foldder 3dcitydb
b/[oracle/po
ostgresql]/M
MIGRATION
N within
the instaallation direectory of thee Importer/E
Exporter too
ol.
Note:

Do not usse the migraation scriptss if you aree already ru
unning a verrsion 3.x off the 3D
City Databbase. In thiss case, perfoorm an upgrrade as desccribed in chhapter 3.5.

Hint:

Another safe and sim
mple migrattion approacch is to exp
port the dattabase conteent from
n of the Impporter/Expo
orter and
the 2.x insstance as CiityGML wiith the previous version
to re-impoort the data into the new 3D City
C
Databaase version by using the new
Importer/E
Exporter sh
hipped withh this releasse. This approach migght take mo
ore time
though, deepending on
n the amounnt of data sto
ored in the database.
d

3.4.1 O
Oracle
Step 1 – Upgrade an existing
g installatioon

The migration to v3.3.0 musst be carrieed out on a version 2.1.0
2
instannce of the 3D City
Databasse. Versionss prior to version
v
2.1. 0 must firsst be upgrad
ded to 2.1.00 since the internal
storage of envelopees of city objects channged substan
ntially. Corrresponding upgrade sccripts are
shippedd with the v2.1.0
v
releasse. Upgradees to 2.1.0 can
c be carriied out from
m any olderr version
2.0.0 too 2.0.6. A more
m
detailled descripttion of the upgrade procedure caan be foun
nd in the
documeent “Docum
mentation of the 3D Cityy Database v2.1.0 and the
t Importeer/Exporter v1.6.0”.
Before uupgrading your
y
3D Citty Databasee, a databasee backup is highly recoommended to
t secure
all data.. The latter can be easilly done usinng the Impo
orter/Exportter tool or bby tools prov
vided by
Oracle.
Important: Pleasee note that th
he last step in the upgrrade processs is a lengthhy one. Alteering the
internal storage of the envelop
pes of all ccity objects in a large and/or
a
versiioned datab
base may
take houurs. Dependding on theiir initial stat
ate, spatial in
ndexes may
y be disableed and re-en
nabled in
the proccess, addingg to the duraation as a w
whole. This process MU
UST NOT bbe interruptted since
it couldd lead to ann inconsisten
nt state. Pleease be patiient and rem
member thaat backing up
u all of
your datta before staarting any database
d
upggrade is thee commonly
y recommennded practicce.
File
e
CON
NSTRAINTS_V
V3.sql
CREA
ATE_INDEXE
ES_V3.sql
DRO
OP_INDEXES_
_V3.sql
GRA
ANT_ACCESS
S
MIGR
RATE_DB
MIGR
RATE_DB_V2
2_V3

Explanation
n
Adds constraintts to the v3.3.0 schema (executed at the end of the
migration
m
proce
ess)
Re-creates
R
inde
exes on the ta
ables in the v3.3.0 schema (executed at the
t
en
nd of the migrration process)
Drops indexess on the tables
s in the v3.3.0 schema (exeecuted at the
be
eginning of the
e migration prrocess)
Grant
G
SELECT
T on v2.1.0 sch
hema to user with
w 3.3.0 scheema
To
op level scriptt to start the migration
m
PL/SQL packag
ge that contain
ns the migratio
on logic
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PL/SQL procedure to migrate raster data (only needed for Oracle Spatial

Table 21: Overview of migration scripts in Oracle version

Step 2 – Creating a new installation
The migration script transfers data from a user schema with the v2.1.0 installation to another
user schema that has to contain the 3D City Database schema v3.3.0. Install the new version
like it is described in chapter 3.3.1 if not done so yet.
Note:

The user for the v3.3.0 schema must own the CREATE SYNONYM privilege (see
chapter 3.3.1) for the migration process to run properly.

Step 3 – Grant select on v2.1.0 schema to v3.3.0 schema
The migration process requires that the user with the v3.3.0 schema can access the user
schema with the v2.1.0 version. Therefore, connect to the schema with 3D City Database
v2.1.0 and run the script GRANT_ACCESS from the 3dcitydb/oracle/MIGRATION folder
within the installation directory of the Import/Export tool. When executed the user is
requested to type in the schema name for the 3D City Database v3.3.0 instance.
Step 4 – Run MIGRATE_DB
Now, connect to the schema that contains the 3D City Database v3.3.0 and run the script
MIGRATE_DB (same folder like GRANT_ACCESS). This time the user is requested to
specify the name of the schema with the v2.1.0 instance.
Step 5 – Choose Spatial or Locator license option
With the second input parameter specify the database license running on your Oracle server,
like you have done when setting up the v3.3.0 instance of the 3D City Database. Choose ‘S’
for Spatial (which will additionally migrate raster data) and ‘L’ for Locator.
Step 6 – Be sure of using unique texture URIs
In the new version of the 3D City Database, textures that are referenced to more than one
geometry are no longer stored redundantly in the SURFACE_DATA table but only once in
the TEX_IMAGE table. This optimization can also be done during the migration process, if it
is guaranteed that texture URIs are unique and not used for different texture files. Otherwise,
some textures would get lost during the migration and remaining images would be referenced
to wrong surfaces. Therefore, as for the third input parameter of the MIGRATE_DB script the
user is asked, if he can assure the non-existence of duplicate texture URIs, which he can
verify with ‘y’ or ‘yes’.
In case you know that textures in the database are named equally (or if you do not know) you
can still run the script by entering ‘n’ or nothing (because it is the default). Entries in the
TEX_IMAGE column of the SURFACE_DATA table from version 2.1 are then further
mapped 1:1 to the new TEX_IMAGE table of version 3.3.0.
Note:

A simple unification of texture URIs in advance of the migration will not help to
store the textures only once, because same textures with different URIs are regarded
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as differennt image filles and wouuld all end up in the new
n TEX_IIMAGE tab
ble. You
would havve to compaare the binarry data itsellf.

Step 7 – Check if the
t setup iss correct

The scrript temporrary createss a set of ssynonyms for the tab
bles of the v2.1.0 sch
hema, an
additionnal package with migraation proceddures as well as functio
ons. The eleements are removed
r
again w
when the miggration prog
gress is com
mpleted and
d the messag
ge "DB miggration is co
ompleted
successffully." is diisplayed on the consolee. It is recom
mmended to
o generate a database report
r
of
the new
w user schem
ma and com
mpare it withh a report off the schema that contaains the 2.1 instance
of the 3D City Dataabase (donee with the prrevious version of the Import/Exp
I
port tool).

3.4.2 PostgreS
SQL
Step 1 – Run MIG
GRATE_DB
B

The miggration of a 3D City Database innstance v2.x towards v3.3.0 workks very eassy under
PostgreSQL. Settinng up a new v3.3.0 innstance is not
n necessaary. Simplyy execute th
he script
MIGRA
ATE_DB within the fo
older 3dcityydb/postgressql/MIGRA
ATION and specify thee already
existentt database with
w the v2.1
1.0 schema (very similaar to CREA
ATE_DB):
psql -h you
ur_host_a
address -p
your_u
username
e -f MIGR
RATE_DB.
.sql

5432

-d

name_of
f_databas
se

-U

The useer is free to use the battch script M
MIGRATE_
_DB.bat (W
Windows) or MIGRATE
E_DB.sh
(Linux/U
Unix) insteead. Like with
w the CRE
REATE_DB script conn
nection parrameters hav
ve to be
edited w
within a textt editor.
File

Exp
planation

CONST
TRAINTS_V3.ssql

Adds
s constraints tto the v3.3.0 schema
s
(execu
uted at the en d of the migra
ation
proc
cess)

CREAT
TE_DB_V3.sql

Crea
ates elements of the 3D City
y Database sc
chema that aree new since v3.3.0

DROP_
_DB_V2.bat

Batc
ch file that callss DROP_DB_
_V2.sql (for MS
S Windows faamily)

DROP_
_DB_V2.sh

Shelll script that ca
alls DROP_DB
B_V2.sql (UNIX/ Linux & deerivations, Mac
cOS X)

DROP_
_DB_V2.sql

Dele
etes all elemen
nts of the old 3D
3 City Datab
base relationall schema of v2
2.x

FUNCT
TIONS

INDEXE
ES_V3
MIGRAT
TE_DB.bat
MIGRAT
TE_DB.sh
MIGRAT
TE_DB.sql
MIGRAT
TE_DB_V2_V
V3.sql

Conttains functionss

to transfo
orm a string off texture coord
dinates into a polygon of typ
pe
GEOMET
TRY and a pro
ocedure to update sequencces

to help fillling the city object table
Adds
s indexes to th
he v3.3.0 sche
ema (executed
d at the end of the migration
n
proc
cess)
Batc
ch file that callss MIGRATE_DB.sql (for MS
S Windows fam
mily)
Shelll script that ca
alls MIGRATE
E_DB.sql (UNIX/ Linux & derrivations, Mac
cOS X)
Top level script to start the migrration
SQL
L script that co
ontains the mig
gration logic

Table 21: Overview
O
of m
migration scrip
pts in PostgreS
SQL version

Important notice if using PostgreSQL p
pre-9.3. If you
y are usin
ng a PostgreeSQL versio
on lower
than 9.33, the scriptt will run in
nto an errorr just after starting. Please open tthe MIGRA
ATE_DB
script w
within a text editor and change the lines 30 to 36 like show
wn in the foollowing:
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-- SEL
LECT sri
id FROM database
d
e_srs \gset
-- al
lternativ
ve way for
f
Post
tgreSQL version
ns pre 9
9.3 that
t have
no \gs
set comm
mand
\echo 'Databa
ase SRID:
:'
T srid FROM
F
data
abase_sr
rs;
SELECT
\promp
pt 'Plea
ase ente
er the E
EPSG cod
de of the SRID
D used in
i the
curren
nt datab
base: ' srs_no
s
\set s
srid :sr
rs_no
Re-run tthe script. Now
N the useer is requestted to type in
i the SRID
D of the refer
erence system
m that is
used forr the 3D Citty Databasee instance. Itt is also disp
played in th
he console aas a little heelp.
Step 2 – Be sure of
o using uniique texturre URIs

Like wiith the Oraccle version, you are reqquested to guarantee that no textuure URI is used for
differennt images. See
S Step 6 in the worrkflow explanation of the Oracle version forr further
details.
Step 3 – Check if the
t setup iss correct

After a series of logg messages reporting thhe selection
n of data fro
om the v2.x schema, up
pdates of
referencces and thee creation of databasee objects, the script is finished with the message
'3DCityyDB migrattion compleete!'. If thee old datab
base schem
ma is not ddropped du
uring the
migratioon (see nexxt chapter),, both verssions of thee 3D City Database w
will remain
n in one
databasee. This is actually
a
a good
g
thing, because yo
ou can furth
her comparre if everyth
hing has
been traansferred coorrectly.
Rerun tthe migratiion

If the m
migration prrocess has been interrrupted by th
he user or by
b severe ssoftware errors, the
migratioon script cann simply bee executed aagain (only if the old v2
2.x schema still exists)) without
manuallly droppingg already crreated partss of the v3.3
3.0 schemaa because thhe script do
oes it for
you.

3.4.3 Dropping
g the old
d v2.x sc
chema (O
Oracle an
nd Postg reSQL)
If usingg PostgreSQ
QL, dropping
g the old v22.1.0 schema can be do
one as last sttep of the migration
m
process. Simply oppen the scriipt MIGRA
ATE_DB wiith a text ed
ditor and unncomment the
t lines
that invvoke the DR
ROP_DB_V
V2.sql scriptt (lines 84 to
t 87). Per default, thee old schem
ma is not
automattically doppped though.
It is rathher recomm
mended to fiirst complette the migraation processs and checck if the con
ntent has
been traansferred coorrectly. Maake use of thhe functionss of the Imp
port/Export ttool to veriffy that




nno city objeects are missing (do a ddatabase rep
port),
rrelations beetween featu
ures and attrributes are correct,
c
and
d
eexports lookk correct inside a view
wer applicatiion.
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If the m
migration waas successfu
ful, Oracle uusers simply
y have to in
nvoke the D
DROP_DB script in
version 2.x to dropp the old scchema (see chapter 3.3
3.1) or deleete the user . PostgreSQ
QL users
howeveer MUST NOT
N
executte the DRO
OP_DB scrip
pt as the olld and new instance off the 3D
City Daatabase are both stored
d inside thee same dataabase (new = citydb scchema, old = public
schema)). The scrippt does not distinguish
d
bbetween sch
hemas and would
w
dropp tables of th
he citydb
schema,, as it comees first in thee search patth of the dattabase. Therefore, PosttgreSQL users shall
use the script DRO
OP_DB_V2
2 from insidde the MIGR
RATION fo
older insteadd.

3.5 U
Upgrade
e from version
v
n 3.x to version
n 3.3 off the 3D
D City
D
Databas
se
This chapter descriibes how to
o upgrade a version 3.x
x instance of
o the 3D C
City Databasse to the
latest veersion 3.3.00 under both
h Oracle annd PostgreS
SQL. The up
pgrade scrippts can be found in
the foldder 3dcityddb/[oracle/postgresql]/U
/UPGRADE
E within thee installatioon directory
y of the
Importeer/Exporter tool.
The actiions requireed for upgraading the 3D
D City Dataabase differ depending on whetherr you are
runningg version 3..0.0 or verssion 3.1.0 aand higher. Therefore,, the first sstep of the upgrade
proceduure is to identify the actual version of
o your 3D City D
Database. Use
U
the
Importeer/Exporter tool to conn
nect to the 33D City Daatabase instaance that yoou want to upgrade.
u
The verrsion of thhe 3D City
y Database will be prrinted to th
he console window after
a
the
connecttion has beeen successfu
ully establishhed as show
wn below (ssee chapter 55.2.1 for deetails).

Figure 56: Version iinformation of a 3D City Database.

Alternattively, the version
v
info
ormation caan also be queried
q
usin
ng database--side functiions. For
Oracle, first connecct to the dattabase, for iinstance, ussing the com
mmand line tool SQL*P
Plus (for
more deetails see chhapter 3.3.1)):
sqlplu
us [USER
R]/[PASS]
]@\“[HOS
STNAME]:[PORT]/[
[SID]\“
Afterwaards, the folllowing query will retur
urn the versiion of the 3D
D City Dataabase instan
nce:
SQL> s
select VERSION
V
from
f
tab
ble(CITYDB_UTIL.
.CITYDB_
_VERSION)
);
For PosstgreSQL, thhe easiest way
w is to usee pgAdmin that
t is shipp
ped with PosstgreSQL (ffor more
details ssee chapter 3.3.2). Oncce connecte d to the dattabase, use the followinng query to
o retrieve
the verssion informaation:
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pgAdmi
in> sele
ect versi
ion from
m citydb_pkg.cit
tydb_ver
rsion();
Both quueries returnn a version string of thee form “3.x
x.0”. If the result
r
is 3.0..0, then you
u have to
use the upgrade sciipts located in the subfo
folder FROM
M_3_0. Oth
herwise, usee the upgrad
de scripts
from thee subfolder FROM_3_1_OR_HIG
GHER.
Note:

If the aboove queries throw an eexception raather than returning a vversion striing, then
you are most
m likely running
r
a 3D
D City Dattabase priorr to versionn 3.0.0. In th
his case,
perform a migration to
t version 33.3.0 as desccribed in ch
hapter 3.4.

Althouggh the scriptts for upgraading differ depending on your version of thee 3D City Database,
D
the stepps to executte the upgraade scripts aare similar. Therefore, only an uppgrade from
m version
3.0.0 is described in the follo
owing. For vversion 3.1.0 or higherr, you only have to ad
dapt path
and file names.

3.5.1 O
Oracle
Step 1 – Run the upgrade
u
scrript

Connect to your version 3..0.0 instancce of the 3D City Database
D
aand run th
he script
UPGRA
ADE_DB_F
FROM_3_0 from the 3ddcitydb/oraacle/UPGRA
ADE/FROM
M_3_0 foldeer within
the installation dirrectory of th
he Import/E
Export tool.. No further input is rrequired. Th
he script
perform
ms all requirred steps to upgrade yoour databasee to version 3.3.0 and innvokes furth
her SQL
scripts iin the backgground.
Step 2 – Check if the
t upgrad
de is correcct

Once thhe upgrade script has finished,
f
thee message “3D City Database
D
uppgrade complete” is
printed to the conssole. Check
k all output messages of
o the upgraade script fo
for error or warning
messagees. If no errrors have occcurred, youu have succeessfully upg
graded yourr 3D City Database.

3.5.2 PostgreS
SQL
Step 1 – Run the upgrade
u
scrript

For upggrading a version 3..3.0 instancce under PostgreSQL
P
L, simply execute th
he script
UPGRA
ADE_DB_F
FROM_3_0 within thee folder 3dccitydb/postg
gresql/UPG
GRADE/FRO
OM_3_0
using thhe followingg command in a shell eenvironmentt.
psql -h you
ur_host_a
address -p 5432 -d
your_u
username
e -f UPGR
RADE_DB_
_FROM_3_
_0.sql

f_databas
se
name_of

-U

You arre free to use the batch
b
scrippt UPGRA
ADE_DB_FR
ROM_3_0.bbat (Windo
ows) or
UPGRA
ADE_DB_F
FROM_3_0.sh (Linux//Unix) insteead. Like with
w the CR
REATE_DB
B script,
connecttion parameeters have to
o be edited uusing a text editor first.
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Step 2 – Check if the upgrade is correct
Like under Oracle, check the output messages of the upgrade script for errors and warnings
after the upgrade procedure has completed with the message “3D City Database upgrade
complete”.
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4 Sttored proced
p
ures an
nd add
ditionall featurres
The 3D
D City Databbase is ship
pped with a set of storeed procedurres referredd to as the CITYDB
C
packagee (formerly known as the GEODB
B package)). They are automaticaally installed
d during
the setuup procedurre of the 3D
D City Dataabase. For the
t Oracle version, it ccomprises of
o seven
PL/SQL
L packages. In the PosttgreSQL veersion, functions are written in PL
L/pgSQL an
nd stored
in their own databaase schema called ‘cityydb_pkg’.

Figure 57: Graphicaal database clieent connectedd to the 3D Citty Database (left: SQL Deve
veloper (Oraclee), right:
pgAddmin (PostgreeSQL)

Many oof these funnctions and
d procedurees expose certain
c
tasks on the daatabase sid
de to the
Importeer/Exporter client. For detailed infformation about
a
indiviidual functiions, pleasee refer to
the com
mments insside the correspondinng SQL files
fi
in thee 3dcitydb//oracle/PL_
_SQL or
3dcitydbb/postgresqql/PL_pgSQ
QL folder off the installaation directo
ory.
When ccalling storeed procedures, the packkage name has
h to be in
ncluded for the Oracle version.
With PoostgreSQL, the ‘citydb_pkg’ schem
ma has not to be specified as preffix since it is
i put on
the dataabase searchh path durin
ng setup. T
The followin
ng examples return thee version nu
umber of
the instaalled 3D City Databasse instance by invokin
ng the function cityd
db_versio
on from
the CIT
TYDB_UTIL
L package:
Oracle::

SELECT
T * FROM
M TABLE(c
citydb_u
util.citydb_vers
sion);
PostgreeSQL:

SELECT
T * FROM
M citydb_
_version
n();
Almost every storred procedu
ure is schem
ma sensitive in that itt allows thee user to specify a
databasse schema (as
( last inpu
ut parameteer) that is bound
b
to qu
uery strings inside the function
body. T
The default schema name in Oraccle is the user name (ssystem variiable USER
R) and in
PostgreSQL it is ‘citydb’. Fo
or Oracle, it would be
b possible to executee stored pro
ocedures
against external user
u
schemaas with an installed 3D
3 City Database
D
insstance if sufficient
privilegges are suppplied. In Po
ostgreSQL, tthey could be run against any schhema of a database
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that contains the 3D City Database instance. This can be useful when maintaining alternate
version of a city model in different schemas (e.g. planning scenarios, different timestamps).

4.1 CITYDB_UTIL
In the Oracle version, the script of the package CITYDB_UTIL does also contain definitions
of data types that are used by functions from other packages (these are not necessary in
PostgreSQL), e.g.







STRARRAY, a nested table of the data type VARCHAR2
ID_ARRAY, a nested table of the data type NUMBER
DB_VERSION_OBJ, an object that bundles version information of the installed 3D
City Database instance
DB_VERSION_TABLE, a nested table of DB_VERSION_OBJ
DB_INFO_OBJ, an object that bundles metadata of the used reference system
DB_INFO_TABLE, a nested table of DB_INFO_OBJ

Most of the functions of this package serve a very simple task and are not explained in detail
here. One notable procedure is update_schema_constraints. It modifies all foreign
keys on each table in the schema (update_schema_constraints) and sets them to ON
DELETE CASCADE instead of the default ON DELETE NO ACTION. No value has to be
passed to the procedure as ‘CASCADE’ is the default value. Any other character sequence
would set the constraints back to ON DELETE NO ACTION.
Cascading deletes can slightly improve the performance of deletion processes because foreign
keys are used to delete referencing entries in other tables. The delete functions of the 3D City
Database (see chapter 4.5) are programmed along the references and not against them. Thus a
lot more functions and queries have to be executed.

4.2 CITYDB_IDX
The package CITYDB_IDX provides functions to create, drop, and check both spatial and
non-spatial indexes on tables of the 3D City Database by using a user-defined data type called
INDEX_OBJ. In the Oracle version, the data type offers three member functions to construct
an INDEX_OBJ. In the PostgreSQL version, these are just separate functions within the
‘citydb_pkg’ schema:




construct_spatial_3d for a 3-dimensional spatial index
construct_spatial_2d for a 2-dimensional spatial index
construct_normal for a normal B-tree index

The easiest way to take use of this package is by using the Importer/Exporter (see chapter
5.2.2), which provides an interface for enabling and disabling indexes (ON and OFF).
Disabling spatial indexes can accelerate some operations such as bulk imports, deletion of
many objects, and migration of data from a 3D City Database v2.1.0 instance to version 3.3.0.
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The list of indexes can be extended in the table INDEX_TABLE (part of the ‘citydb_pkg’
schema in PostgreSQL).

4.3 CITYDB_SRS
The package CITYDB_SRS provides functions and procedures dealing with the coordinate
reference system used for the 3D City Database instance, for instance, to check if a 3D
reference system is used (is_db_coord_ref_sys_3d). The most essential procedure
change_schema_srid has already been explained in the installation chapter. The
function transform_or_null is applied during CityGML exports if the data shall be
transformed into another coordinate system for the output document (see chapter 5.4).

4.4 CITYDB_STAT
The package CITYDB_STAT currently only serves a single purpose: To count all entries in
all tables and generate a report as an array of string values (STRARRAY data type in Oracle,
text[] in PostgreSQL). The tabulator escape sequence \t is used to generate a nice
looking report for the Importer/Exporter.

4.5 CITYDB_DELETE and CITYDB_DELETE_BY_LINEAGE
The package CITYDB_DELETE consists of several functions that facilitate to delete single
city objects. Each function automatically takes care of integrity constraints between relations
in the database. The package is meant as low-level API providing a delete function for each
relation (except for linking tables) – from a single polygon in the table
SURFACE_GEOMETRY (delete_surface_geometry) up to a complete city object
(delete_cityobject)
or
even
a
whole
city
object
group
(delete_cityobjectgroup). This should help users to develop more complex delete
operations on top of these low-level functions without re-implementing their functionality.
In order to illustrate the low-level approach of this package, assume a user wants to delete a
building feature together with all its nested subfeatures. For this purpose, the user calls the
delete_building (or delete_cityobject) function, which internally leads to
subsequent calls to the following stored procedures:






delete_building for the building and its dependent building parts (recursive call)
delete_thematic_surface for dependent boundary surfaces of the building
(nested call of delete_opening for dependent openings of the boundary surfaces)
delete_building_installation for dependent outer installations of the
building (nested call of delete_thematic_surface for boundary surfaces of
the installations)
delete_room for dependent rooms of the building (nested call of
delete_thematic_surface
for
interior
boundary
surfaces,
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delete_building_installation
for
interior
installation
and
delete_building_furniture for furniture within the room)
delete_address for dependent addresses that are not referenced by other
buildings and bridges
intern_delete_surface_geometry (delete_surface_geometry in
PostgreSQL) for deleting the geometry of the building and its nested features
intern_delete_cityobject to remove the entry in the CITYOBJECT table
that corresponds to the deleted building (also deletes generic attributes, external
references, appearances, etc.)

Most of the stored procedures take the primary key id value (PID) of the entry to be deleted
as input parameter and return the id value (or a set of id values) if the entry has been
successfully removed. Some functions offer an optional second flag parameter to indicate
whether additional processes shall be executed (1 = true) or not (0 = false).
For the functions delete_surface_geometry and delete_implicit_geometry,
it can be decided whether referencing appearances shall be deleted as well (CLEAN_APPS =
1, which executes cleanup_appearances) or if the reference will only be cut off by just
deleting entries in the TEXTUREPARAM table (CLEAN_APPS = 0) (default is false). As one
appearance can be assigned to several polygons, it has to be checked whether the appearance
is not further referenced by another geometry element. When deleting many entries from
SURFACE_GEOMETRY this check would be very time consuming when performed for each
iteration. Therefore, cleanup_appearances should be performed afterwards.
The same principle applies to other cleanup functions when deleting multiple city objects
(note that the third parameter CLEANUP of delete_cityobject is 0), e.g.
Oracle:
DECLARE
pid number;
dummy_ids ID_ARRAY := ID_ARRAY();
BEGIN
FOR rec IN (SELECT * FROM cityobject WHERE ...) LOOP
pid := citydb_delete.delete_cityobject(rec.id, 0, 0);
END LOOP;
dummy_ids := citydb_delete.cleanup_implicit_geometries(1);
dummy_ids := citydb_delete.cleanup_appearances(1);
dummy_ids := citydb_delete.cleanup_cityobjectgroups;
dummy_ids := citydb_delete.cleanup_citymodels;
END;
PostgreSQL:
SELECT delete_cityobject(id, 0, 0) FROM cityobject WHERE ... ;
SELECT cleanup_implicit_geometries(1);
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SELECT cleanup_appearances(1);
SELECT cleanup_cityobjectgroups();
SELECT cleanup_citymodels();
As can be seen in the above example, the function cleanup_appearances also takes a
flag attribute called ONLY_GLOBAL as optional input parameter. If ONLY_GLOBAL is set to
true (which is the default value), only global appearance information will be deleted. In the
given example, it is sufficient to cleanup only global appearances because local ones have
already
been
removed
for
each
city
object
(through
the
function
intern_delete_cityobject, see previous example).
The functions delete_cityobjectgroup and delete_citymodel both take a flag
called DELETE_MEMBERS, which allows to delete all contained city objects. As a group also
is a city object, the flag DELETE_MEMBERS is also available for the top-level function
delete_cityobject as second parameter (see last example).
The procedure cleanup_schema provides a convenient way to reset an entire 3DCityDB
instance under both Oracle and PostgreSQL. After invoking this procedure, all entries from all
tables are deleted and all sequences are reset.
The CITYDB_DELETE_BY_LINEAGE package offers an API to delete multiple city objects
that share a common value in the LINEAGE column of the CITYOBJECT table. If the object
class is known to the user, a specific delete function can be chosen. Otherwise, the generic
function delete_cityobjects should be used. A cleanup process is automatically
triggered afterwards. DELETE_MEMBERS is available as an optional flag parameter.

4.6 CITYDB_ENVELOPE
The package CITYDB_ENVELOPE provides functions that allow a user to calculate the
maximum 3D bounding volume of a city object identified by its ID. For each feature type, a
corresponding function is provided, e.g. get_envelope_building for buildings or
get_envelope_tunnel for tunnels. If the feature type is not known a priori, the generic
get_envelope_cityobject can be used instead.
The bounding volume is calculated by evaluating all geometries of the city object in all LoDs
including implicit geometries. All functions in this package return a surface geometry that is a
diagonal cutting plane through the calculated bounding volume. This surface representation
agrees with the definition of the ENVELOPE column of the CITYOBJECT table as discussed
in chapter 2.3.2.1 (see also Figure 27).
The CITYDB_ENVELOPE API also allows for updating the ENVELOPE column of the city
objects with the calculated value (by simply setting the set_envelope parameter that is
available for all functions to 1). This is useful, for instance, whenever one of the geometry
representations of the city object has been changed or if the ENVELOPE column could not be
(correctly) filled during import and, for example, is NULL.
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To calculate/update the ENVELOPE of all city objects of a given feature type, use the
get_envelope_cityobjects function and provide the OBJECTCLASS_ID as
parameter. If 0 is passed as OBJECTCLASS_ID, then the ENVELOPE columns of all city
objects are updated. To update only those ENVELOPE columns having NULL as value, set the
only_if_null parameter to 1.
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5 Im
mporterr / Expo
orter
The 3D
D City Databbase Importter/Exporterr is a Java-based frontt-end for thee 3D City Database
D
and alloows for highh-performan
nce loading and extractting 3D city
y model dataa.
The suppported import and export operatioons are:





IImport of CityGML
C
models (cf. chhapter 5.3);;
E
Export dataa as CityGM
ML models ((cf. chapter 5.4);
E
Export dataa in KML/C
COLLADA/gglTF formaat (cf. chapteer 5.5); andd
E
Export dataa as spreadsh
heets (availlable as plug
gin, cf. chap
pter 6.2).

Please rrefer to chaapter 3.1 fo
or system reequirementss and a doccumentationn of the insstallation
proceduure.
The 3D City
T
y Database Importer/Ex
xporter is free
fr softwarre under thee Apache
L
License,
Verrsion 2.0. Seee the LICE
ENSE.txt
t file shippeed with the software
for moore details. For a copy of tthe Apach
he License, Version 2.0, pleaase visit
http://w
www.apachee.org/licensees/.

5.1 R
Running
g and us
sing the
e Imporrter / Exp
porter
The 3D
D City Databbase Importer/Exporteer offers botth a graphiccal user intterface (GU
UI) and a
commannd line inteerface (CLI). The CLII allows forr embedding
g the tool iin batch processing
workfloows and thirrd party app
plications. T
The usage off the CLI is documenteed in chapteer 5.8.
In orderr to launch the GUI, simply use tthe starter scripts
s
locatted in the innstallation folder
f
of
the 3D C
City Databaase Importer/Exporter. A desktop icon as welll as shortcuuts in the staart menu
of your operating system
s
willl additionallly be availaable in casee you chosee to create shortcuts
s
during ssetup. Depeending on yo
our platform
m, one of the following
g starter scrip
ipts is provided:




3
3DCityDB
B-Importe
er-Expor
rter.bat (Microsoftt Windows ffamily)
3
3DCityDB
B-Importe
er-Expor
rter.sh (UNIX/Linu
ux family)
3
3DCityDB
B-Importe
er-Expor
rter.com
mmand (Maac OS X fam
mily)

On moost platforrms, doub
ble-clicking the startter script or its sshortcut ru
uns the
Importeer/Exporter.
For som
me UNIX/Liinux distributions, youu will have to
t run the sttarter script from within a shell
environnment thouggh. Please op
pen your fav
avourite shelll and first check
c
whethher executio
on rights
ge to the in
nstallation fo
folder and enter
e
the
are corrrectly set on the starteer script. Iff not, chang
followinng commannd to make the
t starter sccript executtable for thee owner of tthe file:
c
chmod u+
+x 3DCity
yDB-Impo
orter-Exp
porter.s
sh
Afterwaards, simplyy run the sofftware by isssuing the fo
ollowing co
ommand:
.
./3DCity
yDB-Impor
rter-Exp
porter.sh
h
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Note:

With everry release, the
t README
E.txt filee in the insttallation follder providees up-todate and version-spec
v
cific inform
mation on ho
ow to run thee Importer/E
Exporter.

The staarter scripts define deffault valuess for the Jaava Virtual Machine (JJVM) that runs the
Importeer/Exporter. Most impo
ortantly, theey specify the
t maximu
um availablee main mem
mory for
the appllication throough the –X
Xmx parameeter of the JV
VM. The deefault valuees have been
n chosen
to be rreasonable for most platforms
p
buut may need to be adapted
a
to your needss before
launchinng the appliication (e.g.., if you wannt to increase the available main m
memory).
The graaphical user interface of
o the Imporrter/Exporteer is organizzed into fouur main com
mponents
as show
wn in Figurre 58. A menu
m
bar [ 1] is locateed either below
b
(Winndows, som
me Linux
distribuutions) or abbove (Mac,, some Linuux distributtions) the tiitle bar. Thhe main app
plication
window
w is divided into an opeerations winndow [2] th
hat renders the
t user diaalogs of the separate
operatioons of the Im
mporter/Exp
porter and a console window
w
[4] that displayss log messaages. Via
the Vie
ew entry in the menu bar,
b the conssole window
w can be deetached from
m the main window
and renddered in a separate
s
win
ndow. At thhe bottom of
o the operaations windoow, a statuss bar [3]
provides informatioon about run
nning proceesses and daatabase conn
nections.

2

4

3
Figure 58: Organizaation of the Im
mporter/Exportter GUI.

perations w
window lets you switch
h between thhe operation
ns of the
The tab menu on toop of the op
wing tabs aree available:
Importeer/Exporter and their usser dialogs. The follow




Impport of City
yGML modeels into the database
E
Export
Expport of city model dataa as CityGM
ML
K
KML/COLLAD
DA/glTF Ex
xport Exp
port of city model dataa in KML, C
COLLADA
or gglTF formaat
I
Import
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Preferences
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Database connection settings and operations
Preference settings for each operation

If you have installed plugins, the tab menu may contain additional entries. Please
refer to the documentation of your plugin in this case.

The main menu bar [1] offers the entries File, Project, View and Help. The File
menu only contains one entry Exit to close the application.
The Project menu lets a user store and load settings from a config file. The separate menu
entries provide the following functionality:
Open Project…

Load a config file and recover all settings from this file.

Save Project

Save all settings made in the GUI to the default config
file.

Save Project As…

Save all settings made in the GUI to a separate config
file.

Restore Default Settings

Set all settings to default values.

Save Project XSD As…

Save the XML Schema defining the XML structure of
config files to a separate file. The XML Schema is
helpful in case a user wants to manually edit the config
file. Only config files conforming to the XML Schema
definition will be successfully loaded by the
Importer/Exporter.

Recently Used Projects…

List of recently loaded config files.

Note:

The Importer/Exporter uses one default config file per operating system user running
the Importer/Exporter. All settings made in the GUI are automatically stored to this
default config file when the Importer/Exporter is closed and are recovered from this
file upon program start. Thus, all user-defined settings are remembered. The default
config file is named project.xml and is stored in the home directory of the user.
Precisely, you will find the config file in the subfolder 3dcitydb/importerexporter/config. However, the location of the home directory differs for
different operating systems. Using environment variables, the location can be
identified dynamically:



%HOMEDRIVE%%HOMEPATH%\3dcitydb\importerexporter\config (Windows 7 and higher)
$HOME/3dcitydb/importer-exporter/config (UNIX/Linux, Mac
OS families)

The View menu affects the GUI elements of the Importer/Exporter and offers the following
entries:
Open map window

Opens the 2D map window for bounding box
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seleections (cf. chapter 5.7
7).

Deta
ach Consol
le

Rennders the co
onsole wind
dow in a sepparate application
winndow.

Rest
tore defau
ult
pers
spective

Re stores the GUI
G to its deefault settinngs.

Finally, the Help menu givess access to aan Info diialog and th
he Read M
Me file shipp
ped with
the Impporter/Expoorter. Amon
ngst other iinformation
n, the Info
o dialog ddisplays the official
version and build number
n
of th
he Importerr/Exporter.

5.2 D
Databas
se conne
ections
s and op
peration
ns
The Da
atabase taab of the operations
o
w
window sho
own in the figure beloow allows a user to
managee and establiish databasee connectionns [1] and to
o execute database opeerations [2]..

1

2

Figurre 59: Database tab.

5.2.1 Managing and establish
e
hing data
abase co
onnection
ns
In orderr to connectt to an instaance of the 3D City Daatabase, valid connectioon parameters must
be provvided on thee Database tab. In coontrast to prrevious verssions of thee Importer/E
Exporter,
this verrsion can connect to both
b
Oraclee and Postg
greSQL dattabases. Thhe list of su
upported
databasee systems may
m be exten
nded in upccoming releaases.
Databasse connectioon details comprise
c
thhe usernamee and passw
word of thee database user,
u
the
type of tthe database, the serveer name (neetwork namee or IP addrress) and poort number (default:
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1521 foor Oracle; 54432 for PosstgreSQL) oof the datab
base server, and the dattabase nam
me (when
using O
Oracle, enterr the databaase SID or sservice nam
me here). If you need aassistance, ask
a your
databasee administrrator for thiis informatiion. For con
nvenience, a user can choose to save the
passworrd in the coonfig file off the Import
rter/Exporteer. Please bee aware thaat the passw
word will
be storeed as plain text.
In orderr to managee more than one databasse connection, connecttion details are assigned
d a short
descripttion text. Thhe drop-dow
wn list at thhe top of th
he Databas
se tab allow
ws a user to switch
betweenn connectioons based on
n their desccription. By
y using the Apply, New
w, Copy and
d Delete
buttons,, edits to thhe parametters of the currently selected
s
con
nnection caan be saved
d, a new
connecttion with em
mpty conneections detaails can be created, an
nd existing cconnectionss can be
copied oor deleted from
fr
the list.
The Connnect / Discconnect buttton lets a uuser connectt to / discon
nnect from a 3D City Database
D
instancee based on the
t provided
d connectionn details.
Note:

With this version of the Importter/Exporterr, you will be
b able to cconnect to version
3.0 to 3.33 instancess of the 3D
D City Dataabase but not
n to any previous version.
Moreover, you will not
n be ablee to connectt to version
n 3.x instannces of the 3D City
Database with
w an Imp
porter/Expoorter prior to version 3.0. See chap
apter 3.4 forr a guide
on how to migrate a version
v
2.x instance off the 3D City
y Database to the latestt version
3.3.

The connsole windoow logs all messages that occur during the connectionn attempt. In
n case a
connecttion could not
n be estab
blished, erroor messagess are display
yed that hellp in identiffying the
cause off the connecction probleem. Otherw
wise, the con
nsole windo
ows contains
ns informatio
on about
the connnected 3D
D City Dattabase instaance similaar to thosee shown inn Figure 60.
6 This
informaation comprrises the veersion of thhe 3D City
y Database, the name and version
n of the
underlyying databasse system, the
t spatial rreference sy
ystem ID (S
SRID) as w
well as its name and
GML enncoding (ass specified during the setup of th
and whetheer or not
he 3D City Database),
D
the dataabase tables are version
n-enabled.

Figure 60: Log messagees for a successsful database connection.

This infformation can
c be requeested from a connected
d 3D City Database
D
att any time using
u
the
Info buttton on the Database tab. Upoon successfu
ful connection, the desscription tex
xt of the
connecttion is moreeover displayed in the ttitle bar of th
he applicatiion window
w.
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5.2.2 Executiing datab
base ope
erations
After haaving establlished a con
nnection to an instance of the 3D City
C Databaase, the Dat
tabase
tab (cf. [2] in Figgure 59) offfers the folllowing dattabase operations to bbe executed
d on that
instancee:




G
Generating a database report;
C
Calculatingg/updating th
he boundingg box of sellected feature types; annd
M
Managing indexes
i
on database
d
tabbles.

Generaating a dattabase report. A dataabase reporrt is a list of all tablles of the 3D City
Databasse together with their total
t
numbeer of rows. This operattion therefoore providess a quick
overview
w of the contents
c
of the 3D Ciity Databasse. The rep
port is prinnted to the console
window
w.

1

2

Figure 61: G
Generating a daatabase reportt.

If the ddatabase is version-enaabled (Oraccle only), th
he database report cann be created
d for the
contentss of a speciffic workspa
ace [1] at a ggiven timestamp [2]. Iff no worksppace is speciified, the
default workspace is chosen as fallbackk (Oracle: LIVE).
L
If the workspacce does nott exist, a
correspoonding erroor messagee is provideed. Worksp
paces are not
n a featuure of the 3D
3 City
Databasse but are managed
m
thrrough the O
Oracle Worrkspace Manager tool. Please refe
fer to the
Oracle database documentati
d
on for detaails. Since PostgreSQL does currrently not support
workspaaces, the correspondin
c
ng input fi
fields are disabled
d
wh
hen connect
cting to a 3D
3 City
Databasse running on
o PostgreS
SQL.
Calculaating/updatting the bou
unding boxx. This dialo
og lets you calculate thhe 2D bound
ding box
of the city objects stored in th
he database. The bound
ding box is useful,
u
for iinstance, as input to
spatial ffilters in CittyGML imp
ports and exxports as weell as KML//COLLADA
A/glTF exports (see
documeentation of the
t correspo
onding operrations).

1
2

4

5

3

Figure 62: Calculating
C
thee bounding box for selected feature typess.
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The cooordinate vallues of the lower
l
left (X
Xmin, Ymin
n) and upperr right (Xmaax, Ymax) corner
c
of
the calcculated bounnding box are rendereed in the co
orresponding
g fields of the dialog [3]. The
values aare also coppied to the clipboard oof your operating systeem and can therefore easily
e
be
pasted iinto the im
mport and export dialoogs. You caan also man
nually copyy the valuees to the
clipboarrd by clickiing the
button
b
[4], oor by right--clicking on
n a data fielld [3] and choosing
c
the corrresponding option
o
from
m the contexxt menu.
The callculation off the boundiing box cann be restriccted to a specific city oobject type such as
Buildi
ing or Wat
terBody [1]. Similarr to the gen
neration of a database rreport, the user can
request the boundinng box for city objectss living in a specific workspace
w
att a given tim
mestamp
T coordin
nate valuess can optionally be
if the ddatabase is version-enaabled (Oraccle only). The
transforrmed into a user-defineed coordinaate referencce system th
hat is availaable from th
he dropdown list [2]. Per default,
d
the coordinate values are presented
p
in
n the same rreference sy
ystem as
specifieed for the 3D
D City Dataabase instannce during setup.
s
See chapter 2.3.44 for detailss on how
to definne and manaage user-deffined referennce systemss.
By usinng the map button
b
[4
4], the calcuulated bound
ding box is rendered inn a separate 2D map
window
w for visual inspection as shown bbelow. The usage
u
of this map wind
ndow is desccribed in
chapter 5.7.

Figuree 63: Map winndow for displlaying and chooosing boundiing boxes. No
ote that the cooordinate valuees of the
bound
ding box are shhown in the up
pper left comp
ponent.
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The calculation of the boundin
ng box is bbased on thee values stored in the E
ENVELOPE
E column
of the C
CITYOBJEC
CT table. If this columnn is NULL or
o contains an
a incorrectt value (e.g.., in case
the valuue could noot correctly
y filled duriing import or the geom
metry repreesentation of
o a city
object hhas been chhanged), th
hen the resuulting boun
nding box will
w be wroong and sub
bsequent
operatioons might not provide the expeected resultt. To fix th
he ENVELO
OPE values in the
databasee, simply leet the Impo
orter/Exportter create missing
m
valu
ues (i.e., repplace NULL
L values)
or recreeate all valuues by click
king on the ccorrespondiing buttons [5]. This uppdate proceess either
affects oonly the citty objects of
o a given fe
feature type or all city objects bassed on the selection
s
made inn [1].
Note:

This proceess directly updates thee ENVELOP
PE column of
o the affeccted city objjects and
might takee long to complete
c
sinnce the new
w values arre calculateed by evaluating all
geometries of the city
y objects in all LoDs in
ncluding imp
plicit geome
metries.

Managiing indexess. The Impo
orter/Exportter allows th
he user to manually
m
acctivate or deeactivate
indexes on predefinned tables of
o the 3D Ciity Databasee schema, and
a to checkk their status.

1

Figu
ure 64: Managging spatial an
nd normal ind
dexes.

The opeeration dialoog differenttiates betweeen spatial indexes
i
on geometry ccolumns and
d normal
indexes on columnns with any other datatyype [1]. The buttons Activate, Deaactivate, an
nd Status
trigger a corresponnding databaase process on spatial indexes
i
only
y, normal inndexes only
y or both
index tyypes dependding on wh
hich checkbboxes are selected [1].. Again, thee user can define a
workspaace and timestamp on which
w
the ooperation sh
hall be executed if the ddatabase is versionenabledd (Oracle onnly).
The inddex operatioons only afffect the folllowing subsset of all in
ndexes definned by the 3D City
Databasse schema:









SSpatial indeex on colum
mn ENVELO
OPE of tablee CITYOBJ
JECT
SSpatial indeex on colum
mn GEOMET
TRY of tablee SURFACE_GEOMETR
RY
SSpatial indeex on colum
mn SOLID_
_GEOMETRY
Y of table SURFACE_G
GEOMETRY
Y
N
Normal inddex on colum
mns GMLID
D, GMLID_
_CODESPA
ACE of tablee CITYOBJ
JECT
N
Normal inddex on colum
mn LINEAG
GE of table CITYOBJE
ECT
Normal inddex on colum
mns GMLID
D, GMLID
D_CODESPA
ACE of tablee
S
SURFACE_
_GEOMETRY
Y
N
Normal inddex on colum
mns GMLID
D, GMLID_
_CODESPA
ACE of tablee APPEARA
ANCE
N
Normal inddex on colum
mn THEME of table AP
PPEARANCE
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N
Normal inddex on colum
mns GMLID
D, GMLID_
_CODESPA
ACE of tablee SURFACE
E_DATA
N
Normal inddex on colum
mns GMLID
D, GMLID_
_CODESPA
ACE of tablee ADDRESS
S

The ressult of an index operaation is repported in th
he console window
w
as shown bellow. For
instancee, Figure 655 shows the result of a status query
y on both sp
patial and nnormal indexes. The
status O
ON means thhat the correesponding inndex is enab
bled.

Figure 65: Result
R
of a stat
atus query on spatial
s
and normal indexes.

Note:

It is stronngly recom
mmended too deactivatee the spatiial indexess before ru
unning a
CityGML import on
n a big am
mount of da
ata and to reactive tthe spatial indexes
afterwardss. This way the import will typicallly be a lot faster
f
than w
with spatiall indexes
enabled. The
T situatio
on may be different iff only a sm
mall dataset is to be im
mported.
Deactivatiing normal indexes shoould howeveer never be required.

Note:

Activatingg and deactivating indeexes can take a long time, especiially if the database
fill level is
i high. Note that the operation cannot
c
be aborted
a
byy the user siince this
could resuult in an inco
onsistent daatabase statee.
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5.3 Im
mportin
ng CityG
GML file
es
In ordeer to fill the 3D City
C
Databbase instan
nce with 3D
3 city m
model content, the
Importeer/Exporter supports im
mporting off CityGML
L files. Supported CityyGML verssions are
2.0.0, 1.0.0 and 0.44.0. The CittyGML impport operatiion is availaable on the Import taab of the
w as shown below.
b
operatioons window

1
2
3

4
5
7
6

8

9

10

Figure 66: Thhe CityGML import dialog
g.

Input fi
file selection
n. At the top
p of the Imp
port dialo
og [1], a list of one or m
more CityGM
ML files
to be im
mported haas to be pro
ovided. Filees can be selected
s
thrrough clickking on the Browse
button, which openns a regulaar file selecction dialog
g. Alternativ
vely, you ccan drag&drrop files
orer onto thee Import tab.
t If the fiile list alreaady containss entries,
from yoour preferredd file explo
the dragg&drop opeeration will replace its content. If you
y want to
o keep the pprevious enttries and
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only append additional files, keep the CTRL key pressed while dropping (on Windows). The
Remove button or DEL key lets you remove selected entries from the input files. Note that
adding folders to the list is also supported. Each folder will be recursively scanned for
CityGML files, and every CityGML file found will be imported.
Workspace selection. If the 3D City Database instance is version-enabled (Oracle only), the
name of the workspace into which the data shall be imported can be specified [2]. If no
workspace is given, the default workspace is assumed (Oracle: LIVE).
Note:

Importing into version-enabled tables typically takes considerably more time than
importing into non-version-enabled tables. The import time can be reduced if spatial
indexes are disabled beforehand.

Import filter. The import dialog allows for setting thematic and spatial filter criteria to
narrow down the set of CityGML top-level features that are to be imported from the input
files. Two radio buttons at the left side of the import dialog let you choose between a simple
gml:id filter and a complex filter setting. For the gml:id filter, simply enter the gml:id
that has to be matched by a CityGML feature [3]. More than one gml:id can be provided in
a comma-separated list.
A complex filter setting may consist of a gml:name filter, a counter filter, a spatial
bounding box filter and a feature class filter. A filter only applies if its checkbox is enabled. If
more than one filter is chosen to be active, then the filter criteria are combined in a logical
AND operation. If no checkbox is enabled, no filter criteria are applied and thus all CityGML
features contained in the input file(s) will be imported.


gml:name filter

This filter takes a gml:name as parameter [4] and only
imports CityGML features having a matching gml:name.
Multiple gml:name values are not supported.



Counter filter

The counter filter lets you import a subset of the top-level
features based on their position index over all input file(s).
Simply provide the lower and upper boundary [5] for the
position index to define the subset (both boundary limits are
inclusive).



Bounding box filter

This filter takes a 2D bounding box as parameter that is given
by the coordinate values of its lower left (Xmin, Ymin) and
upper right corner (Xmax, Ymax) [6]. The bounding box is
evaluated against the gml:boundedBy property of the
CityGML input features.



Feature class filter

With the feature class filter, you can restrict the import to one
or more CityGML features types by enabling the
corresponding checkboxes [8]. Only features of the chosen
type(s) will be imported.

Note:

The filters only work on top-level features but not on nested sub-features.
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For the bounding box
b filter, make
m
sure thaat you choo
ose a coordinate referennce system from the
drop-doown choice list [6] thatt matches thhe provided
d coordinatee values. Ottherwise, th
he spatial
filter maay not workk as expecteed. The cooordinate refe
ference systeem list can be augmen
nted with
user-deffined refereence systems (see chaptter for mo
ore informaation).
The cooordinate vallues of the bounding bbox filter can
c either be
b entered m
manually orr chosen
interactiively in a 2D
D map wind
dow. To op en the map window, cllick on the m
map button [7].

Figure 67: Bounding boox selection ussing the 2D map
m window.

In the m
map window
w, keep the left mouse button cliccked while holding
h
the ALT key. This
T lets
you draaw a boundding box on
n the map. In order to
o move the map to a sspecific loccation or
address,, simply entter the locattion or addrress in the input
i
field on
o top of the
he map and click the
Go buttton, or usee the map navigation
n
controls. Iff you are happy
h
withh the bound
ding box
selection, click thee Apply buttton. This w
will close th
he map win
ndow and ccarry the co
oordinate
6]. Click
values oof the selected area intto the correesponding fiields of the bounding bbox filter [6
Cancel if you wantt to close th
he map winndow but sk
kip your seleection. A m
more compreehensive
guide onn how to usse the map window
w
is pprovided in chapter 5.7.
With thhe
buttonn on the bou
unding box filter dialog
g [7], you can copy a bbounding bo
ox to the
clipboarrd, while thhe
button
n pastes a boounding box from the clipboard too the input fields of
the bounnding box filter
f
[6] (or use the righht-click con
ntext menu).
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XML validation. Before importing, the CityGML input files can be validated against the
official CityGML XML schemas. Simply click the Just Validate button [10] in order to run
the validation process. Filter settings are not considered in this process. Note that this
operation does not require internet access since the XML schemas are packaged with the
application. The CityGML features are not imported into the database during validation. The
validation results are printed to the console window.
Note:

It is strongly recommended that only CityGML files having successfully passed
XML validation are imported into the database. Otherwise, errors in the data may
lead to unexpected behavior or abnormal termination.

Import preferences. More fine-grained preference settings affecting the CityGML import are
available on the Preferences tab of the operations window. Make sure to check these
settings before starting the import process. A full documentation of the import preferences is
available in chapter 5.6.1. The following table provides a brief summary overview.
Preference name
Continuation
gml:id handling
Bounding box
Address

Description
Metadata that is stored for every object in the database such as the
data lineage, the updating person or the creationDate property.
Generates UUIDs where gml:ids are missing on input features or
replaces all gml:ids with UUIDs.
More settings on how to apply the bounding box filter.
Controls the way in which xAL address fragments are imported into the
database.

Appearance

Defines whether appearance information is imported.

Geometry

Allows for applying an affine transformation to the input geometry.

Indexes
XML validation
Import log
Resources

Settings for automatically enabling/disabling spatial and normal indexes
during imports.
Performs XML validation automatically and exclude invalid features
from being imported.
Creates a list of all successfully imported CityGML top-level features.
Allocation of computer resources used in the import operation.
Table 22: Summery overview of the import preferences.

CityGML import. Once all import settings are correct, the Import button [9] starts the import
process. If a database connection has not been established manually beforehand, the currently
selected entry on the Database tab is used to connect to the 3D City Database. The separate
steps of the import process as well as all errors that might occur during the import are reported
to the console window, whereas the overall progress is shown in a separate status window.
The import process can be aborted at any time by pressing the Cancel button in the status
window. The Importer/Exporter will make sure that all pending city objects are completely
imported before it terminates the import process.
After having completed the import, a list enumerating the types and number of imported
CityGML top-level features is printed to the console window as summary.
Note:

The import operation does not automatically apply a coordinate transformation
into the internal reference system of the 3D City Database instance. Thus, if the
coordinate reference system of the CityGML input data does not match the
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coordinate reference system defined for the 3D City Database instance, the user has
to transform the coordinate values before importing the data (or use an affine
transformation during import if this is sufficient). A possible workaround procedure
can be realized as follows:
1) Set up a second (temporary) instance of the 3D City Database with an internal
CRS matching the CRS of the CityGML instance document.
2) Import the dataset into this second 3D City Database instance.
3) Export the data from this second instance into the target CRS by applying a
coordinate transformation (see CityGML export documentation in chapter 5.4).
4) The exported CityGML document now matches the CRS of the target 3D City
Database instance and can be imported into that database. The temporary
database instance can be dropped.

Note:

The Importer/Exporter does not check by any means whether a CityGML feature
from an input file already exists in the database. Thus, if an import is executed twice
on the same dataset, all CityGML features contained in the dataset will be imported
twice.
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5.4 E
Exportin
ng to CiityGML
3D city model conttent stored in
i a 3D Cityy Database instance caan be fully oor partially exported
e
as CityG
GML modeels. The City
yGML expoort is availaable on the Export taab of the op
perations
window
w as depictedd in the folllowing figurre.

1
2
3

4

Figure 68: T
The CityGML export dialog.

Outputt file selectiion. At the top of the export diallog, the folder and fileename of th
he target
CityGM
ML dataset have
h
to be specified [[1]. You caan either maanually enteer the targeet file or
open a ffile selection dialog viaa the Browsse button. Th
he export op
peration suppports tiled exports,
which tyypically ressults in multtiple dataseets being wrritten to the file system
m. Neverthelless, also
for tiledd exports, onnly a singlee target file has to be sp
pecified. More
M
details on tiled exp
ports are
provided in chapterr 5.6.2.2.
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Workspace selection. If the 3D City Database instance is version-enabled (Oracle only), the
name of the workspace and the timestamp from which the data shall be exported can be
specified [2]. If no workspace is provided, the default workspace is assumed (Oracle: LIVE).
Coordinate transformation. In general, coordinate values of geometry objects are associated
with the coordinate reference system defined for the 3D City Database instance during setup,
and are exported “as is” from the database. The export operation allows a user to apply a
coordinate transformation into another reference system during export. The target coordinate
reference system is chosen from the corresponding drop-down list [3]. This list can be
augmented with user-defined reference systems (cf. chapter
for more details). When
picking the entry “Same as in database”, no transformation will be applied (default behavior).
Export filter. Similar to importing CityGML datasets, the export operation supports thematic
and spatial filter criteria in order to restrict exports to subsets of the 3D city model content.
The corresponding filter dialog [4] is identical to the one on the Import tab. Please refer to
chapter 5.3 for a description of the available filter settings.
Note:

The gml:name filter internally uses an SQL LIKE operator and wildcards for
identifying matches. For example, if you provide the string “castle” as parameter to
this filter, this will be translated to “LIKE ‘%castle%’” in the query statement.

Note:

When choosing a spatial bounding filter, make sure that spatial indexes are enabled
so that filtering can be performed on the database (use the index operation on the
Database tab to check the status of indexes, cf. chapter 5.2.2). Otherwise, the
Importer/Exporter will do the filtering on the client side, which will run more slowly.

Note:

The feature class filter in general behaves like for the CityGML import. However,
regarding city object groups the following rules apply:
1) If only the feature type CityObjectGroup is checked, then all city object groups
and all their group members (independent of their feature type) are exported.
2) If further feature types are selected in addition to CityObjectGroup, then only
group members matching those feature types are exported. Of course, all features
that match the type selection but are not group members are also exported.

Export preferences. In addition to the settings on the Export tab, more fine-grained
preference settings affecting the CityGML export are available on the Preferences tab of
the operations window. Make sure to check these settings before starting the export process.
A full documentation of the export preferences is available in chapter 5.6.2. The following
table provides a brief summary overview.
Preference name

Description

CityGML version

CityGML version to be used for exports.

Bounding box
CityObjectGroup
Address

More settings on how to apply the bounding box filter. Most importantly,
tiled exports are configured here.
Defines whether group members are exported by value or by reference.
Controls the way in which xAL address fragments are exported from the
database.
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Appearance

Defines whether appearance information is exported.

XLinks

Controls whether referenced features or geometry objects are exported
using XLinks or as deep copies.

Resources
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Allocation of computer resources used in the export operation.
Table 23: Summery overview of the export preferences.

CityGML export. Having completed all settings, the CityGML data export is triggered with
the Export button at the bottom of the dialog (cf. Figure 68). If a database connection has not
been established manually beforehand, the currently selected entry on the Database tab is
used to connect to the 3D City Database. Progress information is displayed within a separate
status window. This status window also offers a Cancel button that lets a user abort the export
process. The separate steps of the export process as well as possible error messages are
reported to the console window.
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5.5 Exporting to KML/COLLADA/glTF
3D City Database contents can be directly exported in KML [Wilson 2008], COLLADA
[Barners & Finch 2008], and glTF [Khronos 2016] formats for presentation, viewing, and
visual inspection in a broad range of applications such as Earth browsers like Google Earth,
ArcGIS Explorer, and Cesium etc.
Note:

KML/COLLADA/glTF formatted exports come straight from the 3D City Database.
No direct file transformation CityGML  KML/COLLADA/glTF is supported yet.
If a CityGML file shall be converted to KML/COLLADA/glTF, the CityGML
content must be imported into the database first and then exported into the
KML/COLLADA/glTF format.

The KML/COLLADA/glTF Export tab shown in Figure 69 collects all parameters required for
the export in a similar fashion as for a CityGML export (see the previous chapter). In
addition, more fine-grained preference settings affecting the KML/COLLADA/glTF export
are available on the Preferences tab of the operations window. Make sure to check these
settings before starting the export process. A full documentation of the export preferences is
available in chapter 5.6.3. The following table provides a brief summary overview.
Preference name
General Preference
Rendering Preferences

Information Balloon
Preferences
Altitude/Terrain
Preferences

Description
Some common settings of the exported files
Defines the look of the KML/COLLADA/glTF exports when
visualized in the virtual globes (e.g. Cesium, Google Earth,
NASA World Wind, ESRI ArcGlobe). Each of the top-level
feature categories has its own Rendering settings here
KML offers the possibility of enriching its placemark elements
with information bubbles, so-called balloons. They can be
specified here
Controls the way through which the exported datasets to be
perfectly displayed in the Earth browser

Table 24: Summery overview of the KML/COLLADA/glTF export preferences.
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1
2
3

4
6

5

7

Figure 669: The KML//COLLADA/g
glTF Export ttab allowing for
fo exporting KML/COLLA
K
ADA/glTF models from
tthe 3DCityDB
B.

Outputt file selectiion. Type th
he filenamee directly in
nto the text field or actiivate the fille dialog
provided by the operating systtem after puushing the Browse
B
butto
on [1].
Worksp
pace selectiion. If the 3D
3 City Daatabase instaance is verssion-enabledd (Oracle only), the
name oof the workkspace and the timestaamp from which
w
the data
d
shall bbe exported
d can be
specifieed [2]. If no workspace is providedd, the defaullt workspacce is assumeed (Oracle: LIVE).
L
Export contents. These
T
KML
L/COLLAD
DA/glTF Ex
xporter allow
ws for speccifying/seleccting the
objects of interest for the exp
port. These can be sing
gle objects or whole ar
areas delimiited by a
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bounding box. Two radio buttons [3] at the left side of the export dialog let you choose
between those two options.



Single object: Enter the GML IDs of the object(s) of interest. Multiple IDs have to be
separated by commas.
Bounding Box: Enter the coordinates of a bounding box defining the area of interest.
Objects are exported if their centroids lie within the specified bounding box. The
reference system used for defining the bounding box can be the same as the one used
in the database or any other one supported by Oracle and PostGIS. It is also possible to
add further user-defined reference systems (see the previous chapter). New reference
systems can be added to the Import/Export tool (preferences tab, node Database,
subnode Reference systems) as long as they are supported by the used database server.
The target system with the same dimensionality (WGS84 for 2D, WGS84 3D for 3D)
will be applied for the coordinate transformation during the KML/COLLADA/glTF
Export.

Tiling only applies to exports of areas defined by a bounding box. Tiled exports are used in
order to load and unload parts of the exported model depending on their current visibility
when viewed, for example, in Google Earth. Since the Earth Browser's responsiveness
decreases greatly with single files larger than 10 Mb, tiled exports (with tile file sizes usually
a lot smaller than that) are highly recommended. As mentioned above, only objects whose
centroids lie within the tile's bounding box will be exported.
There are three tiling modes [4] available for a KML/COLLADA/glTF export:






no tiling: as the name implies, no tiling takes place. Just a single tile holding all the
exported objects is exported. This is only advisable when the resulting file is at most
10 Mb in size.
automatic: the area enclosed by the bounding box will be exported in tiles having
roughly the side length set on the preferences tab under the node
KML/COLLADA/glTF Export, subnode Rendering (default value is 125m.). The
amount of exported rows and columns will be calculated by dividing the length and
width (in unit of meters) of the delimiting bounding box by the preferred tile side
length and rounding up the result. For example: if the user wants to export a 1000m x
1100m bounding box with a preferred tile side length of 300m, 4x4 tiles will be
generated since 1000/300 = 3.333 and 1100/300 = 3.666. This also implies: in case of
automatic tiling it cannot be guaranteed that tiles will be perfectly square, but they will
tend to.
manual: the number of rows and columns can be freely set by the user. The area will
be divided in equally spaced portions horizontally and vertically in WGS84 and the
resulting tile sizes and forms will adapt to the values specified.

The exported tiles are organized with a hierarchical directory structure which means that each
individual tile file is named by its column number and all the tile files that belongs to the
same row are stored in a separate subfolder named by their corresponding row number. The
numbering of both rows and columns should start with 0. All those subfolders are in turn
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stored inn a folder named
n
“Tilees”. This hiierarchical directory
d
strructure (cf. Figure 70)) ensures
that the exported tiile files are distributed over differeent subfoldeers in orderr to avoid pu
utting all
tile filess into a singgle folder which
w
may rresult in sig
gnificant perrformance iissues at leaast under
MS Winndows operrating system
ms.

Figgure 70: Exam
mple: hierarchiical directory structure for export
e
of 2x3 tiles

Export from levell of detail. The Levell of Detail as
a defined by
b the CityyGML speccification
should bbe used as basis
b
inform
mation for tthe KML/COLLADA/g
glTF exportt. For the saame city
object hhigher levels of detail usually
u
cont
ntain many more
m
geomeetries and thhese geomeetries are
more coomplex thann in lower levels. For instance, a building made
m
of 40 polygons in
i LoD2
may coonsist of 30000 polygon
ns in LoD33. This means LoD3 based expoorts are a lot
l more
detailedd than LoD22 based exports, but theey also takee longer to generate,
g
arre bigger in size and
thereforre load moree slowly in the Earth brrowser.

By usinng the drop-down list [5
5] a single cconstant LoD can be ussed as basiss for all exports or it
can be left to thee Importer//Exporter too automaticcally determ
mine whichh the higheest LoD
availablle for each cityobject is and thenn use it as the basis for
f the KML
L/COLLAD
DA/glTF
exports..
Displayy as. Thesee fields in the exportt dialog [6]] determinees what wiill be show
wn when
visualizzing the exported dataseet in earth bbrowsers.





F
Footprint: objects aree representeed by their ground surrface projeccted onto the
t earth
ssurface. Thiis is a pure KML exporrt.
E
Extruded: objects aree representeed as block
ks models by
b extruding
ng their footprint to
ttheir heightt (calculated
d by using thheir 3D env
velopes). Th
his is a puree KML expo
ort.
Geometry: objects are representted with fu
ully detailed geometryy informatiion with
rrespect to the
t selected
d Level of D
Detail. It can explicitlly show thee different thematic
t
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ssurfaces (e.g. wall and roof surffaces) by means
m
of co
oloring them
m (texturess are not
ssupported by KML
L) accordiing to th
he settingss in the preferencces tab
((KML/COL
LLADA/glTF
F Export noode, Renderring subnod
de). If not explicitly modeled,
m
tthematic suurfaces will be inferredd for LoD1 or LoD2 baased exportss following a trivial
llogic (surfaaces touchin
ng the grouund –that is,
i having a lowest z-ccoordinate-- will be
cconsidered wall surfaces, all otherr will be considered roof surfaces)), in LoD3 or LoD4
bbased exporrts surfaces not themattically modeeled will be colored as wall surfaces.
COLLADA
A/glTF: sho
ows the deetailed geom
metry in COLLADA
C
and glTF formats
iincluding support
s
for textures. The Appeaarance/Them
me combo box below
w allows
cchoosing from
f
all possible
p
apppearance themes (as defined in the CityGML
C
sspecificatioon [Gröger et al. 20122]) availablle in the cu
urrently connnected 3D
DCityDB
iinstance. Thhe list is wo
orkspace- aand timestam
mp sensitivee and will bbe filled on demand
w
when clickiing on the fetch
f
buttonn. Default value is nonee, which rennders no tex
xtures at
aall and coolors all surfaces
s
acccording to
t the setttings in thhe preference tab
((KML/COL
LLADA/glTF
F Export noode, Renderiing subnodee).

Figgure 71: The same
s
building
g displayed as (top down and left to right)) footprint, ext
xtruded, geomeetry,
COLLADA
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Note: For Oracle, the Footprint and Extruded display forms internally use the spatial
function SDO_AGGR_UNION. This function is not allowed to be used under Oracle
10g/11g with the Locator license option even if it happens to be available. The
Importer/Exporter does not check the Oracle license option. Thus, it is up to the user to
observe the Oracle license and not to use the Footprint and Extruded display forms
under Oracle 10g/11g Locator. This restriction does not hold for the Oracle Spatial
license option. Likewise, starting from Oracle 12c, SDO_AGGR_UNION is also
available for Locator.
Depending on the chosen level of detail, some display form checkboxes will become enabled
or disabled, depending on whether the level of detail offers enough information for this
display form or not. For instance, Footprint can be exported from any CityGML LoD (0 to 4),
whereas Extruded, Geometry, and COLLADA/glTF exports are possible from LoD1 upwards.
Exports will have their filename enhanced with a suffix specifying the selected display form.
This applies for both tiled and untiled exports.
With the visibility field next to each display form the user can control the KML element
<minLodPixels>, see [Wilson 2008]: measurement in screen pixels that represents the
minimum limit of the visibility range for a given <Region>. A <Region> is in the
generated tiled exports equivalent to a tile. The <maxLodPixels> value is identical to the
<minLodPixels> of the next visible display form, so that display forms are seamlessly
switched when the viewer zooms in or out. The last visible display form has a
<maxLodPixels> value of -1, that is, visible to infinite size. Visibility ranges can start at a
value of 0 (they do not have to, though). Please note that the region size in pixels depends on
the chosen tile size. Thus, if the tile size is reduced also the visibility ranges should be
reduced. Increases in steps of a third of the tile side length are recommended. An example of a
good combination for a tile size of about 250m x 250m could be: Footprint, visible from 50
pixels, Geometry, visible from 125 pixels, COLLADA/glTF, visible from 200 pixels. Some
display forms, like Extruded in this example, can be skipped. The visibility field only
becomes enabled for bounding box exports; single building exports are always visible.
Feature Classes. Similar to CityGML imports and exports it is also possible to select what
top-level feature types shall be displayed in a KML/COLLADA/glTF export. With the
selection tree panel [7] it is possible to pick each category individually and also leave single
categories out, i.e.: export CityFurniture and WaterBody only, or export everything but
Building and so on. Between LoD1 and LoD4 all feature types are available. For LoD0 only
those top-level feature types offering LoD0 geometry in the CityGML 2.0 schema (Building,
Waterbody, LandUse, Transportation and GenericCityObject) are selectable, whereas the rest
of the feature class checkboxes will become automatically disabled.
Note:

Support for Relief features in KML/COLLADA/glTF exports is currently limited to
the type TIN_RELIEF. Other Relief types such as MASSPOINT_RELIEF,
BREAKLINE_RELIEF, and RASTER_RELIEF are not supported currently. Also, due
to the usually wide-streched area of Relief features and the non-clipping nature of the
BoundingBox filter it is recommended to export Relief features in a single step
making use of the no tiling option and using an extensive enough BoundingBox.
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As an allternative, the digitall terrain model
m
data can be ddivided in smaller
ReliefCom
mponents tailored to m
match the tiiling setting
gs of the deesired expo
ort (their
area contaained in or equal to thhe resulting tiles). Thiss requires aaltering the original
data neverrtheless and
d, as such, it must bee done befo
ore the CityyGML conttents are
imported into
i
the dataabase at all..

Figurre 72: Examplle for exported
d CityGML toop-level featurres (building, bridge, tunneel, water, vegeetation,
transsportation etc.)) displayed ass KML/COLL
LADA

KML/C
COLLADA
A/glTF expo
ort. Havingg completed
d all setting
gs, the KML
L/COLLAD
DA/glTF
data expport is trigggered with th
he Export bbutton at thee bottom off the dialog (cf. Figure 69). If a
databasee connectioon has not been estabblished man
nually beforrehand, thee currently selected
entry onn the Datab
base tab iss used to coonnect to the 3D City Database.
D
Prrogress info
ormation
is displaayed withinn a separate status winddow. This status
s
windo
ow also offe
fers a Canceel button
that letss a user aboort the expo
ort process. The separaate steps off the exportt process ass well as
possiblee error messsages are rep
ported to thhe console window.
w

After haaving comppleted the ex
xport, multipple files alo
ong with thee Tiles foldeer will be written
w
to
the presspecified ouutput locatio
on. One of tthem is called master KML file w
which contaiins a list
of <Net
tworkLin
nk> elemen
nts pointingg to every ex
xported tile files storedd in the Tilees folder.
This KM
ML file can therefore be
b directly oopened in Google
G
Earth
h for viewinng and explo
oring the
exportedd KML/CO
OLLADA models.
m
In aaddition, fo
or each seleected displaay form (Fo
ootprint,
Extrudeed, Geometrry, and COL
LLADA/glTF
TF), a JSON
N formatted file called m
master JSO
ON file is
created and its conttents should
d look like tthe followin
ng example::
M
Master JSO
ON file exa
ample:
{
"ver
rsion": "1
1.0.0",
"lay
yername": "NYC Buil
ldings",
"fil
leextensio
on": ".kmz
z",
"dis
splayform": "extrud
ded",
"min
nLodPixels
s": 140,
"max
xLodPixels
s": -1,
"col
lnum": 29,
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"row
wnum": 23,
"bbo
ox":{
"xmin":
"xmax":
"ymin":
"ymax":
}
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9007,
-74.0209
-73.9707
7756,
40.69964
416,
40.72956
678

}

As the name of each JSON
N parametter implies,, this JSON file conntains the relevant
informaation about the specifieed export seettings and can hence be seen as a kind of metadata
m
allowingg applicatioons to interrpret the coontents of the exporteed datasets . For exam
mple, the
length aand width (iin WGS84) of each tilee can be deteermined usiing the folloowing formu
ulas:
TileWi
Width

bbox
ox.xmax – bb
box.xmin / colnum
c

TileLen
ngth

bboxx.ymax – bb
box.ymin / rownum
r

With thhese two callculated vallues, applicaations are also
a able to use the folllowing form
mulas to
rapidly retrieve thee row and co
olumn numbber of the tiile in which a given poiint lies:
ColumnNu
Number
RowNum
mber

flooor X – bbo
box.xmin / TileWidth
T
floorr Y – bboxx.ymin / TilleLength

where X and Y denoote the WG
GS84 coordinnates of thee given poin
nt.
Further,, if a boundding box is given,
g
whichh is formed
d by a lowerr-left cornerr and an upp
per-right
corner and their row and column
c
nuumbers are expressed as (R1, C
C1) and (R
R2, C2)
respectiively, all thoose tiles thaat intersect w
with the giv
ven boundin
ng box can bbe found iteeratively,
as their row and coolumn numb
bers must fuulfil the follo
owing cond
ditions:
1

2 ∧

1

2..

5.5.1 S
Support of Gene
ericCityO
Object ha
aving any
y geomettry types
s
The earrlier versionns of KML//COLLADA
A/glTF Exp
porter have been designned to only
y support
exports of surface--based geom
metries for all CityGM
ML classes. Starting froom version 3.0.0 of
the 3DC
CityDB, thee KML/COL
LLADA/glT
TF Exporterr has been functionally
f
y enhanced with the
support for exporrting point and curvee geometry
y types of GenricCityyObject ob
bjects in
KMZ formaat. GenricC
CityObject is a featurre class deefined withhin the City
yGML’s
KML/K
Genericcs module (see
(
chapterr 2.2.4.6) thhat allows for modelin
ng and exchhanging off 3D city
objects which are not
n covered by any oth er thematic modules off CityGML . The geom
metry of a
GenericcCityObjectt can be exp
plicitly defi
fined in LO
OD0-4 using
g arbitrary 33D GML geometry
g
object ((class gml:__Geometry)). Thus, anny complex structured objects thaat have poiint, line,
surface,, or solid geeometries can be geom
metrically reepresented by
b means oof GenricCityObject
objects for every LOD.
L
For ex
xample, the indoor routting network
k model, whhich are nott defined
m
usiing the City
yGML’s
in the ccurrent CityyGML specification, coould be eveen though modeled
Genericcs module where
w
each GenricCityO
Object objeect may reprresent a nodde or an edg
ge of the
networkk model.
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Figure 773: Visualizattion of the nettwork model oof the building
g interior of Technical Univversity Munich
h (TUM)

Dependding on the chosen
c
Leveel of Detail , the point and
a curve geometries oof GenricCityObject
objects are exporrted, along with theiir surface and solid geometriess, into thee output
KML/K
KMZ file whhose filenam
me is enhannced with a suffix deno
oting the seelected displlay form
(e.g. Foootprint, Exttruded, Geo
ometry, or C
COLLADA/g
glTF).

5.5.2 Loading exporte
ed modells in Goo
ogle Earrth and C
Cesium Virtual
V
G
Globe
In orderr to make full
f use of the
t featuress and functiionalities prrovided by Google Eaarth, it is
highly rrecommended to use th
he enhancedd version off Google Earrth – Googlle Earth Prro which
is availaable free off charge starrting from JJanuary 2015. Some of the featurres describeed in this
documeentation, likke highlighting, can alsso flawlesslly work in the normal Google Eaarth with
version 6.0.1 or higgher.
Displayying a file in Google Earth
E
can bbe achieved by opening
g it throughh the menu
u ("File",
"Open")) or double--clicking on
n any kml oor kmz file if
i these exteensions are associated with the
program
m (default opption at Google Earth'ss installation
n time).
Loaded files can be refreshed when geneerated again
n after loadiing (if for eexample thee balloon
templatee file was changed) by
b choosingg the "Revvert" option
n in the con
ontext menu
u on the
sidebar.. There is no
n need to delete andd load them
m again or shutdown oor restart th
he Earth
browserr.
For besst performaance, cache options (" Tools", "Op
ptions", "C
Cache") shoould be set to their
maximuum values, 1024MB for memoory cache size, 2000
0MB for ddisk cache. Actual
maximuums may bee lower depeending on thhe computer's hardwaree.
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Google Earth enabbles showing
g the terrainn layer by default
d
for realistic
r
dissplay of 3D models.
Disablinng of terrainn layer is only
o
possiblle in Googlee Earth Pro. You may need to dissable the
terrain llayer in casse that the exported m
models cann
not be seen although sshown as lo
oaded in
Google Earth's sideebar, since they
t
are proobably burieed into the ground
g
(see chapter 5.6
6.3.4).
When eexporting balloons into
o individuaal files (onee for each object)
o
writtten togetheer into a
balloon directory access
a
to loccal files andd personal data
d must be allowed (("Tools", "O
Options",
"Generaal"). Google Earth willl issue a seecurity warn
ning that must
m be acceepted, otherrwise the
contentss of the ballloons (when
n in individuual files and
d not as a paart of the dooc.kml file)) will not
be displlayed.
It is alsso possible to upload the
t generateed KML/CO
OLLADA/g
glTF files too a web server and
access them from
m there via internet brrowser witth Cesium Virtual Gllobe (startin
ng from
Decembber 2015, the
t Googlee Earth Pluugin is no longer sup
pported by most modeern web
browserrs due to security con
nsiderationss). In this case,
c
the Crross Originn Resource Sharing
(CORS)) shall be ennabled on the
t web serrver to allow
w cross-dom
main AJAX
X requests seent from
the baseed-web fronntend.
Note: S
Starting wiith version 7 (and at least up to
o version 7.1.1.1888)
7
Google Earth has
cchanged thhe way transparent oor semi-tran
nsparent su
urfaces are rendered. This is
eespecially relevant
r
forr visualizattions contaiining highliighting surffaces (explained in
cchapter 5.66.3.2). Wheen viewingg KML/COLLADA models
m
in G
Google Earrth it is
sstrongly reccommended
d to use Gooogle Earth (Pro)
(
version 7 or higheer and switcch to the
O
OpenGL grraphic mod
de for an ooptimal viewing experrience. Chaanging the Graphic
M
Mode can be
b achieved by clickingg on Tools, Options
O
enttry, 3D View
w Tab.

Figuree 74: Setting thhe Graphics Mode
M
in Google Earth
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Figurre 75: KML/C
COLLADA models
m
rendereed with DirectX, highlighting surface bor
orders are noticceable
everywhere

Figuree 76: The samee scene rendered in OpenG
GL mode
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5.6 P
Preferen
nces
In addittion to the settings
s
on the Impor
rt, Export
t, KML/CO
OLLADA/gl
lTF Expo
ort and
Databa
ase tabs off the operations window
w, more preeferences afffecting the separate op
perations
of the Im
mporter/Expporter are av
vailable on the Prefe
erences taab shown beelow.

2

1

3

Figure 77:: The preferen
nces dialog.

The preeferences are
a structureed in a treee view [1] on the lefft side of tthe dialog with
w the
followinng main noddes:






C
im
mport operaation
Settings afffecting the CityGML
C
CityGML Export
E
Settings afffecting the CityGML
C
exxport operaation
K
KML/COLLA
ADA/glTF Export Settings afffecting the KML/COLL
LLADA/glTF export
operation
D
Database
Database-sp
pecific settiings
G
General
General setttings affectting the entiire applicatiion
C
CityGML Import
I

Below these mainn nodes, fu
urther subnoodes organiize the preeferences innto separatee topics.
When selecting a node
n
in the tree
t view, thhe associateed settings dialog
d
is dissplayed on the right
side [2]]. Changes made to th
he settings of the selected node are
a appliedd through th
he Apply
button [3]. The buttons Resttore and D
Default allo
ow for resetting the ppreferences to their
previouus state or too their defau
ult values.
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The preeferences (iincluding the settings on the seeparate operration tabs)) are autom
matically
stored inn the configg file of the Importer/E
Exporter and
d are restoreed from thiss file upon program
start. Thhus, changees made to the prefereences are reemembered on restart. Via the Pr
roject
menu avvailable from the menu
u bar of the Importer/E
Exporter, thee preferencees can optio
onally be
stored inn or loaded from user-d
defined connfig files (cff. chapter 5.1).

5.6.1 CityGM
ML importt prefere
ences
5.6.1.1 Continua
ation
ntinuati
ion prefereences allow for specifying metadatta that is asssigned to ev
very city
The Con
object aat import tim
me. The meetadata is c arried to co
olumns of the table CI
ITYOBJECT and is
thereforre accessiblee in SQL qu
ueries.

1
2

3
4

Figure 78:
7 CityGML
L import preferrences – Conttinuation.

The folllowing metaadata can bee set:
Metadata
Data line
eage [1]
Reason for update [1
1]
Updating
g person [2]

creationD
Date [3]

Description
A string value
v
denotin
ng the origin of the data.
(column: LINEAGE; default value
e: NULL)
A string value
v
providiing the reaso
on for a data update.
(column: REASON_F
FOR_UPDAT
TE; default va
alue: NULL)
A string value
v
identifyying the pers
son being res
sponsible forr importing or
updating the city obje
ect.
(column: UPDATING
G_PERSON; default value
e: name of thhe database user)
A timesta
amp value de
enoting the date
d
of creatiion of the cityy object. If th
his
date is not available ffrom the City
yGML feature
e during impoort, it may either
be set to the import d
date or be inh
herited from the parent feeature (if
available
e). Alternative
ely, the user can choose to replace aall creation da
ates
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from the input files w
with the imporrt date.
(column: CREATION
N_DATE; deffault value: im
mport date)
A timesta
amp value de
enoting the date
d
of termin
nation of thee city object. If this
date is not available ffrom the City
yGML feature
e during impoort, it may either
be set to NULL or be
e inherited fro
om the paren
nt feature (if aavailable).
terminatiionDate [4]
Alternativ
vely, the use
er can choose
e to replace all terminatioon dates in th
he
input files
s with NULL .
(column: TERMINAT
TION_DATE
E; default vallue: NULL)
Tablle 25: Metadaata stored withh every city ob
bject in the tab
ble CITYOBJ
JECT.

Note:

Both creaationDate an
nd terminattionDate aree CityGML
L properties of city objects and
therefore are exporteed to CityG
GML dataseets. The rem
maining meetadata info
ormation
does not map to CiityGML prooperties. Itt is therefore not expported to CityGML
C
datasets buut is only av
vailable in tthe databasee.

5.6.1.2 gml:id handling
Globallyy unique obbject identifiers are cruucial for en
nsuring dataa consistenccy and for enabling
data maanagement workflows. Especiallyy when it co
omes to (su
ubsequentlyy) updating the city
model ccontent in the
t databasse, unique iidentifiers will
w help to
o quickly iddentify and
d replace
objects in the databbase with caandidates frrom externaal datasets. Unfortunate
U
ely, gml:id
d values
meet the reqquirement of
o global unniqueness since they arre, per definnition, optio
onal and
do not m
only uniique withinn the scope of
o a single ddataset.

Figure 79:: CityGML im
mport preferen
nces – gml:id handling.

Per defa
fault, the Im
mporter/Exporter assum
mes that the gml:id values
v
assocciated with the city
objects to be impported are globally
g
unnique and therefore
t
im
mports them
m “as is” into the
c
a city object
o
(or g eometry ob
bject) lacks a gml:id,, a UUID vaalue will
databasee. Only in case
be geneerated at impport time an
nd stored wiith the objecct.
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This deefault behavvior can bee overriddeen with this preferencces dialog in order to
o let the
Importeer/Exporter replace all gml:id
g
vaalues in the input file(s) with geneerated UUID
D values.
Use thiss option witth caution. The
T originall gml:id value
v
may optionally
o
bbe stored as external
referencce to not losse this information.
In addittion to the gml:id,
g
th
he 3DCityD
DB allows fo
or storing a second GM
MLID_CODE
ESPACE
metadatta value. Thhe idea is th
hat the com
mpound valu
ue of gml:id and GM
MLID_CODE
ESPACE
is globaally unique. The user can
c choose to use the file
f name of the CityG
GML importt file, its
complette path or a user-d
defined strring as GMLID_COD
G
DESPACE. Per defaault, the
Importeer/Exporter does not im
mport a GML
LID_CODES
SPACE valu
ue though.
Note:

d value to identify
The Impoorter/Exportter internallly only reelies on thee gml:id
objects, foor example,, when resoolving XLin
nk references. The GM
MLID_CODE
ESPACE
value therefore suppo
orts user-deffined data managemen
m
t processes in the first place.

5.6.1.3 Boundin
ng box
ding box fillter can be defined in order to onnly import features
On the Import taab, a bound
within a given geoographic arrea (cf. chaapter 5.3). The
T provideed boundinng box is evaluated
against the gml:b
boundedB
By propertyy of the inp
put featuress. Per defauult, features whose
boundinng box is insside or overrlaps with thhe filter geo
ometry are imported.
i

Figure 80:
8 CityGML import preferrences – Bounding box.

This preeference diaalog lets thee user changge the behav
vior of the bounding
b
bbox filter to be more
restrictive in that only those features w
whose boun
nding box is
i completeely inside the
t filter
geometrry are imported.
5.6.1.4 Address
s
CityGM
ML relies upon
u
the OASIS
O
Exteensible Add
dress Langu
uage (xAL
L) standard for the
represenntation andd exchange of addresss informatio
on. xAL prrovides a fllexible and
d generic
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framework for encoding address data according to arbitrary address schemes. The columns of
the ADDRESS table of the 3D City Database however only map the most common fields in
address records (cf. chapter 2.3). Moreover, the Importer/Exporter currently does not support
arbitrary xAL fragments but is tailored to the parsing of following two xAL templates that are
taken from the CityGML specification.
<bldg:Building>
…
<bldg:address>
<Address>
<xalAddress>
<!-- Bussardweg 7, 76356 Weingarten, Germany -->
<xAL:AddressDetails>
<xAL:Country>
<xAL:CountryName>Germany</xAL:CountryName>
<xAL:Locality Type="City">
<xAL:LocalityName>Weingarten</xAL:LocalityName>
<xAL:Thoroughfare Type="Street">
<xAL:ThoroughfareNumber>7</xAL:ThoroughfareNumber>
<xAL:ThoroughfareName>Bussardweg</xAL:ThoroughfareName>
</xAL:Thoroughfare>
<xAL:PostalCode>
<xAL:PostalCodeNumber>76356</xAL:PostalCodeNumber>
</xAL:PostalCode>
</xAL:Locality>
</xAL:Country>
</xAL:AddressDetails>
</xalAddress>
</Address>
</bldg:address>
</bldg:Building>

<bldg:Building>
…
<bldg:address>
<Address>
<xalAddress>
<!-- 46 Brynmaer Road Battersea LONDON, SW11 4EW United Kingdom -->
<xAL:AddressDetails>
<xAL:Country>
<xAL:CountryName>United Kingdom</xAL:CountryName>
<xAL:Locality Type="City">
<xAL:LocalityName>LONDON</xAL:LocalityName>
<xAL:DependentLocality Type="District">
<xAL:DependentLocalityName>Battersea
</xAL:DependentLocalityName>
<xAL:Thoroughfare>
<xAL:ThoroughfareNumber>46</xAL:ThoroughfareNumber>
<xAL:ThoroughfareName>Brynmaer Road
</xAL:ThoroughfareName>
</xAL:Thoroughfare>
</xAL:DependentLocality>
<xAL:PostalCode>
<xAL:PostalCodeNumber>SW11 4EW</xAL:PostalCodeNumber>
</xAL:PostalCode>
</xAL:Locality>
</xAL:Country>
</xAL:AddressDetails>
</xalAddress>
</Address>
</bldg:address>
</bldg:Building>

Figure 81: xAL fragments supported by the Importer/Exporter.
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If xAL aaddress infoormation in a CityGML
L instance document
d
do
oes not com
mply with on
ne of the
templatees (e.g., beccause of add
ditional or ccompletely different en
ntries), the aaddress info
ormation
will onlly partially be
b stored in
n the databaase (if at all)). In order to
t not lose aany originall address
informaation, the enntire <xal:
:Address
sDetail> XML frag
gment can bbe imported
d “as is”
from thee input CityyGML file and stored in the XAL_
_SOURCE column
c
of tthe ADDRES
SS table
in the 3D
D City Dataabase.
For thiss purpose, simply
s
check the Imporrt original <xal:AddreessDetail> X
XML option
n (this is
the defaault value). Note that th
he import oof the XML fragment does
d
not affeect the fillin
ng of the
remaining columnss of the ADDRESS tabble (STREET, HOUSE_
_NUMBER, etc.) from the xAL
address informationn.

Figurre 82: CityGM
ML import preeferences – Ad
ddress.

The sym
mmetrical setting for CityGML exports (ii.e., recovering the xA
AL fragmeent from
XAL_SO
OURCE) is explained in
n chapter 5..6.2.4.
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ance
5.6.1.5 Appeara
The App
pearance
e preferencee settings deefine how appearance
a
information
i
n (i.e., materrials and
texturess associatedd with the ob
bservable suurfaces of a city object)) is processeed at imporrt time.

1
2

Figure 83: CityGML
L import prefeerences – Appearance.

Per defa
fault, all apppearance in
nformation aas well as all related texture imaage files aree loaded
into the 3D City Database [1].. The Imporrter/Exporteer will work
k on both im
mage files lo
ocated in
a relativve path to thhe CityGML dataset annd image fiiles referencced by a vaalid URL. The
T latter
might rrequire nettwork access. Alternaatively, a user
u
may choose to only consider the
appearaance information but to
o not load thhe texture image
i
files. As a third option, app
pearance
informaation can be completely
y skipped duuring imporrt [1].
Prior too version 1..0 of the CityGML
C
staandard, maaterial and texture
t
infoormation off surface
objects was modellled using the
t Textu redSurfa
ace concep
pt. This conncept was however
h
ppearance
e module iin CityGML
L 1.0 and th
herefore is m
marked dep
precated.
replacedd by the Ap
Althouggh the CityG
GML speciffication disaadvises the use of the TexturedS
T
dSurface concept,
it is stiill allowed even in CityGML
C
22.0 datasetss. The Imp
porter/Exporrter can paarse and
interpreet Texture
edSurfac
ce informattion but wiill automatically conveert this info
ormation
losslessly into thee Appeara
ance moduule. Since TextureS
Surface information
n is not
organizeed into them
mes but a th
heme is manndatory in the
t context of the App
pearance module,
the userr has to deffine a theme that shalll be used in
n the conveersion proceess [2]. Thee default
value is rgbTexturee.
5.6.1.6 Geometrry
t city objeects into thee 3D City Database,
D
th
he Importer//Exporter caan apply
Before iimporting the
an affinne coordinatte transform
mation to all geometry objects.
o
Per default, thiis option is disabled
though.
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Figuree 84: CityGM
ML import prefferences – Geo
ometry.

An affinne transform
mation is an
ny transform
mation that preserves
p
co
ollinearity ((i.e., points initially
lying onn a line still lie on a line after transsformation)) and ratios of distancess (e.g., the midpoint
m
of a linne segment remains the midpoint after transformation). It will moove lines in
nto lines,
polylinees into polyylines and polygons innto polygon
ns while prreserving alll their inteersection
propertiies. Geomettric contracttion, expanssion, dilatio
on, reflection, rotation, skewing, siimilarity
transforrmations, sppiral similarrities, and ttranslation are
a all affin
ne transform
mations, as are their
combinaations.
The afffine transfoormation iss defined aas the resu
ult of the multiplicati
m
ion of the original
coordinnate vectors by a matrix
x plus the adddition of a translation vector.
∙
In matriix form usinng homogen
nous coordinnates:
∙
1
The coeefficients off this matrix
x and translaation vectorr can be enttered in thiss preferencees dialog
(cf. Figuure 84). Thhe first threee columns define any linear transformation;; the fourth
h column
containss the trannslation veector. The affine trransformatio
on does nneither afffect the
dimensiionality norr the associaated referennce system of the geom
metry objecct, but only changes
its coorrdinate valuues. It is ap
pplied the ssame to all coordinatess in all obj ects in the original
CityGM
ML file. Thhis also in
ncludes all matrixes in CityGM
ML like thee 2x2 mattrixes of
Georef
ferenced
dTextures
s, the 3x4 ttransformattion matrixees of TexCo
oordGen elements
e
used forr texture maapping and the
t 4x4 trannsformation
n matrixes fo
or Implic
citGeomet
tries.
Note:

An affine transformaation cannoot be undon
ne or reverssed after thhe import using
u
the
Exporter.
Importer/E
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Two eleementary afffine transfo
ormations aare predefin
ned: 1) Identity matrix (leave all geometry
g
coordinnates unchannged), which serves as an explanaatory examp
ple of how vvalues in th
he matrix
should be set, andd 2) Swap X/Y,
X which exchanges the values of x and y coordinates in all
geometrries (and thhus perform
ms a 90 deggree rotatio
on around the
t z axis).. The latterr is very
helpful in correctinng CityGML
L datasets thhat have norrthing and easting
e
valuues in wrong
g order.
Example: For an ordinary
o
tran
nslation of aall city objeects by 100 meters alonng the x-axiis and 50
meters aalong the y--axis (assum
ming all cooordinate uniits are given
n in meters) , the identitty matrix
must bee applied together witth the trannslation valu
ues set as coefficientss in the traanslation
vector:

1
0
0

0
1
0

0 100
1
0 50 ∙
1
0

5.6.1.7 Indexes
se tab on tthe operatio
ons window
w, which leets you enaable and
In addittion to the Databas
disable spatial and normal ind
dexes in thee 3D City Database
D
manually (cf. cchapter 5.2.2), with
this prefference setttings a defau
ult index strrategy for database
d
imp
ports can bee determined
d.

1

2

Figurre 85: CityGM
ML import preeferences – Indexes.

The diaalog differenntiates betw
ween settinggs for spatia
al indexes [1] and norm
mal indexess [2], but
offers thhe same opttions for eacch index typpe.
The deffault settingg is to not change
c
the ccurrent statu
us (i.e., eith
her enabledd or disabled
d) of the
indexes. This defaault behavio
or can be cchanged so that indexes are alwaays disabled
d before
T user cann choose whether
w
the indexes shaall be autom
matically
starting and importt process. The
reactivaated after the import haas been finisshed.
Note:

All indexees are enablled after settting up a neew instance of 3D Cityy Database.
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Note:

It is stronngly recom
mmended too deactivatee the spatiial indexess before ru
unning a
CityGML import on
n a big am
mount of da
ata and to reactive tthe spatial indexes
afterwardss. This way the import will typicallly be a lot faster
f
than w
with spatiall indexes
enabled. The
T situatio
on may be different iff only a sm
mall dataset is to be im
mported.
Deactivatiing normal indexes shoould howeveer never be required.

Note:

Activatingg and deactivating indeexes can take a long time, especiially if the database
fill level is
i high. Note that the operation cannot
c
be aborted
a
byy the user siince this
could resuult in an inco
onsistent daatabase statee.

5.6.1.8 XML valiidation
On the Import taab of the op
perations w
window, the CityGML input files tto be imporrted into
b manually
y validated against thee official CityGML
C
XM
XML Schem
mas. This
the dataabase can be
preferennce dialog lets a user choose to perform XML
X
validaation autom
matically witth every
databasee import.

Figure 86
6: CityGML im
mport prefereences – XML validation.
v

In generral, it is strrongly reco
ommended to ensure (either manu
ually or auto
tomatically)) that the
input filles are validd with respeect to the CiityGML XM
ML schemas. Invalid fi
files might cause
c
the
import pprocedure too behave un
nexpectedlyy or even to abort abnorrmally.
If XML
L validation is chosen to
o be perform
med automaatically during importss, then every
y invalid
top-leveel feature will
w be discaarded from the import. Nevertheless, the imp
mport proced
dure will
continuee to work on the remaining featurees in the inp
put file(s).
Validatiion errors are
a printed to the conssole window
w. Often, errror messagges quickly become
lengthy and confussing. In ord
der to keep the consolee output low
w, the user can choosee to only
report tthe first vaalidation errror per top -level featu
ure and to suppress al
all subsequeent error
messagees.
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The XML
L validation in general does not reequire internet access ssince the CityGML
C
XML scheemas are paackaged wiith the Impo
orter / Expo
orter. Thesee internal copies
c
of
the officiaal XML sch
hemas will be used to
o check CittyGML XM
ML content in input
files. The user canno
ot change tthis behavio
or. Externaal XML schhemas will only be
consideredd in case off unknown XML conttent, which might requuire internett access.
Precisely, the followiing rules appply:


If an XML elem
ment’s nameespace is part
p
of the official CiityGML 2.0
0 or 1.0
standaard, it will be
b validatedd against the internal copies
c
of thee official CityGML
C
2.0 or 1.0 schemaas (no internnet access needed).



If the element’s namespace
n
iis unknown
n, the elemen
nt will be vvalidated against the
schem
ma pointed to
t by the xssi:schemaLocation vallue on the rroot elemen
nt or the
elemennt itself. Th
his is necesssary when, for instancee, the inputt document contains
XML content from
m a CityGM
ML Applicaation Domain Extensioon (ADE). Note
N that
ma might reqquire intern
net access.
loadinng the schem



If the element’s namespacce is unkno
own and the
t
xsi:scheemaLocatio
on value
(providded either on the roott element or
o the elemeent itself) iss empty, vaalidation
will faail with a hin
nt to the eleement and th
he missing schema doccument.

5.6.1.9 Import lo
og
A CityG
GML impoort process not neces sarily work
ks on all CityGML
C
ffeatures wiithin the
provided input filee(s). An obv
vious reasonn for this arre spatial orr thematic ffilters that naturally
n
narrow down the set of impo
orted featurres. Also in
n case the import proccedure aborts early
b the user or caused bby severe im
mport errorss), not all innput featurees might
(either rrequested by
have beeen processsed. In ordeer to undersstand which
h top-level were actuaally loaded into the
databasee during ann import sesssion, the usser can cho
oose to let th
he Importerr/Exporter create
c
an
import llog.

Figuree 87: CityGML
L import prefferences – Imp
port log.
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Simply enable thee checkbox on this seettings dialo
og to activate import logs (disab
bled per
default)). You addittionally hav
ve to providde a folder where
w
the import log ffiles will bee created
in. Eithher type thee folder nam
me manuallyy or use th
he Browse button
b
to oppen a file selection
s
dialog. The application propo
oses to use a folder within your user’s
u
homee directory but this
proposaal can be overridden.
In orderr to easily relate
r
imporrt logs to di
different 3D City Datab
base instancces managed on the
Databa
ase tab, thhe Importer//Exporter crreates one subfolder
s
fo
or each connnection entrry below
the foldder providedd in the setttings dialoog. The description texxt of the coonnection entry
e
(cf.
chapter 5.2.1) is ussed as foldeer name. W
Within that su
ubfolder, a separate loog file is creeated for
every innput file durring an imp
port to that 33D City Daatabase conn
nection. Thhe filename includes
the datee and time of
o the imporrt session acccording to following pattern:
p
impo
orted-fea
atures-y
yyyy_MM_
_dd-HH_mm
m_ss_SSS
S.log
The impport log is a simple CS
SV file with one record
d (line) per imported
i
topp-level featture. The
followinng figure shhows an exaample.

Figure 888: Example im
mport log.

The firrst four liines of thee import log contain metadataa about thhe version of the
Import/E
/Exporter thhat was used
d for the im
mport, the ab
bsolute path
h to the CityyGML inputt file, the
databasee connectioon string, an
nd the timesstamp of thee import. Eaach line starrts with # character
c
in orderr to mark itss content as metadata.
The firsst line below
w the metadata block provides a header for the fields oof each reco
ord. The
field naames are FE
EATURE_T
TYPE, CIT
TYOBJECT_
_ID, and GML_ID_IN
G
N_FILE. A single
comma separates the fields. The
T records follow the header linee. The meanning of the fields is
as follow
ws:


F
FEATURE_
_TYPE



C
CITYOBJE
ECT_ID

An uuppercase sttring representing the ty
type of the imported
i
City GML featurre.
The value of thee ID column
n (primary kkey) of the
CITY
YOBJECT table wheree the featuree was insertted.
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G
GML_ID_I
IN_FILE
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The original gm
ml:id valu
ue of the feaature in the input
i
mport setting
gs).
file ((might diffeer in databasse due to im

The lastt line of eacch import log is a footerr that contaains metadatta about whhether the im
mport
was succcessfully finnished or ab
borted.
5.6.1.10
Res
sources
Multith
hreading seettings. Th
he software architecturre of the Importer/Exxporter is based
b
on
multithrreading. Putt simply, the different ttasks of an import proccess are carrried out by separate
threads.. The decouupling of compute
c
boound from I/O bound tasks and their paralllel nonblockingg processinng usually leads to an increase off the overalll applicationn performaance. For
examplee, threads waiting forr database response do
d not blo
ock threads parsing th
he input
documeent or processing the CiityGML inpput features. In a multi--core enviroonment, threads can
even bee executed simultaneously on multtiple CPUs or
o cores.

1
2

3

4

Figuree 89: CityGM
ML import prefferences – Ressources.

The Re
esource settings
s
alllow for coontrolling th
he minimum
m and maaximum num
mber of
concurrrent threads during imp
port [1]. Mak
ake sure to enter
e
reason
nable valuess depending
g on your
hardwarre configuraation. By default,
d
the maximum number is set to the nnumber of available
a
CPUs/cores times two.
t
Beforee starting thhe import prrocess, the minimum
m
nnumber of th
hreads is
created.. Further thrreads up to the
t specifieed maximum
m number arre only creaated if necesssary.
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A higher number of threads does not necessarily result in a better performance. In
contrast, a too high number of active threads faces disadvantages such as thread lifecycle overhead and resource thrashing. Also, note that each thread requires its own
physical connection to the database. Therefore, your database must be ready to
handle a sufficient number of parallel physical connections. Ask you database
administrator for assistance.

Cache settings. The Importer/Exporter employs strategies for parsing CityGML datasets of
arbitrary file size and for resolving XLink references. A naive approach for XLink resolving
would read the entire CityGML dataset into main memory. However, CityGML datasets
quickly become too big to fit into main memory. For this reason, the import process follows a
two-phase strategy: In a first run, features are written to the database neglecting references to
remote objects. If a feature contains an XLink though, any context information about the
XLink is written to temporary database tables. This information comprises, for instance, the
table name and primary key of the referencing feature/geometry instance as well as the
gml:id of the target object.
In addition, while parsing the document, the import process keeps track of every encountered
gml:id as well as the table name and primary key of the corresponding object in database. It
is important to record this information because a priori it cannot be predicted whether or not a
gml:id is referenced by an XLink from somewhere else in the document. In order to ensure
fast access, the information is cached in memory. If the maximum cache size is reached, the
cache is paged to temporary database tables to prevent memory overflows. In a second run,
the temporary tables containing the context information about XLinks are revisited and
queried. Since the entire CityGML document has been processed at this point in time, valid
references can be resolved and processed accordingly. With the help of the gml:id cache,
the referenced objects can be quickly identified within the database.
The caching and paging behaviour for gml:id values can be influenced via the Resource
preferences [3]. The dialog lets a user enter the maximum number of gml:id values to be
held in main memory (default: 200,000 entries), the percentage of entries that will be written
to the database if the cache limit is reached (page factor, default: 85%), as well as the number
of parallel temporary tables used for paging (table partitions, default: 10). The
Importer/Exporter employs different caches for gml:id values of geometries and features
[3]. Moreover, a third cache is used for handling texture atlases and offers similar settings [4].
Batch settings. In order to optimize database response times, multiple database statements are
submitted to the database in a single request (batch processing). This allows for an efficient
data processing on the database side. The user can influence the number of SQL statements in
one batch through the settings dialog [2]. The dialog differentiates between batch sizes for
CityGML features (default: 20) and gml:id caches respectively temporary XLink
information (default: 1000 each).
Note:

All database operations within one batch are buffered in main memory before being
submitted to the database. Thus, the Importer/Exporter might run out of memory if
the batch size is too high. After a batch is submitted, the transaction is committed.
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5.6.2 C
CityGML
L export preferen
nces
5.6.2.1 CityGML
L version
ityGML version preference ssettings let you choosee the targett CityGML
L version
The Ci
when exxporting 3D
D city modell content froom the dataabase to a CiityGML dattaset.

Figure 90: CityGML exxport preferen
nces – CityGM
ML version.

The deffault value is CityGM
ML versionn 2.0.0, wh
hich is the current veersion of th
he OGC
CityGM
ML Encoding Standard. In additionn, also the preceding
p
veersion 1.0.0 is still supp
ported.
Note:

duces new ffeature typees such as bridges
b
and tunnels thaat are not
CityGML 2.0.0 introd
available in CityGML 1.0.0. If the 3D Citty Databasee instance ccontains feaatures of
these typees, they willl be negleccted in an export
e
to CityGML
C
veersion 1.0.0
0 simply
because thhey cannot be
b encoded in this verssion.

5.6.2.2 Boundin
ng box
When eexporting thhe entire 3D
D city modeel content sttored in thee 3D City D
Database to a single
CityGM
ML instancee documentt, the resullting file eaasily becom
mes very laarge. Altho
ough the
Importeer/Exporter supports writing
w
files of arbitrary
y size (only
y limited byy the file sy
ystem of
the opeerating systtem), such files may be too big
g to be pro
ocessed by other appllications.
Furtherm
more, if thee 3D city model
m
is fully
ly textured, then the nu
umber of texxture files exported
e
into thee same subffolder may become veery high. Th
his, in turn,, may adverrsely affectt the file
access ttime.
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Figure 91:
9 CityGML export preferences – Bounding box.

The Impporter/Expoorter allowss for applyinng a spatiall bounding box filter too CityGML
L exports
which hhelps in tailoring the ex
xport to a ggeographic area
a
of interest or in reeducing thee number
of expoorted featurees and thus of the resuulting file siize [1]. Thee bounding box is prov
vided on
the Exp
port tab of
o the operrations winndow (cf. chapter 5.4) and is evvaluated agaainst the
ENVELO
OPE colum
mn of the CITYOBJE
JECT table.. Per defau
ult, top-levvel featuress whose
boundinng box is inside or overrlaps with thhe filter geo
ometry are exported
e
[1 ]. Alternativ
vely, the
user caan choose a more resstrictive filtter setting to only co
onsider thoose featuress whose
boundinng box is coompletely in
nside the filtter geometrry.
If, how
wever, the area
a
of intterest is stiill comparaatively larg
ge, the Impporter/Expo
orter can
automattically tile the area sp
pecified by the boundiing box filtter [2]. Tileed exports are only
availablle with the bounding
b
bo
ox filter beiing enabled
d on the Exp
port tab (ffurther filterrs can of
course aadditionallyy be used). To
T make usee of the tilin
ng feature, please
p
checck the Tile bounding
b
box optiion. Checkiing this optiion automattically disab
bles the userr dialog in [[1].
When ttiling is seleected, the number
n
of rrows and columns
c
of the (resultiing gridded
d) export
must bee specified. Space is distributed
d
eevenly amo
ong them so
o that all roows have the
t same
height aand all colum
mns the sam
me width. T
To decide whether
w
a feaature has too be exporteed within
a speciffic tile, the center of itss envelope has to be either inside or on the lleft or top border
b
of
the tile.
During export, a subfolder
s
beelow the m
main export folder speccified on thhe Export tab (cf.
chapter 5.4) will be
b created for
f each tilee. Each folder name consists
c
of a prefix an
nd a tilespecificc suffix [2]. The suffix may contaiin the row and
a column number off the tile exp
ported or
a combiination of thhe tile’s min
nimum / maaximum coo
ordinates. Iff a coordinaate suffix iss chosen,
the coorrdinates will be given in the refeerence systeem specified
d for the CiityGML ex
xport (cf.
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chapter 5.4; defaullt value is the
t internal SRS of thee 3D City Database
D
innstance), eveen if the
coordinnates of the bounding box
b filter arre given in another user-defined SSRS. This makes
m
it
easy to relate objeects to tiless since the coordinatess of the obj
bjects contai
ained in thee tile are
exportedd in the saame referen
nce system. The filenaame of the CityGML instance document
created in each subbfolder correesponds to tthe one deffined on the Export taab. Howeveer, a tilespecificc suffix mayy be appended [2].
For furtther traceabbility, it is possible
p
to attach a gen
neric String
g attribute ccalled TILE
E to each
exportedd CityGML
L feature, in
ndicating whhich tile it belongs
b
to. The
T optionss for identiffying the
tile (thee value of thhis generic attribute)
a
aree the same as
a for the tille directoryy suffix.
Note:

If the entirre 3D city model
m
storeed in the 3D
D City Datab
base instancce shall be exported
e
with the tiling
t
feature enabled,, a boundin
ng box spaanning the ooverall area of the
model has to be prrovided. Thhis boundin
ng box can
n be easilyy calculated
d on the
se tab (cf. chapter
c
5.2.22).
Databas

Note:

Using the center of an object’s envelope as
a criterion for a tiledd export hass a sideeffect whhen tiling iss combinedd with the counter fillter on thee Export tab: the
number of objects being
b
exporrted can no
o longer be exactly deetermined since
s
the
calculationn of the ob
bject's enveelope centerr has to haappen at a llater point in time.
Therefore, the countter filter onnly sets a possible
p
maximum nuumber in th
his filter
combination. For instance, whenn setting fro
om #1 to #5
500 on the counter filtter, only
493 featurres may be exported inn case the missing
m
sev
ven objects are discard
ded after
being querried due to their enveloope center not being within
w
the tiile. This is a correct
behavior, so the Impo
orter/Exportter will not report any errors.
e

5.6.2.3 CityObje
ectGroup
When eexporting ciity object groups,
g
alsoo group mem
mbers are written
w
to thhe target CityGML
C
dataset (cf. chapterr 5.4). Per default,
d
grouup members are given by value (i .e., inline th
he group
feature)) and only group
g
memb
bers satisfyinng the expo
ort filter setttings are connsidered.

Figure 92
2: CityGML exxport preferen
nces – CityOb
bjectGroup.

The deffault behaviior can be changed
c
usinng this prefference diallog. When cchecking th
he option
Export all group members as
a xlink:href
ef referencees, group members
m
arre instead given
g
by
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referencce using GML’s
G
XLiink mechannism. This may increase the pperformancee of the
CityGM
ML export.
Note:

When expporting group memberrs by referrence, then export filtter settings are not
applied. Innstead, an xlink:href
x
reeference is created
c
for each and evvery group member
even if it is
i not contaiined in the rresulting CiityGML dattaset.

5.6.2.4 Address
s
Similar to the import of xAL address innformation (see
(
chapterr 5.6.1.4), tthe user can
n choose
how adddress inforrmation sho
ould be expported to a target CityGML dataaset. The available
a
options of the Add
dress expo
ort preferencces are show
wn in the fig
gure below..

Figurre 93: CityGM
ML export preeferences – Ad
ddress.

Addresss informatioon is exportted form thhe data valu
ues in the ADDRESS
A
taable of the 3D City
Databasse instance.. As discusssed in chaapter 5.6.1.4, these vaalues may however laack data
present in the origiinal xAL fraagment or thhey may ev
ven contain no data at aall when thee address
f
the suppported xAL templatess (cf. Figuree 81). In succh cases,
informaation differss too much from
using thhe original <xal:Add
<
dressDeta
ail> elemeent stored in
n the XAL_
_SOURCE co
olumn is
the onlyy means to achieve
a
a lo
ossless reconnstruction of
o the initial address dat
ata.
Since im
mporting thhe original <xal:Add
<
dressDeta
ail> fragm
ment into X
XAL_SOURCE does
not hinnder the poopulation of the remaaining colu
umns of thee ADDRES S table (S
STREET,
HOUSE_
_NUMBER, etc.), there are two poossible wayss to reconstrruct the adddress conten
nts when
exportinng from the 3D City Daatabase.
1) T
The defaultt option is to build thhe xAL add
dress from the
t columnns of the AD
DDRESS
ttable withouut consideriing the XAL
L_SOURCE
E column. In this case, the XML encoding
e
oof the xAL address follows the firrst template as shown Figure
F
81.
2) O
Optionally, the xAL fragment
f
is taken “as is” from th
he XAL_SO
OURCE colu
umn and
iinserted liteerally into th
he target CiityGML document. Th
his way therre will be no
o loss of
iinformationn and the ad
ddress enco ding will be identical to the origin
inal source datasets.
O
Obviously, this option
n requires tthat the XA
AL_SOURCE
E column hhas been populated
dduring impoort (chapterr 5.6.1.4).
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Both opptions are mutually
m
excclusive but one can be used as a fallback
f
alteernative to the
t other
if the firrst chosen renders
r
no results.
5.6.2.5 Appeara
ance
are similarr to the setttings availlable for im
The Ap
ppearance
e export preferences
p
mporting
CityGM
ML (cf. chappter 5.6.1.5)).

1

2

Figure 94: CityGML
L export prefeerences – Appearance.

Per deffault, both appearance informatioon and textture image files assocciated with the city
objects in the 3D City
C Databasse are exporrted to the target
t
CityG
GML dataseet [1]. Altern
natively,
the userr can choose to only ex
xport appeaarance inforrmation without writing
ng texture im
mages or
to even suppress anny appearan
nce informattion.
ptions Overw
write existinng texture files
f
and
When eexporting teexture files, the two addditional op
Generatte unique teexture filena
ames influeence the waay in which texture filees are writteen to the
file systtem [1].
1) O
Overwrite existing
e
textture files
T
Texture filees are storeed in a sepparate foldeer of the fille system. B
Before exp
porting a
ttexture imaage file into
o this folderr, the Importer/Exporteer can checck whether a file of
tthe same fiilename alreeady exists in this fold
der. In this case, the eexisting filee will be
kkept if this option is not
n enabled.. Otherwisee, and per default, theree is no checck and a
ttexture file of the samee name will be overwriitten (if it ex
xists).
2) Generate unnique texturre filenamess
O
Often filenaames for teexture imagges are auto
omatically created
c
from
m a naming
g scheme
iinvolving some
s
counteer (e.g., a pprefix “tex” followed by
b a numbeer incremented by 1
ffor each neew image). It thus can
an happen that
t
two citty objects w
within the same or
ddifferent innstance docu
uments are assigned a texture image file of the same name
n
but
w
with differeent content (e.g., if thee texture filees are distriibuted over several folders). In
tthe 3D Cityy Database, texture imaages are sto
ored in separate recordss and thus duplicate
d
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ffilenames are
a not an isssue. When exporting to
t CityGML
L however, two texturee files of
tthe same name
n
mightt be writtenn to the saame target folder, in which casee one is
rreplaced wiith the otheer. This willl obviously
y lead to fallse visualizaations and issues
i
in
w
workflows consuming
g the exporrted CityGM
ML data. For
F this reaason, check
king this
ooption (deffault) will force
f
the exxport process to generate unique filenames for each
ttexture file based on the primary key value of the TEX
X_IMAGE taable. Therefore, the
ffilename evven keeps sttable amonggst several exports
e
from
m the 3D Ciity Databasee.

The location wheree to store th
he texture filles can be defined
d
by the
t user [2].. The defau
ult option
is to picck a folder below
b
the ex
xport directtory and thu
us relative to
o the targett CityGML file. The
default folder nam
me is “appea
arance”. Innstead of a local path, also an abbsolute path
h can be
provided. In this case, the sam
me folder w
will be used
d in subsequ
uent exportts from the 3D City
Databasse.
Especiaally when using Windo
ows, placingg a large nu
umber of files into thee same folder might
lead to severe timee lags when
n trying to aaccess files in this fold
der or to wrrite new filees to this
folder. This might negatively
y affect the performancce for largee exports. FFor this reaason, the
Importeer/Exporter can automaatically disttribute the texture files in additioonal subfold
ders that
are autoomatically created. Simply checck the optiion Automa
atically plaace texture files in
additionnal subfoldeers and prov
vide the num
mber of sub
bfolder to bee used.
5.6.2.6 XLinks
Both the 3D City Database
D
an
nd the Impoorter/Exportter are capaable of handdling XLink
ks. If the
CityGM
ML input document
d
th
hat is impoorted into the 3D City Databasse containss XLink
then this in
referencces to featurres and/or geometries,
g
nformation is
i kept in thhe database in order
to be abble to reconsstruct the XLinks
X
uponn database export. This is also the ddefault behaavior.

1

2

Figurre 95: CityGM
ML export preeferences – XL
Links.

Dependding on the target
t
appliccation that cconsumes th
he exported
d CityGML dataset, this default
behavioor may be disadvantag
geous, espeecially if th
he target application
a
cannot follow and
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resolve XLink refeerences. In such
s
cases, tthe XLinks
s preferencce settings leet a user ch
hange the
default behavior soo that the reeferenced obbjects are ex
xported by value ratherr than by reeference.
Put diffferently, insstead of an XLink refeerence, a co
opy of the original
o
feat
ature or geo
ometry is
placed iinto the CittyGML dataset. This nnecessarily requires that the gml:
:id of thee copy is
differennt from the gml:id of
o the originnal object because
b
identical gml:
:id valuess are not
allowedd in the sam
me dataset. The Importter/Exporterr takes caree of this issuue and creaates new
gml:id
d values forr the copiess based on U
UUID valuees.
The useer can defi
fine the beh
havior for exporting XLinks diffferently foor features [1] and
geometrries [2]. Thhe settings allow
a
to proovide a preffix string th
hat will be uused when creating
new gm
ml:id vallues (defau
ult: “UUID
D_”). In ad
ddition, thee original g
gml:id may be
appendeed to the neewly created
d one. Wherreas these settings
s
are available foor both features and
choose to
geometrries,
the
user
can
addi
ditionally
create
te
a
CityGML
C
<Exter
rnalRefe
erence> element
e
for features that carries th
he original g
gml:id value and
to attachh this externnal referencce as attribut
ute to the cop
pied featuree.
5.6.2.7 Resourc
ces
Just likee with CityyGML impo
orts, the expport process is implem
mented baseed on multitthreaded
data proocessing in order to inccrease the ooverall appliication perfformance. L
Likewise, in order to
reconstrruct XLinkss during exp
ports (cf. chhapter 5.6.2
2.6), the exp
port processs also needss to keep
track off each and every
e
gml:
:id of expoorted featurres and geometry objeccts. For fast access,
the gml
l:id values are kept in
n main mem
mory and arre only pageed to temporrary database tables
in case tthe predefinned cache siize limit is rreached.

Figuree 96: CityGM
ML export prefferences – Ressources.

The Res
source prreferences allow
a
for seetting the nu
umber of co
oncurrent thhreads to bee used in
the expport processs and for defining the sizes and page factors of the g
gml:id caaches for
featuress and geomeetries. The meaning
m
off the values is identical to the Reso
ource preeferences
for CityyGML impoorts. So pleaase refer to cchapter 5.6..1.10 for mo
ore details.
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5.6.3 KML/CO
OLLADA
A/glTF ex
xport prefferences
s
The prreferences tab contaains four subnodes – General, Renderiing, Balloo
on, and
Altitudee/Terrain – make customization of these exports
e
posssible. Thesse settings will be
explaineed in the folllowing sections in dettails.
5.6.3.1 General Preferenc
ces
Some coommon feaatures of thee exported ffiles, especiially those related
r
to tilling optionss, can be
set undeer the preferrences tab, node
n
KML//COLLADA//glTF Export, subnodee General.

Figure 97: General
G
settinggs for the KML/COLLADA
A/glTF export..

Create glTF modeel
In addittion to COLLADA models,
m
the Importer/Exporter can
n also creatte glTF mo
odels for
efficiennt loading and
a rendering of 3D contents on
n WebGL-eenabled weeb browserss. If the
“Createe glTF modeel” option is
i activatedd, the Imporrter/Exporteer requires aan open sou
urce tool
1
called C
COLLADA
A2glTF to convert
c
the exported COLLADA
C
A models too glTF mod
dels. The
COLLA
ADA2glTF tool
t
is availlable for Wiindows, Lin
nux, and Maac OS X and
nd has been installed
togetherr with the Importer/Ex
I
xporter and located in the subfold
der contribs/
s/collada2glltf of the
installattion directorry. Per defaault, the relaative path (d
depending on
o the operaating system
m in use)
of the C
COLLADA2glTF tool is proposedd in the Pa
ath of the COLLADA2g
C
glTF tool text field
whose vvalue will be
b used by the Importeer/Exporter to run the target execuutable file. Thus, if
you waant to use another
a
verssion of the COLLADA
A2glTF too
ol, its absollute path has
h to be
1

https://ggithub.com/KhhronosGroup//glTF/wiki/connverter
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manually specified using, for example, the Browse button to open a file selection dialog. It is
also possible to just export glTF models without COLLADA models by activating the Do not
create COLLADA (.dae) files checkbox.
When exporting a textured city object in glTF, its texture images can either be encoded in the
Base64 format and embedded into the glTF file, or saved as separate image files in the same
directory as the glTF file having references to them. This can be controlled by the setting
Embed textures in glTF (.gltf) files. In fact, both options have their pros and cons: the glTF
file without embedded texture images allows client applications to realize an incremental
loading effect which may give a better user experience, since the geometry contents and
texture images can be loaded and rendered consecutively. However, this will result in a large
amount of AJAX requests which might possibly impair the overall visualization performance
especially when a large number of city objects are loaded simultaneously. This issue can be
avoided by choosing the way of embedding the texture images into the glTF file. However,
loading of the geometries and textures of a city object must be performed within one AJAX
request that may slightly slow down the speed of the visualization of individual city object.
Note:

The exported glTF file can be further converted to the so-called binary glTF file
which is a binary container for glTF models and allows for faster loading and
processing 3D objects. However, this conversion process is currently not yet
supported by the KML/COLLADA/glTF Exporter and therefore needs to be carried
out later using third party tools which can be found on the
https://github.com/KhronosGroup/glTF website.

Export in kmz format
Determines in which format single files and tiled exports should be written: kmz when
selected, kml when not. Whatever format is chosen, the main file (so called master file,
pointing to all others) will always be a kml file, all other files will comply with this setting.
Tests have shown shorter loading times (in Google Earth) for the kml format (as opposed to
kmz) when loading from the local hard disk. The Earth Browser's stability also seems to
improve when using the uncompressed format. On the other hand, when loading files from a
server kmz reduces the amount of requests considerably, thus increasing performance. Kmz is
also recommended for a better overview since kml exports may lead to a large number of
directories and files.
The Export in kmz format and Create glTF model options are mutually exclusive. A warning
message will be displayed when the user trys to choose the both.
Show bounding box borders
When exporting a region of interest via the bounding box option in the
KML/COLLADA/glTF Export tab, this checkbox specifies whether the borders of the whole
bounding box will be shown or not. The frame of the bounding box is four times thicker than
the borders of any single tile in a tiled export.
Show tile borders
Specifies whether the borders of the single tiles in a tiled export will be shown or not.
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Tile side length for automatic tiling
Applies only to automatically tiled exports and sets the approximate square size of the tiles.
Since the Bounding Box settings in the KML/COLLADA/glTF Export tab are the determining
factor for the area to be exported and have priority over this setting, the resulting tiles may not
be perfectly square or have exactly the side length fed into this field.
Each CityObject in an own region
The visibility of the objects exported can be further fine-tuned by this option. While the
visibility settings on the main KML/COLLADA/glTF Export tab apply to the whole area (no
tiling) or to each tile (automatic, manual) being exported, this checkbox allows to individually
define a KML <Region> for every single city object. The limits of the object’s region are
those of the object’s CityGML Envelope.
Note:

This setting only takes effect when if the export KML/KMZ files are opened with
Google Earth (Pro). The Cesium-based 3D web client will silently ignore this setting.

Following the KML Specification [Wilson 2008], each KML <Region> is defined inside a
KML <NetworkLink> and has an associated KML<Link> pointing to a file. This implies
when this option is chosen a subfolder is created for each object exported, identified by the
object’s gmlId. The object’s subfolder will contain any KML/COLLADA/glTF files needed
for the visualization of the object in the Earth browser. This folder structure (which can
contain a large number of subfolders) is required for the KML <Region> visibility
mechanism to work.
When active, the parameters affecting the visibility of the object’s KML <Region> can be
set through the following related fields.
The field visible from determines from which size on screen the object’s KML <Region>
becomes visible, regardless of the visibility value of the containing tile, if any. Since this
value is the same for every single object and they have all different envelope sizes a good
average value should be chosen.
The field view refresh mode specifies how the KML <Link> corresponding to the KML
<Region> is refreshed when the geographic view changes. May be one of the following:


never - ignore changes in the geographic view.



onRequest - refresh the content of the KML <Region> only when the user explicitly
requests it.



onStop - refresh the content of the KML <Region> n seconds after movement stops,
where n is specified in the field view refresh time.



onRegion - refresh the content of the KML <Region> when it becomes active.

As stated above, the field view refresh time specifies how many seconds after movement stops
the content of the KML <Region> must be refreshed. This field is only active and its value
is only applied when view refresh mode is onStop.
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Write JSON file
After exporting some cityobjects in KML/COLLADA/glTF you may need to include them
into websites or somehow embed them into HTML. When working with tiled exports
referring to a specific object inside the KML/COLLADA/glTF files can become a hard task if
the contents are loaded dynamically into the page. It is impossible to tell beforehand which
tile contains which object. This problem can be solved by using a JSON file that is
automatically generated when this checkbox is selected.
In the resulting JSON file each exported object is listed, identified by its gmlId acting as a key
and some additional information is provided: the envelope coordinates in CRS WGS84 and
the tile, identified by row and column, the object belongs to. For untiled exports the tile’s row
and column values are constantly 0.
This JSON file has the same name as the so-called master file and is located in the same
folder. Its contents can be used for indexed search of any object in the whole
KML/COLLADA/glTF export.
JSON file example:
{
"BLDG_0003000b0013fe1f": {
"envelope": [13.411962, 52.51966, 13.41277, 52.520091],
"tile": [1, 1]},
[…]
"BLDG_00030009007f8007": {
"envelope": [13.406815, 52.51559, 13.40714, 52.51578],
"tile": [0, 0]}
}

The JSON file can automatically be turned into JSONP (JSON with padding) by means of
adding a function call around the JSON contents. JSONP provides a method to request data
from a server in a different domain, something typically forbidden by web browsers since it is
considered a cross-site-scripting attack (XSS). Thanks to this minimal addition, the JSON file
contents can be more easily embedded into webpages or interpreted by web kits without
breaking any rules. The function call name to be added to the original JSON contents is
arbitrary and must only be entered in the callback method name field.
Note:

Another solution for overcoming the restriction on making cross-domain requests is
to make use of the Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) mechanism by enabling
the web server to include additional HTTP headers in the response that allows web
browsers to access the requested data. When working with the 3DCityDB-Web-MapClient, it is required that the web server storing the KML/COLLADA/glTF datasets
must be CORS-enabled. In this case, there is no need anymore to use this JSONP
solution and the option of type JSONP should be deactivated.
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5.6.3.2 Renderin
Most asspects regarrding the lo
ook of the KML/COL
LLADA/glT
TF exports when visuaalized in
virtual gglobes like Google Eaarth and Ceesium can be
b customizzed under tthe preferen
nces tab,
node K
KML/COLLA
ADA/glTF Export, suubnode Ren
ndering. Each of thee top-level feature
categoriies has its own
o Rendering settingss. For the saake of clarity the most ccomplex Reendering
settings for Buildinngs will be here explaained as an example. Settings
S
forr all other top-level
t
featuress are either identical
i
or simpler. A
An exception
nal case is GenricCityO
G
Object which can be
exportedd into pointt or line geo
ometries, annd the correesponding seettings will be explaineed at the
end of tthis section.

Figurre 98: Renderring settings foor the KML/C
COLLADA/glTF Building eexport.
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All settings in this menu are grouped according to the display form they relate to.
Footprint and extruded display options
In this section the fill and line colors can be selected. Additionally, it can be chosen whether
the displayed objects should be highlighted when being run over with the mouse or not.
Highlighting colors can only be set when the highlighting option is enabled. The alpha value
affects the transparency of all colors equally: 0 results in transparent (invisible) colors, 255 in
completely opaque ones. A click on any color box opens a color choice dialog.
As defined in the CityGML specification [Gröger et al. 2012] CityGML version 2.0.0 allows
LoD0 representation (footprint and roofprint representations) for buildings and building parts.
If LoD0 in the Level of Export setting on the main KML/COLLADA/glTF Export tab is
selected, there are three options available for LoD0 geometry export:


footprint: the footprint geometries of the buildings or building parts will be exported



roofprint: the roofprint geometries of the buildings or building parts will be exported



roofprint, if none then footprint: footprint geometries will be exported if none of the
roofprint geometries are found.

Geometry display options
This parameter section distinguishes between roof and wall surfaces and allows the user to
color them independently. The alpha value affects the transparency of all roof and wall
surface colors in the same manner as in the footprint and extruded cases: 0 results in
transparent (invisible) colors, 255 in completely opaque ones. A click on any color box opens
a color choice dialog.
As previously stated: when not explicitly modeled, thematic surfaces will be inferred for
LoD1 or LoD2 based exports following a trivial logic (surfaces touching the ground –that is,
having a lowest z-coordinate- will be considered wall surfaces, all other will be considered
roof surfaces), in LoD3 or LoD4 based exports surfaces not thematically modeled will be
colored as wall surfaces.
The highlighting effect when running with the mouse over the exported objects can also be
switched on and off. Since the highlighting mechanism relies internally on a switch of the
alpha values on the highlighting surfaces, the alpha value set in this section does not apply to
the highlighted style of geometry exports, only to their normal style. For a detailed
explanation of the highlighting mechanism see the following section.
COLLADA/glTF display options
These parameters control the export of COLLADA and glTF models. The first option
addresses the fact that sometimes objects may contain wrongly oriented surfaces (points
ordered clockwise instead of counter-clockwise) as a result of errors in some previous data
gathering or conversion process. When rendered, wrongly oriented surfaces will only be
textured on the inside and become transparent when viewed from the outside. Ignore surface
orientation informs the viewer to disable back-face culling and render all polygons even if
some are technically pointing away from the camera.
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This will result
r
in low
wered rendeering perforrmance. Corrrecting thee surface oriientation
data is thhe recomm
mended soluution. This option on
nly providees a quick fix for
visualizatiion purposees.

The activation of the
t option Generate
G
suurface norm
mal allows calculating
c
tthe surface normals
for the eexported obbject surfacees that can bbe illuminatted with a shading effeect in 3D sceenes and
thereforre provides a better vissual represeentation of the 3D objeect which hhas a constaant color
throughhout its surffaces. If thiis option is not activatted, this 3D
D object wiill be rendeered as a
solid geeometry without
w
any visual disstinction off its bound
dary surfacees (cf. Figure 99).
Howeveer, when exxporting tex
xtured 3D m
models, thee shading efffect is nott relevant, since
s
the
texture iinformationn can alread
dy provide a sophisticatted visual efffect.

Figure 99: Comparisson of the diffferent visual eeffects of the same
s
3D modeel with (the leeft figure) and without
(the right figure) surfacce normals

Surface textures caan be stored
d in an imagge file, or grouped
g
into
o large canvvases contaaining all
images clustered together so
o-called texxture atlasees, which can
c significcantly increease the
g speed of 33D models.. However, in some CiityGML daatasets, it
storage efficiency and loading
might ooccur that a very largee texture attlas image is
i shared by multiple surface geometries
belonginng to manyy different city objects. In this casee, every exp
ported COL
LLADA/glT
TF model
represennting a cityy object willl receive a complete copy
c
of thee texture atllas image in
i which
only a ssmall portion of it is acttually used.. This will result
r
in extreme perforrmance issu
ues when
loading and rendering such CO
OLLADA/gglTF modelss in Earth browsers. Inn order to av
void this,
the optiion Crop teexture imag
ges shall bee activated which allows croppinng the largee texture
atlas im
mage into a number
n
of small
s
texturre images, each
e
of whiich could bee very smalll in size
and shoould correspond to only
y one surfac e geometry of the city object.
With thhe option Generate texture atlasess with algorrithm, grou
uping imagees in an atlaas or not
and the algorithm selected
s
for the texturee atlas consttruction (difffering in geeneration sp
peed and
n the algorithm and ssize of the original
canvas efficiency) can be seet here. Deppending on
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textures, an object can have one or more atlases, but atlases are not shared between separate
objects.
The texture atlas algorithms address the problem of two-dimensional image packing, also
known as 'knapsack problem’ in different ways (see [Coffman et al. 1980]):






BASIC: recursively divides the texture atlas into empty and filled regions (see
http://www.blackpawn.com/texts/lightmaps/default.html). The first item is placed in
the top left corner. The remaining empty region is split into two rectangles along the
sides of the item. The next item is inserted into one of the free rectangles and the
remaining empty space is split again. Doing this in a recursive way builds a binary tree
representing the texture atlas. When adding an item, there is no information of the
sizes of the items that are going to be packed after this one. This keeps the algorithm
simple and fast. The items may be rotated when being inserted into the texture atlas.
TPIM: touching perimeter (see [Lodi et al. 1999] and [Lodi et al. 2002]). Sorts images
according to non-increasing area and orients them horizontally. One item is packed at
a time. The first item packed is always placed in the bottom-left corner. Each
following item is packed with its lower edge touching either the bottom of the atlas or
the top edge of another item, and with its left edge touching either the left edge of the
atlas or the right edge of another item. The choice of the packing position is done by
evaluating a score, defined as the percentage of the item perimeter which touches the
atlas borders and other items already packed. For each new item, the score is evaluated
twice, for the two item orientations, and the highest value is selected.
TPIM w/o image rotation: touching perimeter without rotation. Same as TPIM, but
not allowing for rotation of the original images when packing. Score is evaluated only
once since only one orientation is possible.

From the algorithms, BASIC is the fastest (shortest generation time) and produces good
results, whereas TPIM is the most efficient (highest used area/total atlas size ratio).
Scaling texture images is another means of reducing file size and increasing loading speed. A
scale factor of 0.2 to 0.5 often still offers a fairly good image quality while it has a major
positive effect on these both issues. Default value is 1.0 (no scaling). This setting is
independent from the atlas setting and both can be combined together. It is possible to
generate atlases and then scale them to a smaller size for yet shorter loading times in Earth
browsers.
In the next parameter section, the fill color of the roof and wall surfaces can be set by clicking
on the corresponding color box to open the color selection dialog. The alpha value that affect
the transparency of all surface colors can also be selected from a range of 0 (completely
transparent) to 255 (completely opaque).
Note:

This setting only takes effect if none of the appearance themes (as defined in the
CityGML specification [Gröger et al. 2012]) is selected or available in the currently
connected 3DCityDB instance.
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Buildinggs can be puut together in groups innto a singlee model/placcemark. Thiis can also speed
s
up
loading,, however it
i can lead to conflictss with the digital
d
terraain model (D
DTM) of th
he Earth
browserr, since builldings group
ped togetherr have coorrdinates relaative to the ffirst buildin
ng on the
group (ttaken as thhe origin), not
n to the E
Earth browsser's DTM. Only the ffirst buildin
ng of the
group iss guaranteed to be corrrectly placeed and grou
unded in thee Earth brow
owser. If thee objects
being grouped are too far apaart this can result in bu
uildings hov
vering overr or sinking into the
ground or cracks apppearing beetween builddings that sh
hould go sm
moothly togeether.
Up to G
Google Earthh 7, no high
hlighting off model placcemarks loaaded from a location otther than
Google Earth's ownn servers iss supported natively (glowing bluee on mouse over). Therefore, a
highlighhting mechaanism of itss own was iimplementeed in the KM
ML/COLLA
ADA/glTF exporter:
e
highlighhting is achiieved by dissplaying a ssomewhat "exploded" version
v
of th
the city objeect being
highlighhted aroundd the originaal object itsself. "Explo
oded" mean
ns all surfacces belongin
ng to the
object aare moved outwards, displaced by a certaain distancee orthogonaally to the original
surface.. This "explloded" high
hlighting surrface is alw
ways presentt, but not allways visiblle: when
the mouuse is not pllaced on an
ny building (or rather, on
o the high
hlighting surrface surrou
unding it
closely)) this "explloded" high
hlighting suurface has a normal style with ann alpha vallue of 1,
invisiblee to the hum
man eye. When
W
the m
mouse is placce on it, thee style channges to high
hlighted,
with ann alpha valuue of 140 (hard-code d), becoming instantly
y visible, ccreating thiis model
placemaark highlighhted feel. Th
he displaceement distan
nce for the exploded
e
hiighlighting surfaces
can be sset here. Deefault value is 0.75m.

Figure 100: Object
O
exported in the COL
LLADA displaay form being
g highlighted oon mouseOver

This higghlighting mechanism
m
only workks in Googlee Earth and
d has an im
mportant sid
de effect:
the moddel's polygoons will be loaded andd displayed twice (oncce for the reepresentatio
on itself,
once forr the highlighting), hav
ving a negaative impactt in the view
wing perforrmance of the Earth
browserr. The morre complex
x the moddels are, th
he higher the
t
impact is. This becomes
b
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particularly noticeaable for mod
dels exporteed from a LoD3
L
basis upwards. T
The highligh
hting and
groupinng options arre mutually
y exclusive.
GenericcCityObjecct
As prevviously statted: in add
dition to thee standard support for surface aand solid geometry
g
exports,, other geom
metry typess like point and line fo
or the featu
ure class GeenricCityOb
bject can
also bee exported in KML format. T
The related
d rendering
g node conntains two further
indepenndent subnoodes (“Surf
rface and Solid” and
d “Point and
a
Curve””) that allows for
customiizing the exxport of diffferent geom
metry types individually
i
y. As the subbnode “Surfface and
Solid” hhas similar settings illustrated inn the previo
ous section
n, only the settings wiithin the
subnodee “Point andd Curve” will
w be explaained in the following paragraphs.
p

Figure 101: Rendering seettings for poinnt and curve geometry
g
expo
orts for GenerricCityObject.
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The fieeld Altitude mode specifies how the Z-coorrdinates (alltitude) of the exporteed point
geometrries are inteerpreted by the earth bbrowser. Possible valuee may be onne of the fo
ollowing
options::


aabsolute: thhe altitude is
i interpreteed as an abssolute heigh
ht value in m
meters acco
ording to
tthe vertical reference system
s
(EGM
M96 geoid in KML).



relative: thhe altitude iss interpretedd as a valuee in meters above
a
the teerrain. The absolute
height valuue can be deetermined byy adding th
he attitude to
o the elevatiion of the point.



clamp to ground:
g
the altitude wiill be ignoreed and the point
p
geom
metry will bee always
clamp to thhe ground reegardless off whether th
he terrain layer is activaated or not.

Three ssetting optioons are avaailable whicch allow usser to choose a more appropriatee display
form forr point geom
metry on the 3D map:


Cross: The point geom
metry can bbe spatially
y represented by usingg a cross-lin
ne in the
fform like “X”
“
with the length sizze of around 2 meters (hard-encooded). Chan
nging the
tthickness annd color settings will affect the width
w
of thee cross-line geometry in
i pixels
aand the diisplay colo
or respectivvely. The mouseOverr highlightting effect is also
ssupported and
a can be switched onn and off by
y the user. When highhlighting is enabled,
ffurther settiings can be made for tthe thicknesss and colorr propertiess of the high
hlighting
ggeometry.

Figgure 102: An exported poinnt geometry object displayeed as a cross-liline.



Icon: An alternative
a
way
w for dispplaying poin
nt geometry
y in the eartth browser is to use
the KML’ss native po
oint placemaark that can
n be repressented with an icon in
n a userdefined coolor. The siize of the iicon can bee determineed with thee help of th
he Scale
option, whhere the deefault valuee is 1.0 (no
o scaling) which
w
can give a fairrly good
perception.
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F
Figure
103: An
A exported pooint geometry
y object displaayed as an iconn.



Cube: Anoother possibility of reprresenting th
he point geometry is tto use a sm
mall solid
pparticle whhose centrall point shoould be iden
ntical to th
he target pooint. Similaar to the
ooptions (Crross and Iccon) describbed above, settings op
ptions for tthe size, co
olor, and
hhighlightingg effect can
n also be adjjusted to ach
hieve an optimal visuall effect.

Figgure 104: An exported poinnt geometry ob
bject displayed as a small cuube.

The renndering settiings for the export of ccurve geomeetry objects can be connfigured in a similar
manner as those off point geom
metry with thhe display form
f
“Crosss”.
Note: W
When displlaying curv
ve geometryy objects in
n Google Earth,
E
the aaltitude mo
odes like
absolutee and relattive may result in the curves inteersecting wiith or hoveering over the
t earth
ground. If the user wants to keeep the curvve geometry
y objects alw
ways being draped on the
t earth
ground, the altitudee mode clam
mp to grounnd shall be chosen.
c
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5.6.3.3 Informattion Balloo
KML offfers the poossibility off enriching iits placemarrk elementss with inform
mation bubbles, socalled bballoons, which pop up when thee placemark
k is clicked
d on. This iis supported
d by the
Importeer/Exporter regardless of
o the displaay form in which
w
the ob
bjects is expported.
Note:

When expporting in the
t COLLA
ADA displaay form it is recommeended to en
nable the
"highlightting on mo
ouseOver" ooption, since model placemarks
p
s not comin
ng from
Google Earth
E
serverrs are not directly clickable, but only thr
hrough the sidebar.
Highlightiing geometries are, onn the contraary, directly
y clickable wherever they are
loaded froom.

Note:

If you wannt to use thee 3DCityDB
B-Web-Map
p-Client (see chapter 8 for more deetails) to
visualize the exporrted dataseets (KML/glTF models), the options (th
he both
checkboxees shown in Figure 105) for creating in
nformation balloons shall
s
be
deactivateed, since th
he 3DCityD
DB-Web-M
Map-Client does
d
not pprovide sup
pport for
showing information
i
n balloons. In stead, itt utilizes th
he online sppreadsheet (Google
Fusion Taable) to querry and displlay attributee informatio
on of the resspective objects.

Balloonn preferencees can be seet independdently for eaach CityGM
ML top-leveel feature ty
ype. That
means eevery objectt can have its
i own indiividual temp
plate file (so that for innstance, Wa
aterBody
balloonss display a different background
b
d image as Vegetation balloons), and it is perfectly
p
possiblee to have innformation bubbles
b
for some objecct types whiile some othhers have none.
n
For
GenericcCityObjectt, the point and
a line geoometry objeect can also has its ownn individuall balloon
settings. The folloowing exam
mple is set aaround Buiilding ballo
oons but it applies exaactly the
same foor all featuree classes.

Figure 105: Building Balloon settings.
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The contents of the balloon can be taken from a generic attribute called Balloon_Content
associated individually to each city object in the 3DCityDB. They can also be uniform for all
objects in an export by using an external HTML file as a template, or a combination of both:
individually and uniformly set, the Balloon_Content attribute (individually) having priority
over the external HTML template file (uniform). A few Balloon HTML template files can be
found after software installation in the subfolder templates/balloons of the installation
directory.
The balloons can be included in the doc.kml file generated at export, or they can be put into
individual files (one for each object) written together into a "balloon" directory. This makes
later adaption work easier if some post-processing (manual or not) is required. When balloon
contents are put into a separate file for each exported object, access to local files and personal
data must be granted in Google Earth (Tools Options  General) for the balloons to show.
The balloon contents do not need to be static. They can contain references to the data
belonging to the city object they relate to. These references will be dynamically resolved (i.e.:
the actual value for the current object will be put in their place) at export time in a way similar
to how Active Server Pages (ASP) [Microsoft, 2015] work. Placeholders embedded in the
HTML template, beginning with <3DCityDB> and ending with </3DCityDB> tags, will
be replaced in the resulting balloon with the dynamically determined value(s). The HTML
balloon templates can also include JavaScript code.
For all concerns, including dynamic content generation, it makes no difference whether the
template is taken from the Balloon_Content generic attribute or from an external file.
Balloon template format. As previously stated, a balloon template consists of ordinary
HTML, which may or may not contain JavaScript code and <3DCityDB> placeholders for
object-specific content. These placeholders follow several elementary rules.
Rules for simple expressions
 Expressions begin with <3DCityDB> and end with </3DCityDB>. Expressions are
not case-sensitive.


Expressions are coded in the form "TABLE/[AGGREGATION FUNCTION]
COLUMN [CONDITION]". Aggregation function and condition are optional. When
present they must be written in square brackets (they belong to the syntax). These
expressions represent an alternative coding of a SQL select statement: SELECT
[AGGREGATION
FUNCTION]
COLUMN
FROM
TABLE
[WHERE
condition]. Tables refer to the underlying 3DCityDB table structure (see chapter
2.3.2
for
details).



Each expression will only return those entries relevant to the city object being
currently exported. That means an implicit condition clause somewhat like
"TABLE.CITYOBJECT_ID = CITYOBJECT.ID" is always considered and does
not need to be explicitly written.
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Results will be interpreted and printed in HTML as lists separated by commas. Lists
with only one element are the most likely, but not exclusively possible, outcome.
When only interested in the first result of a list the aggregation function FIRST
should be used. Other possible aggregation functions are LAST, MAX, MIN, AVG, SUM
and COUNT.



Conditions can be defined by a simple number (meaning which element from the
result list must be taken) or a column name (that must exist in underlying 3DCityDB
table structure) a comparison operator and a value. For instance: [2] or [NAME =
'abc'].



Invalid results will be silently discarded. Valid results will be delivered exactly as
stored in the 3DCityDB tables. Later changes on the returned results - like substring()
functions - can be achieved by using JavaScript.



All elements in the result list are always of the same type (the type of the
corresponding table column in the underlying 3DCityDB). If different result types
must be placed next to each other, then different <3DCityDB> expressions must be
placed next to each other.

Special keywords in simple expressions
 The balloon template files have several additional placeholders for object-specific
content, called SPECIAL_KEYWORDS. They refer to data that is not retrieved “as is”
in a single step from a table in the 3DCityDB but has to undergo some processing
steps (not achievable by simple JavaScript means) in order to calculate the final value
before being exported to the balloon. A typical processing step is the transformation of
some coordinate list into a CRS different from the one the 3DCityDB is originally set
in. The coordinates in the new CRS cannot be included in the balloon with their
original values as read from the database (which was the case with all other expression
values so far), but must be transformed prior to their addition to the balloon contents.


Expressions for special keywords are not case-sensitive. Their syntax is similar to
ordinary simple expressions, start and end are marked by <3DCityDB> and
</3DCityDB> tags, the table name must be SPECIAL_KEYWORDS (a non-existing
table in the 3DCityDB), and the column name must be one of the following:
CENTROID_WGS84 (coordinates of the object’s centroid in WGS84 in the following
order: longitude, latitude, altitude)
CENTROID_WGS84_LAT (latitude of the object’s centroid in WGS84)
CENTROID_WGS84_LON (longitude of the object’s centroid in WGS84)
BBOX_WGS84_LAT_MIN (minimum latitude value of the object’s envelope in
WGS84)
BBOX_WGS84_LAT_MAX (maximum latitude value of the object’s envelope in
WGS84)
BBOX_WGS84_LON_MIN (minimum longitude value of the object’s envelope in
WGS84)
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BBOX_WGS84_LON_MAX (maximum longitude value of the object’s envelope in
WGS84)
BBOX_WGS84_HEIGHT_MIN (minimum height value of the object’s envelope in
WGS84)
BBOX_WGS84_HEIGHT_MAX (maximum height value of the object’s envelope in
WGS84)
BBOX_WGS84_LAT_LON (all four latitude and longitude values of the object’s
envelope in WGS84)
BBOX_WGS84_LON_LAT (all four longitude and latitude values of the object’s
envelope in WGS84)


No aggregation functions or conditions are allowed for SPECIAL_KEYWORDS. If
present they will be interpreted as part of the keyword and therefore not recognized.



The SPECIAL_KEYWORDS list is also visible and available in its current state in the
updated version of the Spreadsheet Generator Plugin (see the following section). The
list can be extended in further Importer/Exporter releases.

Examples for simple expressions:
<3DCityDB>ADDRESS/STREET</3DCityDB>
returns the content of the STREET column on the ADDRESS table for this city object.
<3DCityDB>BUILDING/NAME</3DCityDB>
returns the content of the NAME column on the BUILDING table for this city object.
<3DCityDB>CITYOBJECT_GENERICATTRIB/ATTRNAME</3DCityDB>
returns the names of all existing generic attributes for this city object. The names will
be separated by commas.
<3DCityDB>CITYOBJECT_GENERICATTRIB/REALVAL
[ATTRNAME = 'H_Trauf_Min']</3DCityDB>
returns the value (of the REALVAL column) of the generic attribute with attrname
H_Trauf_Min for this city object.
<3DCityDB>APPEARANCE/[COUNT]THEME</3DCityDB>
returns the number of appearance themes for this city object.
<3DCityDB>APPEARANCE/THEME[0]</3DCityDB>
returns the first appearance for this city object.
<3DCityDB>SPECIAL_KEYWORDS/CENTROID_WGS84_LON</3DCityDB>
returns the longitude value of this city object’s centroid longitude in WGS84.
<3DCityDB> simple expressions can be used not only for generating text in the balloons,
but any valid HTML content, like clickable hyperlinks:
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<
<a href=
="<3DCity
yDB>EXTE
ERNAL_REF
FERENCE/
/URI</3DC
DCityDB>"
">
c
click he
ere for more
m
inf
formation
n</a>
rreturns a hyyperlink to the
t object's external refference,

or embeedded imagees:
<
<img src
c= "<3DCi
ityDB>CI
ITYOBJECT
T_GENERI
ICATTRIB/
/URIVAL
[ATTRN
NAME='Il
llustrati
ion']</3
3DCityDB>
>" width
h=400>
This lasst example produces,
p
fo
or instance, in the case of the Pergamon Museeum in Berllin:
<i
img src
c="http:/
//upload
d.wikimedia.org/
/wikiped
dia/commo
ons/d/
d1
1/Frisoa
altarPergamo.jpg
g" width=400>

Figuree 106: Dynam
mically generatted balloon coontaining an em
mbedded imag
ge (image takken from Wikiimedia).

Simple expressions are sufficcient for moost use cases, when only a singlee value or a list of
However, som
metimes thee user will nneed to acceess more
values ffrom a singlle column iss needed. H
than onne column at
a the same time with an unknow
wn amount of
o results. FFor these siituations
(listing of all geneeric attributees along wiith their vallues is one of them) itterative exp
pressions
were coonceived.
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Rules for iterative expressions
 Iterative expressions will adopt the form:
<3DCityDB>FOREACH
TABLE/COLUMN[,COLUMN][,COLUMN][...][,COLUMN][CONDITION]
</3DCityDB>
[...]
HTML and JavaScript code (column content will be referred to as %1, %2, etc. and
follow the columns order in the FOREACH line. %0 is reserved for displaying the
current row number)
[...]
<3DCityDB>END FOREACH</3DCityDB>


No aggregation functions are allowed for iterative expressions. The amount of
columns is free, but they must belong to the same table. Condition is optional. Implicit
condition (data must be related to the current city object) applies as for simple
expressions.



FOREACH means truly "for each". No skipping is possible. If skipping at display time
is needed it must be achieved by JavaScript means.



The generated HTML will have as many repetitions of the HTML code between the
FOREACH and END FOREACH tags as lines the query result has.



No inclusion of simple expressions or SPECIAL_KEYWORDS between FOREACH and
END FOREACH tags is allowed.



No nesting of FOREACH statements is allowed.

Examples for iterative expressions:
Listing of generic attributes and their values:
<script type="text/javascript">
function
ga_value_as_tooltip(attrname,
intval, realval)
{
document.write("<span title=\"");
switch (datatype) {
case "1": document.write(strval);
break;
case "2": document.write(intval);
break;
case "3": document.write(realval);
break;
default: document.write("unknown");
};

datatype,

strval,
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docum
ment.writ
te("\">" + attrna
ame + "</span>");
}
yDB>FOREA
ACH
<3DCity
CITYO
OBJECT_GE
ENERICATT
TRIB/ATTR
RNAME,DATATYPE,STR
RVAL,
INTVA
AL,REALVA
AL</3DCit
tyDB>
ga_va
alue_as_t
tooltip("
"%1", "%2
2", "%3", "%4", "%
%5");
<3DCity
yDB>END FOREACH</
F
/3DCityDB
B>
<
</script>
>

Figure 107: Moodel placemarrk with dynam
mic balloon con
ntents showin
ng the list of ggeneric attributtes.
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s
5.6.3.4 Altitude//Terrain Prreferences
In order to ensuree a perfect display off the exportted datasetss in the Eaarth browseer, some
adjustm
ments on the z coordinatte for the exxported 3D objects may
y be necessaary.

Figure 108:: Altitude/Terrrain settings.

Use original z-Cooordinates without
w
tran
nsformatio
on
Dependding on the spatial dattabase usedd, the transsformation of the origginal coordiinates to
WGS844 will includde transform
mation of thhe z-coordinates (PostG
GIS >= 2.00 or Oracle >= 11g)
or not ((Oracle 10gg). To makee sure onlyy the planim
metric (x,y) and not thhe z-coordin
nates are
transforrmed this chheckbox must
m
be sele cted. This is useful when
w
the useed terrain model
m
is
differennt from Gooogle Earth’ss and the z--coordinatess are known
n to fit perffectly in thaat terrain
model.

Anotherr positive side-effectt of this ooption is that GE_L
LoDn_zOffseet attributee values
(explainned in the foollowing secction) calcuulated for Oracle 10g keep being vvalid when imported
i
into PosstGIS >= 2..0 or Oraclee >= 11g. O
Otherwise, when
w
switch
hing databaase versionss and not
making use of this option, GE_
_LoDn_zOff
ffset values must be reccalculated aagain.
GE_LoD
Dn_zOffset attribute values caalculated fo
or Oracle 10g are consistent for all
KML/C
COLLADA//glTF exporrts from Orracle 10g. The same applies to PPostGIS >=
= 2.0 or
Oracle >
>= 11g. Onnly cross-ussage (calcullation in on
ne version, export from
m the other)) creates
inconsisstencies that can be sollved by turnning z-coord
dinate transfformation ooff.
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This settting affectss the resultiing GE_LoD
Dn_zOffset if used wh
hen a cityobbject has no
one such
value yyet and is exported
e
in KML/COL
LLADA forr the first time, so it iis recommeended to
remembber its statuss (z-coordin
nate transforrmation on or off) for all
a future exxports.
Altitude mode
Allows the user to choose betw
ween relativve (to the ground), inteerpreting thee altitude ass a value
in meterrs above thee terrain, orr absolute, iinterpreting the altitudee as an absoolute height value in
meters according to
t the vertiical referencce system used
u
by thee Earth broowser (e.g., Google
Earth uuses the EG
GM96 geoid, whereass Cesium uses
u
the WGS84 ellippsoid), or clamp
c
to
ground,, which alloows the expo
orted objectts to be alwaays clamped
d to groundd.

This meeans, when relative altiitude mode is chosen, the z-coord
dinates of thhe exports represent
r
the vertical distancce from the digital terraain model (D
DTM) of th
he Earth broowser, which
h should
be 0 foor those poiints on the ground (thhe building's footprint)) and higheer for the reest (roof
surfacess, for instannce). Howev
ver, z-coorddinate values of the city
y objects stoored in a 3D
DCityDB
usually have valuees bigger th
han 0, so chhoosing this altitude mode
m
will re
result most times in
exports hovering ovver the grou
und.

Figure 109
9: Possible exxport result wiith relative altiitude mode.

When aabsolute altiitude mode is chosen, tthe z-coordiinates of the exports reepresent thee vertical
distancee from the vertical
v
datu
um - the ell ipsoid or geeoid which most closelly approxim
mates the
Earth cuurvature, reggardless of the DTM att that point.. This implies, choosingg this altitude mode
may ressult in builddings sinkin
ng into the gground wheerever the DTM
D
indicat
ates there is a hill or
hoverinng over the ground
g
wherever the D
DTM indicattes a dent.
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When the clamp to ground altitude mode is chosen, the z-coordinate values of the exported
objects will be ignored and every surface geometry of the KML models will be forced to lie
on the surface of the ground.
For a proper grounding, the Altitude offset setting can additionally be used so that a positive
or negative offset value can be applied to all z-coordinates of the exports, moving the city
objects up and down along the z-axis until they match the ground.
Note:

Both Altitude mode and Altitude offset settings will only take effect when the city
objects are exported in the Geometry or COLLADA/glTF display forms. When, for
example, the Footprint display form is selected, The KML/COLLADA/glTFExporter will internally use the clamp to ground altitude mode to ensure that the
exported geometries will be always clamped to ground regardless of the altitude
mode chosen by the user. Likewise, when exporting in the Extruded display form,
the relative altitude model will be internally applied and the height value of the
respective city object will be used to represent the relative height above the ground.

Altitude offset
A value, positive or negative, can be added to the z coordinates of all geometries in one export
in order to place them higher or lower over the earth surface. This offset can be 0 for all
exported objects (no offset), it can be constant for all (constant), or it can have an individual
value for each object to ensure that the bottom of the object is placed on the earth surface.
The first option no offset implies that the z- coordinates of all geometries are kept unchanged
at export time if the option Use original z-Coordinates without transformation is selected.
The second option constant is particularly appropriate for exports of a single city object,
allowing some fine-tuning of its position along the z-axis.
When exporting regions - via bounding box settings -, the other two options, Move each
object to bottom height 0 and Use generic attribute "GE_LoDn_zOffset", are recommended.
Once the option Move each object to bottom height 0 is selected, the elevation value of the
lowest point for every object will be calculated and its inversed value should exactly equal to
the zOffset value of the respective object. This zOffset value will be used for adjusting the zcoordinates of the object to ensure that its lowest point has a height of 0 meter. This setting is
particularly advisable, since combined with the relative altitude mode the exported objects
can always be properly placed on the ground in Google Earth regardless of whether its terrain
layer is activated or not. However, if the absolute altitude is chosen, a proper grounding of the
objects requires that the terrain layer in Google Earth must be deactivated.
Note: Regardless of the chosen altitude mode, the Cesium-based 3DCityDB-Web-MapClient always interprets the altitude as an absolute height value in meters according to
the WGS84 ellipsoid reference system. Thus, the option Move each object to bottom
height 0 can only ensure a proper grounding of the objects on the Cesium Virtual
Globe when its WGS84 ellipsoid terrain model (default) is activated.
When choosing the absolute altitude model and displaying city objects on Google Earth with
enabled terrain layer, the option Use generic attribute "GE_LoDn_zOffset" shall be selected.
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Here the GE_LoDn_zOffset generic attribute value can be automatically calculated by the
Importer/Exporter if not available. This calculation uses data returned by Google's Elevation
API [Google Elevation API, 2015]. After completing the calculation, the results will be stored
in the CITYOBJECT_GENERICATTRIB table of the 3DCityDB for future use.
Since city objects may have different geometries for different LoDs, the anchoring points and
their elevation values may also differ for each LoD. This explains the need for having
GE_LoD1_zOffset, GE_LoD2_zOffset, etc. generic attributes for one single object.
The algorithm used to calculate the individual zOffset for an object iterates over the points
with the lowest z-coordinate in the object, calling Google's elevation API in order to get their
elevation. The point with the lowest elevation value will be chosen for anchoring the object to
the ground. The zOffset value results from subtracting the point's z-coordinate from the
point's elevation value.
When calling Google's elevation API for calculating the zOffset of an object a message is
shown: "Getting zOffset from Google's elevation service for BLDG_0003000e008c4dc4".
Google's elevation API imposes strong usage restrictions: non-premium users can issue a
maximum of 2,500 requests per day. This limit may be reached fast when exporting areas
where no city objects have GE_LoDn_zOffset values assigned. When the daily usage limit is
reached a warning message is shown: "Elevation service returned OVER_QUERY_LIMIT".
The usage limit is bound to the caller's IP address. It is advisable to use several different
computers (or IP addresses) when filling the 3DCityDB with GE_LoDn_zOffset values (or
become a premium user).
A second usage restriction allows for no more than 10 requests per second. The Import/Export
tool takes care of not exceeding this limit by pausing between requests when required. That
will slow down KML/COLLADA/glTF exports when done for the first time. Subsequent
exports will be faster since the GE_LoDn_zOffset attribute value is already in the 3DCityDB
and does not have to be calculated again.
Saving the building's height offset in the form of a generic attribute ensures this information
will be present in every export in CityGML format (and therefore at every re-import) and can
thus be transported across databases. Please note, that not the DTM height value of Google
Earth will be stored but the difference of the individual building’s minimum z value and the
value reported by the Google Elevation Service. Following this approach further usage
restrictions of the Google Elevation Service are avoided.
In some unusual cases, even after automatic calculation of the GE_LoDn_zOffset value the
object may still not be perfectly grounded to the Earth surface for a number of reasons; e.g.
wrong height data of the model, or low resolution of the DTM at that area. In those cases a
manual adjustment of the value in the 3DCityDB is needed. After the content of
GE_LoDn_zOffset has been fine-tuned to a proper value it should be persistently stored in the
database.
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Figuree 110: Points sent to Googlle's Elevation API for calculation of the zzOffset.

Figure 111
1: Export withh absolute altiitude mode an
nd no offset.
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Figurre 112: Exporrt with absolutte altitude mo
ode and use off GE_LoDn_zO
Offset.

5.6.3.5 General setting re
ecommend
dations
Dependding on the quality and complexiity of the 3DCityDB
3
data, exporrt results may
m vary
greatly in aestheticc and loadin
ng perform
mance. Expeerimenting will
w be requuired in mo
ost cases
for a finne-tuning off the export parameterss. However, some rules apply for aalmost all caases:


kkmz formatt use is reco
ommended when the files
f
will bee accessed oover a netw
work and
tthe selectedd display forrm is Footpprint, Extrud
ded, or Geo
ometry. In ccase of glTF
F-export,
oonly kml foormat is allo
owed.



V
Visibility values
v
for th
he different display form
ms should be
b increasedd in steps of around
oone third off the tile sid
de length.



V
Visibility from
fr
0 pixeels (always visible) sh
hould be av
voided, espeecially for large or
ccomplex exxports, becaause otherw
wise the Eartth browser will immeddiately load
d all data
aat once sincce it all musst be visiblee.



T
Tile side leength (wheth
her tiling iss automaticc or manuall) should bee chosen so that the
rresulting tile files aree smaller thhan 10MB. When sin
ngle files arre bigger than that
G
Google Earrth gets unreesponsive. F
For densely
y urbanized areas, wherre many plaacemarks
aare crimpedd together a tile side lenngth value between
b
50 and 100m sshould be used.
u



W
When not exporting
e
in
n the COLL
LADA/glTF display form
m, files willl seldom reeach this
10MB sizee, but Earth
h browser will also become
b
un
nresponsive if the filee loaded
ccontains a lot of poly
ygons, so ddo not use too large tiles for foootprint, extrruded or
ggeometry exxports even
n if the resullting files arre comparattively smalll.



D
Do not chooose too smaall tile sizess, many of th
hem may beecome visibble at the saame time
aand render the
t tiling ad
dvantage us eless.
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Using texture atlas generation when producing COLLADA/glTF display form exports
always results in faster model loading times.



From all texture atlas generating algorithms, BASIC is the fastest (shortest generation
time), TPIM the most efficient (highest used area/total atlas size ratio).



Texture images can often be scaled down to 0.2 - 0.5 without noticeable quality loss.
This depends, of course, on the quality of the original textures.



Highlighting puts the same polygons twice in the resulting export files, one for the
buildings themselves, one for their highlighting. This has a negative impact on the
viewing performance. The more complex the buildings are the worse the impact.
When highlighting is enabled for exports based on a CityGML LoD3 or higher Google
Earth may become quite slow.



If you want to use the 3DCityDB-Web-Map-Client to visualize the exported datasets,
options for creating highlighting geometries should not be chosen, since the
highlighting functionality is already well-supported by the 3DCityDB-Web-MapClient which requires no extra highlighting geometries.



The 3DCityDB-Web-Map-Client allows for on-the-fly activating and deactivating
shadow visualization of 3D objects exported in the glTF format. However, this
functionality is currently not available when viewing KML models exported in the
Footprint, Extruded, and Geometry display forms.



Balloon generation is slightly more efficient when a single template file is applied for
all exported objects.



When exporting in the Footprint or Extruded display forms, the altitude/terrain
settings will be silently ignored by the KML/COLLADA/glTF-Exporter which will
instead internally applies the appropriate altitude models to the exported objects to
ensure that they will be properly placed on the ground in Earth browsers. However,
when exporting in the Geometry or COLLADA/glTF display forms, the altitude/terrain
settings must be properly adapted regarding the Earth browsers to be used.



In most cases, the combination of the relative altitude mode with the Move each object
to bottom height 0 altitude offset allows for a proper grounding and displaying of the
objects in Earth browsers. However, when using the Cesium-based 3DCityDB-WebMap-Client, its default WGS84 ellipsoid terrain model must be activated.



When using the absolute z-coordinates and displaying the exported datasets together
with terrain layer in Google Earth, you need to choose the following combination of
settings: absolute altitude mode, generic attribute “GE_LoDn_zOffset”, and call
Google's elevation API when no data is available.

 When the Google's elevation API daily quota limit is reached you can continue the
export on another computer, or you can change your IP address (or become a Google
premium user). Repetitive running of the KML/COLLADA/glTF export may be
required over several days until the error message "OVER_QUERY_LIMIT" no
longer appears.
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5.6.4 Manage
ement off user-de
efined co
oordinate
e referen
nce syste
ems
When ssetting up an
a instance of the 3D C
City Databaase, a coord
dinate referrence system
m (CRS)
has to be chosen for the en
ntire databaase (cf. chaapter 3.3). This CRS is used ass default
referencce system for
f all spatiial objects tthat are creeated and stored in thee database instance
(expect implicit geeometries) as well as for buildin
ng spatial in
ndexes and performing
g spatial
functionns.
At manyy places, thhe Importer//Exporter alllows for prroviding coo
ordinate vallues associaated with
a differeent CRS thoough, e.g. when
w
defininng spatial bounding
b
bo
ox filters forr CityGML
L imports
and expports and KML/COLL
K
ADA/glTF exports, orr when defiining a targget CRS intto which
coordinnate values shall
s
be con
nverted durring CityGM
ML exports (see the doocumentatio
on of the
n order to add and manage
m
additional refeerence systeems, the
correspoonding opeerations). In
Importeer/Exporter provides a correspoonding diallog on thee Prefere
ences (Reference
systems subnode off the Databa
ase preferennces node) tab
t as show
wn below.

1

2

Figure 113: Databasse preferences – Reference systems.
s

On top of the prefferences pag
ge [1], a drrop-down list allows fo
or choosingg a CRS forr display
and editting from thhe list of usser-defined CRSs. Thiss list contain
ns at minim
mum one predefined
entry caalled Same as in datab
base which rrepresents the
t internal CRS of thee 3D City Database
D
instancee. This entrry will always show tthe SRID and
a CRS URN encodinng of the currently
c
connectted databasee instance. Since
S
the innternal CRS
S shall not be
b changed aafter databaase setup
using thhe Importer//Exporter, th
he fields off the Same as
a in databa
ase entry cannnot be editted.
A new user-defineed CRS can be addedd to this list after cliccking the N
New button
n. Please
provide the databaase-internal SRID in thhe correspon
nding SRID
D input fieldd of the useer dialog
and enteer the URN
N encoding of
o the CRS into the gm
ml:srsName input field (optional). A short,
meaninggful textuall description
n of the CR
RS has to be
b provided in the Desscription fieeld. This
descripttion is usedd as value fo
or the drop--down on to
op of the diialog, but allso for simiilar CRS
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drop-doown lists onn further tab
bs of the Im
mporter/Expo
orter. The new
n CRS is added to th
he list of
user-deffined CRSss upon clicking the Ap
Apply button
n. The follo
owing screeenshot prov
vides an
examplee.

Figure 114:: Adding a new
w CRS to the list of user-deefined CRSs.

The Coppy button allows
a
for adding
a
a furrther CRS by
b copying and editingg the inform
mation of
an alreaady existingg user-defin
ned CRS. Thhe currently
y selected CRS
C is deletted from th
he list by
clickingg the Deletee button. Th
he Check buutton next to
o the SRID input field facilitates to
t verify
whetherr the proviided SRID is supportted by the currently connected 3D City Database
D
instancee. After a suuccessful ch
heck, the nnon-editable fields Data
abase namee and SRS type
t
will
be filledd with the correspondi
c
ing informaation collectted from the currently connected 3D City
Databasse instance. If the Impo
orter/Exportter is not co
onnected to a database instance, th
he Check
button iis disabled.
The result of the SRID
S
verification mayy vary between differen
nt 3D City Database instances
since 1)) the list of predefined spatial reeference sy
ystems diffeers betweenn different database
d
systemss and versioons and 2) both
b
Oraclee and Postg
greSQL/PosstGIS suppoort the defin
nition of
user-deffined spatiaal referencee systems on the dattabase side (please chheck the reespective
databasee documenttation for gu
uidance).
Note:

In order too add a userr-defined C
CRS to the Importer/Ex
I
xporter that is not supp
ported by
the underllying Oraclee or PostgreeSQL/PostG
GIS databasee, you needd to first register this
CRS in yoour database. As soon as the CRS
S is available from thee database, it
i can be
added to thhe list of usser-defined CRSs in thee Importer/E
Exporter.

The lisst of userr-defined CRSs
C
is aautomaticallly stored in the coonfig file of the
Importeer/Exporter and loaded
d upon appllication starrt. It can ad
dditionally bbe exported
d into an
extra fille (see [2] in
i Figure 113). This aallows for easily sharin
ng user-defiined CRSs between
differennt installatioons of thee Importer/E
Exporter. Please
P
prov
vide a valiid filenamee in the
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correspoonding inpuut field Filename (use tthe Browse button to open a file seelection diaalog) and
click onn Save. Therre are two more
m
optionns for imporrting such an
a external list of CRS
Ss: 1) the
CRSs liisted in the external filee can be addded to the current
c
list of
o CRSs (Addd button) or 2) the
externall list can be used to rep
place the currrent list (Replace with
h button).
The Impporter/Expoorter is ship
pped with a number of predefined CRSs orgaanized in su
ubfolders
below t
template
es/Coordi
inateRef
ferenceSy
ystems in
n the installlation foldeer. Each
CRS deefinition is stored
s
in its own file annd, thus, caan be easily imported aand added to
o the list
of user--defined CR
RSs. Note th
hat the URN
N encoding of the pred
defined CRSSs generally
y lacks a
height rreference syystem. The height
h
referrence therefo
fore has to be
b added beffore using this
t CRS
as targeet reference system for CityGML eexports (cf. chapter 5.4 for more ddetails).

5.6.5 General prefere
ences
In addittion to the preference settings thhat influencce the behavior of a pparticular im
mport or
export ooperation (ccf. previous sections), tthe Genera
al node on the Prefe
erences taab offers
applicattion-wide seettings.
5.6.5.1 Cache
Both duuring CityG
GML importts at exportss, the Importer/Exporteer has to keeep track off various
temporaary informaation. For in
nstance, whhen resolvin
ng XLinks, the
t gml:id
d values ass well as
additionnal informattion about the
t related ffeatures and
d geometriees must be aavailable. Since
S
the
Importeer/Exporter is designed
d to be ablle to processs arbitrarilly large CittyGML inp
put files,
keepingg this inform
mation in maain memoryy only is nott a promisin
ng strategy. For this reaason, the
informaation is writtten to temp
porary tablles in the database
d
as soon as usser-defined memory
limits arre reached.

Figure
F
115: G
General preferrences – Cachee.

Per defaault, temporary tables are createdd in the 3D City Datab
base instancce itself. Th
he tables
are popuulated durinng the impo
ort and expoort operatio
on and are automaticall
a
ly dropped after the
operatioon has finished. Altern
natively, thee user can choose
c
to sttore the tem
mporary info
ormation
in the loocal file sysstem instead
d. An absoluute path wh
here to creatte the file-bbased storag
ge has to
be provided. Eitherr type the lo
ocation mannually into the input fieeld, or use thhe Browse button
b
to
open a ffile selectioon dialog. A subfolder of the locall temp foldeer of the opperating systtem user
runningg the Imporrter/Exporteer is propoosed as deffault locatio
on (dependds on the operating
o
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system in use). Likke with tem
mporary dattabase tablees, the file-b
based storaage is autom
matically
removedd after the operation
o
haas finished.
Some reeasons for using
u
a file-b
based storagge are:



T
The 3D Cityy Database instance is kept clean from any ad
dditional (teemporary) table.
IIf the Importer/Exporrter runs onn a differeent machinee than the 3D City Database
D
iinstance, seending tem
mporary infoormation ov
ver the netw
work mighht be slow. In such
ccases, usingg a local sto
orage might help to incrrease perforrmance.

5.6.5.2 Import and exportt path
This preeference diaalog allows for setting a default paath for impo
ort and expoort operation
ns.

Figure 116: General ppreferences – Import
I
and ex
xport path.

Simply choose bettween the last used im
mport/exporrt path (defaault), or broowse for a specific
folder inn your locaal file systeem. The sellected foldeer will then be used ass default paath in all
dialogs that requiree an input/ou
utput file.
k proxies
5.6.5.3 Network
Some oof the functtionalities offered
o
by the Importter/Exporterr require innternet acceess. This
applies, for instancce, to the XM
ML validattion when accessing
a
XM
ML Schema
ma documentts on the
w
for the
t graphicaal selection of boundin
ng boxes (uuses OpenSttreetMap
web, to the map window
K
LADA/glTF
F exports
data), orr to the autoomated calcculation of hheight offseets during KML/COLL
(based oon the Googgle elevation
n service).
Most coomputers inn corporatee environmeents have no
n direct in
nternet acceess but mu
ust use a
proxy seerver. The preference
p
dialog
d
show
wn below lett you config
gure networrk proxies.
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Figurre 117: Generaal preferencess – Network proxies.

The Im
mporter/Expoorter suppo
orts Web (H
HTTP), Seccure web (HTTPS)
(H
annd SOCKS proxies.
Usuallyy, configurinng a Web proxy
p
(HTT
TP) is enou
ugh for mosst tasks, likke those meentioned
above. However, more soph
histicated uuse cases, like
l
upload
ding cloud documentss via an
Importeer/Exporter extension plugin
p
(cf. cchapter 6.2)) may requiire Secure w
web proxy (HTTPS)
(
support. SOCKS prroxy supporrt should cuurrently onlly be needeed when thee Importer/E
Exporter
and the database syystem runnin
ng the 3D C
City Databaase reside in
n different nnetworks.
Whenevver one of thhe protocols to be handdled by a prroxy is seleccted in the cchoice list at
a the top
of the ddialog, the correspondin
ng settings hhave to be provided
p
in the fields bbelow: Servver, Port,
and if thhe proxy reequires logiin credentiaals Usernam
me and Passsword. Defaault Port vaalues for
each prootocol are automatical
a
lly filled in (HTTP: 80
0; HTTPS: 443; SOCK
KS: 1080) and
a only
need to be changedd if required
d.
or all proto
ocols by sim
mply seleccting the
It is also possiblee to define one singl e proxy fo
pports all
correspoonding checckbox undeer the protoccol list. Jusst make suree the proxyy server sup
protocols and that they
t
can all be routed tthrough the given Port..
Proxies are only used
u
if the checkbox nnext to the protocol ty
ype is enabbled. Otherw
wise, the
proxy configurationn will be sttored but reemains inacttive. When the proxy ffor a given protocol
is enablled, every outgoing
o
con
nnection byy the Importter/Exporterr that uses tthe protocol will be
routed tthrough thiss proxy.
In case the compuuter running
g the Imporrter/Exporteer is directly
y connectedd to the intternet no
proxies need to be configured..
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5.6.5.4 Logging
The Impporter/Expoorter logs information aabout eventss such as acctivities or ffailures, for instance
during ddatabase im
mports and exports.
e
Eacch log entry
y consists of
o a timestaamp when th
he event
occurredd, a log levvel indicatin
ng the severrity of the event
e
and a human-readdable message text.
Log meessages are always
a
prin
nted to the c onsole wind
dow and maay additionaally be forw
warded to
a log fille on your loocal compu
uter. The Lo
ogging preeference diaalog is show
wn below.

1
2

Fiigure 118: Geeneral preferences – Loggin
ng.

The folllowing fourr log levels are distinguuished (from
m highest to lowest seveerity):


E
ERROR

An errorr has occurrred (usually
y an exceptiion). This coomprises in
nternal
and un
nexpected failures. Moreover,
M
invalid XM
XML content of
CityGM
ML instancee documentts is reporteed via thiss log level. Fatal
errors will
w cause thhe running operation
o
to abort.



WARN

An unusual condittion has beeen detected
d. The operaation in pro
ogress
c
the w
warning and
d take
continuees to work but the user should check
appropriiate actions .



IINFO

An interresting piecce of inform
mation abou
ut the curreent operatio
on that
helps to
o give conteext to the lo
og, often wh
hen processses are startting or
stopping
g.



D
DEBUG

Addition
nal messagees reporting
g the internaal state of thhe applicatio
on.

The logg level for messages
m
prrinted to thhe console window
w
can
n be chosenn from a dro
op-down
list in thhe Consol
le dialog [1].
[ The logg will inclu
ude all even
nts of the inndicated sev
verity as
well as events of greater
g
severrity (defaultt: INFO). Word
W
wrapp
ping can bee optionally enabled
herwise exc eed the wid
dth of the co
onsole winddow.
for longg message teexts that oth
Note:

The log ouutput in the console wiindow is tru
uncated afterr 10,000 logg messages in order
to preventt high main memory coonsumption..

If log m
messages shhall additionally be stoored in a log file, sim
mply activatte the optio
on Write
messagees to log fille. The log file is nam
med log_3
3dcitydb_
_impexp_
_<date>.l
log per
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default, where <d
date> is replaced with the current daate at proggram startu
up. The
Importeer/Exporter creates thee log file if it does not exist. Otherwise, log messaages are
appendeed to the exxisting log file.
fi The useer can choosse a location
n where to store the log file by
enablingg the optionn Use altern
native pathh for log filees and by providing
p
a correspond
ding path
[2]. Eithher enter the path manu
ually or clicck on Brow
wse to open a file selecttion dialog. The log
level caan be choseen independ
dent from thhe console window thrrough the ccorrespondin
ng dropdown list [2] (defauult: INFO).
Note:

Log files are per deffault stored in the hom
me directoryy of the opeerating systtem user
running thhe Importer/Exporter. P
Precisely, you
y will find
d the log fiiles in the subfolder
3dcityd
db/import
ter-expo
orter-3.0
0/log. However,
H
thhe location
n of the
home direectory differrs for differrent operatin
ng systems.. Using envvironment variables,
v
the locatioon can be id
dentified dynnamically:



%HOME
EDRIVE%%
%HOMEPATH
H%\3dcit
tydb\impo
orter-ex
xporter3.0\l
log (Wind
dows 7 and hhigher)
$HOME
E/3dcity
ydb/impor
rter-exp
porter-3.
.0/log ((UNIX/Linu
ux, Mac
OS fam
milies)

5.6.5.5 Languag
ge selectio
on
The Im
mporter/Expporter GUI has suppoort for diffferent lang
guages. Usse the Lan
nguage
select
tion prefeerence dialo
og shown beelow to pick
k your favou
urite languaage.

Figure 119: Generall preferences – Language seelection.
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5.7 M
Map win
ndow forr bound
ding box
x selections
The Im
mporter/Expoorter GUI offers
o
a 2D
D map win
ndow that allows
a
the uuser to display the
overall bounding box
b calculaated from tthe city mo
odel conten
nt stored inn a given 3D City
a to graph
hically selecct a boundin
ng box filteer for data im
mports and exports.
Databasse instance and
There arre two wayss to open th
he map winddows:
1. C
Choose the entry View
w  Open
n map wi
indow from
m the menu bar at the to
op of the
aapplication window.

2. C
Click the map
m button
n
on thee bounding
g box dialo
og availablee on the Import,
I
E
Export, KML/COLL
K
ADA/glTF
F Export
t and Data
abase tabbs of the op
perations
w
window.

The 2D map is renddered in a separate appplication win
ndow shown
n below.
1

2

3

6
4
5

Figure 120:
1
2D map w
window for bo
ounding box selections.
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The maap content iss provided by the OpeenStreetMap
p service an
nd comes w
without usag
ge limits.
Make suure your coomputer hass internet acccess to loaad the map. This mighht require seetting up
networkk proxies (seee chapter 5.6.5.3).
5
Pleease consultt your netwo
ork adminisstrator.
The maap offers default
d
mou
use controlls for pann
ning and zooming.
z
FFor conven
nience, a
geocodiing service is included
d in the maap window [1]. Simply
y type in aan address or
o a geo
locationn (given byy geographicc lat/lon cooordinates separated
s
by
y a commaa) and click
k the Go
button. The map will
w automaatically zoo m to the fiirst match. Further maatches are available
a
from thee drop-dow
wn list [1]. The
T geocodiing service uses the freee Google G
Geocoding API and
is thereffore subjectt to Google’’s terms of uuse. In geneeral, it is lim
mited to 2,5500 requestss per day
and IP aaddress. Too display thee result of th
the geocodin
ng query on
n Google M
Maps in your default
internett browser, siimply click the Show inn Google Maps
M
button [5].
A list oof usage hinnts is availaable at the rright top of the map window
w
[6]. Please click on the
Show uusage hints link to diisplay this list. The map contro
ols are alsoo described
d in the
followinng.


Select bounding box:
b
Move the mouse while pressing the AL
LT key and
d the left
mousee button to select
s
a bouunding box. The bound
ding box is displayed in a light
magennta color. Once
O
the leeft mouse button
b
is released, the coordinatees of the
boundding box aree automaticcally filled in
i the Boun
nding Bo
ox dialog on
o left of
the maap [3]. If you
y have oppened the map
m window
w from a bbounding box
b filter
dialogg, then clickiing the Appply button on
n the upper right corneer of the win
ndow [5]
closes the map window
w
and carries the bounding box
b values to the filter dialog.
In adddition, the vaalues are coopied to the clipboard.



Lookupp address: Right-clickk on the maap to bring up
u a contexxt menu forr the geo
locatioon at the mouse
m
pointeer. From th
he context menu,
m
chooose Lookup address
here. This
T will triigger a reveerse geocod
ding query through
t
the Google Geeocoding
API. The
T resultin
ng address w
will be disp
played on th
he left of thhe window [4]. The
icoon denotes which loccation on the
t map is associatedd with the address,
whereaas the

iccon shows w
where you clicked
c
on th
he map (seee Figure 121
1).



Zoom in/out: Use the mouse wheel or th
he context menu
m
(right--click).



Zoom into selecteed area: Moove the mou
use while prressing the S
SHIFT key
y and the
left moouse button
n to select aan area. Thee selected arrea is displaayed in a liight grey
color. Once the left
l mouse bbutton is reeleased, thee map zoom
ms into the selected
area. If
I the maxiimum zoom
m level is reached
r
thiss action hass no furtheer effect.



Move map: Keep the left mouuse button pressed
p
to move
m
the maap.



Centerr map and zoom
z
in: Doouble click the left mou
use button tto center the map at
that poosition and to
t increase the current zoom level by one stepp.
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Use poopup menu for
f further actions: Right-click on
n the map too bring up a context
menu offering ad
dditional funnctions such
h as Zoom in,
i Zoom ouut, Center map
m here
and Loookup addreess here (seee above). The
T Get map
p bounds fun
unction is eq
quivalent
to seleecting the visible
v
mapp content as
a bounding
g box. Thuus, the map will be
shownn in light magenta
m
andd the map bounds
b
are transferred to the Bou
unding
Box dialog
d
on thee left [3].

To closee the map, simply
s
click
k the Canceel button in the
t upper riight corner [[2].

Figu
ure 121: Addrress lookup in
n the map window.

The cooordinates inn the map window
w
andd of the sellected boun
nding box aare always given in
WGS 844 regardlesss of the coordinate refeerence systeem of the 3D
D City Datab
abase instance.
When oopening the map windo
ow from a bbounding bo
ox dialog th
hat already contains co
oordinate
values (e.g., from
m a filter dialog
d
on tthe Impor
rt, Expor
rt or KML
L/COLLADA
A/glTF
Export
t tabs or after havin
ng calculateed the entiire area of the databaase contentt on the
Databa
ase tab), the map window
w
willl automatically displaay this bouunding box
x. If the
coordinnate values of
o the provided boundiing box are not in WGS
S 84, a trannsformation to WGS
84 is rrequired. Siince the Im
mporter/Expporter uses functionallity of the underlying
g spatial
databasee system foor coordinatte transform
mations, a co
onnection to
o the databaase must haave been
establishhed beforehhand. In casse there is nno active database con
nnection, thhe following
g pop-up
window
w asks the usser for perm
mission to coonnect to th
he database.
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Figure 122: Assking for perm
mission beforee connecting to a database for
f coordinatee transformatio
on.

The Appply button on
o the uppeer right cornner of the map
m window
w [2] is a shhortcut for copying
the coordinate valuues to the clipboard aand pasting them in th
he boundingg box field
ds of the
calling tab on thee operationss window. Furthermorre, coordinaate values can now be
b easily
copied ffrom one taab to anotheer by simplyy clicking on
o the copy button
in one of th
hem, say
Import
t tab, with
w
filled boundinng box values, changing
c
to anotheer, say
KML/CO
OLLADA/g
glTF Export tab annd clicking on
o the
bu
utton there. Previously existing
values iin the boundding box fieelds of the K
KML/COLLADA/glTF
F Export
t tab (if any
y) will be
overwriitten.

5.8 U
Using th
he comm
mand lin
ne interrface (C
CLI)
In addittion to the graphical
g
usser interfac e, the Impo
orter/Exportter also offeers a comm
mand line
interface (CLI). Thhe CLI allows a user tto run the Im
mporter/Exporter from
m the comm
mand line
ng workflow
ws and thiird party
(or a shhell script) and to easily embedd it in batcch processin
applicattions.
To use tthe CLI, yoou first need
d to start a sshell enviro
onment offered by the ooperating sy
ystem of
your choice. The general
g
command to runn the Imporrter/Exporteer from a shhell environm
ment (or
a shell sscript) is shoown below..
j
java -ja
ar lib/3d
dcitydb-impexp.j
jar [-op
ptions]
This com
mmand connsists of two
o parts. Thee first parts executes thee Java Virtuual Machine (JVM)
throughh the java command. The -jar
r argument of the JVM
M is used too denote thee path to
the Impporter/Exporter JAR fiile 3dcity
ydb-impe
exp.jar to
o be execuuted. After the JAR
filenam
me, you havee to providee additional program arrguments to
o trigger a sppecific operration of
the Importer/Exporrter.
Note:

The abovee command
d assumes thhat you hav
ve first chan
nged directoory to the directory
d
where the Importer/E
Exporter is innstalled. Ottherwise, yo
ou have to pprovide the full path
to the 3dc
citydb-impexp.ja
ar file.
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You maay add any further JVM
M argumentts to the above commaand that youu think are required
in your environmeent. It is reecommendedd to at least increase the maxim
mum availab
ble heap
space uusing the -X
Xmx argum
ment. For innstance, use java -X
Xmx 1024 m to allow 1GB of
your maain memoryy to be used by the Impporter/Exporrter.
In orderr to get a list of prograam argumennts offered by the Impo
orter/Exporrter, use thee -help
flag andd issue the following
f
co
ommand:
j
java -ja
ar lib/3d
dcitydb-impexp.j
jar -hel
lp
This willl produce an
a output lik
ke shown beelow.

Figure 123: Help teext of the com
mmand line intterface.

The avaailable progrram argumeents are:
-sh
hell

This argument
a
iis mandato
ory to starrt the sheell version of the
Importer/Exporterr. If this arrgument is not providded, then the
t GUI
version
n is launcheed per defau
ult.

-co
onfig

Providees the pathh and filenaame of the config file to be used
d. If this
argumeent is omitteed, the conffig file in th
he default ppath is used
d instead.
Using environmeent variablees, the default path can be id
dentified
dynamically (cf. cchapter 5.1):



%HOMEDRI
RIVE%%HOM
MEPATH%\3dcitydb
b\import
terexporter
r\config
g (Windowss 7 and highher)
$HOME/3d
dcitydb/
/importer-export
ter/conf
fig
(UNIX/Linnux, Mac OS
O families)

-im
mport

ML importt process. Provide
P
a liist of one or more
Triggerrs a CityGM
input files
f
separatted by semicolons (;) in additionn. The list may
m also
contain
n folders. A folder and
d all its nessted subfoldders are reccursively
scanned for CityG
GML input files.
f

-va
alidate

Triggerrs a XML S
Schema vallidation on the provideed list of in
nput files
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(see import argument).

-export

Triggers a CityGML export process. Provide the path and name of the
output file.

-kmlExport

Triggers a KML/COLLADA/glTF export process. Provide the path
and name of the output file.

The full range of preferences and settings affecting the different import and export operations
of the Importer/Exporter are not offered as separate program arguments. Instead, it is
assumed that the config file (either the default one or the one provided through the -config
argument) contains all the settings that should be used in a specific operation (e.g., the
database connection details, filter settings for imports and exports, etc.). The config file is
encoded as XML and hence can be edited by a user manually. However, the recommended
way to provide valid settings is as follows:
1. Run the Importer/Exporter with the graphical user interface (GUI).
2. Make all your settings in the GUI.
3. Save your settings to a local config file via the Project  Save Project
As… dialog from the main menu bar.
4. Feed this config file to the command line interface using the -config argument.
Note:

You can also create a config file programmatically in Java. For this purpose, you can
build a JAR file containing all the necessary classes for reading and writing a config
file. You need to obtain the source code of the Importer/Exporter, which provides an
ANT build script. Use the generate_standalone_config target to build the
JAR file. Once you have the JAR file on your classpath, use the class
ConfigUtil.java as starting point.
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6 Importer / Exporter plugins
6.1 Introduction to the plugin architecture
The Importer/Exporter offers a plugin architecture that supports the modular development and
deployment of additional functionalities for interacting with the 3D City Database or external
datasets. For instance, plugins may enable loading or extracting 3D city model content using
data formats other than CityGML or KML/COLLADA. Plugins are self-contained extensions
in that one plugin cannot extend the functionality of another plugin. Therefore, plugins can be
added separately to the Importer/Exporter without interdependencies.
A plugin may extend the GUI of the Importer/Exporter by providing its own user dialog that
will be rendered in a separate tab on the operations window. In addition, a plugin may add
new entries to the main menu bar and the preferences dialog. In order to remember the
preference settings at program startup, a plugin can choose to serialize the settings to the main
config file or a plugin-specific config file. Please refer to the plugin documentation of your
vendor for more information.
Plugin installation is simple. Just get the plugin from your plugin vendor and put all plugin
files into the plugins subfolder of the Importer/Exporter installation directory. In order to
keep multiple plugins independent from each other, it is recommended to create a separate
subfolder below plugins for each plugin. When running the Importer/Exporter, the
installed plugins are automatically detected and loaded with the application.
Currently, a Spreadsheet Generator plugin is shipped with the Importer/Exporter (cf. Figure
124). This free and open-source plugin allows general purpose exports of 3D city model
contents as spreadsheets, either to a local .csv file with user-defined formatting or directly to
an online spreadsheet hosted in the cloud. A comprehensive documentation of the
Spreadsheet Generator plugin is provided in the following chapter 6.2.
Note:

Previous versions of the Importer/Exporter additionally offered a Matching/Merging
plugin. The development of this plugin has been discontinued though.

You can also develop your own plugins. For this purpose, the Importer/Exporter comes with a
Plugin API that is available as separate JAR file. During setup, you can choose to install this
Plugin API, which will copy the JAR file 3dcitydb-impexp-plugin-api.jar to its own
plugin-api subfolder below the Importer/Exporter installation directory. The JAR file is
accompanied with a README.txt file, license information, and a Javadoc documentation.
Simply put the JAR file on your classpath to start plugin development. A comprehensive
Plugin API guide will be offered on the www.3dcitydb.org website in the near future.
Moreover, the source code of the Spreadsheet Generator plugin can be used as template for
your own developments.
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Figure 1224: Importer/E
Exporter starteed with the Sp
preadsheet Geenerator plugiin installed
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6.2 S
Spreads
sheet Ge
enerato
or Plugin
n (SPSH
HG)
6.2.1 Definitio
on
By usinng the SPSH
HG (Spread
dsheet Geneerator) plugiin, it is possible to expport data fro
om a 3D
City Daatabase (3DCityDB) in
nstance into a CSV or a Microsoftt Excel file.. Both typess of files
can be oopened usinng a spreadsheet appliccation (like Microsoft Excel or Oppen Office Calc) as
well as uploaded too a web based online spreadsheett service (liike Google Docs). All features
of spreaadsheet programs, likee calculationn and graph
hing tools, are applicaable to the exported
e
data froom a 3D Cityy Database instance.

6.2.2 Plugin in
nstallatio
on
The SPS
SHG is an additional component
c
which can be installed
d together w
with the 3D
DCityDB
Importeer/Exporter tool. Durin
ng the Installlation of th
he Import/Export tool, the wizard will ask
you if yyou want to install Spreeadsheet Geenerator Plugin like in the
t followinng figure:

Figure 125:
1
Installatiion wizard of the Import/Ex
xport tool

If you haven’t chhecked the “Spreadshheet Generaator Plugin”” box duriing the insstallation
process,, it is also possible
p
to install the S
SPSHG lateer. Followin
ng simple st
steps will gu
uide you
throughh the install process:
p


Downloaad the SPSH
HG plugin zip file frrom the offficial websiite of the 3D City
Databasee at [www.3dcitydb.orgg].



Open thhe folder that conntains you
ur locally installed
Importer//Exporter version 3.3.00 (the installation directory).



Open thee plugins sub
bfolder. If iit is not avaailable, creatte a new sub
ubfolder and
d name it
“plugins””.

instance of the
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Extract thhe downloaaded SPSHG
G plugin ziip file in the plugins fo
folder. As a result a
new
foolder
nam
med
spreeadsheet_G
Generator will
bee
created
d.
The
spreadsheet_Genera
ator folder w
will contain
n all required
d files and ssubfolders.



Exporter. Thhe SPSHG plugin tab should be visible lik
ke in the
Run the Importer/E
followingg figure.

F
Figure 126: The
T SPSHG pllugin tab allow
wing for exporting from thee 3DCityDB too a spreadsheeet.

6.2.3 User Inte
erface
6.2.3.1 Main Parrameters
The SP
PSHG plugiin GUI is divided
d
intoo three maiin parts. Th
he upper paart, titled Columns,
C
refers too the colum
mns of the ou
utput spreaddsheet file. The Conten
nt Source inn the middlee section
refers too the rows of
o the outpu
ut spreadsheeet. Each ou
utput row will
w always ccontain the GMLID
of a cityy object annd its corressponding seelected valu
ues for each
h column. A list of thee feature
classes of city objeects (Top-level featuress) whose daata will be exported
e
to tthe spreadsheet, the
versioniing informaation of thee database aand a geogrraphic boun
nding box sshould be sp
pecified.
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The filee path and thhe file form
mat for the eexported datta must be specified inn the lower part. All
input daata fields off the SPSHG
G plugin tabb will be now
w described
d in more deetail.
6.2.3.2 Columns
s
First off all, the collumns of yo
our resultinng spreadsheeet should be
b defined. You can ch
hoose to
load a teemplate filee or manuallly create a nnew one:
Load a template fiile: type thee template ffile’s path directly
d
into
o the text fi
field or click on the
u an Open
n dialog for selecting th
he template file. The seelected temp
plate file
Browse button to use
can be eedited by cliicking on th
he Edit buttoon.

Figure 127: The partt for manually
y creating a neew template will
w appear when clicking onn the New buttton. This
part will also
a be shown when clickingg on the Edit button
b
after a template file is selected.

Create a new tempplate: click
k on the Neew button to access th
he part for ccreating a template
t
(markedd in Figure 127). To ad
dd a new c olumn click
k on the Ad
dd button annd fill all necessary
n
fields oof the New Column diialog (cf. F
Figure 128). A column
n contains a title, content and
commennt. The com
mment field is optionall. Each row
w in the exp
ported data will begin with the
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GMLID
D of the corrresponding
g city objecct. It will be followed by the adaapted value of each
column for that citty object (seee next secttion for mo
ore informattion). Creatted columnss will be
U (▲), and
d Down (▼)) buttons to
o modify
listed inn the table. You can usse the Remoove, Edit, Up
listed coolumns on the
t table an
nd their ordeer. By presssing the Savve button, m
manually creeated (or
adaptedd) templates will be sav
ved in a textt file. Path will
w be speciified by thee Save dialog
g.

Figure 128: The New
w Column diallog. Fill the C
Column’s titlee, Column’s content fields and click on the Insert
Column bbutton to add it to the list off columns. Thhe Comment field
fi is optionaal. When writtten to a templlate file its
content seerves informaational purposees only.

New Coolumn dialoog

By clickking on the Add button
n the New C
Column dialo
og will be shown
s
(Figuure 128). Using
U
the
New Coolumn dialoog, it is po
ossible to ddefine a new
w column for the outtput spreadssheet. A
column may contaiin a title, co
ontent and ccomment fieelds. The title and conntent are maandatory.
During export timee, the conten
nt of each ccolumn willl be adapted
d for each ccity object. For
F each
specificc column:


T
The contennt may set to
o be a staticc value, e.g
g. “Munich”
”. As a resuult, the valu
ue of that
ccolumn in the
t exported
d spreadsheeet will be equal to thee specified static valuee (in this
eexample “M
Munich”) fo
or all rows.
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The content of a column may be specified by an expression. The main part of an
expression refers to a column in a specific table of a 3D City Database. Each row
refers to one city object. Consequently, the value of the spreadsheet’s column will be
dynamically adapted for each row at export time. It means that the value of the
spreadsheet’s column for a specific row will be equal to the value of that expression
for the corresponding city object of that row. Expressions must follow specific rules.
They can be added simply by using the GUI or written by hand.



The content of a spreadsheet’s column may contain a combination of static values and
expressions.

Rules for Column’s Content field


Expressions are coded in the following form:
"TABLE/[AGGREGATION FUNCTION] COLUMN [CONDITION]".
Aggregation function and condition are optional. Table refers to the underlying
3DCityDB table structure (see Chapter 2.3 for more details).



Expressions are not case-sensitive.



For each row of output, each expression will only return the value of those entries
relevant to the city object for that row. That means an implicit condition clause like
"TABLE.CITYOBJECT_ID = CITYOBJECT.ID" is always considered and does not
need to be explicitly written.



In a case that more than one entry for the corresponding city object are available, a
comma separated list of values will be returned. When only interested in the first
result of a list the aggregation function FIRST should be used. Other possible
aggregation functions are LAST, MAX, MIN, AVG, SUM and COUNT.



Conditions can be defined by a simple number (meaning which element from the
result list must be taken) or a column name (that must exist in underlying 3DCityDB
table structure) a comparison operator and a value. For instance: [12] or [NAME =
'abc'].



Invalid results will be silently discarded



Multiline content is supported. Use "[EOL]" to start a new line in the same column.

How to use the New Column dialog
Title and content of each column should be specified. On the left hand side of the New
Column dialog, tables of the 3D City Database and their columns are displayed in a tree
structure. Adding an expression is simple. Select a column in a table from the left hand side
tree and click on the “>” button. In the case that aggregation functions are needed, select a
column from the left hand side tree and click on the f(x) button then chose one of the
aggregation functions. As a result of both cases a corresponding expression will be added into
the column’s content in the right hand side.
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A column’s content can be several lines long. Write “[EOL]” text in the column’s content
wherever a new line should be started. You can also press the EOL button to automatically
add “[EOL]” text to the content. During export time, the “[EOL]” text will be replaced by a
new line.
After filling all necessary fields click on the Insert Column button. A new column will be
created and added to the manually created template.
Examples for Column’s Content
ADDRESS/STREET

Returns the content of the STREET column on the ADDRESS table for each city
object. For instance:
Straße des 17. Juni
However ADDRESS table might contain more than one row for some city objects. In
such a case a comma separated list of values will be returned. For instance:
Straße des 17. Juni, Straße des 17. Juni, Straße des 17. Juni, Straße des 17. Juni
To avoid that use a proper aggregation function. For instance:
ADDRESS/[FIRST]STREET

Although the ADDRESS table may contain several entries for a city object, result of
the above expression will be equal to the street name of first found entry.
ADDRESS/[FIRST]STREET, ADDRESS/[FIRST]HOUSE_NUMBER
[EOL]ADDRESS/[FIRST]ZIP_CODE ADDRESS/[FIRST]CITY

Returns the full address of each city object in two lines. For instance:
Straße des 17. Juni, 135
10623 Berlin
CITYOBJECT_GENERICATTRIB/ATTRNAME

Returns the names of all existing generic attributes for each city object. All names will
be separated by commas.
CITYOBJECT_GENERICATTRIB/REALVAL[ATTRNAME = 'SOLAR_SUM_INVEST']EUR

Returns the content of the REALVAL column of all existing generic attributes for
each city object whose ATTRNAME is equal to 'SOLAR_SUM_INVEST'. The
number will be followed by “EUR”. For instance:
23000EUR
Rules for Columns’ Template file
Rules for the template file are simple. A template file contains a list of columns and their
description. It may be edited by hand or by saving a manually created template.
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A templlate file is a plain-text ffile.



Each roow of a temp
plate file maay describe a column or
o be a comm
ment.



Commeent rows MU
UST start w
with the charracter “//” ;



A colum
mn should be
b specified in one of fo
ollowing forms:
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o [Ti
itle]:[Co
ontent]
[Ti
itle] is the
e column’s title and [c
content] is
i the colum
mn’s conten
nt. In this

casee, [Title] is specifiedd by the useer.
o [Co
ontent]
In thhis case, thee column’s title is not specified by the user. The SPSHG
G plugin
willl internally automaticcally generate a colu
umn’s title by meanss of the
coluumn’s conteent
Example for Temp
plate File

Sample template fiile:
// This is a tem
mplate file forr the export of tabular daata.
// Lines starting with // or ; are commeents and will be ignored.
Strreet:ADDRESSS/[FIRST]STR
REET
Ho
ouseno:ADDR
RESS/[FIRST]HOUSE_NUM
MBER
Citty:ADDRESS//[FIRST]CITY
Ad
ddress:ADDRESS/[FIRST]SSTREET,
AD
DDRESS/[FIRSST]HOUSE_N
NUMBER[EOLL]ADDRESS/[[FIRST]CITY
// INVEST
Invvestment:CITTYOBJECT_GENERICATTR
RIB/REALVALL[ATTRNAME
E=
'SO
OLAR_SUM_INVEST'] EUR
R

Figure 1129 shows a sample ex
xport result.

Figuree 129: Exampple of exported
d data based oon sample tem
mplate presenteed above from
m a 3D City Daatabase
instance.
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6.2.3.3 Content Source
In this G
GUI sectionn, the feature class of city objectss and their origin (verssioning info
ormation
and geoographic bouunding box)) should be specified.
Featuree Classes

City obbjects of thhe selected feature claass(es) willl be exportted. Click on the ediit button
(markedd by 1 in Figgure 130) to
o insert or rremove a feaature class.
Version
ning

Oracle'ss Workspacce Manager enables stooring of diffferent versiions of the database as named
workspaaces. The exxport process will use tthe specifieed workspacce.
If versioon managem
ment is disaabled or the current staate of the daatabase shouuld be expo
orted, the
default w
workspace name LIVE
E must be enntered and the
t timestam
mp field muust remain empty.
Unfortuunately, as PostgreSQL
P
L does not oofficially offfer any equiivalent facillity like Wo
orkspace
Manageer, the corrresponding elements in the graaphical useer interfacee will be disabled
whenevver the PostggreSQL/PosstGIS databbase instancee is connectted.

1
2

Figure 130: Click onn the edit butto
on (marked byy 1) to add or remove a City
yGML featuree class from th
he list of
features classes (mark
ked by 2).

Boundiing Box

Use thee bounding box section
n to select an area of interest from which thhe selected features
containeed should be
b exported
d. Insert low
wer left and
d upper righ
ht coordinattes of the bounding
b
box or cclick on thee map butto
on to select the area fro
om a map. Please referr to [Chapter 5.2.2]
for more details onn the differen
nt options ffor specifyin
ng a bounding box.
6.2.3.4 Output
It is posssible to expport the datta in a CSV
V or XLSX file
f on the local
l
compuuter, or direectly into
an onlinne spreadsheeet hosted in
n a cloud seervice.
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CSV/XL
LSX File

A CSV//XLSX filee is supported by mostt spreadsheet applications. It can be easily imported
i
into a loocal spreadssheet processsing prograam like Miccrosoft Exceel and Openn Office Callc or to a
web bassed online spreadsheet
s
service likee Google Do
ocs.
Click onn the CSV File or XLSX file radiio button, and
a write an
n output fille path or select
s
an
output ffile by clickking on the Browse buutton. It is also
a
possiblle to specify
fy another separator
s
characteer(s) insteadd of commaa (default) ffor CSV file. Write an
ny arbitrary separator phrase
p
or
click onn the edit buutton (markeed by 1 in F
Figure 131) to select it from
f
a list.

1

Figure 131: Click onn the CSV Filee radio button and write any
y output file paath or click onn the Browse button
b
to
k on the edit bu
utton (markedd by 1) and select one
select aan output file. Type the separator charactter (s) or click
from a list.

Note:

Starting frrom April 2015, the earrlier version
ns of the SP
PSHG pluginn are no lon
nger able
to directlyy upload the exported data to thee Google clloud servicee, since thee Google
OAuth 1.00 API on which
w
the S
SPSHG plug
gin relies has
h been depprecated an
nd is not
supported by Googlle any mo re. Therefo
ore, starting
g from veersion 3.3.0
0 of the
3DCityDB
B, the functtionality “D
Directly into
o the Cloud
d” has beenn removed from
f
the
SPSHG pllugin, and you
y need too to manuallly upload the generateed CSV/XL
LSX files
to the clouud.

Examp
ple: Uploading XL
LSX file too Google Fusion
F
Ta
able
Here is a step-by-sstep guide for
f uploadinng a XLSX file to the Google
G
Fussion Tables which a
cloud-based web appplication th
hat allows ffor storing, showing, an
nd sharing llarge data taables.
Openn a web broowser (you can use, foor example,, Google Ch
hrome or M
Mozilla Fireefox, but
we recoommend noot to use Microsoft
M
Intternet Explorer) and type
t
the folllowing add
dress into
the addrress bar.
https://w
www.googlee.com/fusio
ontables/datta?dsrcid=iimplicit
When yyou go to thiis page, you
u will be askked to log in
n by using your
y
Googlee account.
Enterr your Emaail address and
a the passsword of yo
our Google account
a
intoo the corressponding
input fieelds
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After loogging in, ann Import new table diaalog window will be displayed
d
likke in the screenshot
below:

Clickk the Choosse File butto
on to open a file selectiion window
w
Navvigate to thhe system path
p
of yoour created Excel file and selectt it. The fo
ollowing
screenshhot show ann example Excel
E
file.

Afterr selecting the
t Excel fille, click thee Next butto
on to continu
ue
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The conntents of thhe selected table is ddisplayed in
n the dialog
g window ((see the screenshot
below)

Brieffly check thhe table conttents again aand then cliick the Nextt button
In thee following dialog win
ndow (see thhe screensho
ot below), enter
e
a tablee name (for example
“Berlin__Buildings__Attributes””) into the innput field Table
T
name and click thhe Finish bu
utton
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Now, yyour Excel file has beeen success fully uploaaded to the Google Clloud Servicce and a
Google Fusion Tabble instance has been crreated (see the
t screensh
hot below).

We wouuld like to share our created
c
onliine spreadsheet with other
o
peoplee. Here we need to
change the sharing settings of the Googlee Fusion Tab
ble by comp
pleting the ffollowing stteps:
Chooose the File  Share…
… from the m
menu bar att the top of the
t online sspreadsheet window

In the S
Sharing setttings window, click on Change… button (seee the screensshot below))
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In thee Link sharring window
w (see the fi
figure below
w), choose th
he second raadio button On –
Anyonee with the liink
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Clickk the Save button
b
to sav
ve the settinngs and closse the share settings wiindow
Now, thhe spreadshheet is being
g shared andd can be acccessed by anybody
a
whho has its URL
U
that
can be easily obtaained from the
t addresss bar of thee web brow
wser (markedd in the screenshot
below). With this URL
U
and th
he first coluumn (GMLID) in the table,
t
the atttribute info
ormation
stored in the spreaadsheet are able to be queried and
d displayed on the 3D
DCityDB-Weeb-MapClient w
when a city object is cliicked on (seee chapter 8 for more details).
d
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7 W
Web Fea
ature Service
S
e
The OG
GC Web Feature Service Interfacee Standard (WFS) provides a stanndardized and
a open
interface for requesting geogrraphic featur
ures across the
t web using platform
m-independeent calls.
Rather than sharinng geograph
hic informaation at the file level, for exampple, the WF
FS offers
g
iinformation
n at the featture and feaature properrty level.
direct fiine-grained access to geographic
Web feaature servicces allow cliients to onlyy retrieve or
o modify th
he data theyy are seekin
ng, rather
than retrrieving a fille that contaains the dataa they are seeking and possibly muuch more.
The 3D
D City Databbase offers a Web Feaature Servicce interface allowing w
web-based access
a
to
the 3D city objectss stored in the
t databasse. WFS clients can dirrectly conne
nect to this interface
i
oses. Thus, users of thee 3D City Database
D
and retrrieve 3D coontent for a wide varietty of purpo
are no loonger limiteed to using the Importeer/Exporter tool for datta retrieval. The WFS interface
i
is platfoorm-indepenndent and database-ind
d
dependent, and therefo
ore can be eeasily used to build
CityGM
ML-aware appplications.
The 3D
D City Dataabase WFS interface i s implemen
nted against the latest version 2.0 of the
OGC W
Web Featuree Service standard (OG
GC Doc. No
o. 09-025r2
2) and hencee is compliiant with
ISO 199142:2010. Previous versions
v
of the WFS standard arre not suppported thou
ugh. The
implem
mentation cuurrently satisfies the Siimple WFS conforman
nce class. T
The develop
pment of
the WFS
S is led by the compan
ny virtualcittySYSTEMS
S GmbH, Beerlin, whichh offers an extended
e
version of the WFS
S with addittional functtionalities th
hat go beyo
ond the Simpple WFS claass (e.g.,
thematicc and spatiaal filter cap
pabilities annd transaction support)). This addiitional funcctionality
may be fed back too the open so
ource projecct in future releases.
The 3D Citty Databasee Web Feaature Servicce is free ssoftware un
T
nder the
A
Apache
Liceense, Versioon 2.0. See the LICEN
NSE.txt fiile shipped with the
F a copy of the Ap
pache Licen
nse, Versioon 2.0, pleaase visit
softwaree for moree details. For
http://w
www.apachee.org/licensees/.

7.1 S
System require
ements
The 3D
D City Dataabase WFS is implem
mented as Java
J
web application
ap
based on the
t Java
Servlet technologyy. It thereforre must be run in a Jav
va servlet container
c
onn a web server. The
followinng minimum
m software requiremen
r
nts have to be
b met:



Java servlet
s
conttainer suppporting the Java
J
Servleet 3.1 / 3.0 sspecification
n
Java 8 Runtime Environmen
E
nt (Java 7 orr earlier verrsions are noot supported
d)

The WF
FS implemeentation hass been succcessfully deeployed and
d tested on Apache To
omcat 8
(http://toomcat.apache.org/). Th
his is also thhe recommeended servlet containerr. Apache Tomcat
T
7
is also ssupported, whereas
w
any
y previous vversion of th
he Apache Tomcat
T
servver will not work.
Note:

Neither Jaava nor a servlet contaainer are part of the WFS
W distribbution pack
kage and
therefore must be properly
p
insstalled and configured
d before deeploying th
he WFS.
Please reffer to the documentaation of yo
our favoritee servlet ccontainer for
fo more
informatioon.
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Hardware requirements for the web server running the WFS depend on the intended use and
number of concurrent accesses. There are no minimum requirements to be met, so make sure
your system setup meets your needs. Also note that the WFS does not provide its own
security layer (e.g., to limit access to specific networks or users). So it is your responsibility
to take any reasonable physical, technical and administrative measures to secure the WFS
service and the access to the 3D City Database.
WFS clients connecting to the WFS interface of the 3D City Database must support the OGC
WFS standard version 2.0. Moreover, they must be capable of consuming 3D data encoded in
CityGML, which is delivered by the WFS server.

7.2 Installation
The 3D City Database WFS is shipped as a Java WAR (web archive) file. Please download
the WFS distribution package from http://www.3dcitydb.org/. Besides the WAR file, the
distribution package also contains Java libraries that render mandatory dependencies for the
WFS service and that must be installed as shared libraries in your servlet container.
Note:

Alternatively, you may build your own WAR file from the source code provided on
GitHub (https://github.com/3dcitydb/web-feature-service). This requires that you are
experienced in building Java web applications from source. No further
documentation is provided here.

Please follow the following installation steps:
Step 1: Install and properly configure your Java servlet container.
Please refer to the documentation of your servlet container for hints on installation and
configuration. Make sure that the servlet container uses Java 8 (or higher) for running web
applications.
Step 2: Install the mandatory JAR libraries in your servlet container.
The WFS service requires mandatory JAR libraries to be available in the servlet container.
This mainly comprises JDBC libraries for connecting to the database system running the 3D
City Database instance. The libraries are shipped with the distribution package. The list of
libraries will look similar to this:




ojdbc7.jar (Oracle JDBC driver)
postgresql-9.4.1209.jar (PostgreSQL JDBC driver)
postgis-jdbc-2.2.1.jar (PostGIS JDBC extension)

The libraries have to be installed as shared libs or common libs (terminology may differ) in
your servlet container. For Apache Tomcat 7 (or higher), this simply means placing the JAR
files into the lib folder of the Tomcat installation directory. Afterwards, you need to restart
Tomcat. Please refer to the documentation of your servlet container for more information.
Step 3: Deploy the WFS WAR file on your servlet container.
If your servlet container is correctly set up and configured, simply deploy the WAR file in
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order to install the WFS web service. Again, the way how to deploy a WAR file varies for
different servlet containers. For Apache Tomcat servers, copy the WAR file into the
webapps folder, which, per default, is located in the installation directory of the Apache
Tomcat server. This will automatically deploy the application. Alternatively, use the webbased Tomcat manager application to deploy WAR files on the server. The manager
application is included in a default installation. For more information on deploying WAR files
on Tomcat or different servlet containers, please refer to the corresponding documentation
material.
Note:

If you use the automatic deployment feature of Tomcat as described above, the name
of the WAR file will be used as context path in the URL for accessing the
application. For example, if the WFS WAR file is named citydb-wfs.war, then
the
context
path
of
the
WFS
service
will
be
http://[host][:port]/citydb-wfs/. To pick a different context path,
simply rename the WAR file or change Tomcat’s default behavior.

Step 4: Configure your servlet container.
Make sure that your servlet container has enough memory assigned (heap space ~ 1GB or
more).
Note: You may, for instance, use the Java command-line option -Xmx for this purpose.
Step 5: Configure the WFS service.
As a last step, the WFS has to be configured to meet your needs. For instance, this includes
providing connection details for the 3D City Database instance and the definition of the
feature types that shall be served through the interface. These settings have to be manually
edited in the configuration file config.xml of the service. A graphical user dialog will be
developed for a future release. Please check the next chapter for how to configure the WFS.
Note:

Changes to the config.xml file typically require a reload or restart of the WFS
web application (a restart of the servlet container itself is, of course, not required).
Please check to documentation of your favorite servlet container for how to do so. In
case of Apache Tomcat, you can simply use the manager application to reload web
applications.

7.3 Configuring the Web Feature Service
After deploying but before using the WFS service, you need to edit the config.xml file to
make the service run properly. The config.xml file is located in the WEB-INF directory of
the WFS web application. If you use Apache Tomcat, WEB-INF is a subfolder of the
application folder, which is generally named after the WAR file and itself is a subfolder of the
webapps folder in the Tomcat installation directory. This may be different if you use another
servlet container.
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For exaample, assuume that thee WFS webb applicatio
on was deplloyed under
er the conteext name
citydb
b-wfs. Thhen the locaation of thee WEB-INF
F folder an
nd the conf
fig.xml file in a
default A
Apache Tom
mcat installlation is shoown below.

Figgure 132: Loccation of the W
WEB-INF fold
der and the co
onfig.xml ffile.

Open thhe config
g.xml file with
w a text or XML ed
ditor of your choice annd manually
y edit the
settings. An XML Schema forr validating the contentts of the config.xml
l file is pro
ovided as
file con
nfig.xsd
d in the sub
bfolder sch
hemas. Aftter every edit
e to the c
config.x
xml file,
make ssure that thhe config.
.xml file vvalidates against
a
thiss schema bbefore reloaading the
WFS web applicatiion. Otherw
wise, the appplication miight refuse to
t load or uunexpected behavior
b
may occcur.
In the c
config.x
xml file, th
he WFS seettings are organized into
i
the maain XML elements
e
<capab
bilities
s>, <featureTypes
s>, <oper
rations>,, <databa
ase>, <se
erver>,
<uidCa
ache>, <s
security>
>, and <lo
ogging>. The
T discussion of the ssettings folllows this
organizaation in the subsequentt clauses.

7.3.1 Database setting
gs
The daatabase setttings definee the connnection para
ameters for connectinng to the 3D
3 City
Databasse instance the WFS seervice shoulld give acceess to. The contents off the <data
abase>
elementt are shown below.
<databaase>
<connection
initialSize="10"
maxA
Active="100""
maxIdle="50"
minId
dle="0"
suspeectTimeout=="60"
timeB
BetweenEvicctionRunsMillis="30000"
minEEvictableIdleTTimeMillis="60000">
<desccription/>
<typee>PostGIS</ttype>
<servver/>
<portt>5432</porrt>
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<sid/>
<user/>
<password/>
</connection>
</database>
Listing 1: Database settings in the WFS config.xml file.

Provide the type of the database (Oracle or PostGIS), the server name (network name or IP
address) and port number (default: 1521 for Oracle; 5432 for PostgreSQL) of the database
server, the sid (when using Oracle, enter the database SID or service name; for PostgreSQL
enter the database name), and the user and password of the database user. You can
copy&paste these settings from the config file of the Importer/Exporter. The description is
optional and can be left empty.
In addition to these minimum settings, the <connection> element takes optional attributes
that let you configure the use of physical connections to the database server. This is especially
important for production servers and if more than one WFS service connects to the same
database server (in this case, you should also carefully configure the database itself). The
attributes together with their meaning are described in the following table.
Attribute
initialSize

maxActive

maxIdle

minIdle

maxWait

testOnBorrow

testOnReturn

Description
(int) the initial number of physical connections that are
created when the database connection is established
(default: 10).
(int) The maximum number of active connections to the
database that can be allocated at the same time (default:
100). NOTE – make sure your database is configured to
handle this number of parallel active connections.
(int) The maximum number of connections that should be
kept active at all times (default: 50). Idle connections are
checked periodically (if enabled) and connections that have
been idle for longer than minEvictableIdleTimeMillis will
be released. (also see testWhileIdle)
(int) The minimum number of established connections that
should be kept active at all times (default: 0). The connection
pool can shrink below this number if validation queries fail.
(also see testWhileIdle)
(int) The maximum number of milliseconds that the service
will wait (when there are no available connections) for a
connection before throwing an exception (default: 30000, i.e.
30 seconds).
(boolean) The indication of whether connections will be
validated before being used by the service. If the connections
fails to validate, it will be dropped, and the service will attempt
to borrow another (default: false). NOTE - for a true value to
have any effect, the validationQuery parameter must be
set to a non-null string. In order to have a more efficient
validation, see validationInterval.
(boolean) The indication of whether connections will be
validated before being returned to the internal connection
pool (default: false). NOTE - for a true value to have any
effect, the validationQuery parameter must be set to a
non-null string.
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(boolean) The indication of whether connections will be
validated by the idle connections evictor (if any). If a
connections fails to validate, it will be dropped (default: false).
testWhileIdle
NOTE - for a true value to have any effect, the
validationQuery parameter must be set to a non-null
string.
(String) The SQL query that will be used to validate
connections. If specified, this query does not have to return
validationQuery
any data (default: null). Example values are “select 1 from
dual” (Oracle) or “select 1” (PostgreSQL).
(String) The name of a class which implements the
org.apache.tomcat.jdbc.pool.Validator interface and
provides a no-arg constructor (may be implicit). If specified,
the class will be used to instead of any validation query to
validationClassName
validate connections (default: null). NOTE – for a non-null
value to have any effect, the class has to be implemented by
you as part of the source code of the WFS service. Use with
care.
(int) The number of milliseconds to sleep between runs of the
idle connection validation/cleaner. This value should not be
timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis set under 1 second. It dictates how often we check for idle,
abandoned connections, and how often we validate idle
connections (default: 30000, i.e. 30 seconds).
(int) The minimum amount of time a connection may be idle
minEvictableIdleTimeMillis
before it is eligible for eviction (default: 60000, i.e. 60
seconds).
(boolean) Flag to remove abandoned connections if they
exceed the removeAbandonedTimout. If set to true a
connection is considered abandoned and eligible for removal
removeAbandoned
if it has been in use longer than the
removeAbandonedTimeout See also logAbandoned (default:
false).
(int) Timeout in seconds before an abandoned (in use)
removeAbandonedTimeout
connection can be removed (default: 60, i.e. 60 seconds).
The value should be set to the longest running query.
(boolean) Flag to log stack traces for application code which
logAbandoned
abandoned a connection. NOTE - this adds overhead for
every connection borrow (default: false).
(String) The connection properties that will be sent to the
JDBC driver when establishing new connections. Format of
the string must be [propertyName=property;]* NOTE connectionProperties
The "user" and "password" properties will be passed
explicitly, so they do not need to be included here (default:
null).
(String) A custom query to be run when a connection is first
initSQL
created (default: null).
(long) To avoid excess validation, only run validation at most
at this frequency - time in milliseconds. If a connection is due
validationInterval
for validation, but has been validated previously within this
interval, it will not be validated again (default: 30000, i.e. 30
seconds).
(boolean) Register the internal connection pool with JMX or
jmxEnabled
not (default: true).
(boolean) Set to true if connection requests should be treated
fairQueue
fairly in a true FIFO fashion (default: true)
(int) Connections that have been abandoned (timed out) will
not get closed and reported up unless the number of
abandonWhenPercentageFull
connections in use are above the percentage defined by
abandonWhenPercentageFull. The value should be
between 0-100 (default: 0, which implies that connections are
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eligiblle for closure
e as soon as removeAbanndonedTimeout
has b een reached
d).
(long)) Time in milliseconds to keep connecctions alive. When
W
a con nection is returned to the
e internal poool, it will be checked
c
wheth
her now ‐ ti
ime‐when‐connected > maxAge has been
reach ed, and if so
o, the connec
ction is closeed (default: 0, which
implie
es that conne
ections will be left open aand no age check
will be
e done).
(int) T
Timeout value
e in seconds
s (default: 0)..
Tab
ble 26: Optionnal database co
onnection setttings.

7.3.2 C
Capabilities settings
The cappabilities seettings defin
ne the conteents of the capabilitiess documentt that is retu
urned by
the WFS service upon
u
a GetC
Capabili
ities requ
uest. In gen
neral, the W
WFS implem
mentation
supportss two ways for generatting the capaabilities doccument:
1. D
Dynamic generation.
g
The capabbilities docu
ument is geenerated dyn
ynamically from
f
the
ccontents off the confi
ig.xml filee at requestt time. Only
y optional seervice metadata has
tto be explicitly speciffied by the user in thiis case, whereas all otther section
ns of the
ccapabilitiess document are populaated automaatically from
m the conf
fig.xml file. For
eexample, thhe set of feature
f
typees advertiseed in the <wfs:Fea
<
atureType
eList>
ssection is derived
d
from
m the conteent of the <feature
<
eTypes> eelement (cf. chapter
77.3.3). Dynnamic generaation is the default and
d recommended way.
2. S
Static geneeration. Th
he capabiliities docum
ment is stored in a loocal file, which
w
is
rreturned “as is” by thee WFS serviice. Note th
hat settings in the conf
fig.xml file may
eeasily deviaate from the values inn a static cap
apabilities document.
d
W
When choosing this
ooption, youu have to make
m
sure thhat the statiic capabilitties documeent conform
ms to the
2
W
WFS XML Schema deefinition. N
No check is carried
c
out by
b the WFSS implemen
ntation.

If the capabilities document shall
s
be gennerated in a static way
y, then the config.x
xml file
must ccontain a <capabil
<
ities> nnode with a <stati
icDocumen
nt> child element
whose vvalue shall be an absolute path ppointing to the
t local XM
ML file storring the cap
pabilities
documeent.
<capab
bilities>
<staticcDocument>>path/to/the
e/capabilitiess.xml</staticcDocument>
</capab
bilities>
Listin
ng 2: Specifying a static caapabilities doccument in the config.xml
c
ml file.

Note:

A web appplication typ
pically has limited acccess to the fiile system ffor security reasons.
Thus, makke sure that the XML ffile is accessible for thee WFS webb application
n. Check
the docum
mentation off your servleet containerr for details.

taticDocu
ument> chhild node, th
he <capab
bilities>
> element may
m also
Instead of the <st
contain a <owsMet
tadata> element
e
as cchild that alllows for sp
pecifying seervice metad
data (see
2

http://scchemas.opengis.net/wfs/2.0/wfs.xsd
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the exam
mple listingg below). Th
he metadataa is copied to
t the capab
bilities docuument “as iss”. Thus,
the WF
FS implemeentation neiither perforrms a consiistency check nor valiidates the provided
p
metadatta.
<capab
bilities>
<owsM
Metadata>
<owss:ServiceIden
ntification>
<ow
ws:Title>3DCiityDB Web Feature Servi ce</ows:Title>
<ow
ws:ServiceTyp
pe>WFS</ow
ws:ServiceTyype>
<ow
ws:ServiceTyp
peVersion>2.0.0</ows:SeerviceTypeV
Version>
<ow
ws:ServiceTyp
peVersion>2.0.2</ows:SeerviceTypeV
Version>
</ow
ws:ServiceIdeentification>
<owss:ServiceProvvider>
<ow
ws:ProviderName/>
<ow
ws:ServiceContact/>
</ow
ws:ServicePro
ovider>
</owssMetadata>
</capab
bilities>
L
Listing
3: Serrvice metadataa settings in th
he WFS conf
fig.xml filee.

Service metadata comprises,
c
for exampl e, informattion about the service itself that might
m
be
useful inn machine-to-machine communiccation or forr display to a human. SSuch inform
mation is
announcced throughh the <ows:
:Service
eIdentifi
ikation>
> child elem
ment. In conttrast, the
child eleement <ows:Servic
ceProvid
der> contaiins informattion about tthe service provider
p
such as contact information. Please refeer to the OG
GC Web Seervices Com
mmon Speccification
(OGC 006-121r3:20009) to gett an overviiew of the supported metadata fields that may be
includedd in the cappabilities do
ocument andd therefore can
c be specified in <ow
wsMetada
ata>.
Note:

Service metadata
m
is optional aand thereforre does not have to bbe included
d in the
config.xml file. Simply
S
provvide no con
ntent for thee <capabi
ilities> element
or omit it completely
y. In both ccases, the ca
apabilities document
d
w
will neverth
heless be
generated dynamicallly.

7.3.3 Feature type setttings
With the feature typ
ype settings, you can coontrol which
h feature typ
pes can be qqueried from
m the 3D
d through tthe WFS in
nterface. Ev
very featuree type that shall be
City Daatabase andd are served
advertissed to a client must be explicitly
e
liisted in the config.x
c
xml file.
An exam
mple of the correspond
ding <feat
tureTypes> XML ellement is shhown below
w. In this
examplee, both buildding and ro
oad objects aare availablle from the WFS
W servicce.
<featurreTypes>
<featu
ureType>
<nam
me>Building<</name>
<owss:WGS84Bou
undingBox>
<ow
ws:LowerCorn
ner>‐180 ‐90
0</ows:LoweerCorner>
<ow
ws:UpperCorner>180 90<
</ows:UpperrCorner>
</ow
ws:WGS84BoundingBox>
</feattureType>
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<featu
ureType>
<nam
me>Road</naame>
<owss:WGS84Bou
undingBox>
<ow
ws:LowerCorn
ner>‐180 ‐90
0</ows:LoweerCorner>
<ow
ws:UpperCorner>180 90<
</ows:UpperrCorner>
</ow
ws:WGS84BoundingBox>
</feattureType>
<version isDefault="true">2.0<
</version>
<version>1.0</verrsion>
</featu
ureTypes>
Listing 4: Ad
dvertised featuure types in th
he WFS conf
fig.xml filee.

The <featureTy
ypes> elem
ment contaiins one <fe
eatureTy
ype> node per featuree type to
be adveertised. The feature typ
pe is specifi ed through the mandattory name pproperty, which can
only takke values from
f
a fixeed list thatt enumeratees the names of the C
CityGML top-level
t
featuress (cf. conf
fig.xsd schema
s
file)). In additio
on, the geo
ographic reggion covereed by all
instancees of this feature type in the 3 D City Daatabase can
n optionallyy be annou
unced as
boundinng box (low
wer left and upper rightt corner). The
T coordin
nate values hhave to be given in
WGS 844.
Note:

The bounnding box is not autoomatically checked ag
gainst or ccomputed from
f
the
database, but
b rather copied to thee WFS capa
abilities doccument “as is”.

Besidess the list of advertised
a
feature
f
typees, also the CityGML
C
version
v
to bee used for encoding
e
featuress in a responnse to a clieent’s requesst has to bee specified. Use the <v
version> element
for this purpose, which
w
takes either 2.0
0 (for CityG
GML 2.0) or 1.0 (foor CityGML
L 1.0) as
value. IIf both versions shall be
b supportedd, simply use
u two <ve
ersion> eelements. However,
H
in this case, you should
s
defiine the defa
fault version
n to be useed by the W
WFS by settting the
ault attribbute to truee on one off the elements (otherw
wise, CityGM
ML 2.0 willl be the
isDefa
default)).

7.3.4 O
Operatio
ons settin
ngs
The opeerations setttings are used to definee the operation-specificc behavior oof the WFS..
<operations>
<useXMLValidation>true</use
eXMLValidatiion>
<GetFeature>
<outp
putFormat>aapplication/ggml+xml; verrsion=3.1</o
outputForma
at>
<outp
putFormat>G
GML3.1+GZIP</outputFoormat>
</GetFFeature>
</operaations>
Listing 5: Operations seettings in the WFS
W config
g.xml file.

When ssetting the <useXML
LValidati
ion> chiild elementt to true, all XML encoded
operatioon requests sent to the WFS are ffirst validatted against the WFS an
and CityGM
ML XML
schemass. Requestss that violatte the scheemas are no
ot processed
d but insteaad a corressponding
error m
message is sent back to the cliient. Although XML validation might tak
ke some
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millisecconds, it is highly
h
reco
ommended to always set
s this option to true tto avoid uneexpected
failures due to XM
ML issues.
o the WFS interface, thhe only operration that can
c be furthher configurred is the
With thiis version of
<GetFe
eature> operation.
o
You
Y can acttually choosse the availaable output fformats thaat can be
used in encoding thhe responsee to the clieent. The vallue “applica
ation/gml+xxml; version
n=3.1” is
the defaault and baasically meaans that thee response to
t a GetFea
ature operaation will be purely
XML-enncoded (usiing CityGM
ML as encodding formatt with the version
v
speccified in thee feature
type settings, cf. chapter 7.3
3.3). In adddition, the WFS can
n advertise the outputt format
“GML3.11+GZIP”. Inn this case, the responnse is addiitionally co
ompressed uusing GZIP
P. Since
CityGM
ML data quiickly grows in size, ann additional GZIP com
mpression heelps in redu
ucing the
amount of data to be sent over the netw
work. So it is strongly
y recommennded that the
t WFS
offers thhis additionnal output fo
ormat.
Note:

The WFS
S can only
y advertise the differrent outputt formats iin the cap
pabilities
document. It is up to the client thhough to acctually choo
ose one of thhese outputt formats
when requuesting featu
ure data from
m the WFS
S.

7.3.5 S
Server settings
s
Server-sspecific setttings are av
vailable thro
rough the <server> element in the confi
ig.xml
file.
<serverr>
<exterrnalServiceURL>http://yo
ourserver.orrg/citydb‐wfss</externalServiceURL>
<maxP
ParallelRequests>30</ma
axParallelRe quests>
<waitTTimeout>60<</waitTimeo
out>
<enab
bleCORS>truee</enableCO
ORS>
</serveer>
Listing 6:
6 Server settiings in the WF
FS config.xml file.

The external servicce URL of the
t WFS cann be denoteed using thee <extern
nalServic
ceURL>
elementt. The URL
L should incclude the prrotocol (typ
pically http or https), thhe server name and
the full context paath where the
t service is availablee for clientts. Also annnounce the port on
which tthe service listens if it is not e qual to thee default port associatted with th
he given
protocol.
Note:

The servicce URL is not
n configu
ured throug
gh <exter
rnalServi
iceURL>. It rather
follows froom your serrvlet contaiiner settingss and netwo
ork access seettings (e.g., if your
servlet conntainer is beehind a reveerse proxy). The <ext
ternalSer
rviceURL
L> value
is only useed in the cap
pabilities ddocument an
nd thus anno
ounced to a client. Mosst clients
rely on thhe service URL
U
in the capabilitiess document and will seend requestts to this
URL. So make sure that the W
WFS is availlable at the <extern
nalServic
ceURL>
provided in
i the conf
fig.xml.

The <m
maxParall
lelRequests> valuue defines how many reequests willl be handleed by the
WFS seervice at the same tim
me (default: 30). If the number off parallel reequests exceeds the
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given limit, then neew requestss are blockeed until activ
ve requests have been fully processed and
the totall number off active requ
uests has falllen below the
t limit.
Note:

Every WF
FS can onlly open a maximum number off physical connections to the
database system
s
run
nning the 3 D City Daatabase insttance. This upper lim
mit is set
through thhe maxAct
tive attribbute on thee <connec
ction> ellement (cf. chapter
7.3.1). Sinnce every request
r
mayy use more than one connection,
c
make sure that the
total num
mber of parrallel requeests is bellow the maximum nuumber of physical
connectionns.

In case an incominng request iss blocked beecause the maximum
m
number
n
of pparallel requ
uests has
been reaached, the <waitTim
<
meout> opption lets yo
ou specify the
t maximuum time in seconds
the WFS service waits
w
for a free requesst slot beforre sending an error meessage to th
he client
(defaultt: 60 secondds).
The flagg <enable
eCORS> (deefault: true)) allows forr enabling Cross-Origin
C
n Resource Sharing
(CORS)). Usually, the Same-Origin-Pollicy (SOP) forbids a client to send Crosss-Origin
requestss. If CORS is enabled, the WFS sserver sendss the HTTP
P header Ac
ccess-Con
ntrolAllow-Origin with
w the vallue * in the response.

7.3.6 C
Cache se
ettings
When eexporting data,
d
the WFS
W
has to keep track
k of variou
us temporarry informattion. For
instancee, when resoolving XLin
nks, the gm
ml:id values as well as
a additionaal informatio
on about
the relaated featurees and geom
metries muust be available. This informatioon is kept in main
memoryy for perforrmance. How
wever, wheen memory limits are reached, thee cache is written
w
to
temporaary tables inn the databaase.
Per defaault, temporary tables are createdd in the 3D City Datab
base instancce itself. Th
he tables
are populated durinng the expo
ort operatioon and are automatical
a
ly dropped after the operation
o
ble through the <uidC
Cache> eleement let
has finisshed. Alternnatively, thee cache setttings availab
a user choose to stoore the temp
porary inforrmation in the
t local filee system insstead.
<uidCacche>
<modee>local</mo
ode>
</uidCaache>
Listing 7: Cache settiings in the WF
FS config.xml file.

The <m
mode> propperty allow
ws for swittching betw
ween databa
ase cache ((default) an
nd local
cache. S
Some reasonns for using
g a local, filee-based storrage are:



T
The 3D Cityy Database instance is kept clean from any ad
dditional (teemporary) table.
IIf the Importer/Exporrter runs onn a differeent machinee than the 3D City Database
D
iinstance, seending tem
mporary infoormation ov
ver the netw
work mighht be slow. In such
ccases, usingg a local sto
orage might help to incrrease perforrmance.
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7.3.7 S
Security
y settings
s
The co
onfig.xml
l provides some simpple security
y-related setttings with the <secu
urity>
elementt.
<security>
<maxFFeatureCoun
nt>10</maxFFeatureCounnt>
<stripG
Geometry>faalse</stripGeometry>
</securrity>
Listing 8:
8 Security sett
ttings in the WFS
W config.
.xml file.

The <m
maxFeatur
reCount>
> property rrestricts the number off city objectts to be retu
urned by
the WFS to the useer-defined value,
v
even if the requeest is satisfi
fied by moree city objeccts in the
3D Cityy Database. The default behavior is to return
n all city ob
bjects match
ching a requ
uest. If a
maximuum count liimit is defined, then tthis limit iss automatically advertiised in the server’s
capabiliities docum
ment using th
he CountDef
efault constrraint (given
n that the cap
apabilities document
is createed dynamically).
When ssetting <str
ripGeome
etry> to tr
true (default: false), the WFS willl remove alll spatial
propertiies from a city
c object before
b
returnning the city
y object to the
t client. SSo the clientt will not
receive any geomettry values.
Note:

The securrity settings in config
g.xml do not replacee a real secu
curity layer on user,
database or network
k level. Soo it is you
ur responsib
bility to taake any reaasonable
physical, technical
t
an
nd administtrative meaasures to secure the W
WFS service and the
access to the
t 3D City
y Database.

7.3.8 Logging settings
s
The WF
FS service logs messaages and errrors that occcur during operationss to a dediccated log
file. Enttries in the log
l file are associated w
with a timestamp, the severity
s
of tthe event an
nd the IP
address of the cllient (if av
vailable). P
Per defaultt, the log is stored in the filee WEBINF/wf
fs.log within
w
the ap
pplication foolder of the WFS web application.
a
.
The <logging> element in the confi
ig.xml fille is used to
t adapt theese default settings.
<
chhild elementt lets you ch
hange the seeverity leveel for log
The attrribute logLeevel on the <file>
messagees to debugg, info, warrn, or erroor (default: info). Add
ditionally, yyou can pro
ovide an
alternatiive absolutee path and filename
f
whhere to storee the log meessages.
Note:

A web appplication typ
pically has limited acccess to the fiile system ffor security reasons.
Thus, makke sure thatt the log fille is accessiible for the WFS web application
n. Check
the docum
mentation off your servleet containerr for details.

If you w
want log messages
m
to be additionnally printed
d to the con
nsole, then simply incclude the
<conso
ole> childd element as well. Thhe <conso
ole> elem
ment also pprovides a logLevel
attributee to define the
t severity level.
<logging>
<conso
ole logLevel=="info"/>
<file lo
ogLevel="info
o">
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<fileN
Name>path//to/your/wfss.log</fileNam
me>
</file>>
</loggin
ng>
Listing 9:
9 Logging setttings in the WFS
W config.
.xml file.

Note:

Log messages are co
ontinuouslyy written to the same log
l file. Thhe WFS app
plication
does not innclude any mechanism
m to truncatee or rotate the
t log file in case the file size
grows oveer a certain limit.
l
So maake sure you configuree log rotationn on your server.

7.4 U
Using th
he Web Feature
e Servic
ce
The Weeb Feature Service iss implemennted againstt version 2.0
2 of the O
OGC Web Feature
Service Interface Standard.
S
Prrevious verssions are no
ot supported
d any more, and clientss have to
make suure to use thhis version of
o the interfface when sending requ
uests to the W
WFS servicce.
The folllowing chappters provid
de a docum
mentation off the functio
onality offeered by the 3D City
Databasse Web Feaature Service. They do not providee a general overview oor descriptio
on of the
OGC W
Web Featuree Service In
nterface Staandard itsellf. If you need
n
more ggeneral info
ormation
about W
WFS, pleasee refer to the
t WFS sppecification
n documentt instead (O
OGC Doc. No. 09025r2).

7.4.1 Basic functionality
7.4.1.1 WFS ope
erations
The OG
GC WFS 2..0 interfacee defines eleeven operaations that can
c be invooked by a client.
c
A
WFS seerver is not required to offer all opperations in order to co
onform to thhe standard but may
support a subset onnly. For thiss purpose, thhe WFS stan
ndard defines conformaance classees named
Simple WFS, Basicc WFS, Tra
ansactional WFS and Locking
L
WF
FS that grow
w in the nu
umber of
urrent vers ion of the 3D City Database
D
W
Web Feature Service
mandatoory operatioons. The cu
implem
ments the Sim
mple WFS conformanc
c
ce class. Th
hus, it is fullly OGC coonformant but
b lacks
o
confo
ormance claasses. It iss planned to
t incremenntally increease the
operatioons from other
functionnality of thee WFS in fu
uture releasees.
The folllowing tablle lists all WFS
W 2.0 opperations an
nd marks th
hose supporrted by the 3D City
Databasse WFS.
Opera
ation
GetCap
pabilities

Descri
ibeFeatureT
Type
ListSt
toredQuerie
es
Descri
ibeStoredQu
uery
GetFea
ature

Desscription
The GetCapabil
lities operration genera
ates a servicee
metadata docum
ment describiing the WFS service
prov
vided by a se
erver.
The DescribeFe
eatureType operation re
eturns a
sche
ema descripttion of the CityGML featu
ure types
offered by the W
WFS instance
e.
The ListStored
dQueries op
peration lists the stored
queries available
e at the serv
ver.
The DescribeSt
toredQueries operation
n provides
deta
ailed metada
ata about eac
ch stored que
ery expressioon
that the server o
offers.
The GetFeature
e operation returns
r
a sele
ection of
City
yGML feature
es from the 3D
3 City Datab
base using a

Supported
X

X
X
X
X
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GetPropertyValue

LockFeature

GetFeatureWithLock

CreateStoredQuery
DropStoredQuery

Transaction

query expression.
The GetPropertyValue operation allows the value of a
feature property or part of the value of a complex
feature property to be retrieved from the 3D City
Database for a set of features identified using a query
expression.
The LockFeature operation is used to expose a longterm feature locking mechanism to ensure consistency
in data manipulation operations (e.g., update or delete).
The GetFeatureWithLock operation is functionally
similar to the GetFeature operation except that in
response to a GetFeatureWithLock operation, the
WFS shall also lock the features in the result set.
A stored query may be created using the
CreateStoredQuery operation.
The DropStoredQuery operation allows previously
created stored queries to be dropped from the system.
The Transaction operation is used to describe data
transformation operations (i.e., insert, update, replace,
delete) to be applied to CityGML feature instances
under the control of the web feature service.
Table 27: Overview of supported WFS 2.0 operations.

-

-

-

-

-

7.4.1.2 Service URL
The service URL or service endpoint is the location where the 3D City Database WFS can be
accessed by a client application over a local network or the internet. This URL is typically
composed as follows:
http[s]://[host][:port]/[context_path]/wfs
The actual URL depends on the servlet container and your network configuration. Please ask
your network administrator for the protocol (typically http or https), the host name and
the port of the server. The context path is typically added to the URL by the servlet container.
Please refer to the documentation of your servlet container for more information. The last
component wfs of the URL identifies the service and makes sure that requests are routed to
the WFS service implementation.
Note:

For Apache Tomcat, the name of the WFS WAR file will be used as context path in
the service URL. For example, if the WAR file is named citydb-wfs.war, then
the service URL will be http[s]://[host][:port]/citydb-wfs/wfs. To
pick a different context path, simply rename the WAR file or change Tomcat’s
default behavior.

7.4.1.3 Service bindings
A service binding refers to the communication protocol that shall be used for exchanging
request and response messages between a WFS server and a client. The WFS 2.0 interface
standard defines HTTP GET, HTTP POST and SOAP over HTTP POST as possible service
bindings for WFS 2.0 implementations.
The 3D City Database WFS implements the HTTP POST conformance class only. Therefore,
all client requests must be encoded in XML and sent to the server using the HTTP method
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POST (using text/xml as content type). The HTTP GET method and key-value pair (KVP)
encoded WFS requests are not supported. The only exception from this rule is the
GetCapabilities operation for which the WFS service will also answer a KVP-encoded
HTTP GET request. Note that the XML content of POST messages sent to the server must be
well-formed and valid with respect to the WFS 2.0 XML Schema.3
The following table summarizes the operations and the supported service binding as offered
by the 3D City Database WFS.
Operation
GetCapabilities

Service Binding
XML over HTTP POST and KVP over HTTP GET

DescribeFeatureType
XML over HTTP POST
ListStoredQueries
XML over HTTP POST
DescribeStoredQuery
XML over HTTP POST
Table 28: Service bindings for the supported WFS 2.0 operations.

7.4.1.4 CityGML feature types
The 3D City Database WFS supports all CityGML top-level feature types, and corresponding
feature instances will be sent to the client upon request. If you want to only advertise a subset
of the CityGML feature types to clients though, you can restrict the feature types in the
config.xml settings (cf. chapter 7.3.3).
Note:

Appearance properties of CityGML features such as textures or color information are
currently not supported by the WFS implementation and thus will not be included in
a response document.

The supported CityGML feature types together with their official XML namespaces
(CityGML version 2.0 and 1.0) are listed in the table below.
Operation
Building
TransportationComplex
Road
Track
Square
Railway
CityFurniture
LandUse
WaterBody

3

http://schemas.opengis.net/wfs/2.0/wfs.xsd

Service Binding
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/building/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/building/1.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/1.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/1.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/1.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/1.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/transportation/1.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/cityfurniture/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/cityfurniture/1.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/landuse/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/landuse/1.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/waterbody/2.0
http://www.opengis.net/citygml/waterbody/1.0
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htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/vegetattion/2.0
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/vegetattion/1.0
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/vegetattion/2.0
S
SolitaryVegetationOb
bject
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/vegetattion/1.0
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/relief/2 .0
R
ReliefFeature
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/relief/1 .0
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/genericcs/2.0
G
GenericCityObject
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/genericcs/1.0
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/cityobjeectgroup/2.0
C
CityObjectGroup
htttp://www.opengis.net/citygml/cityobjeectgroup/1.0
Table 29: Supported
S
City
yGML top-levvel feature typ
pes together with their XML
L namespace.
P
PlantCover

7.4.1.5 Exceptio
on reports
s
In the event that thhe WFS enccounters an error whilee parsing or processing a request, an XML
documeent indicatinng that errorr is generateed and sent to the client as exceptiion responsee. Please
refer to the WFS 2..0 specificattion for the structure an
nd syntax of the excepttion response.

7.4.2 G
GetCapa
abilities operation
o
n
The GetCapabil
lities op
peration gennerates an XML-encod
X
ded service m
metadata do
ocument
describiing the WFS
S service prrovided by a server. Th
he capabilities documen
ent contains relevant
technicaal and non-ttechnical in
nformation aabout the seervice and its
i providerr. Its conten
nt mainly
dependss on the coonfiguration
n of the W
WFS in thee config.
.xml settinngs file (iff created
dynamiccally).
The folllowing XM
ML snippet sh
hows an XM
ML encodin
ng of a GetCapabili
ities operration.
<?xml veersion="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8"?>
<wfs:GettCapabilitiess service="W
WFS" xmlns:w
wfs="http://w
www.opengiss.net/wfs/2.00"
xmlns:xxsi="http://w
www.w3.org//2001/XMLSSchema‐instaance"
xsi:scheemaLocation
n="http://ww
ww.opengis.nnet/wfs/2.0
http://scchemas.open
ngis.net/wfs//2.0/wfs.xsdd"/>
Listing 10: Exam
mple GetCapaabilities operattion.

The decclaration off the WFS XML
X
namesspace http
p://www.o
opengis.
.net/wfs/2.0 is
mandatoory to be abble to validaate the requeest against the
t official WFS XML
L Schema deefinition.
The refference to the schem
ma locationn using thee xsi:sch
hemaLoca
ation attrribute is
howeveer optional. It is recom
mmended thoough if the XML enco
oding of thee request iss created
manuallly by the usser (and not automaticcally by a client softwaare) in ordeer to ensuree schema
validityy. Per defaullt, the WFS service willl reject invaalid requests (see chaptter 7.3.4).
The folllowing tablle shows thee XML attrributes that can be used
d in the Ge
etCapabil
lities
request and are suppported by the WFS im
mplementatio
on.
XML a
attribute
servic
ce

O / Ma

Defaault value

Descriiption

M

WF
FS (fixed)

The serv
vice attributee indicates the
service type.
t
The vallue “WFS” is
s fixed.

a

O = optional, M = mand
datory

L
Listing
11: Su
upported XML
L attributes off a GetCapabillities operationn.
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As alterrnative to XML
X
encod
ding, the Ge
etCapabi
ilities operation
o
m
may also be invoked
throughh a KVP-enccoded HTTP
P GET requuest.
http[s]://[host
t][:port
t]/[context_path
h]/wfs?r
request=
=WFS&Acc
G
GetCapabi
ilities&
&service=
ceptVersions=2.0
0.0,2.0.2
The se
ervice parrameter is also mandaatory for th
he KVP-enccoded requeest. In addition, the
Accept
tVersion
ns parameter can be uused for veersion numb
ber negotiat
ation with the WFS
server (cf. OGC Doocument No
o. 06-121r3 :2009, chap
pter 7.3.2).

7.4.3 Describe
eFeature
eType op
peration
The De
escribeFeatureTy
ype operattion returns an XML
L Schema description
n of the
CityGM
ML feature types adverrtised by thhe 3D City
y Database WFS instannce. Which
h feature
types arre offered byy the WFS is controlle d through th
he config
g.xml settiings file (cff. chapter
7.4.1.4). The XML
L Schema defines
d
the structure and
a content of the feattures (them
matic and
spatial attributes, nested feattures, etc.) as well ass the way how featurres are enccoded in
responses to GetFeature reequests.
The following exaample show
ws a valid D
DescribeF
FeatureT
Type operaation requessting the
XML Scchema definnition of thee CityGML
L 1.0 Buildin
ng feature ty
ype.
<?xml veersion="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8"?>
<wfs:DesscribeFeaturreType servicce="WFS" veersion="2.0.0
0"
xmlns:w
wfs="http://w
www.opengis.net/wfs/22.0"
xmlns:b
bldg="http:///www.openggis.net/cityg ml/building//1.0">
<wfs:TyypeName>bldg:Building<
</wfs:TypeN ame>
</wfs:DeescribeFeatu
ureType>
Listing 12: Examplle DescribeFeaatureType opeeration.

The Des
scribeFe
eatureTyp
pe operatioons takes the following
g XML attribbutes.
XML a
attribute

O / Ma

Defaault value

servic
ce

M

WF
FS (fixed)

versio
on

M

2.0.x

output
tFormat

O

applica
ation/gml+xm
ml;
verrsion=3.1

handle
e

O

Descriiption
The serv
vice attributee indicates the
service type.
t
The vallue “WFS” is
s fixed.
The vers
sion of the W
WFS Interface
e
Standard
d to be used in the
commun
nication.
Controls
s the format oof the schem
ma
description. Currentlyy, the default value
is the on
nly option andd results in a
CityGML
L / GML 3.1.11 application
n
schema..
The handle parameteer allows a client
c
to
associatte a mnemonnic name with
h the
request that will be uused in excep
ption
reports.

a

O = optional, M = mand
datory

Listting 13: Supported XML atttributes of a DescribeFeatu
D
ureType operaation.

The <w
wfs:Type
eName> ch
hild elemeent of thee Describ
beFeatur
reType operation
o
identifiees the featuure type for which the X
XML Schem
ma descripttion is reque
uested. Be careful to
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use the correct speelling of the feature typpe name (ass specified by
b the CityG
GML stand
dard) and
to assocciate the nam
me with thee correct CiityGML XM
ML namesp
pace. The <
<wfs:Type
eName>
elementt may occurr multiple times to reqquest schem
ma definition
ns of severaal feature ty
ypes in a
single D
DescribeF
FeatureT
Type operaation. If the <wfs:TypeName> element is omitted,
then thee CityGML base schem
ma is returneed by the WFS.
W

7.4.4 ListStore
edQuerie
es opera
ation
Since version 2.0 of
o the WFS
S standard, a WFS serv
ver is suppo
osed to mannage predefi
fined and
parametterized featture query expressionss (so called
d stored qu
ueries) thatt are stored
d by the
server aand that caan be repeaatedly invokked by the client usin
ng differentt parameterr values.
Stored qqueries hidee the complexity of thhe underlyin
ng query ex
xpression frrom the clieent since
all the cclient needss to know iss the uniquue identifier of the stored query ass well as th
he names
and typees of the paarameters in order to invvoke the op
peration.
The Li
istStored
dQuery op
peration is meant to provide
p
thee list of stoored queries that is
offered by the WF
FS server. The
T responsse documen
nt contains the uniquee identifier for each
stored qquery whichh can then be
b used in a subsequentt DescribeStoredQ
Query operation in
order too receive thhe details of a specificc stored queery form th
he WFS serrver. The fo
ollowing
listing ppresents an example
e
Li
istStored
dQuery op
peration.
<?xml veersion="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8"?>
<wfs:ListtStoredQuerries service=""WFS" versioon="2.0.0"
xmlns:w
wfs="http://w
www.opengis.net/wfs/22.0"/>
Listting 14: Exam
mple ListStoreedQuery operaation.

The Lis
stStored
dQuery operation mayy take the fo
ollowing XM
ML attributtes as param
meters.
XML a
attribute

O / Ma

Defaault value

servic
ce

M

WF
FS (fixed)

versio
on

M

2.0.x

handle
e

O

Descriiption
The serv
vice attributee indicates the
service type.
t
The vallue “WFS” is
s fixed.
The vers
sion of the W
WFS Interface
e
Standard
d to be used in the
commun
nication.
The handle parameteer allows a client
c
to
associatte a mnemonnic name with
h the
request that will be uused in excep
ption
reports.

a

O = optional, M = mand
datory

L
Listing
15: Sup
pported XML
L attributes of a ListStoredQ
Query operatioon.

7.4.5 Describe
eStoredQ
Query op
peration
The Des
scribeSt
toredQuery operatioon is used to
o provide th
he details off one or morre stored
queries offered by the server. The followiing listing exemplifies
e
a Descri
ibeStored
dQuery
request..
<?xml veersion="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8"?>
<wfs:DesscribeStored
dQueries servvice="WFS" vversion="2.0
0.0"
xmlns:w
wfs="http://w
www.opengis.net/wfs/22.0">
<wfs:SttoredQueryId
d>http://ww
ww.opengis.nnet/def/querry/OGC‐
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WFS/0/GetFeatureById</wfs:StoredQueryId>
</wfs:DescribeStoredQueries>
Listing 16: Example DescribeStoredQuery operation.

The <wfs:StoredQueryId> child element provides the unique identifier of the stored
query (see ListStoredQuery operation, chapter 7.4.4). By providing more than on unique
identifier through multiple <wfs:StoredQueryId> elements, the descriptions of separate
stored queries can be requested in a single DescribeStoredQuery operation. If the
<wfs:StoredQueryId> element is omitted, a description of all stored queries available at
the WFS server is returned to the client. The above request will produce a response similar to
the following listing.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8" standalone="yes"?>
<wfs:DescribeStoredQueriesResponse xmlns:fes="http://www.opengis.net/fes/2.0"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:wfs="http://www.opengis.net/wfs/2.0">
<wfs:StoredQueryDescription id="http://www.opengis.net/def/query/OGC‐
WFS/0/GetFeatureById">
<wfs:Title xml:lang="en">Get feature by identifier</wfs:Title>
<wfs:Abstract xml:lang="en">Retrieves a feature by its gml:id.</wfs:Abstract>
<wfs:Parameter name="id" type="xs:string">
<wfs:Title xml:lang="en">Identifier</wfs:Title>
<wfs:Abstract xml:lang="en">The gml:id of the feature to be retrieved.</wfs:Abstract>
</wfs:Parameter>
<wfs:QueryExpressionText returnFeatureTypes="" language="urn:ogc:def:queryLanguage:OGC‐
WFS::WFS_QueryExpression" isPrivate="false">
<wfs:Query typeNames="schema‐element(core:_CityObject)">
<fes:Filter>
<fes:ResourceId rid="${id}"/>
</fes:Filter>
</wfs:Query>
</wfs:QueryExpressionText>
</wfs:StoredQueryDescription>
</wfs:DescribeStoredQueriesResponse>
Listing 17: Example response to a DescribeStoredQuery request.

Every WFS implementation must at minimum offer the GetFeatureById stored query
having the unique identifier http://www.opengis.net/def/query/OGC-WFS/0/GetFeatureById
as shown above. This stored query takes a single parameter id of type xs:string and
returns zero or exactly one feature whose resource identifier matches the id value. For the 3D
City Database WFS, the id value is evaluated against the gml:id of each feature in the
database to find a match.
The returnFeatureTypes attribute lists the feature types that may be returned by a
stored query. Note that this string is empty for the the GetFeatureById query.
Consequently, the query will return a feature instance of all advertised feature types if its
gml:id matches. The set of advertised feature types can be influenced in the config.xml
settings file. The DescribeStoredQuery operation allows the following XML attributes.
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XML a
attribute

O / Ma

Defaault value

servic
ce

M

WF
FS (fixed)

versio
on

M

2.0.x

handle
e

O

Descriiption
The serv
vice attributee indicates the
service type.
t
The vallue “WFS” is
s fixed.
The vers
sion of the W
WFS Interface
e
Standard
d to be used in the
commun
nication.
The handle parameteer allows a client
c
to
associatte a mnemonnic name with
h the
request that will be uused in excep
ption
reports.

a

O = optional, M = mand
datory

Listting 18: Supported XML atttributes of a DescribeStore
D
dQuery operaation.

7.4.6 G
GetFeatu
ure operation
The Ge
etFeature
e operation
n lets a c lient query
y CityGML
L features from the 3D
3 City
Databasse. The Simpple WFS co
onformance class only mandates WFS
W server implementations to
support GetFeature queriees that use the predefined stored query Get
tFeatureB
ById as
query eexpression and filter criteria.
c
Foor this reasson, the currrent versioon of the 3D City
Databasse WFS handles
h
GetFeatur
reById queries
q
bu
ut no ad-hhoc queriees. The
GetFea
ature suppport will bee extended iin future relleases.
A valid GetFeatu
ure operation is show
wn below. Th
he gml:id
d of the cityy object thatt shall be
returnedd by the WF
FS is passed
d as parametter to the Ge
etFeatur
reById stoored query.
<?xml veersion="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8"?>
<wfs:GettFeature serrvice="WFS" version="2.00.0" xmlns:w
wfs="http://w
www.opengiss.net/wfs/2.0">
<wfs:SttoredQuery id="http://w
www.opengiss.net/def/que
ery/OGC‐WF
FS/0/GetFeattureById">
<wfs:P
Parameter naame="id">ID
D_0815</wfss:Parameter>
>
</wfs:SStoredQuery>
</wfs:GeetFeature>
Listing
L
19: Exxample GetFeaature operation.

The WF
FS will annswer the above
a
requeest with eiither the CityGML ciity object(s) whose
gml:id
d value mattches ID_0
0815 or witth an excepttion report in
i case no m
matching citty object
was fouund in the 3D
D City Dataabase.
A singlee GetFeat
ture operaation can alsso be used to request more
m than onne feature.
<?xml veersion="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8"?>
<wfs:GettFeature serrvice="WFS" version="2.00.0" xmlns:w
wfs="http://w
www.opengiss.net/wfs/2.0">
<wfs:SttoredQuery id="urn:ogc:d
def:query:OG
GC‐WFS::GetFeatureById
d">
<wfs:P
Parameter naame="id">firrst gml:id</w
wfs:Parameter>
</wfs:SStoredQuery>
<wfs:SttoredQuery id="urn:ogc:d
def:query:OG
GC‐WFS::GetFeatureById
d">
<wfs:P
Parameter naame="id">se
econd gml:idd</wfs:Param
meter>
</wfs:SStoredQuery>
</wfs:GeetFeature>
Lissting 20: Exam
mple GetFeatuure operation requesting forr two city objeects.
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If a GetFeature request results in more than one city objects or consists of more than one
stored query, the response will be wrapped by one or more <wfs:FeatureCollection>
elements. Please refer to the WFS 2.0 specification for details on the encoding of the response
document.
The GetFeature operation can be influenced by the following XML attributes.
XML attribute

O / Ma

Default value

service

M

WFS (fixed)

version

M

2.0.x

handle

O

outputFormat

O

application/gml+xml;
version=3.1

count

O

unlimited

resultType

O

results

Description
The service attribute indicates the
service type. The value “WFS” is fixed.
The version of the WFS Interface
Standard to be used in the
communication.
The handle parameter allows a client to
associate a mnemonic name with the
request that will be used in exception
reports.
Controls the encoding of the response.
Per default, the WFS uses CityGML /
GML 3.1.1. The outputFormat attribute
may also take the value
“GML3.1+GZIP”, in which case the
CityGML / GML 3.1.1 encoding is
additionally compressed using GZIP.
The maximum number of features to be
returned by the WFS service.
If the value of the resultType parameter
is set to "results" the server generates a
response document containing features
that satisfy the operation. If set to “hits”
the server generates an empty
response document indicating the count
of the total number of features that the
operation would return.

a

O = optional, M = mandatory

Listing 21: Supported XML attributes of a GetFeature operation.
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7.5 W
Web-bas
sed WF
FS clientt
The 3D City Databbase WFS iss shipped w
with a simplee web-based
d client thatt is mainly meant
m
to
omatically installed
i
wiith the serveer and is
test the functionality of the seerver. The cclient is auto
L (cf. chapteer 7.4.1.2 fo
or details):
availablle at the folllowing URL
http[s
s]://[ho
ost][:por
rt]/[con
ntext_path]/wfsc
client
The scrreenshot beelow showss the user iinterface of the clientt rendered in a standard web
browserr.

1

2

Figure 1333: Web-based WFS client.

The useer interfacee consists of two texxt fields. A user simp
ply enters the XML--encoded
operatioon request thhat shall bee sent to thee server into
o the upper text field nnamed WFS Request
[1]. Cliccking on thhe Send buttton forwardds the requeest to the seerver. As sooon as the response
r
documeent is receivved from thee WFS servver, it is ren
ndered in th
he lower texxt field nam
med WFS
Result.
Note:

Avoid sennding requeests throughh this clien
nt that migh
ht potentiallly result in
n a large
number off city objects containedd in the ressponse docu
ument. Otheerwise the available
a
main mem
mory of thee web brow
wser is quick
kly exhaustted when trrying to dissplay the
response document,
d
which
w
rendeers the brow
wser non-ressponsive orr might even
n lead to
a program
m crash. Yo
ou may wan
ant to use th
he count atttribute on the GetFe
eature
request inn order to limit
l
the m
maximum nu
umber of feeatures to bbe containeed in the
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response document. Alternatively, you can specify the “hits” value for the resultType
attribute in order to only receive the number of features matching your query instead
of the features themselves (cf. chapter 7.4.6).
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8 3D
DCityD
DB-Web
b-Map-C
Client
Startingg from version 3.3.0, the
t 3DCityD
DB softwarre package comes withh a new too
ol called
3DCityDB-Web-M
Map-Clientt (in this chhapter we siimply call it “3D web client”) actting as a
web-bassed front-ennd for high
h-performannce 3D visualization and
a interacctive explorration of
arbitrariily large sem
mantic 3D city
c models . The 3D web
w client haas been deveeloped baseed on the
Cesium
m Virtual Gllobe, which
h is an openn source JaavaScript lib
brary develloped by An
nalytical
4
Graphiccs, Inc. (AG
GI) . It utilizzes HTML55 and the Web
W Graphiccs Library (W
WebGL) ass its core
for harddware acceeleration an
nd providess cross-plattform functtionalities llike display
ying 3D
graphic contents onn the web without
w
the nneeds of add
ditional plug
gins.
While ddeveloping the 3D weeb client, vvarious extensions hav
ve been ma
made to the Cesium
Virtual Globe in order
o
to facilitate userss to view and explore 3D city mo
models conveeniently.
The maajor one am
mong those extensionss is that thee KML/glT
TF models exported using
u
the
Import/E
Export tooll can now be directlyy visualized
d along witth imageryy and terraiin layers
within a web brow
wser using the
t 3D webb client, wh
hich additio
onally can llink the KM
ML/glTF
models with table data
d exporteed using thee Spreadsheeet Generato
or Plugin (SSPSHG) an
nd allows
queryinng the themaatic data of every city oobject. With
h this newly
y introducedd 3D web cllient, the
functionnalities of the
t 3DCityD
DB now rannge from high-efficien
h
nt storage aand manageement of
virtual 3D city models
m
acccording to the CityG
GML stand
dard up too high-perfformance
visualizzation and exxploration of
o them on tthe web.

Figuree 134: Screenshot showing the example oof displaying different City
yGML top-leve
vel features (bu
uilding,
bridge, tunnnel, water, veegetation, trannsportation etcc.) in glTF format in the 3D
D web client
4

https://w
www.agi.com//
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8.1 System requirements
Since the 3D web client utilizes the WebGL-based Cesium Virtual Globe as its 3D geovisualization engine, the hardware on which the 3D web client will be run must have a
graphics card installed that supports WebGL. In addition, the web browser in use must also
provide appropriate WebGL support. You can visit the following website to check whether
your web browser supports WebGL or not:
http://get.webgl.org/
The 3DCityDB-Web-Map-Client has been successfully tested on (but is not limited to) the
following web browsers under different desktop operating systems like Microsoft Windows,
Linux, Apple Mac OS X, and even on mobile operating systems like Android and iOS.


Apple Safari



Mozilla Firefox



Google Chrome



Opera

For best viewing and interaction performance, it is recommended to use Google Chrome.

8.2 Installation and configuration
For convenient use, there is an official web link (see the link below) that can be called to
directly run the 3D web client on your web browser.
http://www.3dcitydb.org/3dcitydb-web-map/1.1/3dwebclient/index.html
Note: The number 1.1 in URL denotes the version number of the 3D web client. Once the
3D web client has been upgraded in the future, this version number will be adapted to
conform to the current release of the 3D web client. Web links pointing to the previous
software versions will remain valid and online accessible.
The 3D web client is a static web application purely written in HTML and JavaScript and can
therefore be easily deployed by uploading its files to a simple web server. A zip file for the
3D web client can be found in the installation directory of the Import/Export tool within the
subfolder 3d-web-map-client or downloaded via the following GitHub link:
https://github.com/3dcitydb/3dcitydb-web-map/releases
The extracted contents of the zip file should look something like the screenshot below.
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The 3D web clientt comes with a lightweeight JavasS
Sript-based HTTP serve
ver (the file with the
y meant to test the fun
nctionality of the 3D w
name “sserver”) thaat is mainly
web client on your
local machine. Forr running th
his web servver, the opeen source JaavaScript ruuntime enviironment
ne. The lateest version of Node.jss can be
Node.js is requiredd to be insstalled on yyour machin
w link bellow:
downloaad via the web
https://nnodejs.org/een/
Once thhe Node.js program
p
has been instaalled, you need
n
to open a shell ennvironment on your
operatinng system and
a navigatee to the foldder where th
he server.js file is locatted, then sim
mply run
the folloowing comm
mand to lau
unch the servver:
node
de server
r.js

Figure 135: Example of rrunning the JaavaScript-baseed web server

Now, thhe 3D web client
c
is avaailable via thhe URL bellow and its user interfaace should look
l
like
in the foollowing figgure:
http
p://loca
alhost:80
000/3dwe
ebclient/index.h
html
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Fig
gure 136: Userr interface of the 3D web client

8.3 U
Using th
he 3D web
w clien
nt
8.3.1 O
Overview
w of the relevant features
s and fun
nctionali ties
Basicallly, the 3D web
w client has
h been deeveloped by
y extending and custom
mizing the so-called
s
Cesium
m Viewer
r which is a compositte widget sh
hipped with
h Cesium annd providess overall
functionnalities of a 3D globee such as ccamera conttrol, renderring geomettries and materials,
m
animatioon etc. In addition,
a
thee Cesium Viewer contains
c
a number
n
of eespecially attractive
a
widgetss and pluginns providing functionaalities like querying
q
off geocodingg service, sw
witching
betweenn different viewing
v
mo
odes (2D, 2..5D, and 3D
D view), and
d handling iimagery an
nd terrain
layers, w
which are commonly
c
useful
u
for a variety of GIS
G applicaations. All tthese functionalities
along w
with the enhhanced feattures and ffunctionalitiies develop
ped for the 3D web client are
explaineed in more detail
d
below
w.
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3

5

1
2
4

6

Figure 13
37: Relevant G
GUI componeents of the 3D web client

The 3D Globe [1]] is a base Cesium
C
widdget that allo
ows the user to navigatte through the
t Earth
map byy panning, moving, tilting, and rotating thee camera perspective
p
using a mouse
m
or
touchscreen. In adddition, the camera peerspective can
c also bee controlledd by means of the
Naviga
ation Co
omponent [2] which iis an open source
s
Cesiu
um plugin5 and offers the
t same
navigatiion possibillities that caan be achievved with mo
ouse or toucchscreen. Itt consists off a group
of widggets, namelyy a Naviga
ator widgget for conttrolling the camera perrspective, a North
Arrows
s widget for
f orienting the Earthh map tow
wards the no
orth, and a Scale Bar
B
for
estimatiing the distaance betweeen two poinnts on the grround.
The Ce
esium Vie
ewer prov
vides an esppecially useeful built-in
n Toolkit
t [3] containing the
coder, Hom
meButton
n, SceneMo
odePicke
er, BaseLa
ayerPick
ker, and
widgetss like Geoc
Naviga
ationHel
lpbutton.
. The view
w panel of Geocoder
G
r can be exxpanded by clicking
on the bbutton
to display an input filled into wh
hich the useer can enteer either an explicit
positionn value in the form of
o “[longittude], [latittude]” or an
a address name to search
s
a
particular location.. After pressing the “E
Enter” key on
o the keyb
board or cliccking on th
he button
, the Geocodingg process wiill be perforrmed using
g the Bing Maps
M
Locattions API acccording
to the eentered locaation inform
mation. Oncce the targett location has
h been fouund, the Eaarth map
will be automaticallly adjusted
d to the retuurned location and zoomed to the bounding box
b with
the bestt fit with the camera perspectivee. For exam
mple, if you
u want to search the position
(longituude = 11.566786, Latitu
ude = 48.144900) wheree the Techn
nical Univeersity of Mu
unich is,

5

https://ggithub.com/albberto-acevedo
o/cesium-naviggation
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the inpuut field of the
t Geocod
der can bee filled with
h the text value
v
of “111.56786, 48
8.14900”
and the result should look likee the followiing figure.

Figure 1338: Searchingg the main building of the T
Technical Univ
versity of Mun
nich by using the Geocode
er widget

The HomeButton
n
helps the user too quickly reeset the cam
mera perspeective to thee default
status (ccf. Figure 136).
1
In add
dition, the m
map scene can be easily switchedd between multiple
scene m
modes usinng the drop
p-down sellection box
x of the SceneMode
S
ePicker (cf. the
followinng screenshhot), which can
c be expaanded by cliicking on th
he button . Dependin
ng on the
chosen option for scene modeel, the map scene can be viewed in 3D, 2D, or 2.5D Co
olumbus
view.

Figure 139: The SceneM
ModePicker
r widget for sw
witching betw
ween differentt scene modes

he term basse layer (orr basemap)) is generallly considerred as a
In mostt GIS appliications, th
backgroound layer on
o the map using, for eexample, saatellite imag
gery and terrrain modell, to help
people tto quickly identify thee locations and orientaations from a certain ccamera persspective.
Per defaault, Cesium
m comes wiith a numbeer of selectaable imagerry layers prrovided by different
mappingg services, such as Bin
ng Maps, O
OpenStreetM
Map, ESRI Maps
M
etc. Inn addition, a terrain
layer soo-called STK
K World Terrrain is avaailable for sh
howing worrldwide 3D elevation data
d with
an averaage grid ressolution of 30
3 meters. A
All these baase layers (iimagery andd terrain lay
yers) can
be contrrolled by thhe BaseLay
yerPicke
er widget (ccf. the follo
owing figuree) which haas a view
panel foor listing alll the availab
ble base layyers represeented by theeir names aand respectiive icons
and alloows the useer to select the desiredd one. For example, when
w
an icoon represen
nting the
OpenStrreetMap is selected, a new insttance of th
he OpenSreetMap imaagery layer will be
created to replace the
t imagery
y layer that is currently
y in use. Sim
milarly, the terrain layeer can be
indepenndently seleccted and added to the E
Earth map to
o overlap with
w the selec
ected imagerry layer.
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Figure 1440: Per defaultt available basse layers listed
d in the Base
eLayerPick
ker widget

lkit [3] (ccf. Figure 1 37) is the so-called
s
The lastt widget coontained witthin the Ce sium Tool
Naviga
ationHel
lpButton for showinng brief in
nstructions on
o how to navigate th
he Earth
map witth mouse (ttypically fo
or desktop aand laptop PCs)
P
and to
ouchscreen ((typically for
f smart
phones and tablet PCs).
P
By clicking on tthe
butto
on, the corrresponding view panell (cf. the
w be show
wn on the uppper-right co
orner of thee 3D web cliient.
followinng figure) will
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Figurre 141: The Navigation
N
nHelpButto
on widget show
wing the instrructions for naavigating Eartth map

The nexxt widget iss the so-callled Credit
tContain
ner [4] (cf.. Figure 1377) which diisplays a
collectioon of creditts with respeect to the sooftware and
d data provid
ders that hav
ave been inv
volved in
the devvelopment and
a use of the 3D webb client. Th
hese creditss mainly innclude the mapping
m
servicess (dependinng on the selected basse layer, e.g
g. Bing Maaps), the 3D
D geo-visualization
engine (Cesium Virtual
V
Glo
obe), and tthe develo
opment provider of thhe 3D weeb client
(3DCityyDB), whicch are all representeed with th
heir icons, descriptionns, and hy
yperlinks
referenccing to theirr respective homepagess.
The maj
ajority of thee functionalities speciaally provideed by the 3D
D web cliennt are contrrolled by
the Too
olbox widgget [5] (cf. Figure
F
137)) which is an
a extended module bassed on the Cesium
C
Viewer
r for integgrating and controllingg the user-provided datta in differeent formats,, namely
KML/gllTF modes,, thematic data
d
(onlinee spreadsheeet), Web Map
M Servicee (WMS) data,
d
and
digital tterrain model (DTM) on
o the one hhand. On the other hand, the user interaction with 3D
city moodels can also be aiided by thhis Toolbo
ox widget which allo
lows, for example,
e
deselectting, shadowing, hidin
ng and shoowing 3D objects,
o
as well as exxploring theem from
differennt view persspectives using third-paarty mappin
ng services like
l Microssoft Bing Maps with
oblique view, Googgle Streetview, and a c ombined veersion (DualMaps).
The vissualization of the 3D
D city modeel with larrge data size often reesult in sig
gnificant
perform
mance issue in most 3D
D web appliccations. In order
o
to oveercome thiss troublesom
me issue,
a tiling strategy has
h been im
mplementedd within thee 3D web client to suupport for efficient
displayiing of largee pre-styled 3D visualiization mod
dels in the form
f
of tileed datasets exported
e
from thhe 3DCityD
DB by usin
ng the KM
ML/COLLA
ADA/glTF Exporter.
E
T
This tiling strategy
utilizes the multi-thhreading caapabilities oof HTML5, so that the time-costlyy operationss such as
parsing of multiplee 3D objectss can be dellegated to a background
d thread runnning in parrallel. At
me time, for data layer, another thrread monitors the interaactions withh the virtuall camera
the sam
which the ddata tiles sh
and takees care of determining
d
hould be loaaded and unlloaded acco
ording to
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their cuurrent visibbility and th
he display size on th
he screen. Moreover,
M
this tiling strategy
supportss caching mechanism
m
allowing
a
thhe data tiles loaded from
m an earlierr computatiion to be
temporaarily stored in a cachee, from whiich the dataa tiles can be loaded aand rendereed much
faster thhan reloadinng them agaain from thee remote serrver. Of cou
urse, a largeer number of cached
data tilees will consuume more memory
m
andd may causee a memory
y overflow oof the web browser.
b
In orderr to avoid thhis, the 3D web client pprovides a so-called St
tatus In
ndicator widget
[6] (cf. Figure 1377) which can
c display the real-tim
me status of
o the amouunt of show
wed and
cached data tiles and
a can be used to hellp the user to conveniiently moniitor and con
ntrol the
memoryy consumedd by the 3D web client.
While streaming the tiled 3D
3 visualizzation models, each data
d
tile reequires at least an
asynchrronous HTT
TP (Hyperteext Transferr Protocol) request
r
(AJA
AX) to fetchh the corressponding
KML/gllTF files from the rem
mote data seerver. This server mustt support C
CORS (Crosss-Origin
Resourcce Sharing) to get aroun
nd the crosss-domain reestrictions.
Hint: T
The populaar cloud-based serveer Dropbox
x has alreeady enablled the CO
ORS by
ddefault. Thuus, the 3D web client is able to make a dirrect cross-orrigin request to the
D
Dropbox seerver witho
out the neeed of any further
f
serv
ver configuurations. Pu
ublishing
ddata via Drropbox is very
v
simplee: Drag and
d drop the KML/glTF data files into the
P
Public foldder of your Dropbox, and the web links off each dataa file can be
b easily
aachieved by right-cliccking on itt and seleccting Copy Public Liink item from
f
the
ccontext meenu. Howeever, the Dropbox’s public fo
older is oonly availaable for
D
Dropbox ussers with a Pro or Buusiness account and can thereforre not be used
u
free
oof charge.

Figuree 142: Screensshot showing how
h to achievve the web link
k of a file pub
blished via Droopbox’s publiic folder

8.3.2 Handling
g KML/gllTF mode
els with online spreadsh eet
As menntioned befoore, the 3D web
w client eextends the Cesium Virrtual Globe to support efficient
displayiing, caching, dynamicc loading aand unloadiing of larg
ge pre-styleed 3D visualization
models in the foorm of tileed KML/gglTF dataseets exporteed the 3DC
CityDB ussing the
KML/C
COLLADA//glTF Exporrter. Howevver, there iss a major prroblem regaarding the graphical
g
visualizzation of seemantic 3D
D city modeels as theirr attribute informationn are complletely or
partly loost in the 3D graphics formats. T
This issue has been con
nsidered and
nd solved within
w
the
3D webb client by supporting
s
the
t explicit linking of the
t 3D visualization mo
models with thematic
t
data whhich can be exported
e
ussing the Sprreadsheet Generator Plu
ugin (SPSH
HG) and uploaded to
an onlinne spreadsheeet (Googlee Fusion Tab
able) stored and publish
hed via the G
Google Clo
oud. This
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strategyy can thereffore offer th
he possibilitties for collaborative an
nd interactiive data exp
ploration
of semaantic 3D cityy models by
y means of qquerying th
he thematic data
d of the sselected city
y object.
The corrresponding system architecture is illustrated in the follow
wing figuree.
Visuallization model
on
n the web

logical link

Online
Spreads
sheet in
the Clou
ud
export

Exp
port
e.g. KML/glTF
K

read
read

Integratio
on

3D City Database
e

3D Web Clie
ent

Figurre 143: Coupliing an online spreadsheet w
with a 3D visu
ualization mod
del (i.e. a KML
L/glTF visualization
model)
m
in the ccloud [Herreru
uela et al. 2012
2].

F
Figure
144: Example of an online spread
dsheet (Googlee Fusion Table
le)
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Like wiith the struccture of a daatabase tablle, the first row of the online spreeadsheet deffines the
attributee names, annd the further rows storre the respeective attrib
bute values for each 3D
D object.
The loggical links beetween the 3D models and the resspective row
ws are establlished via a specific
column within the spreadsheeet, namely tthe GMLID column wh
hich lists thhe unique id
dentifiers
of the 3D objects. Each
E
furtheer column iss used to reepresent onee attribute oof the 3D ob
bject. By
using thhe freely avvailable Go
oogle Drivee applicatio
on, all users having acccess to the online
spreadshheet are abble to edit it,
i for exam
mple modify
fy attribute values or iinsert new attribute
fields, inn order to keep
k
the con
ntents up-to--date without affecting
g the originaal (possibly official)
3D cityy model. Beesides, such
h a detachm
ment of the thematic data
d
from thhe 3D visualization
models also has thee advantagee that any uppdate of theematic conteents can excclusively taake place
within tthe online spreadsheet
s
and therefoore does no
ot require ex
xporting andd deploying
g the 3D
visualizzation modeels again.
In orderr to add a KML/glTF
K
data
d layer allong with itts linked onlline spreadssheet to the 3D web
client, tthe parameeters must be properlly specified
d (some off which aree optional)) on the
correspoonding inpuut panel [1] (cf. the folllowing figu
ure) which can
c be expaanded and collapsed
c
by clickking on the Add
A / Confiigure Layer button.
Note: A
All default parameter values
v
usedd in the 3D web client were choseen accordin
ng to the
sstandard setttings (e.g., the standar
ard predefin
ned tile size is 125m x 125m) specified in
tthe preferennce settingss of the KM
ML/COLLA
ADA/glTF Exporter (ccf. section 5.6.3.1).
T
The parameeter name with
w the sufffix “(*)” denotes
d
thatt this param
meter is maandatory;
ootherwise itt is optionall.

1

2

Figure 145: The inputt panel [1] for adding a new
w KML/glTF data
d layer and the extended Geocoder widget
w
[2]
owing to searcch a 3D objectt also by its gm
mlId
allo
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First of all, the web link of the master JSON file (cf. section 5.5) holding the relevant metainformation of this data layer has to be entered into the input field URL(*). In the input field
Name(*), a proper layer name must be specified which will be listed at the top of the input
panel [1] once the KML/glTF data layer has been successfully loaded into the 3D web client.
The parameter thematicDataUrl denotes the URL of an online spreadsheet (Google Fusion
Table) which stores the attribute data. This parameter is optional and is only required if the
user wants to attach thematic data to the KML/glTF visualization model.
The next optional parameter cityobjectsJsonUrl holds the URL of the JSON file which can be
generated automatically by using the KML/COLLADA/glTF Exporter (cf. section 5.6.3.1).
This JSON file contains a list of GMLIDs of all 3D objects which were exported and might be
distributed over different tiles. For every 3D object, it is also stored in which tile it is
contained together with its envelope represented using a bounding box in WGS84 lat/lon.
These location information can be used to search for a certain 3D object with the help of the
Geocoder widget [2], which has been extended to support a specific geocoding process
performed in the following manner: In the input field, either a GMLID of a 3D object or an
address can be entered. If an object with the given GMLID is found in the JSON file, the
camera perspective will be adjusted to look at the center point of the 3D object with a proper
oblique view. If not, the Bing Maps Locations API will be automatically called and the map
view will be adjusted to the returned location and bounding box.
The combination of the parameters minLodPixels and maxLodPixels defines the minimum and
maximum limit of the visibility range for each data layer to control the dynamic loading and
unloading of the data tiles. The maximum visibility range can start at 0 and end at an infinite
value expressed as -1. Optionally, the user can directly specify the two parameter values
within the 3D web client. Otherwise, the parameter values will be achieved from the master
JSON file which also contains the parameters minLodPixels and maxLodPixels and their
values which have been specified using the KML/COLLADA/glTF Exporter before
performing the export process.
With these two parameters, the 3D web client implements the so-called Level of Details
(LoD) concept which is a common solution being used in 3D computer graphics and GIS (e.g.
KML NetworkLinks) for efficient streaming and rendering of tiled datasets. According to the
LoD concept, the data tiles with higher resolution should be loaded and visualized when the
observer is viewing them from a short distance. When data tiles are far away from the
observer, the data tiles with higher resolution should be substituted by the data tiles with
lower resolution. In order to realize this LoD concept in the 3D web client, each data tile
which is being intersected with the current view frustum will be projected onto the screen
while navigating the Earth map. Subsequently, the diagonal length of the projected area on the
screen will be calculated by the 3D web client to determine whether the respective data tile
should be loaded or unloaded. If the diagonal length is greater than minLodPixels and less
than maxLodPixels, the respective data tile will be loaded and displayed; otherwise it will be
hidden from display and unloaded. Of course, all data tiles lying outside of the view frustum
are unloaded and invisible anyway.
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Figure 1146: Efficient determination
n of which datta tiles should
d be loaded acccording to thee user-defined
d visibility
rannge in screen pixel
p

Loadingg massive amounts
a
of data tiles offten result in
i poor perfformance off the 3D weeb client
or evenn memory overload
o
off the web bbrowser. Th
his could haappen whenn, for exam
mple, the
visibilitty range (deetermined by
b the paraameters min
nLodPixels and maxLoodPixels) starts at a
very sm
mall value and
a ends at
a an infinitte size. In this case, each data ttile will alw
ways be
visualizzed even thoough it only
y takes up a very smalll screen spaace. This isssue can be avoided
by a prooper settingg of the parrameter max
axCountOfV
VisibleTiles which speccifies the maximum
m
numberr of allowedd visible datta tiles. Whhen this limiit is reached
d, any addittional data tiles
t
that
f
the cam
mera will noot be shown
n, regardlesss the size oof screen sp
pace they
are farthhest away from
occupy.. Per defaullt, this param
meter receiives a valuee of 200 wh
hich is apprropriate in most
m use
cases. H
However, depending
d
on
o data voolume of eaach tile and
d the hardw
ware you use,
u
this
parametter value haas to be adju
usted by meeans of practtical tests.
As menntioned befoore, the 3D web client implementss a caching mechanism
m allowing for
f highspeed reeloading off those data tiles that hhave been loaded beforre and whicch are storeed in the
memoryy of the web
w
browsser. In ordder to preevent memory overlooad, the paarameter
maxSizeeOfCachedT
Tiles can be
b applied for specify
ying the maaximum alllowable cache size
expresseed as a num
mber of datta tiles. Witth this paraameter, the 3D web cliient implem
ments the
so-calleed Least Reccently Used
d (LRU) algoorithm whicch is a cach
hing strategyy being wid
dely used
in manyy computer systems. According
A
too this cachin
ng algorithm
m, newly looaded data tiles
t
will
be successively puut into the cache.
c
Wheen the cachee size limit is reached,, the 3D weeb client
will rem
move the leaast recently visualized ddata tiles fro
om the cach
he. By defauult, the valu
ue of this
parametter is set to 200 and caan of coursee be increassed to achiev
ve a better vviewing experience
dependiing on the hardware
h
yo
ou use.
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Usage example::
In this example, a tiled KM
ML datasett containing around 8000 LoD11 buildingss in the
Manhatttan district of New Yo
ork City (N
NYC) will be
b visualizeed on the 33D web clieent. This
KML ddataset is deerived from the semanttic 3D city model of New
N York C
City (NYC))6 which
has beeen created by
b the Chair of Geoinfformatics at
a Technicall Universityy of Munich
h on the
7
basis off datasets provided
p
by
y the NYC Open Data Portal . Th
he followinng parameteer values
should bbe entered into
i
the corrresponding input fieldss:










url: https://dl.droopboxusercontent.com/u//69071139/B
Buildings/NY
YC_MasterJSSON.json
me: NYC_Maanhattan_Buiildings
nam
them
maticDataUrrl:
httpss://www.gooogle.com/fusiiontables/DaataSource?do
ocid=1ivFBfq
qsnkv5OlvkQ
QUybgfOSjIIz_u9_98
_mm
mJVUss#row
ws:id=1
cityoobjectsJsonU
Url: https://dll.dropboxuseercontent.com
m/u/6907113
39/Buildingss/NYC_JSON
N.json
minL
LodPixels: 100
1
maxxLodPixels: -1
maxxSizeOfCach
hedTiles: 200
0
maxxCountOfVissibleTiles: 20
00

After cllicking on Add layer, a data layyer will be loaded intto the 3D w
web client and the
correspoonding layeer name NY
YC_Manhatttan_Buildin
ngs will bee listed abov
ove the inpu
ut panel.
The Earrth map cann be zoomed
d to the exteent of the lo
oaded data layer
l
by douuble-clickin
ng on the
layer naame. The paarameter vaalues of the data layer (its
( radio bu
utton must bbe activated
d) can be
changedd and applieed at any tim
me by clickiing on the Save
S
layer settings butto
ton.

F
Figure 147: Screenshot
S
sho
owing how to add a new KM
ML/glTF data layer into thee 3D web clien
nt
6
7

http://w
www.gis.bgu.tuum.de/en/projects/new-yorkk-city-3d/
https://nnycopendata.socrata.com/
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Users aare also ablle to contro
ol the visibbility of thee selected data
d
layers by deactiv
vating its
checkboox or clickiing on the Remove
R
seleected layer button to completely
c
remove it from
f
the
3D webb client (cf. the
t followin
ng two screeenshots)

F
Figure
148: Screenshot
S
shoowing how to hide a KML/g
glTF data layeer

F
Figure 149: Screenshot
S
sho
owing how to remove a KM
ML/glTF data layer
l
from thee 3D web clien
nt
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8.3.3 Handling
g Web Map Serviice data
Cesium
m supports adding add
ditional imaagery layerr to the Eaarth map bby using th
he OGC
compliaant Web Map
M Service (WMS). T
The 3D weeb client provides a siimple widg
get panel
which aallows the user
u to easily
y add and rremove arbiitrary number of WMSS layers. The widget
panel [11] (marked in the follo
owing figuree) can be ex
xpanded an
nd collapsedd by clickin
ng on the
Add WM
MS-Layer buutton on thee widget pannel.

1

2

Figure 150: The inpuut panel [1] fo
or adding a new
w WMS layerr and the Base
eLayerPick
ker widget [2] where
the added WMS
W
layers will
w be listed toogether with the
t per defaultt available ima
magery layers

A user-defined nam
me for labelling the W
WMS layer has
h to be firrstly specifi
fied via the name(*)
nts to the URL
U
addresss of an ico
on image
input field. In adddition, the icconUrl paraameter poin
will be listeed together with the usser-defined layer namee in the Ba
aseLayerP
Picker
which w
panel [22]. When thhe mouse po
ointer is oveer the icon image, a tooltip will ap
appear which can be
specifieed in the toooltip(*) inpu
ut field. Thee url parameeter value co
orresponds to the URL
L address
of the W
WMS serveer that prov
vides the im
magery con
ntents of a WMS
W
layerr. Accordin
ng to the
WMS sspecificationn, a WMS layer
l
is alloowed to con
ntain one or more subllayers (listeed in the
WMS C
Capabilities file) whosee names muust be separated by com
mma and enntered into the
t input
field layyers(*). Besides the sttandard WM
MS HTTP request
r
paraameters, addditional parrameters
might bbe required by some WMS
W
serverrs. In this case,
c
such additional
a
pparameters must be
formatteed as keyy=value paiirs separatted by thee “&” chaaracter andd entered into
i
the
addtionalParameteers input fiield. The pproxyUrl paarameter heelps the 3D
D web clien
nt to get
around the cross-ddomain issu
ue when peerforming WMS
W
requeests. Since most of th
he WMS
server ddo not suppoort CORS, a proxy runnning behind
d the 3D weeb client is rrequired. Iff you use
the JavaasScript-bassed HTTP server
s
shippped with thee 3D web cllient, you doon’t need to
o change
the defaault value, since there already exxists a builtt-in proxy running
r
witth the relattive path
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“/proxy/
y/”. Otherwiise, this paraameter valuue must be adjusted
a
acccording to thhe path of th
he proxy
in use.

Usage example::
In this eexample, a WMS
W
imag
gery layer prrovided by the Vorarlb
berg State G
Governmentt8 will be
added tto and dispplayed in th
he 3D webb client. Th
he following
g parameter
er values sh
hould be
entered into the corrresponding
g input fieldds:








nam
me: Vorarlberrg_Aerial_Ph
hotography
icon
nUrl: http://cddn.flaggenpllatz.de/mediaa/catalog/pro
oduct/all/4489b.gif
tootiip: Vorarlberrg Aerial Pho
otography takken during th
he winter 2015
url: http://vogis.cnv.at/mapseerver/mapserrv
layerrs: wi2015_220cm
addiitionalParam
meters: map=
=i_luftbilder__r_wms.map
p
proxxyUrl: /proxyy/

5
6

3

4

Figuree 151: Examplle showing hoow to add a new WMS layerr to the 3D weeb client

As show
wn in the figure
f
abovee, once the parameter settings haave been coompleted, th
he WMS
layer caan be loadedd by clickin
ng on the Addd WMS layyer button [3]
[ and its iicon image together
with itss label nam
me [4] will be listed on the BasseLayerPickker widgett. You can use the
Geocodder widget [5]
[ to zoom
m the Earth map to the region of Vorarlberg
V
heck the
state and ch
added W
WMS layer. Clicking on
o the Rem
move WMS layer butto
on [6], the W
WMS layerr will be
removedd and subsstituted with
h the Bing Maps Aerrial which is
i the first item listed
d on the
BaseLayyerPicker widget.
w
8

http://w
www.vorarlberrg.at/
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8.3.4 Handling
g Digital Terrain Models
Cesium
m offers the possibility
p
of
o high-perrformance sttreaming an
nd renderingg of Digitall Terrain
Models (DTM) for the realistic represenntation of the
t Earth’s surface. Ceesium prov
vides per
default two availabble terrain layers whichh can be sellected in the BaseLayeerPicker [2]] widget.
The firsst one is thee so-called WGS84 Elliipsoid (defaault terrain layer) whicch approxim
mates the
Earth’s surface usiing a smootth ellipsoid surface witth a constan
nt height vaalue of 0. The
T other
one is thhe so-calledd STK Worlld Terrain uusing a worrldwide 3D elevation ddata with an
n average
grid resolution of 30
3 meters which
w
is suffficient in maany use casees.
For specific appliccation cases, high-resollution Digittal Terrain Models
M
migght be requiired. For
this casee, the 3D web
w client prrovides a sim
mple widgeet to facilitatte handling the terrain data that
must bee created in
i a speciffic terrain fformat (heightmap orr quantizedd-mesh) deffined by
Cesium. There exists an opeen source ssoftware too
ol Cesium Terrain Buuilder9 for creating
terrain ddata in heigghtmap form
mat. The creeated terrain
n data is gen
nerated in a hierarchical folder
structurre accordingg to the TM
MS tiling sschema and
d can be easily publishhed on the web by
uploadinng the terraain data filess to a CORS
S-enabled web
w server.
The inpput panel [1] on the 3D
3 web cliient for add
ding and reemoving terrrain layerss can be
expandeed and collaapsed by clicking on thhe Add Terra
ain-Layer button.
b

1

2

Figure 1152: The inpuut panel [1] forr adding a new
w terrain layerr and the BaseLayerPic
cker widget [2]
[ where
the addedd terrain layerss will be listedd together with
h the per default available bbase layers

9

https://ggithub.com/geeo-data/cesium
m-terrain-buildder
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For addding a new terrain layerr, the input ffields namee(*), iconUrrl(*), and toooltip(*) in the
t input
panel [11] have to be
b filled wiith a properr label nam
me, an URL of an icon image, and
d a short
tooltip rrespectivelyy. When a terrain layeer has been
n loaded, itss icon imagge together with its
label naame will bee listed in the BaseLaayerPicker panel [2]. The
T tooltipp will autom
matically
appear w
when the mouse
m
is moved over thhe respectiv
ve icon imag
ge. The url parameter points
p
to
the URL
L of the webb server folder where th
the terrain data
d are stored.

Usage example::
In this eexample, a high-resolu
ution (0.5m
m) Digital Terrain Mod
del providedd by the Vo
orarlberg
State G
Government will be ad
dded to thee 3D web client. This terrain ddata was crreated in
heightm
map format using the open
o
sourcee tool Cesium Terrain
n Builder. H
Here, the fo
ollowing
parametter values shhould be en
ntered into thhe correspo
onding inputt fields:





nam
me: Vorarlberrg_DTM
icon
nUrl: http://cddn.flaggenpllatz.de/mediaa/catalog/pro
oduct/all/4489b.gif
tootiip: Digital Teerrain Modell of Vorarlbeerg
url: http://www.3dcitydb.de//3dcitydb/fileeadmin/mydata/Vorarlberg_Demo/Voorarlberg_DTM

5
6
3

4
Figure 153: Examplee showing how
w to add a new
w terrain layerr to the 3D weeb client

As show
wn in the figure
fi
abovee, once the parameter settings hav
ve been com
mpleted, the terrain
layer caan be loadeed by click
king on thee Add Terrrain layer button
b
[3] aand its icon image
togetherr with its labbel name [4
4] will be lissted on the BaseLayerP
Picker widgget. You can
n use the
Geocodder widget [5]
[ to zoom
m the Earth map to the region of Vorarlberg
V
state and ch
heck the
loaded tterrain data. Clicking on
o the Remoove Terrain
n layer butto
on [6], the tterrain layer will be
removedd and substiituted with the WGS844 Ellipsoid terrain
t
layerr.
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8.3.5 Interaction with 3D
3 objec
cts
The 3D
D web cliennt supports rich modell interaction
n such as highlighting
h
g of 3D ob
bjects on
mouse oover and mouse
m
click.. More thann one 3D object can be
b selected bby Ctrl-cliccking on
them annd can also be hidden and redisplaayed in the 3D web cllient interacctively. Besides, the
user is aable to creaate a screen
nshot imagee of the currrent map view (includding the hig
ghlighted
and hidden 3D objects) or print it directlly via the web
w browserr. Moreoverr, when a 3D
D object
is selectted, it can be
b visually inspected inn other thirrd-party map
pping appliications (Bin
ngMaps,
Google Streetview,, OpenStreeetMap and D
DualMaps)) from multiple view pperspectivess such as
oblique view, streeet view, or a combined version.
For the sake of clarrity, the abo
ove mentionned function
nalities willl be illustrat
ated with thee help of
a numbber of screennshots geneerated basedd on the on
nline demo Semantic 3D City Model
M
of
Berlin w
which show
ws all Berlin
n’s building s (> 550,00
00) with texttured 3D geeometries an
nd many
thematicc attributes in the 3D web
w client. You can fin
nd the link of this dem
mo via the fo
ollowing
web pagge:
https://ggithub.com//3dcitydb/3d
dcitydb-webb-map
Once thhe demo waas opened in
n your web browser, you
y may neeed to use thhe Geocoder widget
to zoom
m the Earth map
m to the building
b
objject with the GMLID “BLDG_000
“
03000b0009
9a940”.

Figure 154: By clickking on a build
ding object it will automatically be highllighted and itss attribute info
ormation
on Table and displayed in tabular
t
form on
o the right sidde of the 3D web
w client
will be qqueried from a Google Fusio
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Figure 1155: By clickinng on the drop
pdown list Shoow the selecteed object in Exxternal Maps,, the user can select one
n the chosen mapping
m
appliication which will be
of the given optionss to explore the selected buiilding object in
w
or tab
b
opened in a nnew browser window

w be shownn in a so-called
d mash-up
Figure 156: If the optiion DualMapss has been choosen, the seleccted building will
v
perspecttives, e.g. Goo
ogle 2D map view,
v
Google Streetview, an
nd Bing
web appplication linkking different view
Maaps oblique viiew
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Figure 1557: A group of
o building objjects can be innteractively seelected by Ctrrl-clicking. Deeactivating thee selection
of a certain building
b
objectt can be done by Ctrl-clickiing on it againn

Figure 158: The seleected building
g objects can bbe hidden by clicking
c
on thee button Hide selected Objeects. The
Ds of the seleccted (highlightted) and hiddeen building ob
bjects can be explored
e
by cllicking the dro
op-down
GMLID
butttons Choose highlighted
h
Obbject and Cho
oose hidden Object respectivvely
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Figure 1559: The hiddeen objects can be shown on the 3D web client
c
again by
y clicking on tthe button Sho
ow Hidden
Objects

Figure 160: The objeects selection and along witth the highligh
hting effect caan be deactivaated by clickin
ng on the
buttonn Clear Highliighting
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Figure 1161: A screensshot of the currrent view cann be created diirectly within the 3D web cclient by clickiing on the
buttton Create Sccreenshot or Print
P
current view
v

ure 162: Oncee the button Prrint current viiew has been clicked
c
on, a printer
p
settingss dialog (diffeers for
Figu
different web
w browsers)) will appear ggiving a preview of the screeenshot file too be printed
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Figure 163: Shadow
w visualization
n of the 3D cityy models can also be activaated and deacttivated by cliccking the
Togggle Shadows button
b

Figure 1164: It is posssible to create a scene link ssaving the currrent status of the
t 3D web cllient by clicking on the
Generaate Scene Linkk button. This scene link enccodes the info
ormation aboutt the title of thhe web site, acctivation
status of the shadow
w visualization
n, parameters of the currentt loaded layers, the camera perspective etc. The
vorite and can also be sent ee.g. by email to
o friends,
created sscene link cann be stored as a browser boookmark or fav
collleagues, projeect partners etc. When they open the link
k, the same sceene will open in their browssers.
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Appendix A Changelog
This appendix provides an overview of the most important changes in version 3.3.0 of the 3D
City Database and the Importer/Exporter compared to the previous release version 2.1.0.

A.1 3D City Database relational schema
A.1.1 General changes













PostgreSQL: all tables are created in a separate schema called 'citydb' by default; the
'public' schema is not used anymore.
Renamed most foreign key constraints in order to directly see which integrity is
affected when violated.
Columns ‘name’, ‘name_codespace’ and ‘description’ removed from object tables and
added to cityobject table instead.
Added columns ‘class’, ‘function’ and ‘usage’ to object tables .
Additional attributes of attributes (e.g. ‘codespace’ of the ‘function’ attribute) are
mapped to additional columns (using ‘_codespace’ or ‘_unit’ suffixes).
Tables that store more than one CityGML feature type use an ‘objectclass_id’ column
to identify the feature type (not a string- or flag-based classification like in version
2.x).
Tables of CityGML features that can be spatially represented with both a
gml:MultiSurface and a gml:Solid now contain corresponding columns called
lod[x]_multi_surface_id and lod[x]_solid_id.
Tables of CityGML features that can be spatially represented with an arbitrary
geometry (i.e., a subtype of gml:_Geometry) now contain a column called
'lod[x]_brep_id' for surface-based representations and a column called
'lod[x]_other_geom' for other representations (e.g., point-based or line-based
representation).
3.3: Added missing foreign key constraint from BRIDGE.ID to CITYOBJECT.ID
(PostgreSQL)

A.1.2 IMPLICT_GEOMETRY & SURFACE_GEOMETRY





According to the new naming scheme for geometry columns, the ‘implicit_geometry’
table now contains the columns 'relative_brep_id' and 'relative_other_geom'.
Implicit geometries are now stored in an additional column called 'implicit_geometry'
in the ‘surface_geometry’ table in order to not affect the spatial index on the
‘geometry’ column. As implicit geometries are typically given in a local coordinate
system, the ‘implicit_geometry’ column has no SRID assigned to it.
The new column 'solid_geometry' stores the real 3D solid of a city object by using a
3D geometry data type of the underlying spatial DBMS. The solids are only stored on
the level of the root entries of a solid geometry (is_solid = 1) and are just an addition
to the decomposition into separate surfaces, not a replacement.
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Entries in ‘surface_geometry’ now reference directly to their city object through the
column 'cityobject_id'. For implicit geometries, the value of this column is NULL
since implicit geometries are typically reused by more than one city object.

A.1.3 BUILDING_INSTALLATION & OPENING




With CityGML 2.0 it is possible to use prototype objects also for building installations
and openings. Therefore, the corresponding tables now contain the columns
lod[x]_implicit_rep_id, lod[x]_implicit_ref_pt and lod[x]_implicit_transformation.
Another addition are boundary surfaces for building installations. This relation is
reflected by the 'building_installation_id' column in the ‘thematic_surface’ table.

A.1.4 New tables for new thematic modules BRIDGE & TUNNEL



The new thematic modules ‘Bridge’ and ‘Tunnel’ introduced in CityGML 2.0 are
mapped to corresponding tables. Please, refer to chapter 2 for more details.
3.1: Bugfix in BRIDGE Oracle schema preventing import of bridges with thematic
surfaces

A.1.5 CITYOBJECT




Column ‘class_id’ is now called ‘objectclass_id’.
Data types of date attributes were changed to TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE.
New columns 'relative_to_terrain' and 'relative_to_water' were added.

A.1.6 SOLITARY_VEGETAT_OBJECT


Fixed typo in column ‘trunk_diameter’ (was ‘trunc_diameter’).

A.1.7 RASTER_RELIEF, GRID_COVERAGE & ORTHOPHOTO






Table ‘ratser_relief’ is now linked to the table 'relief_component' and not 'relief',
which was dropped.
The new table 'grid_coverage' is introduced as a global table where raster data about
city objects can be registered (similar to the concept of the table ‘surface_geometry’).
At the moment there is only on table pointing to ‘grid_coverage’, which is
‘raster_relief’ (through the ‘grid_coverage_id’ column).
Oracle: There is an additional table called ‘grid_coverage_rdt’ to store raster data
using the data type ‘sdo_raster’.
The ‘orthophoto’ table was removed.

A.1.8 SURFACE_DATA & TEX_IMAGE & TEXTUREPARAM





Textures are stored in an additional table called ‘tex_image’. Multiple ‘surface_data’
entries may reference the same texture though the ‘tex_image_id’ column, which has
been introduced to efficiently deal with texture atlases.
Oracle: data type for storing textures changed from ‘ORDImage’ to ‘BLOB’.
Texture coordinates are now stored as a 2D polygon and not as a string anymore.
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A.2 3D City Database scripts










New MIGRATION scripts to upgrade from a 3DCityDB v2.1.0 to v3.3.0.
PostgreSQL: several changes in CREATE_DB script
o PostGIS version is checked in the beginning to avoid subsequent errors.
o Reference system for the database is set at the end of the script, not at the
beginning.
o The search path of the database is set to include the schemas
'citydb,citydb_pkg,public' (this is reset in the DROP_DB script).
PostgreSQL: only one script is contained in the SCHEMA folder. This script is
automatically generated using pgModeler.
Oracle: the SQL script from the JDeveloper project is manually divided into four SQL
files (CONSTRAINTS, INDEXES, SEQUENCES, and TABLES).
Oracle: removed PLANNING_MANAGER functionality (tables and scripts).
Oracle: better support for Oracle Locator.
o When setting up a 3D City Database instance the user can specify which
Oracle licence model he is using for his server (Spatial or Locator)
o Realized through two different versions for the scripts DROP_DB,
ENABLE/DISABLE_VERSIONING, DELETE
Removed scripts for creating read-only users due to several issues (will be added again
in a previous release)

A.3 3D City Database stored procedures
A.3.1 General changes








Renamed ‘GEODB_PKG’ to ‘CITYDB_PKG’ (Oracle: packages start with a
‘CITYDB_’ prefix).
Removed scripts of Matching/Merging tool (folders MATCH and MERGE).
PostgreSQL: removed prefixes in function names to have identical names compared to
the Oracle version.
Nearly all functions and procedures offer the name of the schema to be used (Oracle:
user schema, PostgreSQL: database schema) as input parameter. Thus, functions in the
CITYDB_PKG can be executed against any given schema. If the parameter is not
specified, a default value is used (Oracle: USER, PostgreSQL: 'citydb').
3.1: Added database procedures to calculate the ENVELOPE of city objects
3.1: Optimization of MIGRATION script for Oracle

A.3.2 UTIL package




Oracle: added new data type ID_ARRAY for lists of numbers, and
DB_VERSION_OBJ for version information.
Functions and procedures dealing with coordinate reference systems are now
contained in file SRS.sql.
Removed 'error_msg' function.
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Added new function 'citydb_version' that returns version information about the
installed 3DCityDB instance.
Added new function 'get_seq_values' that returns the next n values of a given
sequence.
Added new function 'objectclass_id_to_table_name' that converts an ‘objectclass_id’
of a city object into the corresponding table name.
Oracle: new functions 'sdo2geojson3d' and 'get_id_array_size'.
Added new procedure 'update_table_constraint' that modifies foreign key parameters
(ON DELETE CASCADE or ON DELETE NO ACTION).
Added new procedure 'update_schema_constraints' that calls 'update_table_constraint'
on every constraint in a given schema.
Oracle: new functions ’construct_solid’, ‘sdo2geojson3d' and 'get_id_array_size'.

A.3.3 IDX package


Oracle: replaced INDEX_TABLE data type by a table called 'index_table' (similar to
the PostgreSQL version)

A.3.4 SRS package





Introduced a new SRS package that contains all database functions and procedures
dealing with coordinate reference systems.
Updated procedure 'change_db_srid' (and 'change_column_srid') and renamed it to
‘change_schema_srid’. New optional parameter 'transform' that allows a user to
optionally run a reprojection on the coordinates or just change the SRID metadata.
PostgreSQL: ‘check_srid’ function is now part of SRS package.

A.3.5 STAT package


Function 'table_contents' rewritten in a more generic way.

A.3.6 DELETE package




Delete operations now return the ID(s) of the deleted feature(s).
Added new function 'cleanup_schema' (PostgreSQL: uses TRUNCATE CASACDE,
Oracle: uses DELETE FROM).
PostgreSQL: removed pre_ and post_ functions to just have a small number of toplevel delete functions (because there is no concept of private functions like in Oracle).

A.3.7 DELETE_BY_LINEAGE package


Delete operations now return the ID(s) of the deleted feature(s).

A.3.8 ENVELOPE package



Added in version 3.1
Allows for calculating and updating the envelope of one or more city objects
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A.4 3D City Database Importer/Exporter
The new version 3.3 of the Importer/Exporter contains many bug fixes as well as stability and
performance improvements. A full list of fixes and changes is available from the GitHub
repository at https://github.com/3dcitydb/importer-exporter.

A.4.1 General changes









Java 8 is required since version 3.3.0.
The Importer/Exporter can now connect to both Oracle and PostgreSQL.
Temporary information required during data imports and exports (e.g., for resolving of
XLink references) can now optionally be stored to a local file-based database instead
of using temporary tables in the 3D City Database instance.
3.1: Importer/Exporter now checks the version of the 3DCityDB before connecting
3.1: Re-Added user dialog to control GMLID_CODESPACE during import
3.1: Added user dialog to calculate the ENVELOPE of city objects in the database
3.3: The location of the main config file (‘project.xml’) has been changed to
%HOMEDRIVE%%HOMEPATH%\3dcitydb\importer-exporter\config (Windows 7
and higher) respectively $HOME/3dcitydb/importer-exporter/config (UNIX/Linux,
Mac OS families). Old config files can still be loaded manually (note: was ../importerexporter-3.0/.. in versions 3.0 to 3.2)

A.4.2 CityGML import










CityGML import now supports CityGML versions 2.0, 1.0 and 0.4.
A new import log optionally tracks all successfully imported top-level city objects in a
separate CSV file. In case an import process aborts abnormally, this file can be used to
understand which city objects have been processed and stored in the database before
termination.
The import process now follows a fail-on-first-error strategy, i.e. the import terminates
upon the first error thrown instead of trying to continue.
Improved import of texture atlases. Each texture atlas is only stored once in the
database (new table ‘tex_image’) even if it is referenced by more than one city object.
Local appearance information is now resolved in main memory to reduce import times
instead of using temporary database tables.
Texture metadata is imported even if texture images are chosen to be not imported
3.1: Changed the way global appearances are imported
3.1: Fixed bug in BRIDGE importer preventing import of bridges with thematic
surfaces

A.4.3 CityGML export




Database content can now be exported to CityGML 2.0 or 1.0. When exporting to
CityGML 1.0, feature types only available in CityGML 2.0 such as bridges and
tunnels are omitted.
City object group members can now be exported as-reference (using XLink
references) instead of as-value to reduce export times. However, note that filter criteria
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are not applied in this case, which might result in CityGML files containing nonresolvable XLink references.
When exporting city objects with textures, the texture image files can now be
organized into subfolders. This reduces the number of files per folder.

A.4.4 KML/COLLADA/glTF export








Support for new feature types such as bridges and tunnels which is available in
CityGML 2.0.
Solved bug with big coordinate values (e.g., UTM coordinates) in COLLADA exports.
Added new visualization styles for point-based and line-based generic city objects.
Added new and fast algorithm for creating texture atlases (replaces former BASIC
algorithm); removed SLEA algorithm.
Reworked tiling implementation: the number of exported objects is now stable for all
tiling strategies (‘no tiling’, ‘automatic tiling’ and ‘manual tiling’).
3.1: Fixed KML/COLLADA export of CityObjectGroup features
3.2: New glTF export in addition to the KML/COLLADA export

A.5 Web Feature Service



Since 3.0: Added a basic Web Feature Service interface for the 3D City Database
Fixed a SQL Injection vulnerability with version 3.3.0. It is strongly recommended
to update to this version.

A.6 3D Web Map Client


3:3: Newly included Cesium-based 3D web viewer (3DCityDB-Web-Map-Client)
allows direct 3D visualization and interactive exploration of the datasets (KML/glTF
modes + online spreadsheets) exported using the Importer/Exporter.
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Appe
endix B 3DCiityDB @ TU Münche
M
en
The Chhair of Geooinformaticss10 at Techhnische Uniiversität Mü
ünchen (TU
UM) took over
o
the
further ddevelopmennt of the 3D
D City Databbase from TU
T Berlin (T
TUB) whenn Prof. Kolbe moved
from TU
UB to TUM
M in 2012. 3DCityDB
3
is being used at TUM in teachingg courses on
n spatial
databasees and 3D city
c modeling, in studeent projectss and masterr theses, annd in many past and
ongoingg research projects.
p

B.1 In
nteractiive Clou
ud-base
ed 3D Webclien
W
nt
We havve developeed a cloud--based interractive 3D web client. While thee previous versions
requiredd the Googgle Earth plugin,
p
the new versio
on is using
g the Cesiuum Virtual Globe11
framework which is
i based on HTML5 annd WebGL and
a is runniing in all m
modern brow
wsers and
Webclient links
l
3D vissualization models exp
ported in
on diffeerent operatting systemss. The 3D W
KML/C
COLLADA from 3DCittyDB with ttable data exported
e
usiing the 3DC
CityDB Spreadsheet
Generattor and alllows viewiing, editingg, and queerying objeects and thheir themaatic data
[Herreruuela et al. 2012; Yao ett al. 2014; C
Chaturvedi et al. 2015]. The follow
wing image shows a
screenshhot of a toool created by
y TUM for the Energy Atlas Berliin. It estimaates building
g energy
demandds and alloows to interactively eexplore retrrofitting potentials forr single or sets of
buildinggs [Kaden & Kolbe 20
014]. Them
matic data are
a stored in
n Google SSpreadsheetss, where
spreadshheet formullas are emplloyed to impplement ad--hoc compu
utation of ennergy values.

10
11

http://w
www.gis.bgu.ttum.de
See httpps://www.youutube.com/watch?v=n6xQC
CIF1MxI for a demo video and also http:://cesiumjs.org
g/
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B.2 Research Projects in which 3DCityDB is being used
Semantic 3D city modeling, city system modeling, and indoor navigation are major research
fields of the Chair of Geoinformatics at TUM. We have been and are driving the international
development of CityGML, IndoorGML, and 3D Portrayal web services within the OGC. We
are partners in and/or coordinators of projects on Smart Cities, Sustainable Urban Development, and Strategic Energy Planning funded by the Climate-KIC of the European Institute of
Innovation & Technology (EIT). Projects using 3DCityDB are: Energy Atlas Berlin12, Neighborhood Demonstrators, Smart Sustainable Districts13, and Modeling City Systems14.
3DCityDB is also being employed in the collaborative research project ‘3D Tracks15 Computer-Aided Collaborative Subway Track Planning in Multi-Scale 3D City and Building
Models’ [Borrmann et al. 2015] funded by the German Science Foundation (DFG).

B.3 Current and future work on 3DCityDB
The team at the Chair of Geoinformatics is currently working on the following tools and
extensions to 3DCityDB. They will be made available as Open Source software within the
3DCityDB repository as soon as they are finished and tested:
Support of CityGML ADEs: The next big step in the 3DCityDB development will be the
support of CityGML Application Domain extensions. We will parse and interpret the
XML schema files of the ADE and dynamically create new database tables accordingly.
All Importer/Exporter tools will be updated to take into account ADE data.
Spreadsheet Importer: This is the counterpart plugin to the ‘Spreadsheet Generator’. It will
allow importing and updating thematic data given in spreadsheets (in CSV or Microsoft
Excel format, or Google Spreadsheet) into/within 3DCityDB. Each table row represents
data of one city object. Columns can be mapped to predefined CityGML attributes or to
generic attributes.
3D Web-Viewer based on Cesium: This is an extension to the Open Source browser-based
WebGL 3D viewer application ‘Cesium Virtual Globe’. Our extensions comprise object
highlighting, loading and unloading of tiled data, tile prefetching, support of KML
network links and regions, and generation of textured 3D models in glTF format.
Solar potential analysis: This tool computes the solar energy of direct and diffuse irradiation
on building walls and roofs. The computation considers shadow casting by buildings,
the digital surface model and the digital elevation model. The monthly energy and
irradiation values as well as the sky view factors are attached as generic attributes to all
wall and roof surface objects and in aggregated form to all buildings. Currently, the
software is implemented as an FME workbench and a set of database scripts.
12

See http://www.gis.bgu.tum.de/en/projects/energieatlas-berlin/ and http://energyatlas.energie.tu-berlin.de/
https://www.gis.bgu.tum.de/en/projects/smart-sustainable-districts-ssd/
14
https://www.gis.bgu.tum.de/en/projects/modeling-city-systems-mcs/
15
https://www.gis.bgu.tum.de/en/projects/3dtracks/ and http://www.3dtracks.kit.edu/english/index.php
13
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Appe
endix C 3DCiityDB @ virtu
ualcityS
SYSTE
EMS
virtualcitySYSTEM
MS16 has su
uccessfully applied the 3D City Database
D
in custoomer projectts worldwid
de and also funded its developmen
d
nt. With
the Opeen Source daatabase at th
he core, virrtualcitySYS
STEMS also offers
a 3D SSpatial Daata Infrastrructure sollution for the manag
gement,
distribuution, mainttenance and
d visualizattion of masssive 3D geo data
(see nexxt page). Ass leading deevelopers off the 3D Ciity Databasee joined
the com
mpany, virtuualcitySYSTEMS now
w takes an active rolee in its
developpment. Mooreover, viirtualcitySY
YSTEMS offers
o
a branded
b
version of the 3D City datab
base called the virtuallcityDATAB
BASE to
d to providee support an
nd maintenance.
answer customer demands and

Figure 16
65:
Extending th
he 3D
City Datab
base

C.1 v
virtualciityDATA
ABASE
The virttualcityDAT
TABASE provides
p
enhhanced dataabase functionality as well as plu
ugins for
the Impporter/Exporrter tool thaat support w
workflows for
f maintain
ning and uppdating the 3D city
model ccontent. Main features are:








Integration of additio
onal LoDs against exiisting city objects
o
in thhe database
This plugin allows for
fo integratiing city obj
bjects from an externaal data sourrce with
existing citty objects stored
s
in thee database. The candid
date objectss are identiffied with
the databaase objectss based o n thematicc and spatial checkss. Thereforre, data
inconsistenncy can easiily be spotteed and anallyzed beforee an import.. If an integ
gration is
performed,, exiting Lo
oDs are repllaced and newly
n
introd
duced LoDss are attacheed to the
existing objects.
o
Mo
oreover, apppearance information
n can be integrated without
replacing thhe geometry
y.
Deletion of entire city
y objects orr single LoDs represeentations
The 3D Ciity Databasse provides a low-leveel API for deleting
d
cityy objects. This
T
API
has been extended
e
in the virtuallcityDATAB
BASE to allso delete ssingle LoDss of city
objects. A graphical user
u dialog rrealized as a plugin for the Imporrter/Exporteer allows
c objects based on co
omprehensiive thematicc filter criteria.
users to eassily delete city
Adding material app
pearances fo
for building
gs
This pluginn helps to define
d
consttant materiaal information for buildding surfaces based
on thematic propertiess (e.g., to coolorize roofs
fs according to their sollar potentiall).
Transactioonal Web Feature
F
Serrvice
Customers of the virrtualcityDA
ATABASE already
a
ben
nefit from an OGC-co
ompliant
WFS 2.0 im
mplementattion that suupports transsactions as well as com
mprehensiv
ve spatial
and themattic queries using
u
the OG
GC Filter Encoding
E
staandard.

The virrtualcityDA
ATABASE is fully coompliant with
w
the 3D
D City Daatabase. If features
developped for the virtualcityD
v
DATABASE
E have gaineed enough maturity,
m
viirtualcitySY
YSTEMS
will intrroduce them
m to the Opeen Source 3 D City Dataabase project (e.g. the W
WFS interfface).
16

http://w
www.virtualcitysystems.de//
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C.2 v
virtualciitySUITE
E – The 3D City
y Platfo
orm
The virttualcitySUIITE is a mo
odular 3D Sp
Spatial Data
a Infrastructure solutioon to store, manage,
distribuute and visuualize 3D geeo data. Corre componeents are the virtualcityD
yDATABASE
E and its
WFS interfacce for accessing and eediting the data,
d
the virrtualcityWA
AREHOUSE
E, a data
OGC W
distribuution solutioon running on
o FME tecchnology th
hat enables users to exxport 3D citty model
content from the viirtualcityDA
ATABASE into variou
us industry GIS
G and CA
AD formats,, and the
web-bassed authoriing tool virtualcityPU
UBLISHER for creatin
ng high-perrformance 3D web
maps. B
Based on thee Open Sou
urce 3D Cityy Database,, the virtuallcitySUITE allows for building
a 3D SD
DI platform for virtual 3D city mo dels based on
o open standards and interfaces.

Figu
ure 166: Compponents of thee virtualcitySU
UITE.

Our 3D
D web maps offer enhaanced GIS ffunctionality
y beyond pu
ure 3D visuualization in
ncluding
3D meeasurementss, real-timee shadows,, WFS-bassed thematic and spaatial queries, POI
integrattion, data exports
e
thro
ough a virttualcityWAR
REHOUSE
E interface, and integrration of
externall WMS andd WFS data sources as w
well as poin
ntcloud dataa and obliquue imagery.. The 3D
web maaps are baseed on the Cesium
C
WebbGL virtuall globe and therefore ccan be displlayed on
modernn web browssers and mo
obile devicees such as tablets
t
and smartphonees without the
t need
for addiitional plugiins.

Figuree 167: The Beerlin 3D City Model
M
consistting of more th
han 500,000 fully
fu textured bbuildings is managed
m
basedd on our virtuaalcitySUITE. The
T Berlin Ecconomic atlas shown above is a 3D web m
map applicatio
on that
diisplays the enttire city model and combinees the 3D objeects with busin
ness and POI information, see
s
www.business locationcenterr.de/wab/maps/main/.
http://w
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Appe
endix D 3DC
CityDB @ M.O
O.S.S.
M.O.S.S
S. Computeer Grafik Sy
ysteme Gmb
mbH17 is a leeading prov
vider of geoo topographical data
manageement and processing
p
solutions. W
Within M.O
O.S.S. produ
uct suite noovaFACTO
ORY, the
3D Cityy Database is used sincce 2011 as the primary
y storage co
ontainer forr 3D and CityGML
C
based ddata. M.O.S.S. as an
n active deevelopment partner within
w
the 3D City Database
D
implem
mentation grooup drives on the techhnological progress
p
of the 3D City
ty Databasee. Within
the M.O
O.S.S. customer projeects millionns of CityG
GML objectts are impoorted manaaged and
exportedd by novaaFACTORY
Y and the included 3D
3 City Daatabase. Onne examplee is the
nationw
wide databasse for the geerman LoD
D1 building product (LO
OD-DE) whhich is baseed on the
3D Cityy Database.. novaFACT
TORY is aalso used ass a 3D plattform withinn different projects
concernning renewaable energy
y topics likke building heat demand analysiss or solar potential
p
assessm
ment.

Fiigure 168: Exxample of a 3D
D building heaat demand maap for the city of Ludwigsbuurg created with
nov
vaFACTORY
Y 3D within prroject SimStadt18

D.1 n
novaFAC
CTORY
Y at a gla
ance
novaFA
ACTORY iss an advan
nced Spatiaal Data Maanagement solution foor efficient geodata
cataloguuing, exploiitation and disseminatiion. With no
ovaFACTO
ORY we aree leading thee way in
the full integrationn of enterprrise-wide geeospatial daata sources which the whole orgaanization
fr
coveriing all aspeccts of
can havve access to and work from,
•
•
•
•
•

D
Data Impoort
Q
Quality Asssurance
D
Data Storaage and Ma
anagement
D
Data Proceessing and Enrichmen
E
nt
D
Data Dissemination

As appllications forr geodata have
h
grown,, so too hass the need to
t efficientlly administter them.
Many bbusinesses, whether
w
government ddepartments or private companies,, are faced with the
complexx task of managing
m
geospatial datta. The challlenge is to allow collaaboration accross the
17
18

http://w
www.moss.de//
http://simstadt.hft-stuuttgart.de/
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organizaation in a meaningful
m
way, from
m a range off sources an
nd formats located thrroughout
their entterprise.
novaFA
ACTORY iss the solutio
on to this cchallenge. It
I brings geeodata togetther and eliminates
barriers to spatial data
d
usabiliity by autom
matically un
niting dispaarate data annd combiniing them
into onne spatial database.
d
novaFACTO
n
ORY is deesigned for seamlesslyy integratin
ng large
geograpphical data sets from many
m
differrent sourcees, e.g. topo
ographic m
maps, digitall surface
models,, aerial phottographs or 3D buildingg models.
Within novaFACT
TORY the module
m
3D GDI is where the 3D City Databbase comes into the
action.

Figuree 169: novaFA
ACTORY 3D overview andd workflow. 3D data manag
gement based oon 3D City Database
D

D.2 n
novaFAC
CTORY
Y 3D GDII
The novvaFACTOR
RY 3D GDI Module is designed fo
or handling and servingg 3D city models
m
in
CityGM
ML format. It
I enables th
he RDBMS based seam
mless storag
ge and dissem
mination off 3D city
models as well ass setting up
p web servvices using them. Data is kept w
within the 3D City
Databasse and can be
b automaticcally transfe
ferred into an ArcGIS®
® Geodatabaase.
As withh all novaFA
ACTORY modules
m
datta can be diisseminated
d via an intuuitive web interface
i
and via any workstation, in allternativelyy formats, e.g. CityGM
ML, KML/C
COLLADA, VRML,
3D Shaape, 3D PD
DF and 3D DXF. Depeending on which
w
kind of format is chosen different
export pparameters can
c be opted for to shoow specific object
o
data.
Additional benefitt is gained
d by autoomatically enhancing the 3D bbuilding daata. The
novaFA
ACTORY 3D
D GDI Mod
dule offers a fully-inteegrated solaar potential analysis du
uring the
export, targeted at the area of interest. 3D
D data can be
b visualized
d directly. A
Appropriatee ArcGIS
presentaation rules will
w be geneerated autom
matically du
uring the exp
port.
The novvaFACTOR
RY 3D GDI Module woorks best in cooperation
n with the nnovaFACTO
ORY 3D
Pro Module for auttomatic reco
ognition off building ro
oofs from ph
hotogramm
metric raw daata. This
raw daata will bee supplied automaticaally and th
he 3D City
y Databasee will be updated
automattically whenn production
n data are aapproved.

